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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates the Cultural Studies paradigm 'hybridity' through an 

analysis or Hong Kong culture. In Cultural Studies, 'hybridity' is usually applied to 

cultures that have been innucnccd by another culture, resulting in a loss of identity, 

leading to a cultural mixture. As a former Colony comprising predominantly ofa 

southern Chinese popu,Jtion, Hong Kong has been influenced by British culture. 

However, the question is whether Hong Kong culture has been 'hybridises', or, the 

Hong Kong people, in mastering two cultures, have become bicultural, and use their 

biculturaiism bilaterally, as particular situations require. 

The study also researches the condition of Hong Kong culture when exported 

overseas through migration, and remigrntion, especially among Chinese. Other areas 

researched are Hong Kong culture's relationship to identity and ethnicity through 

film and language. 

The primary research data is sou1ced from surveys and interviews with Hong 

Kong Chinese people in Australia and Hong Kong. Secondary sources include 

written media, computer-generated media, film, and television. The research uses a 

multiple design format of field: historical; content analysis; textual analysis; 

forensic, and anecdotal material. 

The findings will show that :~ong Kong culture is dominated by Chinese 

cultures rather than Western culture and as such may not be regarded as a 'hybrid' 

culture, but as a conglomerate or independently used cultures. My research findings 

challenge the validity oft he Cultural Studies use ofhybridity in association with 

colonialism, and opens the way for other cultures designated as 'hybrid' to be re

examined within a similar research framework to this study. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Hybridity and Hong Kong Chinese culture: The research question and 
the methodology and parameters for its invesligation 

Introduction 

In 1968 I arrived in Hong Kong and became a resident. My residency lasted 

twenty years, in which time I became familiar with the place and its people. I was 

employed by the Hong Kong Telephone Company, which had approximately 4000 

employees, of whom 120 were expatriates, mainly from the United Kingdom. The 

nature of the work for many of the expatriates was the instruction, supeivision and 

organisation of the locr.lly employed Chinese staff. 

Initially, my exposure to the locnl Hong Kong Chinese population was with 

working coll~agues, and Hong Kong Chinese people who were employed in the 

shops and ch .. bs that I frequented. Similar to other expatriates with whom I mixed, 

there was little conlJct with the Hong Kong Chinese in the social arena. The social 

segregation, in my opinion, nppcarcd to be based on different interests, and financial 

situations, rather tlrnn racial and cultural preferences. This is not to say that racial 

preferences amongst the Hong Kong population did not exist, but more to say that 

racial intolerance did not manifest itself, in the main, as public exhibition. In the 

circles in which l operated, both work-wi;e and socially, most expatriates seemed to 

have a good relationship with the Hong Kong Chinese. which showed up in good 

working associations, and enjoyable fraternisation in after-work activities. After I 

had been in Hong Kong around four months, I began to mix socially with Mr. Lee 

Kwok-wah, a Hong Kong born Chinese who was the Chieflnspectorofthe section 

for which I was responsibh In his capacity as Chief Inspector, Mr. Lee reported 

directly to me, and through our occasional non-work conversations, I found out that, 

similar to myself, he was a keen angler, so sometimes in our leisure hours we would 

go fishing. Mr. Lee spoke good English, but it became evident to me that if! could 

speak Cantonese, some of the language nuances, which could generate 



misinterpretations and consequently result in communication errors, may be 

corrected. The construction of the Cantonese language is radically different to that 

ofEnglish . .\n Cantonese the same word pronounced with a different tone results in a 

different meaning, and the written version oft he language bears no resemblance to 

English scri?t. When I attended Cantonese language lessons, I was taught that oral 

Cantonese could have as many as nine different tonal pronunciations to individual 

words. The reason given was, that due to the paucity of words in the oral lang11age, 

a system of different tonal qualities, together with the combining of the intoned 

words into specific sentence constructions made Cantonese a functional oral 

language. Many Europeans made some attempt lo become famili.u- with the 

Cantonese language. Their expertise ranged from posse;sing the knowledge and 

competency to speak a few useful phrases, like ordering one's favourite beverage or 

Chinese food, and giving taxi-drivers directions, to others who enjoyed both oral and 

written fluency. 

Although the official operational language, work ethics and procedures of the 

'Company' were English, it was desirnble for expatriate staff to acquire knowledge 

of the Hong Kong Chinese customs, a knowledge ofetlmic 'dos' and 'don'ts', and n 

basic wofdng knowledge of the spoken local language, Cantonese. Apart from the 

obvious ndvant&ge~ of avoiding cultural pitfalls, the Chinese staff seemed to 

appreciate thcgweil/o (white ghost) who made this type of effort. For my own part, 

I attended a Cantonese language courne, and became proficient to an elementary 

level, which meant that I could speak in statement fonn and understand replies, but I 

was not proficient in conversational engagements, especially when colloquial 

language was used. 

Another situation where difference occurred was the defence of the Colony, 

in which British expatriates were deemed to have obligations, but to which Hong 

Kong Chinese participation was optional. In the immediate years after the Second 

World War, all British expatriates in Hong Kong were obligated to join the Royal 

Hong Kong Auxiliary Police, or the Royal Hong Kong Defence Force (The 

Volunteers), or Royal Auxiliary Air Force. People who were ex-Royal Navy 

personnel served in the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve, and so on. Other auxiliary 

services were the Auxiliary Medical Service, and the Auxiliary Fire Service, By the 

time J arrived in Hong Kong in 1968, the obligation to join the police or the armed 
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forces in an auxiliary capacity was discontinued. However, in my capadty as an 

Engineer in the Hong Kong Telephone Company, I was asked if! would join the 

Hong Kong Government Essential Service Corps. At that time, the 

Essential Service Corps consist[ed] of some 60 units, which [could] 
be mobilised during severe emergencies to maintain public utilities 
and other essential services (Hong Kong 1968, /969, p.223). 

I agreed to join, which imposed a condition, that should there be civil unre~t 

in the Colony. that I would continue to carry out my employment duties, even in the 

circumstances where the civilian expatriate population may be evacuated from the 

Colony. As it was only about o:!c year afler the cessation oflhe troubles caused 

through the 1966 riots, and the concurrently running Red Guard invasior. orsouthem 

China. security in Hong Kong was still regarded as an imponant issue. As the 

tension in the relationship between British administered Hong Kong and China 

decreased, the British expatriate role in the Essential Service Corps was considered 

redundant, and in 1976 the Essential Services Corps disbanded. The duties of the 

Essential Services Corps were amalgamated into the duties of the Civil Aid Services, 

which 

consist of disciplined and uniformed members of 1he public who 
assist the other regular emergency services in combating natural 
disaster, and civil unrest (Hong Kong 1976, /977, p./53). 

In general, m tliat time, the Hong Kong Chinese did not join the military 

auxiliary defence farces, but they did join, and were active members of the Royal 

Hong Kong Auxiliary Police Force, and the Civil Aid Services. The Royal Auxiliary 

Police Force (The Auxiliaries) were u~ed, on a part-time basis, to augment the 

regular force in their normal policing duties. They were trained, equipped, including 

the carrying of firearms, and held the same responsibilities as full-time policemen. 

Consequently, the relationship between expatriates and Hong Kong Chinese 

employed within both the regular and the auxiliary police forces developed 

camaraderie, resulting in fraternisation spanning working and leisure activities. 

My interest lmwevcr, was not in the level of proficiency ofexpatrintes 

acquiring knowledge oft he Hong Kong Chinese culture, it was in the way that the 

Hong Kong Chinese took the 'Western' culture, and made it work for themselves. In 
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my readings ofpre,·ious circumstances relating to people being exposed tu two 

cultures, one nftwo things happened. Either one culture dominated, resulting in the 

assimilation of the people into 1he dominating cul1ure, or, people became a mixture 

of the two cultures, in Cultural Studies terminology, a hybrid cullure. It is my 

opinion !hat !long Kong Chinese culture is net an assimilated product of Western 

and Chinese cullurc,, as their scparalion in language, both oral and written, is 

distinct, and tbcre is no Western creolisation of the dominant Chinese spoken 

lang11agc, Cantonese. "!"l1creforc in my view, the notion of Hong Kong Chinese 

culture being hybridic is a flawed concept, and other explanations for the dynamic 

Hong Kong culture I became familiar with arc required. 

Hong Kong cultur~ has formed from its association with its ethnic past and 

Western rnhurnl mndifications, embracing a cnminuing eclectic selection of 

contemporary social. mid c11ltural prescnlations. Di!Tcrent ethnic cultures brought 

in10 Hong Kong by Chinese migrant~ from their particular places uforigin have been 

largely overwhclmcc..l, in the presentation of a unified Hong Kong Chinese culture, 

by lhe culture uf1b~ main body of immigrants, the Cantonese. The large Chinese 

population representation in Hong Kong, acrording to Abbas, "98 per cent of the 

population is c1hnic Chinese, [gives an impression] that if you scratch the surface of 

a Hong Kong person you will fmd a Chinese identity waiting to be born" (Ahha.1·, 

l99!i, p. 2) It can be argued 1hat the Hong Kong Chinese culture is complex, 

perlmps for the reason that their Chinese ethnicity is seen hy some as different to the 

culture of their mainland origin. Abbas comments on CMncse ethnicity and culture, 

io relationship to the I long Kong Chinese population, and argues that "'history (both 

colonial history and history on the mainland) has seen to it that the Hong Kong 

Chinese arc now culturally quite distinct fr(lm mainlanders" (AhhaI, 1998. p. 2). 

One oft he contributing factors in making Hong Kong Chinese culturally 

distinct from their mainland countcrpal1s is Hong Kong's freewheeling economy 

This "has allowed [Hong Kong] to change from a trading post in the nineteenth 

century to i1s prcscm position as a premier financial centre in Southeast Asia" 

(Ahh11.s. /9911, p. 3), ond, as such, has created a wealthy middle-class population. 

Whereas, in China, the rcstric1ive pr(llc1arian peasant-based system, until recently, 

has kepl most of the population in comparative finaocial poverty. Financial changes 

drive cultural changes. With amucncc comes the exposure to different personal 
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expectations, which can (IUC~lion preconceived beliefs and ideas. Soon after Hong 

Kong's initial occupati<1n by lhc British in 1841, early migrants from China to Hong 

Kong s.1w 1 long Kong grow from a lmv!y populated fishing village lo a trading port. 

After which, sn111c of1hc early migrants' ancestors, and later migrants, experienced 

Hong Kong growin.; into a cokinial city. and "from colonial city to global city" 

(Ahl>il.<, /')')8, p. J) Between its colonial conception and the 1990s, the immense 

ecological clrnnges in I !C'ng Kong compared with 1he relatively slow progress of 

change on the Chinese mainland, resulted in a major breakaway of Hong Kong 

Chinese culture, from its nminland origins. Tiiis cul1ural breakaway is most 

prominently seen in the way that the film industry and the music industry made 

Hong Kong and the Camonese language their primary focus. Films presented Hong 

Kong and its lifestyles, yood and bad, trngic and comic, fa~iual and fiction, by 

portraying its own contemporary cullurc, in its own natio·,ial language, Cantonese. 

The music industry produced Hong Kong musicai siars. which sang Hong Kong 

composed popular songs about Hong Konl\, and in the Cantonese langt1agc. 

At the ,ame time, some lac1ors complicate the definition ofHong Kong 

Chinese culture. The Chinese population of! long Kong is made up ofnrnny 

ethnically diverse groups, ,1ho have originaled from different parts of China. The 

individual grl.'ups speak their own langu~yes. cat different ethnic foods, and pra("lice 

different custom, and riti,als There cPn be no one ethnic Chinese population in 

Hong Km,l\. unlr.ss it i; argued thal all of these different ethnic groups have 

absorbcdfassimilmcd int" one ethnic lfony Kong Chinese culture. lfthis i~ so, then 

the same argument can be "PPlicd to the relationship between the British and the 

I fony Kony Chinese culture,. where the dominant culture would appear to be, 

through the weight ofpop11lation numbers, the Hong Kong Chinese culture. The 

subject ofmy research is whether or not Hong Kony Chinese culture is a 'hybrid' 

culture. or an cclect ic culll•rc, by which I mean that any foreign input was carefully 

sourced and selected by the llony Kong C!1inese, on the basis that it would be a 

cm1strue1ive addition to their culture. 

llybridity and Hong Kong Chinese culture 

The concept ofhybridity in cultural studies has been informed by discussions 

relating to "creolisa1ion, inbctwec11ess, diaspora and liminality, with the mL>bility and 
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crossovers or ideas and idenlities generated by colonialism" (Loom ha, 1998, p. 173), 

The main global arenas relating to these discussions have been India, Africa, the 

Americas and the Near East, and yet, "by the l930s, colonies·and ex-colonies 

covered 84.6 per cent of the fond surface ofthe globe. Only parts of Arabia, Persia, 

Afghanistan, Mongolia, Tibet, China, Siam and fa pan had never been under formal 

European government" (Field/muse, 1989. f'.373). Smaller enclaves such as Hons 

Kong, Singapore, and Korea, which was a Japanese colony from 1910 to 1945, do 

not appear in the main colonial discourse, although, certainly in the case of Hong 

Kong, its culture, through a diasporic section ofits population, has influenced other 

cultures on a global scale. Major capital cities worldwide bonst their Chinatowns in 

which Hong Kong style Cantonese eating establishments are prominent. Also, Hong 

Kong film stars like Bruce Lee, who in the 1970s, is "given credit for introducing 

kung fu to the West" (foo, 1997, p./05), and in the 1980s, "as Cantonese··dialcct 

films ..• , [replaced Mandarin productions] due, in great part, lo. . . the new-found 

power of young stars such as Jackie Chan" (Odham, Slakes & Hoow.1r,1999, p.U), 

Hong Kong film,, mnde their mark on the Western world, with their particular style 

of action films. The Cantonese language is still widely used in the Western world 

where it is featured in radio, television and video productions. In capital cities where 

substantial communities of Hong Kong Chinese are resident, dedicated news 

programmes concerning Hong Kong are broadcast in the Cantonese language. In 

Hong Kong, Cantonese is still the most widely spoken language, even after JOO 

years of colonial rule hy the British, and the most recent change of sovereign rule, to 

the Putonghua speaking People's Republic of China. 

Modem colonialism is seen as "the expansion of various European powers 

into Asia, Africa, [the Near East] or the Americas from the sixteenth century 

onwards", (Loomba, 1998, p. 2). This expansion invariably meant the acquisition of 

lands by force, and the subsequent suppression nf indigenous peoples to conform to 

the new ways introduced by the new ruling powers. Apart from extracting the 

commodities of good~ and wealth from the conquered countries, some colonial 

powers also used indigenous people as commodities, trading them as slaves, both 

within and outside ofthcir countries of origin. Other comodification strategics 

involving the native populations were advocated and enacted by colonialists, such as 

selective breeding, and re-education policies. "An early nineteenth century 
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Colombian, Pedro Fermin de Vmgus, actually advocated a policy of interbreeding 

between whites and Indians in order to 'Hispanisisc' and finally 'extin!,'llish' the 

Indians" (Loomba, /')')8, p. 173). 

Colonial education policies sought to Europeanise parts of the native 

populations to act as dr. facto administrators and sub-rulers for their colonial 

masters', Lord Macaulay, referred to these policies as, [the creation of] "a class of 

persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinion, in morals and 

intellect" {in A11dcr.wm, /')9/,/3, p. 9/). There were two fundamental advantages 

perceived by the colonial powers for the introduction of these colonial educational 

policies. The first perception was that the employment of native people within the 

governing adminislrntion would have a softening effect towards any oppositional 

stance presented by the native population towards colonial rule. The second 

perception was lhal the educated "Europeanised natives, [through) the underlying 

premise ... that Indians [native people) can mimic but never exactly reproduce 

English values, and that their recognition oft he perpetual gap between themselves 

and the 'real thing' will ensure their subjection" (/.oomba, /998, p. 173), would not 

endanger the rnling colonial administration. The irony of course is that this class of 

people invariably became the focus of opposition to colonialism. 

Hong Kong's colonisation in 1842 was somewhat different to the 

colonisation of other lands. Ack bar Abbas argues that "Hong Kong has no 

precolonial past to speak of, [due mainly to Hong Kong, in 1841, being sparsely 

populated, so,]., .. the history of Hong Kong. in tenns that are relevant to what it 

has become today, has effectively been a history of colonialism" (Abbas, /998, p.2). 

Although the ceding of Hong Kong to the British by the Chinese came afler the two 

'Opium Wars', which occurred a considerable distance from Hong Kong on the 

Chinese Mainland, there was in effect no great mass of people living in Hong Kong 

at that time to constitute a large conquered majority, 

"On [the] 26 January 184 !, Hong Kong was officially claimed by the Royal 

Navy" (Segal. 1993, p.13). The first population, estimated shortly after British 

occupation, "put the local Chinese population [in Hong Kong] at some 4,000, with a 

further 2,000 living afloat" (Hong Kang 1966, 1967, p. 260). "By October of the 

same year, [it was estimated that] some 15,000 people lived on [Hong Kong Island]" 

(Segal, /993, p. 13}. The Chinese population in Hong Kong grew alongside the 
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growth ofthc populmion ofits colonisers, nhhough it was always significantly 

larger. Hong Kong's first official repon on population was tabled in June 1845 and 

"gave the total as 23,8! 7, of whom, 595 were Europeans and 362 Indians" (Hong 

Kong 1966, 1967. p 260). 

Between l 850- \866 the Tai Ping Rebellion "spread over South China 

[creating] unsettled conditions on the mainland, resulting in thousands seeking 

refuge in the Colony" (/1011g Kong 1966, 1967, p. 261). The population continued to 

increase significantly, from "32,983 (3 l,463 Chinese) in 185 l", (Hong Kong 1976, 

!977, p. /91) [to], "by 1861, .. l 19,321 ofwhom 116,335 were Chinese" (Hong Kong 

1966, 1967 p.26/). As the population grew, British residents several times pressed 

for self-government. "but the home government steadily refused to allow the 

Chinese majority to be subject lo the control ofa small European minority" (Ho11g 

Koug /976, 1977, p. 195). Then in 1865, the British Government stamped its 

authority on the colonial administration by issuing changes to 

the Governor's instructions, forbid[ding] him to assent to any 
ordinance 'whereby persons of African or Asian binh may be 
subjected to any disabilities or restrictions to which persons of 
European binh or descent are not also subjected'. [This presented] 
Hong Kong as a place, where all were free to come and go and where 
government held the scales impanialty (1977, p.195). 

A continuation of this migratory pattern saw the population, by 1931, reach 

"878,947" (Hung Ko11g 1976, /977, p. /9/) ofwhich nearly 98 per cent were 

Chinese. 

Apart from large inward flows of population, Hong Kong also afforded 

significant outward flows of population characterised by the emigrations that took 

place when gold was discovered in America in 1849, and in Australia in 1851. 

Later, Hong Kong Chinese emigrated to Central and Southern America as contracted 

labour to work in the sugar plantations. The most recent outward movement 

affecting Hong Kong's population is the migration of residents looking for an 

assured safe future in light of the return ofHong Kong's sovereignty to China in 

1997. This exodus saw many thousands of rich, business and professional people, 

with their families, take up residence in countries like Canada, Australia, the United 

States of America, and some countries in Europe. The effects of these migratory 
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patterns are, I would ar1,,ue, as important as the inward flows of population, in a 

number ofsignifican.t ways. 

These outward population flows in the early days were sojourner type 

migrations, where the migrants' intentions were to return to Hong Kong after 

amassing enough wealth to support a comfortable life for themselves and their 

families. In some case~ this did happen, but in other cases migrants remained in 

their host country to become residents and later citizens. The effect of returning 

migrants provided encouragement nnd sometimes contacts for other Hong Kong 

residents who considered migration as an employment option to earning a living in 

Hong Kong. The emigrants that did not return to Hong Kong, but choso to settle in 

their host countries, fonned communities that were generally centred around 

business and living enclaves locally known as Chinatowns. These Chinatowns 

became focal points for the integration of other migrants into the already existing 

Hong Kong Chinese communities, nnd later, showcases for Hong Kong Chinese 

culture through the presentntion of their particular culinary ski!Is, and eotertainment 

media. 

Hong Kong's population has a history of being transitory, with the comings 

and goings genernlly geared to war or political change. ln 1937 when the Sino

Japanese war affected the southern part of China an "estimated .. 100,000 [refugees] 

entered. [Hong Kong, followed by] 500,000 in 1938 and 150,000 in 1939 bringing 

the population at the outbreak of war [World War II] !o .. 1,600,000" (Hong Kong 

/966, 1967, p. 265). By the end of the Japanese occupation "in August 1945, [the 

population] had been reduced to 600,000, but by the end of 1947 it haci risen to 1.8 

million" (Segal, 1993, p. 20). 

The next big population change came with the take-over of China by the 

Chinese Communist Party: 

In the period 1948-9 the Chinese Nationalist Government began to 
face defeat at the hands of the Communists, [and] the Colony 
received an influx of people unparalleled in its history. About three 
quarters of a million, mainly from Kwangtung province, Shanghni 
and other commercial centres, entered the Colony during 1949 and 
the spring of 1950. By the end of 1950 the population was estimated 
to be 2,360,000 (Ho11g Kong 1975, 1976, p. 189). 
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The populating of Hong Kong by the British and the Chinese were separate 

issues, done by each ethnic group for their own specific reasons. As such, "the 

Chinese asked only to be left alone, and thrived under a liberal British role" (Hong 

Kong WOO, 2001, p . ./29), and each community mainly pursued its own way of!ifo 

independent from lhe other. For many years "the old traditional praci;ce of 

European and Chinese communities living apart continued in Hong Kong and was 

accepted" (Hong Ko11g 1968, 1969, p. 275). Regardless of the reasons that can be 

atlributed to this practice, such as the economic differences between the Eumpcans 

and the Chinese, it did help to maintain a separation between the two cullures, as 

they both independ~ntly developed into Hong Kong Chinese, and Hong Kong 

European cultures. Even in the later years of colonial rule, when the distribution of 

wealth was widened by large employment establishments moving towards the 

equalisation of salaries and benefits between their locally employed and expatriate 

staff, there was no large shifting of population which would constitute a conscious 

dctennination to mix outside of one's culture in the arena ofresidency. 

As the Chinese population of Hong Kong grew, they set up their own 

vernacular schools, and in 1847 were given government funding. The Hong Kong 

Government in 1873 funded the voluntary schools, which were operated mainly by 

missionaries. The Hong Kong Government education policy evolved into two 

cultl1rnl streams. One group of schools, Anglo-Chinese grammar schools, and 

technical schools use English as their principal instn.iction language, with Chinese 

being taught as a second language. The other group of schools, the Chinese middle 

schools, and sccomhry modern, use Chinese as their principal language of 

instn.iction, and English is taught as a second language. The Anglo-Chinese grammar 

schools, the technical schools, and the Chinese middle schools all support the 

education facilities required in the preparation of qualified students for entry to 

tertiary education establishments. The dual language/cultural separation in 

education has been maintained at tertiary level, where the second university to be 

opened in Hong Kong, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, operates using 

Chinese as its principal instructional language. "In 1959 Mr. J. S. Fulton. came 

to Hong Kong to advise the government on the creation ofa university which would 

cater for the needs ofChincse-speaking students" (Hung Kong 1966, 1967, p. 13). 

The main medium used in The Chinese University of Hong Kong for oral instruction 
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is Cantonese, however, "the department of extra-mural studies at the university 

offers ... a wide range of courses of which .... the majority arc conducted in 

Cantonese or Mandarin" (Hong Kong 1976, 1977, p.58). Other Hong Kong 

universities use English as their main instructional language. 

During tho 156 years of British colonisation of Hong Kong, the "Chinese 

society managed to prosper without excessive intervention from the colonial 

administration" (Posliglione & Tang, 1997, p. 5). This slluation is probably partly 

due to the original British strategy of, 

cstablish[ing] a stronghold on the coast of Southern China to protect 
British military, commercial, and political interests in the Far East 
with little intention oftransforming [the] local social structure into a 
British community (1997, p. 5). 

The British Government 's original attitude of"litt!e intention of 

transfonning [the] local social structure" (1997, p.5) of Hong Kong, continued 

throughout its tenure as coloninl ruler. This policy was trnnsmittcd through its local 

colonial administration, which "was known for practicing limited government, 

especially concerning the matters in Chinese society" (1997, p. 5). Under these 

circumstances, there is a case for the argument that the influence of British colonial 

rule on Hong Kong Chinese culture was minimal. 

The traditional arguments as to why a culture should be labelled as 'hybrid' 

like the conquests of large numbers of indigenous ~cople, and the ruthless 

suppression ofpopulntion masses by the constant application ofunmediated force, 

do not apply to Hong Kong Chinese culture. The difference in the method of the 

colonial acquisition of Hong Kong, through ceding, rather than the conquest of 

actual territory, as was the case with olher colonisations, and, the consequent 

administration policy of"being lenient, [even] if discriminatory at times", 

(Postiglione & Tm,g, 1997, p. 5) has not forcibly alienated the Chinese community 

in Hong Kong from their chosen culture. Also the population of Hong Kong, from 

its colonial inception to well into the post-World-War 11 years 

was largely a society of sojourners. Both Europeans and Chinese 
came to , . [Hong Kong] to make fast and easy money for a better life 
in their respective countries of origin, and few members of either 
group regarded Hong Kong as their permanent home (Leung, /997, 
p.49), 
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In the 1970s onwards, when many ofHong Kong's Chinese population had 

been born there rather than being migrants, a sense ofbelonging existed, and "in the 

Hong Kong of the late 1980s one senses poignantly among many of its people a new 

readiness to identify with it, and a willingness to call it home" (Pan, 1991, p. 374). 

During this p~riod, the voluntary segregated relationship between the Hong Kong 

Chinese community and the resident British/Western community steadily reduced, 

resulting in a large scale mixing of the communities in the working, and social 

arenas. N, Hong Kong has grown commercially, and become a major exporter of 

garments, plastic products, and later electronic products, it has also become a major 

importer of Western goods and technologies for consumption within its own 

domestic market. Hong Kong's exposure to the outside world in this way is one of 

the mnin reasons for arguing that Hong Kong Chinese culture is hybridised. Hoiman 

Chan argues that Hong Kong's culture became hybridised precisely due to the 

influence of international cultures. He stales that, "the cultural make-up of Hong 

Kong is widely regEirded as the hybridised product of Chinese and Western legacies" 

(Chan, 1997, p.17T). However, he concedes that "while the horizon of outside 

cultural influences did greatly expand. .[they] were internalised to become an 

integrnl part of cultural Hong Kong" (1997, p.177). 

Chan recognises that Hong Kong, through its movies, popular music, and 

Cantonese cuisine has exported its culture to other countries, including Western 

cultures, especially the U.S.A. He also goes on to say that this two-way cultural 

exchange is weighted heavily in favour of imported Western culture, which results in 

the hybridisation oft he Hong Kong culture through the proliferation of Western 

domestic commodities and their iconic signitiers. The problem with Chan's 

argument is, thal it addresses the issue through a focus on the importation ofWestem 

eulturnl icons and commodities, and gives no indication as to how the Hong Kong 

Chinese in Hong Kong, or the Hong Kong Chinese overseas appropriate and use 

these icons in their culture. Chan's arguments neglect to investigate the relationship 

underpinning the appropriation ofWe.1tern cultural icon~ hy Hongkongers. 

I will show that, the Hong Kong Chinese beliefs, social behaviour patterns, 

arts, institutions, and other products of human work and thought characteristics, have 

certainly been aITecterl by the global spread ofWestern beliefs, ideas and 

technologies, but I wi!l also argue that the infkence is no more than that experienced 
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by other cultures. For instance, Japan afler World War JI was under the influence of 

American military occupation and administration. This situation continued until the 

Japanese people acceded to replace their traditional supreme ruler/feudal method of 

governing with the imposed Western democratic system of government. 

There is no doubt that the Hong Kong Chinese live successfully in a dual

cuhurnl environment, but this docs not necessarily mean that their culture has 

become hybridised. Lynn Pan's So11s of the Yellow Emperor, 1990, advances a 

strong argument in supporting Hong Kong Chinese as being bicultural. Pan likens 

the Hong Kong Chinese to the 'treaty-port' Chinese of"pre-1949 Shanghai , ... who 

succeed[ed] in becoming tn1ly bicuhural" (Pan, /990, p.373), In Shanghai, the 

Chinese operated independently both within their own culture, and the resident 

Western culture. According to Pan, the Hong Kong Chinese "arc different fro,n the 

Anglicised ~ubjects of the British Empire, ... for one thing they are not creolised in 

their speech, and .. their emotional pole remains China" (1990, p. 373). She also 

states that Hong Kong Chinese "Chineseness .... is unlike anything you will find in 

China proper. It is s11i generi~· fitting neither the overseas Chinese nor the ancestral 

Chinese mould" (1990, p. 373). Pan's argument that Hong Kong Chinese are neither 

Anglicised British Empire subjects, nor traditional Chinese, can be interpreted as the 

Hong Kong Chinese possessing a unique culture of their own. And, that their 

engagement with British/Western culture is an event of separate personal selection 

for use a5 required, resulting in the status of Hong Kong Chinese culture being a 

condition of 'bicultmalism', not 'hybridity' 

Research Design 

My qualitative and quantitative research materinls have been obtained from 

survey questionnaires distributed to Hong Kong Chinese domiciled in Western 

Australia, Vancouver Canada, and Hong Kong. The questionnaires firstly sought to 

survey "the behaviours, beliefs, [and] intentions" (Mauch & Birch, /989, p.80) of 

Hong Kong Chinese migrants domiciled in Western Australia, and Vancouver 

Canada, and secondly, Hong Kong Chinese residents who migrated, and have now 

returned to live and work in Hong Kong, The survey and interview questions have 

been directed to address the following research areas: migration and settlement 

issues; job; financial; living accommodation; lifestyle expectations in West em 
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Australia, and Vancouver Canada, and their differences with Hong Kong; the 

handling of the Australian and Canadian cultures, and languages; efforts or non

efforts to retain the Hong Kong culture while domiciled in Western Australia and 

Vancouver, use of Australian and Canadian media: what Hong Kong media is 

available in Western Australia and Vanccuvcr, and what is consumed; arc children 

being brought up as bilingual, i.e. English and Cantonese, and able to read and write 

in Chinese (for questionnaire sample see Appendix B). The questionnaires were 

distributed together with a Form of Disclosure and Consent Form (for the Form of 

Disclosure and Con~ent ,<orm sample see Appendix A). 

My research synthesises several distinct but related research approaches, 

namely: qualitative and quantitative field research, historical, contents analysis, 

textual analysis and forensic. With the volume of data collected, a contents analysis 

was used for "identifying specific chnracteri5tics of[the collected data]" 

(Sha11gl111es~y & Zechmeisler, /990, p. 136). This was carried out firstly by "the 

identification ofrelevant archival source[s],. . [secondly, the] samp[Jing ofj 

selections (rom [these] source[s], .... [and thirdly] coding [the] relevant descriptive 

categor[ies]" (1990, pp. I 36-137) for easy identification and analysis. This process 

rntionalised the knowledge base for identifying primary source information, and 

matching secondary source components for answering each particular research 

question. The data rationalisation also narrowed the focus ofthe research area for 

'textual' analysis. 

The textual analysis was "conducted to discern and explicate principles, [and] 

guide action" (Mauch & Birch, 1989, p. 79) for providing the information that was 

relevant in nnswering the primary research question: "can we apply the cultural 

paradigm ofhybridity to the Hong Kong Chinese culture, or is the culture eclectic or 

truly bicultural"? Also a number of texts were randomly selected from the 

knowledge base, analysed, and combined with the analysed information from the 

questionnaires. This technique provided a qualitative interpretation of the collected 

data to address the main research question and the subsidiary questions. 

The historical methodological approach was used to study Hong Kong 

Chinese people "[in] reconstruct[ing] the past accurately and without bias in order to 

ascertain, document, and interpret [their contributions in building their present day 

culture]" (Mauch & Birch, 1989, p.80). In addition, to create an extensive working 
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knowledge base, by accessing the archives of relevant literature in university and 

public libraries, searching media and computer mediated information sources, 

including the intemational contemporary press, magazines, films, videos, and the 

lntcmet. 

Methodology 

As the make-up of'culturc' is extensive in its range of elements, it is 

important to ensure that the maximum sources of information are accessed to 

detenninc answers to the research questions. John Hartley's 'forensic' 

methodological approach to the collection and inte111retation of data maximises its 

nse. He analogises bow the "tiny piece of hair, minute chemical traces, bodily fluids 

or fibres of fabrics" (Hartley, 1992, p.30) are brought together to answer outstanding 

questions. ln formntting research outcomes I refer to John Hartley's The Poli lies of 

Pictures {199~. He secs pictures as being, "objective traces of socio-semiotic 

struggles (conflict), allegiances (conccnsus), and ideologies (sense-making 

practices), right across the spectrum from big ideal public politics to intimate 

personal culture" (Hartley, /992, p. 29). I consider that for the subject, pictures, the 

subject culture can be substituted. 

Hartley moreover cites that "pictures are neither scientific data nor historical 

documents, but they arc, literally,forcnsic evidence" (1992, p. 29). This analogy can 

equally apply to culture, for although scientific data and historical documents have 

inputs, they are not in total the whole ofthe elements that make up culture. Using 

Hartley's/ore11sic approach as a key element for my methodology will give me 

access to a wide range of subject material, to be brought together into a completed 

picture to answer the research questions. Hartley's 'forensic' methodology has been 

rigorously applied to my research methodology. 

In determining the status of culture, I will argue that the personal factor is 

cmcial. How people of particular cultures see themselves culturally should be 

addressed as a major contributory factor prior to decisions being made on whether 

cultures are unique, assimilated, or hybrid. For my research I have designed the 

subsidiary questions to reflect outcomes driven by the results of accessing 

information, gathered within my field research data collection process, from Hong 

Kong Chinese residents, and ex-Hong Kong Chi~.ese residents. 
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Subsidiary question (i) asks how British colonial rule post 1945 has affected 

Hong Kong Chinese culture. This question is asked to ascertain, what if any major 

culture contributions throughout the latter period of British colonial rule have there 

been to help mould Hong Kong Chinese culture. This period is selected, as 

arguably, the time in which the major cultural changes occurred to make Hong Kong 

Chinese what it is today. 

The close association between Hong Kong Chinese people and business 

activities is well known. Subsidiary question {ii) investigates whether business 

acumen is a separate skill outside of the other spheres of Hong Kong Chinese life, or 

something that penneates the culture and so becomes an clement of the Hong Kong 

Chinese cultural make-up. 

Another important factor in addressing the relative issues of Hong Kong 

culture is the portability of the culture. Hong Kong Chinese culture has been 

transported to most countries throughout the world, and back again into Hong Kong, 

firstly by Hong Kong Chinese sojourners, and in the latter years by the so-called 

'Astronauts'. The Subsidiary question (v) is asked to give answers to these issues. 

Subsidiary questions (iii), (iv), and (vi) address the issues relating to Hong 

Kong culture as an overseas culture. Question (iii) asks if Hong Kong Chinese 

living outside of Hong Kong feel that they are in exile, that is, if they migrated under 

duress, and not as a purely voluntary process. Question (iv) relates to the role of 

Chinese media in the maintenance of Hong Kong Chinese culture for overseas Hong 

Kong Chinese. The different types of Chinese media relating to Hong Kong Chinese 

culture arc addressed, their availability, and their access by the population who were 

respondents to my questionnaires distributed in Western Australia, and Vancouver 

Canada. Subsidiary question (vi) deals with how overseas Hong Kong Chinese 

regard themselves culturally, when faced with the dilemma of maintaining their 

ethnic culture within the captive boundaries ofa dominant alien culture. 

Each subsidiary question is treated independently, and presented separately 

in its own particular chapter of the thesis. The composite information gleaned from 

researching the subsidiary questions provides the conclusions arrived at in 

addressing the main research question. 
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For intcrprctntion and translation work, I had access to the services ofa 

NAATI Professional Level lmerprctcrffranslator in Cantonese/English. 

Theoretical Framework 

My theoretical framework draws upon postoolonial theory and cultural 

studies as the base for evaluating the condition ofhybridity as applied to culture. Jr 

my analysis of Hong Kong Chinese culture I have used a pragmatic approach in 

assessing the practical manner in which Hong Kong people, especially the 

numerically dominant Hong Kong Chinese, build into their cuhure a philosophy of 

practicality. This practicality leads to the creation ofan eclectic method of 

expanding their culture through contemporary additions and modifications 

describing functionality. 

In my research I have found that Hong Kong culture is very much an insider 

culture, in which local knowledge is contained within local language and local 

habitat. That is, it is not transparent to the 'outsider' who requires long experience to 

decipher the culture or possess some other conduit to access its depths. I will argue 

that this situation arises because Hong Kong culture has a strong oral element where 

many situations are described orally and may not necessarily be recorded in writing. 

This fact leads me 10 include an anecdotal component to my theoretical framework. 

Limitations 

The first limitation was that the majority of content addressed within the 

research was in the English language. Although I did have the resource~ available of 

a professional interpreter, the magnitude of researching the subject substantially in 

two different written languages would have definitely pushed the project outside of 

the specified 1imeframe for completion. 

Another limitation was the poor numerical return received from the 

distribution of the primary-source research questionnaires. Out of JOO 

questionnaires distributed only 24 returns were received. Although the number of 

returns was small, the information contained in the returned questionnaires was 

invaluable to my research for backing-up secondary source material, and indicating 

that, even after experiencing colonial rule and migration, some Hong Kong Chinese 
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do regard themselves as being members ofa unique culture. This information also 

gives an indicmion that an area for follow.up research exists within a similar 

framework to my research on the subject ofhyhridity within the Cultural Studies 

discipline. 

Rtsearch Question 

Can we appl_y the cultural paradigm ofhybridity to the Hong Kong Chinese 

culture, or is the culture eclectic or truly biculturnl"? 

Subsidiary Questions 

• Arc there clements in the 'British colonial rule' of Hong Kong, post 

1945, which have rnntrihutcd to the development of the present Hong 

Kong Chinese ct1ltt1re? 

• Doc,, Hong Kong Chinese culture recognise a separation between 

business and private lifo, or is it unaffected by the attributes ofa business 

class, and by the opportunities and practices in which it is implicated? 

• Is the Hong Kong Chinese culture an 'exilic culture'? 

• Do Chinese media act as support systems in the maintenance ofHong 

K.:ing Chinese culture for overseas Hong Kong Chinese? 

• ls the contemporary Hong Kong Chinese 'Astronaut' the modern-day 

version oft he earlier I long Kong Chinese 'sojourner'? 

• Is the foundation oflhe H"ng Kong Chinese culture the knowledge of 

who, ancl what one is, rather than where one is domiciled? 

The Signilicnnce of the Study 

[ see my research as signilicant because it demonstrates, through researching 

the Hong Koog Chinese cullurc, that groups presently regarded as sub-cultures, can, 

by adopting a bilateral approach in their usage of cultures, become cultures within 

their own right. Also, it illustrates that populations who are exposed to more than 

one culture are 1101 necessarily assimilated into the dominant culture, or become 
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cultural hybrids My research mounts a challenge to Cultural Studies paradigms on 

how cultures are formed, which means other cultures should be examined, especially 

in terms of how forci~n cul!ura\ innucnces become internalised into indigenous 

cultures 

Summllry 

The mainstream 'Cultural Smdies' discourse on colonialisation and its 

innucnce on culturn.l hybridisation, does not wholly apply to Hong Kong. Founding 

the thesis that follows, I argue !hat the 'so Iler' colonial ncquisition method, and the 

less oppressive trcatmen! of colonised subjects, in comparison to other colonial 

situations, has allowed the Chinese population in Hong Kong the freedom to 

culturally evolve within their chosen environment. 

The chapters oft he thesis critiques the main textual contributions applied to 

answer the research questions. In addressing the subsidiary questions, the chapters 

contain a close analysis of the salient issues that constitute Hong Kong Chinese 

culture. And, in tho concluding Chapter 8, I will synthesize lhe heterogeneous data 

lo answer the main 'Research Question'; "can we apply the cultural paradigm of 

hybridity 10 the Hong Kong Chinc5e culture, or is the culture eclectic or truly 

biculturnl"? 

The aucndanl chapters to this chapter arc: 

Chapter Two: Review ofLitcratt1rc. !n this chapter I signify the important 

literature that has been used to formulate my answer to the research question. The 

review docs not cover all of the literature accessed for my research findings, but 

literature that has bcen pivotal in building my arguments to finalise the outcomes to 

my research. 

Chapter Three: Identity and Hong Kong Chinese Culture. I address Hong 

Kong Chinese culture and identity and its relationship to race, place, culture, politics, 

television, and ethnic recognition. I argue thal the Hong Kong Chinese identity has 

evolved through an eclectic as,;oc\ation with other cultures to formulate a congruent 

uniqueness enveloping the Hong Kong Chine,;e chosen way of life. My srguments 

will also show, that in spite of the multifarious cultural make-up of the Hong Kong 
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populati.>n, the HonB Kong Chiiese identity remains a unique product within a 

complex mu!ticuhuoal society. 

Chapter Four: Ethnicity and Hong f<'.ong Chinese Culture. This chapter 

attends lo the intemilationship of ethnicity and dilTerence, bringing into prominence 

the importance of difference as an essential factor in recognising the relationship 

betwee,1 ethnicity and culture. I argue for the significance ofdilTerence, as a 

cornerstone ofmulticulturnlism. Also, I give support to the notion ofa unique 

language as an aid irl supporting ethnicity, and demonstrate how Cantonese is used 

by Hong Kong Chinese people, both in Hong Kong and overseas, to maintain their 

ethnic identity. 

Ch~pter Five: Hong Kong Chinese Culture and Hybridity. I e~amine the 

re!~tionship bei.;een Hong Kong Chinese culture and cultural hybridity. I compare 

the findings ofmy own research to those of noted commentators such as Hall and 

Bhabha, to ascertain Hong Kong's cultural status. My investigations endeavour to 

determine whether Hong Kong Chinese culture is hybrid, bicultural, or multicultural, 

or, :i unique culturnl ph~nomenon that has expanded from its original fonn to its 

pres~nt state, similar to other cultures, through an evolutionary process of eclectic 

additions and deletions. The criteria addressed in this analysis are: Hong Kong's 

immigrant dia,:poric population, the colonial issue, hybridity's contribution to the 

formation ofa distinctive population, constructing a Hong Kong culture, cultural 

development and the notion ofmulliculturism, Hong Kong education, technologies 

ofan eclectic culture. consumption and the idea of expanded culture. 

Chapter Six: Arc the Contemporary' Astronauts' the Modem Day 

'Sojourners' of Old? Hong Kong Chinese have travelled oversea~ to WOik almost 

since 1hc foundation ofi-Jong Kong. ln the early days they were referred to as 

sojourners. In this chapter I seek to find the link between the concept of the 

sojourner of old, an<l tile notions ofllle modern day astronaUI., through considering 

the historical, political, financial, and lingual/cultural implicaticns oftheir respective 

formations. 

Chapter Seven: Hong Kong Cinema: Renections on Hong Kong Cul lure, 

Identity, and Ethnic Identity. In this clmptcr I ground the discussions on Hong Kong 

Chinese culture, identity, and ethnic identity by addressing the subjects through the 
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medium of Hong Kong film production. I firstly address the Hong Kong lilm 

industry and the break from making Mandarin language lilms, to making lilms using 

the Cantonese language. Also, I discuss how the film industry use contemporary 

Hong Kong settings and societal issues, included in the subject matter oftheir films, 

to portray Hong Kong Chinese ethnic, cultural, and ethnic-identity issues. In my 

discussions I use three films, Th~ Front Pag~ (1990), Ch1111gki11g Expm:1 (1994), 

and 71ie Kill~r (1989) together with minor references to some other Hong Kong 

cinematic productions, to demonstrate how Hong Kong films are used to exhibit 

Hong Kong Chinese's unique ethnicity, culture, and ethnic identity. The discussions 

show, how through film, Hong Kong Chinese people have identified themselves both 

culturally and ethnically as a distinct civilisation within the greater Chinese racial 

structure. 

Chapter Elgin: Conclusion: Hong Kong Chinese Culture: a unique cultural 

identity? In this chapter 1 discuss how the various elements associated with Hong 

Kong Chinese culture are brought together to form a distinct culture. I also 

highlight, languag~. education, and film as three major clements in the construction 

and maintenance of the culture, and 1he culture's dynamism, evolving through 

contemporary cultural sRmpling and eclectic updating. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Review of Literature 

lntroductio11 

This chapter reviews significant literature used in answering the research 

question, "can we apply the cultural paradigm ofhybridity to the Hong Kong 

Chinese culture, or is the culture truly eclectic or truly bi cultural"? Literature 

relating to the subsidiary questions is also reviewed as well as the literature used for 

shaping my research methods. 

The literature is presented under sub-headings relative to various components 

of Hong Kong Chinese culture that have been researched to answer the research 

questions. These sub-headings are: Chineseness/Hong Kong Chineseness and 

Identity, Hybridity and Post-Colonialism, Hong Kong history and Temporal Change, 

Migration and Diaspora, Media and Identity, Hong Kong's Cultural Milieu, 

Immigration/ Astronauts and Sojourners, Hong Kong: Contemporary Considerations, 

Literature on Methodology, and Summary. 

My research materials have been sourced from university libraries, 

newspaper articles, nrngazines, journals, and Internet websites. Also, I have 

supported my textual documentation with information gathered through the 

distribution of questionnaires to ex-Hong Kong migrants who now live in Western 

Australia and Vancouver Canada, and interviews with Hor.g Kong Chinese who 

originally migrated, and have now returned to Hong Kong to live and work. 

Chincscncss/Ho11g Kong Chiucsencss and Ethnic ldcutity 

Tu wei-ming's (ed), 771e LiVi11g Tree: The Changing Meaning of Being 

Chinese Today, /994: is a series of essays that explores a new cultural space created 

in the twentieth century by an accelerated rate of Chinese emigration, and its 

interplay between the traditional concept of being Chinese, and the contemporary 
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issues ofbeing Chinese. Contempornry issues such as the peripheralisation oft he 

traditional culture in tenns of its relationship, to, and within, other cultures, and the 

circumstances of Chinese living among non-Chinese in alien environments. Another 

significant matter discussed is, how traditional practices such as the establish;nent of 

family and business networks are formed and maintained by Chinese domiciled 

within dominant foreign cultures. 

Kee Pookong in The Growth and Dfrersificmion of Australia's Chinese 

Community, 1997, addresses issues on how different Chinese ethnic groups have 

settled in Australia, Kee likens Mainland Chinese culture as being the 'Centre', and 

other Chinese cultures within Australia as the 'Periphery', where their meeting, 

allow the "Centre ~nd Periphery to internet and fuse" (Kee, 1997, p. J.17). In his 

statistical material collected within the Australian 1991 Census regarding 'Major 

Dialect Groups', Kee shows that "202,475" (Kee, 1997, p.153) respondents were 

present in Australia as Cantonese speakers, the lingua franca for Hong Kong, and 

"92,346" (1997, p. I 53) are shown as Mandarin speakers, the main spoken language 

in China. In his statistics showing the extent of Chinese language maintenance 

within Australia, the quoted 1986 census figures shows that Hong Kong immigrants 

language, Cantonese, is maintained at around ninety-three per cent, and that ninety 

per cent of Mainland China immigrants maintain their language of origin. Kee's 

observations tend to show that immigrants from both China and Hong Kong retain 

their panicular Chineseness applicable t<' their countries of origin. 

David Parker in, Thro11gh differ en/ eyes: the cufl11ral idelllities of young 

Chinese people in Britai11, 1995 conducted research to establish, if with the 1997 

transition of sovereign rule ofHong Kong to China, young people "develop[ed] new 

emotional affinities to their parents' birthplace" (Parker, 1995, p. /39). Parker 

found that when asking about Chinese identity only a small number ofrespondents 

mentioned Hong Kong. However, he states "this does not mean Hong Kong has no 

importance in identity formation for young Chinese in Britain" (Parker, 1995, p. 

140). In fact, Parker discovered that "one of the main orientations to Chinese 

identity [is] through Hong Kong popular culture, . provid[ing] a resm•rce for the 

articulation ofa youthful Chinese identity" (Parker, /995, p. 143), Parker's research 

illustrates the complex nature oftcnn the Chineseness, in that, there appears to be a 

cultural switching in his respondents, in response to perceived contemporary 
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occurrences. As such, Parker argues "it is nec~ssary to go beyond essentialist and 

homogenising conceptions or Chinese culture lo e~plore the e.,;c;-.,.day dynamics of 

identification" (l'urka, 1995, p. JU). 

The arguments on culturnl belonging and identity are taken up Aihwa Ong in, 

Flexible ci1i::e11ship: /he c11!111ral logics ojtram'llalio11alily, 1999. Ong argues that 

Chineseness has shifted from its "academic construction . . that is invariably or 

solely defined in relation to the motherland, China, [to which] those .. outside China 

have betin regarded ns less culturally authentic Chinese" (Ong, /999, p. 2-1). He 

cites Jen Ang that "Chincseness has become an open signifier, acquiring meanings in 

dialei:tical relation to the practices, beliefs, and structures encountered in the spaces 

of flows across nations and markets (Ang, /993, pp. 1-19). From this position Ong 

argues that, 

there is an ever growing pluralisallon of Chinese identities, and 
people in Mainland China, no less than diasporan subjects, are finding 
their division by gender, se:-.uality, class, culture, aesthetics, spatial 
and social location, politics, and nationality to be extremely 
meaningful {Ong, /999, p. U). 

The arguments on Chineseness and Hong Kong Chineseness are indeed 

biased by origin, but they arc also shown to become dynamic through diaspora and 

their exposure to increased wealth. politics, western consumer items and their 

attendant support systems such ns contemporary communications, media, and 

modern transport. 

Hybrldity nnd Post·Coloninlism 

Hybridity commands a particular position in the commentaries of 

postcolonial studies, but the arguments are diverse. My research uses texts that deal 

with the condition of cultural hybridity, expressed as being embodied in the cultures 

of colonised countries, and makes comparisons between these writings and texts 

dealing with the colonial situation and cultural status that is appropriate to Hong 

Kong. Ania Loomba illustrates this situation in Co/011ialis111/Postco/a11io/ism, (1998) 

where she states, 

some recenl debates will serve to illustrate there are widely divergent 
ways of thinking about these issues [hybridity]. Robert Young 
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reminds us that the hybrid is technically a cross between two different 
species and that therefore the tenn 'hybridisation' evokes both the 
botanical no1ion of inter-species grafting and the 'vocabulary of the 
Victorian extreme right' which regarded dirferent races as different 
species (1995: 10). However, in post-colonial theory, hybridity is 
meant to evoke all those ways in which this vvcabulary was 
challenged and undermined. Even as imperinl and racist ideologies 
insist on racial difference they catalyse crossovers, partly because not 
all that takes place in the 'contact zones' can be monitored and 
controlled, but sometimes also as a result of deliberate colonial 
policy, (Loombo. 1998, p. 173). 

Loomba gives e~amples of attempts by "deliberate colonial policy" (1998, p. 

173) to manipulate cultural outcomes by the means of hybridisation. She cites 

Benedict Anderson's account of"an early nineteenth-century Colombian, Pedro 

Fermin de Vargas, lwho] actually advocated a policy of interbreeding between 

whites and Indians in order to 'hispanicise' and finally extinguish Indians", (/998, p. 

173). Her second example relates to the "colonial education policies which aimed to 

create Europeanised natives, or to use Macaulay's words, 'a class of persons, Indian 

in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinion, in morals and intellect", (1998, 

p. 173). Loomba's follow-up statement to her"colonial education policies" (1998, 

p. 173) example argues that, "the underlying premise was, of course, that Indians can 

mimic but never exactly reproduce English values, and that their recognition of the 

perpetual gap between themselves and the real thing will ensure their subjection", 

(1998, p. 173). 

Majumdar, Raychaudlmri, and Kalikinar Data, in Au Advanced History of 

!11dia, 1i1ird Edi/ion, 1967, relates how divergent views between "Government on 

one hand and advanced thinkers, both Indian and European, on the other" 

(Maj11111dar, el al, 1967, p.810) complicated the argument of the mass 

implementation of English education. The dispute centred around the distribution of 

public funds, where the pro-Indian educationalists, popularly known as Orienta lists, 

argued, that to fund English education would limit funding to the minority. But, the 

pro-English educationalists, the Anglicists, countered this argument by coming up 

with their "famous 'filtration theory', [contending that] this knowledge would spread 

[from the minority] to the masses by means of vernacular literature". (1967, p.812) 

The justification for Indians learning English was given a boost when Lord Hardinge 

introduced a regulation that 
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all public £ervices were to be filled by an open competll1ve 
examination .. [with] preference being given to the knowledge of 
English. [This] virtually [made] English education the only 
passport lo higber appointments avuilable tn the Indians, and hence its 
popularity and rapid progress were equally assured (1967, p.812). 

The Orientalists interpreted the prioritising of English as a preferred 

employment skill, as a deliberate intent to cult11rally demean, or shackle Indians to 

an under-status existence, by exposing them to a Western education system of 

learning. D. K. Fieldhouse in The Colonial Empires (1966) draws other conclusions. 

He indicates, that in British Liberal T. B. Macauley's famous 1833 speech, the 

politician was looking at the possibility oflndia's future self-government. Macauley 

said, 

that, having become instructed in European knowledge, they [the 
Indians] may, in some future age, demand European institutions. 
Whether such a day will ever come I know not. But never will I 
attempt to avert or retard it, (Fieldhouse, 1971, p.273). 

Other opinions within the British administration opposed the Macaulay line. 

Sir John Strachey in 1888 recognised the Indians' hatred of British rule but 

expressed his disagreement with any trnnsfer of power to the Indians by saying, 

although I suppose that no foreign government was ever accepted 
with less repugnance than that in which the British government is 
Hccepted in India, the fact remains that there never was a country . 
in which the government of foreigners is rea!ly popular. It will be the 
beginning of the end of our Empire when we forget tbis elementary 
fact, and entrust the greater executive powers to the hands of the 
Natives, on the assumption that they will always be faithful and 
strong supporters of our government, (Fie/dho111i·e, 1966, p. 27./). 

Majumdar documents that the outcomes oft he application of English 

education varied between different cities and provinces, but in general it was 

administered through the 'filtration' process. This meant that it was not directly 

applied in vernacular schools, and so did nol become an instrument of mass 

education. 

These texts illustrate tli~ complexity of the issues that come into 

consideration in the stereotype labelling of cultures as being hybridised that have 

been subjected to colon in I rule. The quotes show contrasting interpretations of the 
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potential outcomes to colonial populations, and therefore question the universality of 

the terminology of'hybridity' in its use as a 'cultural label'. 

Robert Young in Colonial Desire: Hybridily in TIKm}', Culture and Race 

(1995) discus,es hybridity in terms of the union between genetically dissimilar 

animate beings. He describes hybridity as "a disruption and forcing together of any 

unlike living things, grafting a vine or a rose on to a different root stock making 

difference into sameness", (Young, 1995, p. 26). Although this statement explains 

'hybridity' in its simplest form, its meaning is expressed within an environment of 

forced implementation, similar to some examples of hybridisation associated with 

colonial rule. He continues that, "hybridity is a making one of two distinct things, so 

that it becomes impossible for the eye to detect the hybridity" [the separate 

constituents], (1995, p. 26). 

Young also explores the argument that hybridisation, as well as turning a 

single entity into two or more parts, can nlso sever a single object and turn it into 

two, turning sameness into difference. 

Hybridity thus makes difference into sameness and sameness into 
difference, but in a way that makes the same no longer the same, the 
different no longer simply different... Hybridity thus consists of a 
bizarre binate operation, in which each impulse is qualified against 
the other, forcing momentary forms of dislocation and displacement 
into complex economies of agonistic reticulation. This double logic, 
which goes against the convention of rational either/or choices, but 
which is repeated in science in the split between the incompatible 
coexisting logics of classical and quantum physics, could be said to 
be characteristic of the 20th-century as oppositional dialectical 
thinking was of the nineteenth. Hybridity thus operates within the 
same conflictual structnres as contemporary [cultural] theory. Both 
repeat and reproduce the sites of their own cultural production whose 
discordant logic manifests itself in structural repetitions, as structural 
repetition (Young, 1995, pp.26-27). 

Young's statement may be interpreted in at least two ways, that the 

replication of hybridisation continues the line of the hybridised product, or it can 

also be argued that continual hybridised fusion can make new elements. An 

extension of these arguments questions whether cultural hybridity is a fh:cd, or a 

dynamic state. As a fixed state, the hybridised cultural product wi!l continue to be 

seen as a hybridised product, a mixture of two or more elemunts, which, although 

united, are still recognised for their separateness. In a dynamic state the hybridised 
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product is seen as a welding of two or more elements into a new whole with no 

recognised separation, developing a new culture. 

Young also examines the history of the word 'culture'. He states that the 

English word 'culture' originates "from the Latin words cuilura and co/ere, which 

had a range of meanings: inhabit, c;1ltivate, attend, protect, honour and worship", 

(Young, 1995, p. 30), The links between t~e words c11/111ra and cofere appear in the 

derivation of the words 'colony' and 'culture', where both derivative paths refer to 

the cultivation of land. The word 'colony' includes references to 'inhabit' and 

cofo1111~· 

from which tile [English] derive the word 'colony'- so, we could say, 
colonisation rests at the heart of culture, or culture always involves a 
form of colonisation, even in relation to its conventional meaning as 
the tilling of soil. The culture of land has always heen, in fact, the 
primary form of colonisation; the focus on the soil emphasises the 
physicality of the territory that is coveted, occupied, cultivated, 
and made unsuitable for nomadic tribes, (Young, 1995, p.31). 

This linkage between the inhabitance/colonisation of land and the formation 

of culture again introduces the argument that culture is dynamic. Hong Kong history 

supports this observation. 

Hong Kong Histol')' and Tcmpornl Change 

To provide the historic background to Hong Kong's colonisation, I used 

information from several Hong Kong Gov~mment published issues oft he Hong 

Kong Yeor Book and Annual Report. Various nuthors such as, Benjamin K. P. Leung 

in Perspeclives 011 Hong Kong Society, 1997; Ronald Skeldon, ed. in Rel11clalll 

Exiles, 199./; Postiglione and Tang in Hong Kong's Re1111io11 with China: 77w 

Global Di111e11s/011s /997; and Alex Y. H. Kwan, ed. in Hong Kong Society, 1989, 

have used the Hong Kong Year Book 011d Annual Report as references, and cited 

them in their publications. 

The first calculation of the inhabitants of Hong Kong Island mnde by the 

British soon afier the 1841 occupation found that the island was sparsely populated. 

It was estimated that the local Chinese population numbered approximately "4000 
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with a further 2000 living anoat" (Hong Kong Year B"oko11d A111111al Reporf 1969, 

p. 273). Ackbar Abbas refers to this phenomenon, 

it is true that in a sense Hong Kong did have a history before 1841, 
when it was ceded to the British; there arc records of human 
settlement on the island going back to at least to the Sung Dynasty: 
but the history of Hong Kong, in terms that arc relevant to what it has 
become today, has effectively been a history of colonialism", (Abbas, 
1998, p. 2). 

Abbas's arguments are related to the change of cultural space through time. 

To highlight his thoughts he quotes a part of Frederick Jameson's essay "on post· 

modernism, about the new status of culture in relation to social life today", (1998, 

p.7). 

Yet to argue that culture is todny no longer endowed with the relative 
autonomy it once enjoyed as one level among others in earlier 
moments of capitalism, it is not necessary to imply its disappearance 
or extinction. Quite the contrary; we must go on to affirm ti'at the 
dissolution of an autonomous sphere of culture is rather to be 
imagined in terms of an explosion: a prodigious expansion of culture 
through the social realm, to the point at which everything in our social 
life · from economic value and state power to practices and to the 
very structure of psyche itself· can be said to have become "cultural" 
in some original and yet untheorised sense (Jameson, 1991, p . . /7 • ./8). 

In summing up Jameson's argument, Abbas states, 

in the case of Hong Kong, there has indeed been "an expansion of 
culture throughout the social realm" amnunting to an "explosion". 
We are witnessing certainly not the disappearance of culture, but 
"some original yet untheorised" form of culture what I propose to 
describe as a cu/lure ofdi.mppeamnce (Ah hos, 1998, p.7). 

Abba s's te:.:t addresses Hong Kong culture through its cinema, architecture, 

photography, nnd literature. It also takes us through the journey of Hong Kong's 

development from :a colonial city to a global city. 

Hoiman Chan in The Labyrimh of Hybrldisat/011: The Cultural 

[11/ematio1mlisalio11 ,if Hong Kung, (1997): se<is the internationalisation of Hong 

Kong culture, through its exposure to Western culture and its icons, as a hybridising 

feature installed into Hong Kong Chinese culture. Chan states that, "what needs 

closer delineation is how, .. internationalisation is entwined with the cultural 
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formations of Hong Kong" (Chan, 1997, p. 169). Chan discusses the influences of 

Western icons and ar1efacts on Hong Kong Chinese culture, and the "the cultural 

vision ofa Greater Hong Kong" (Chan, 1997, p. 195) seen through the transfer of 

sovereignty to China. Chan sees cultural Hong Kong as a labyrinth ofhybridisation 

where, 

the processes of hybridisation [are] expanded and reasserted and 
defined as the reconfiguration of forms at the expense of meaning, 
practice, and context, . where in the process, direction and bearing 
are inexplicably lost (Chan, 1997, p. 196). 

Grant Evans and Maria Tam Siu-Mi in their editorial 'Introduction' to Hung 

Kong: 171e A111hropo!ogy uf a Chinese Melropo/is (1997) discuss the 'East meets 

West' syndrome as applied to Hong Kong. They highlight the 

long time. 'racial' discourse, .. with the British seeing themselves as 
representatives of 'civilisation' and Chinese customs as 'barbarian': 
while for their par1 the Chinese held a mirror image of the gwai/011 
(foreigner). But this discourse has not survived, although academic 
and political debates in Hong Kong often disturbingly echo these 
faded sentiments (Evans &Tam, 1997, p. 5). 

Evans ancl Tam continue to explain that the binary structure oft he East meets 

West dichotomy incorporates a simplicity of allowing both Hong Kong Chinese, and 

expatriate Westerners to explain their relative differences. These explanations 

ensure that the differences are recognised as cultural identifiers, which keep the 

cultures from moulding into a hybrid mixture. 

Hong Kong Chinese, when they encounter mainlanders, are able to 
explain their differences from them by their 'Wcsterness', when they 
encounter e:<pauiates they can explain their differences from them by 
their 'Chineseness' Expatriates on the other hand quickly recognise 
Hong Kong's modernity as a familiar 'Westemess', while all 
differences can somehow be accounted for perhaps by traditional 
'Chineseness'. And so on. What is most bewildering about the 
situation is the rapid code-switching that goes on within it (1997, p. 
5). 

According to Evans and Tam, the cause oft he "rapid code-switching" (1997, 

p. 5) syndrome, is due to the values of ideas being different when viewed within 

different contexts. They argue that, 
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in reality individuals hoid a mixture of ... views and in different 
proportions, and, depending on context, they rapidly code-swi1ch 
from one point to the other, often being only vaguely aware of [any] 
inconsistency. The coexistence of all the views is partly related to the 
rapidity of social change in Hong Kong, and a mixture of codes 
within individuals is different between generations who for obvious 
reasons have experienced different aspects of this rapid social change 
(1997, p.6). 

Similar to Abbas Ackbar's writings, Evans and Tam recognise change 

through time. Their text is a collection of essays, which through the medic of film, 

food, architecture, rumours and slang, present an insight into Hong Kong's journey 

from its traditional past to its modern present. 

Migration and Diaspora 

Hong Kong's population is a mobile population. In the early days the 

migration pattern was an inward flow from China, followed by an outward flow 

during the World War II J~panese occupation ofHong Kong. After World War II 

the Chinese returned to Hong Kong, then followed by a massive population inward 

flow of Chinese fleeing the Mainland China take over by the communists. The latc.1t 

migratory trend has been an outward flow of migrants leaving Hong Kong in 

anticipation of Hong Kong's sovereignty return to China. This latest migration is 

documented in Rehlctmll Eriles? Migratiorifrom Hong Kong and the New Overseas 

Chinese (/99./), edited by Ronald Skeldon, which is a coll eel ion of essays detailing, 

an assessment of the migration from Hong Kong that has occurred 
since the second half of the 1980s ..... The focus [ofll1c text] is on 
how the migration has affected Hong Kong .... This movement must. 
be seen as a part of the increasing migration of Chinese peoples of 
East Asia in gcn~rnl to North America and Australia. The text also 
discusses the ambivalence of Hong Kong people, seeing themselves 
as reluctant exiles on one hand and global business profe%ionals on 
the other hand. The Hong Kong migrants arc the v~nguard oft he new 
overse~s Chinese migration of brain rather than the brawn of the old 
ovcrneas Chinese, of families rather than single men, and of 
transnational citizens rather than sojourners (Skddon, 199./, rear 
cow,, rm1.1·ide). 

The collection of essays making up the text is split inlo seven integr.>l 

sections. The sectlom; deal with, an introduction to migration from Hong Kong, the 

historical and geographical conte~t of Hong Kong migration. Five sections deal 
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separately with Hong Kong migrntion to Canada, Aus1rnlasia, United States of 

America, Europe and Singapore The final sc<c1ion is tbc conclusion, wbich deals 

with current trends and possible future a!_(cnd.1s The cs,ays that deal with the issues 

of Hong Kong Chinese residing in crnmtrics nu1,i<.le of their place of origin are 

particularly interesting Graham Jnhn1on's e!!.il)', lhmJ! Ko11g lmmigralioll (llld the 

C/si11~.1e Co111m1111il)' i11 J 'annim,•r ( /'J'J./J describes the residential concentration of 

the Chinese populntion in Vancou1-cr l'rior to the changes in the Canadian 

immigration policy in the 1960s, 1hc Chinese Community was largely restricted to an 

nrea of the city known as Chinatown ~nd the :1d;acent neighbourhood of Strathcona. 

From the late 1960s, the spatial dcfini1!on of the Chinese Community 
became less clear. There were too broad consequences of increasing 
Chinese immigration in Vancouver region after 1967. On one hand 
Vancouver's. Chinatown area underwent commercial revival and, on 
the other, the Chinese population of Vancouver became increasingly 
residentially dispersed. . . The Chinese Community was no longer 
bounded by a particular spatial definition: from the 1970s it became 
more complc~ and its population more scattered. There were aspects 
of the developing Chinese Community in Vancouver (and Canada's 
Chinese communities elsewhere) that were genuinely new, but 
equally there were strong links with the pas: (.lohnso11, 199.S, pp. 125-
127). 

The new Hong Kong Chinese migrants to Canada have brought with them 

their consumer behavic,urs that they acquired in Hong Kong during the 1980s, when 

affluence grew within the 'Territory'. In Vancouver these consumer behaviours 

became especially noticeable where there has been a growth in restaurants of all 

kinds. Johnson extrapolates that "the standard of Cantonese cuisine in Vancouver is 

very high, and distinguished Hong Kong chefs have been recruited from Hong Kong 

by newly established restaurants that are either branches of Hong Kong restaurants 

or restaurants using famous Hong Kong names" (199.J, p. 132). The new consumer 

patterns have created n reverse effect to the residential phenomenon, in that many of 

the Hong Kong Chinese businesses have come together to fonn what could be seen 

as a 'new Chinatown'. This 'new Chinatown' has transformed the suburban 

municipality of Richmond, which was until the 1980s a rural suburb, into a thriving 

urban business and residential area. 

Estimates are that its population may be one-third Chinese. Chinese 
businesses of all kinds abound. There are shopping malls that have 
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been deliberately crc•tcd in the image of Hong Kong commercial 
practices by entrepreneurs of Hong Kong origin. In addition to 
attractive consumer goods, such as furniture and clothing, there are 
stores that sell electronic goods such as Chinese-language laser disks 
fnr karaoke, videos produced in Hong Kong, Hong Kong books, 
magazines, nnd newspapers, and Chinese herbnl remedies. Such 
malls cultiv,1\e a Hong Kong ambience, which includes late-night 
opening. even on Sa1urdays. To local radio stations and one 
television channel carry programs in Cantonese. It is easy to be 
quickly transported to a Hong Kong atmosphere made all the more 
authentic by the sight of the daily Cathay Pacific flight landing at the 
nearby Vancouver international airport (/99./, p. /33), 

In contrast to Johnson's description of the residentially spatially unbounded 

definition of the Chinese Community in Vancouver. of which Hong Kong Chinese 

are a large part, the !ranian migrants in Los Angeles appear as exilic and contained, 

due to their living s1yle. The desire to live together as an ethnic group displays the 

exilic mentality. Naficy, in nw Making ofExi!ic Cu/111,es: Iranian 1'elevisia11 in Las 

Angeles, (1993) describes Los Angeles as "a city o!'immigrnnts, which is spatially. 

expressed" (Najicy, 1993, p . ./) in the "citadel and the ghetto, [inhabited by the] 

transnatio1ml elite [and tbe] underclass respectively" (Friedman and Walff. 1982, p. 

2). Naficy also states tbat, "a siege mentality has been growing in Los Angeles, 

transforming the citadel into a fortress" (Naficy,/993, p . ./). In the case oflrnnian 

exiles entering Los Angeles, Naficy reveals that most arrived with "money, 

education and transferable professional skills that allowed many of them to ... enter 

ti:~ U.S. economy not as an ethnic underclass but us a sort of transnational 

elite, ... [and consequently] that many Iranian immigrants reside in fortress L.A. 

instead of ghetto L.A. (/993, pp. 5-6). 

Another interesting observation by Naficy relates to an invitation for him to 

speak at Te he ran University of the Arts. 

The subject I chose was the way the arrival of Western cinema in the 
country at the turn of the century worked in tandem with other 
modernist reforms to over determine a kind of alienating 
identification among Iranians.. After the talk [Naficy said] there 
were polite questions from the audience, but there was little serious 
engagement. Clearly something had gone wrong; l seemed to have 
failed to touch anyone ... .! had a feeling that the trouble had to do 
partly with my speaking about something for which I was not 
cultura!ly authorised - Iranian society and cinema. Having lived out 
of the country and been absent during the turmoil of the 
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revolution I had become an outsid~r now, without the right to 
speak. l was authorised to speak about Iranian cinema abroad • 
something the person who introduced me lauded • but I could 
apparently not do so inside I seemed to have become an 
unreadable mtefact: I was neither an authentic native nor a bom-and
bred true foreigner, neither self nor other neither here nor there. but 
an amphibolic person straddling both cultures (Naficy, 1993, p. /66). 

The thinking of the Hong Kong migrant appears different to that of the 

Iranian migrant, as -described by Naficy. Returning Hong Kong migrants do not 

consider themselves as foreign to their place of origin, nor is it widely report~d that 

they receive alien treatment when re-establishing their residence in Hong Kong. It 

must be recognised 1hat the significantly changed circumstances in Iran and Hong 

Kong differ. Iran's change came through revolution, and the overthrow oft he 

incumbent ruling power, where Hong Kong's change came by way ofa negotiated 

agreement bet wren two S!.'"lcrcign governments, with no input from the Hong Kong 

people. Within these circumstances, it is likely that differences may exist in attitudes 

of the relative migrant;, and their counterparts in their places of origin. 

In general, it appears that many Hong Kong migrants retain significant links 

with Hong Kong through their business and/or family association. Bernard P. Wong 

in Hong Krmg lmmigra111.1· iu Sn11 Francisco (199./) describes the modem Hong 

Kong Chinese migrant thus, 

sociallr, the Hong Kong Chinese in San Francisco do not constitute a 
homogeneous group. Differentiation is apparent in tcnns of social 
classes. Some Hong Kong Chinese can be considered as belonging to 
the upper echelons of American society.. Many Hong Kong 
immigrants are highly educated or have specialised training .... After 
gaining the resident or citizens status, professionals or businessmen 
may travel back to Hong Kong or even China for high paid jobs or to 
conduct business. The mind-set of the Hong Kong immigrants is thus 
more coomopolitan and international. Their social [and business] 
network[s] extend beyond the confines of the 1raditional ethnic 
enclave (Wrmg, !9'J./, p. 253). 

Wong's description of Hong Kong migrants is backed-up by Chan Kwok 

Bun in Etl111ir:ily l'amdox: Hon}.; Kong fmmigrall/~· in Singapore, (199-1). Chan 

refers to the strcnglh of Hong Kong migrants associations with their previous home. 

He states, 
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tics with Hong Kong, be they social and economic, are never 
completely severed. Some of our informants reponed that they are 
still maintaining two households, one in Singapore the other Hong 
Kong. Others were "astronaut" families, with one spouse, usually the 
husband, shuttling between two places.. Most of the spouses were 
husbands who continued to work at better paid jobs in Hong Kong; 
most of them had no immediate plans to relocate to Singapore. Still 
others had not completely relinquished the hope of migrating yel 
again to another "preferred country" which might well be back to 
Hong Kong itself, depending on circumstances unfolded .. after 1997 
(Cha11,/W./, p. 316). 

It appears from holh Won!J and Chan's texts that Hong Kong migrants retain 

a strong associati~n with their place of origin, and H global a11itude to residency 

based on economic and safety factors. 

Similar lo the Hong Kong Chinese, economic factors have been the reasons 

behind many migrations ofdi!Tcrcnt nationalities. Campani, Maurizio and Palidda 

discuss their research findings in their essay "Italian Immigrant Associations in 

France", which was published in the text /111111igra11/ hsacia1io11s in Europe (1987) 

eds. Rex. Joly. and Wilp<'fl. They state that, "the ltdlian economic migration to 

France dates bnck to 1830 but nows continued from well-defined regions of origin 

until mid-1960s. Althm1gh Italian emigration ranks only fourth in size today, it was 

the most important migrntion s1ream between 1901 and 1962. There were already 

330,000 Italian residents in France in 1901, and the peak of808,000 was reached as 

early as 193 ! "(Campani. Maurizio & l'alidda, 1987, p. 169). 

"For a long time the rare studies of!1alian immigration in France emphasised 

the progressive slackening off of the migration stream, ~nd the integration or even 

assimilation of the Italians" (1987, p. 166). According to Campani, the tenninology 

of assimilation and integration meant that the "Italians were found to be devoid of 

any interest" (/987. p. 166), and "[did] not create problems for the indigenous 

population" (/987, p. 161). However, Campani et al found that Italians, similar to 

the overseas Chinese described in Wong and Chan's texts, had maintained an ethnic 

identity through family networks, ethnic communities and ethnic associations. In 

panicular, the Italian ethnic associations contributed to family socialisation, 

"because they nllow[ed] the local and historical structure of the system of values of 

the society of origin to be modernised and ritualised" (1987, p. 186). From this 

situation Campani 
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developed the term 'bilaterality of references' to refor to [the] 
orientation towards two cultures. Depending on circumstances, 
priority may be given to one system of values over the other, but even 
then the value system of the other culture is taken into account. 
Bilatera!ity of references thus characterises intergenerational 
relationships within the fomily, the. [community] networks and the 
life of the Associations (/987, p.187). 

Compani's, terminology, can be seen as "identity options" (Rex & 

Josephides, 1987, p. 21) which provides individuals with choices they may select 

with reference to their own circumstances. 

Media and Identity 

The media is an important part, both in Hong Kong and internationally, of 

maintaining the Hong Kong Chinese culture. Joseph Man Chan's essay, Media 

f111emalirmalisaliu11 i11 Hong Kong: Pa11ems, Fae/Ors, and Te11sio11s, (1997) 

describes the various linkages between the local and the international. Chan says 

that 

while local news is of primary importance, international news is a 
routine part of Hong Kong's journalistic diet. About one-third of 
television news broadcast is dedicated to international news. In off
prime-time hours, television stations relay unedited newscasts from 
the United States, China, Taiwan, and Japan. Wharf Cable offers 
CNN and BBC World services, whose coverage is virtually all 
foreign lo Hong Kong. [However] like audiences all over the world, 
Hong Kong people preferred local news to international news because 
of social relevancy. A survey in 1990 found that 79.1 per cent of the 
respondents rnted local news in Newspapers as their favourite contact 
were as only 63.7 per cent rnted international used as such (Chan, 
1997,p.223). 

The incoming international media provides linkages between the Hong Kong 

Chinese now resident overseas, and Hong Kong Chinese living in Hong Kong. 

However, Hong Kong also makes international news that is exported overseas. Since 

the opening up of China in the 1980s, !long Kong is no longer just seen as a British 

colony, a shoppers-paradise, and the gateway to the exotic orient. Chan states, 

Hong Kong has become a popular subject for inlemational 
documentaries and features. Even CNN features Hong Kong 
politicians in Larry King's interviews broadcast live from the 
[former] colony. Hong Kong owes its attraction mainly to the 
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unfolding political drama. Political realignment has resulted in 
changes in all social realms. It is a rare social experiment in which 
journalists can monitor all these changes. That explains why issues 
such as emigration, democratisation, press freedom, and confidence in 
Hong Kong's future make international headlines (1997, p. 227). 

The advent of video-cassette recorders in the 1980s heralded the 

commencement of exporting entertainment media from Hong Kong. Local Hong 

Kong TV stations ~tarted exporting video programmes which, "were particularly 

popular among overseas Chinese in South-East Asia and North America. [Hong 

Kong television station] TVB ... owns a library of more than 75,000 hours of 

Chinese programming that ranges from classic Cantonese films and soap operas to 

musicals and sports" (1997, p.228), With the increasing overseas migration of Hong 

Kong Chinese throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the industry has grown to where 

"TVB has subsidiary stations in cities that have sizeable Hong Kong immigrant 

communities ... such as Los Angeles San Francisco New York and Toronto" (1997, 

p.228). 

The Hong Kong film industry also benefited from the market expansion due 

to Hong Kong Chinese migration. With the popularity of the Bruce Lee action 

movies, Hong Kong's "traditional South-East Asian market [reached out] to the 

United States, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, and other parts of the world, [until 

Hong Kong's movies were being exported] to as many as 19 countries" (1997, p. 

229). Another breakthrough "in exporting Hong Kong movies occurred in 1995 and 

1996 when Jackie Chan movies were widely received in mainland China and the 

United States" (1997, p. 230). 

Chan's essay brings to light the way that the interaction between the local 

and the international in Hong Kong media and communications, feed each other. 

For instanc-e, as a result of Hong Kong policy for [a] free flow of 
informatiofl, the local media have to compete with the best 
productions in the world. Without market pressures from within and 
without, it is unlikely that Hong Koag's media products would be so 
competitive. The small domestic market pressures the local media to 
search for opportunities overseas, The existence of sizeable overseas 
Chinese communities in Southeast Asia and other parts of the world 
with effect extends Hong Kong's markets beyond its borders. Hong 
Kong also owes its position as a communication centre to its strategic 
location, advanced telecommunications infra-structure, cultural 
freedom, and availability of capital and enterprise that not only attract 
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multinational media to Hong Kong but also help propel the local 
media overseas (1997, pp. 232-233). 

The media links between overseas Hong Kong Chinese and their counterparts 

living in Hong Kong provides a strong bond, which assists in keeping Hong Kong 

Chinese culture II continuing entity regardless of its place of residence. 

Hong Kong's Cultural Milieu 

Lynn Pan in Sons of/he Yellow Emperor: The Story of Overseas Chinese, 

(1991) describes Hong Kong as "a classic immigrant city, a recipient as well as a 

dispatcher of refugees and emigrants, a departure point and a destination" (Pan, 

1991, p. 363). Consequently, Hong Kong's population has grown exponentially 

through incoming migration since it was colonised by the British in the mid

nineteenth century, "and it was not until 1981 that it was established for the first 

time, that more th~n halfofits people had been born in the colony", (1991, p. 363). 

Pan states that "because it [Hong Kong] flies a foreign Oag it has always been the 

place to which Chinese have Oed to escape troubles on the Chinese mainland, be 

they uprisings, wars, changes of government or reversals of policy or ideology" 

(1991, p. 364). 

The diverse make up of the Chinese population in Hong Kong, according to 

Pan, is extensive. "Huge numbers had begun life outside the colony, in Kwangtung 

province chiefly, but also in Shanghai and other points of origin in the Chinese 

hinterland", (1991, p. 363). Apart from the indigenous Cantonese population of 

Kwangtung, which provided the main source of migrants into Hong Kong, Pan also 

includes China's Chiu chow population as a substantial part of Hong Kong 

immigrants. "The Teochius, (Chiuchows in the Cantonese dialect) a speech group 

concentrated in a crescent around the port ofSwatow .... crossed .. into eastern 

Kwangtung from Fukien between the ninth and fifteenth centuries" (1991, p.15). 

Pan also argues that in the wake of the "influx in 1949 of immigrant industrialists 

from Shanghai and lhc stream of refugees from across the border who supplied 

cheaply and plentifully the necessary labour in the factories" (1991, p. 363), Hong 

Kong became a great manufacturing centre. 
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Apart from the migrants from China, Pan talks about other Chinese which 

came from overseas to Hong Kong. 

Hong Kong ls also the place where flotsam and jetsam Chinese, many 
of them migrants twice or even three times over, fotch up in escapes 
from inhospitality elsewhere; the Vietnamese Chinese expelled from 
Saigon, the Indian Chinese made uneasy by India's border war with 
China, the Malaysian Chinese disaffected by their country's 
discriminatory policies, the tens of thousands of Indonesian Chinese 
who were repatriated in the 1960s and who, disenchanted with life in 
Mao's China, migrated a second time to Hong Kong when they 
realised that there patriotic enthusiasm had been a terrible mistake. 
To the casual observer these may seem as indistinguishable part of 
Hong Kong's Chinese mass, but actually they are anything but 
unified, one group set apart from another by what each has absorbed 
of the culture of its previous country of residence (199!, p. 367). 

Pan's description ofth.e ditTering Chinese cultures which make up the 

population of Hong Kong, as "anything but unified, one group set apart from 

another" (1991, p. 367), are brought back together again. She later argues "the 

Chinese of Hong Kon!l are a world away from the people of China; while their 

Chineseness is denicd hy nobody, it is unlike anything you will find in China proper, 

It is .mi generis, lilting neither overseas Chinese nor the ancestral Chinese mould" 

(199/, p. 373). There is no indication in this passage of the Chinese of Hong Kong 

"being set apart" (!99!, p. 367). On tile contrary, with this !alter reference to the 

Chinese population of Hong Kong, it would seem, with the addition ofsevera! 

different Western cultures, that Hong Kong is a multicultural community in the tme 

sense. 

Immigration/Astrounuts and Sojourners 

Powered transportation, i.e. air transport, and electrical/electronic 

communications have had a major input into maintaining hath physical and non· 

physical links between Hong Kong emigrants and their place of origin, and 

consequently the creation ofa recent phenomenon, the Hong Kong 'astronaut'. 

'Astronaut' is a tenn that has been applied to Hong Kong people who have migrated, 

and after completing the necessary steps lo qualify, or begin the qualifying process 

for hecoming residents in the country to which they migrated, have then returned to 

Hong Kong to live and work. D. W. Chan in his paper, "Emigration: stress and 
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adaption in the 1990s" published in the Hong Kong Jaumlll of Mell/al Health (/990) 

defined 'astronauts' as those "emigrants who keep their jobs and business in Hong 

Kong while sending their families off to establish residence in Australia and 

Canada, and who frequently fly between Hong Kong and the immigrant countries to 

maintain contact with their families" (Cha11, 1990, p. 2). The 'astronaut migration 

pattern is somewhat different lo the old sojourner style emigration pattern, in which 

Chinese men went overseas to work while leaving their families at home often for 

many years. The sojourner pattern was common in the 1850s up to the middle oft he 

20th century. 

A study by Pc-Pua, Mitch~ll, Iredale and Castles titled, Aslro11amfm11i//es 

and parachute children: /he cycle af111igra1ia11 be/ween Hong Kong a11dA11s1ra/ia, 

(1996) was carried out for the Australian Bureau oflmmigrntion, Multicultural and 

Population Research, a research body within the Australian Department of 

Immigration and Multicultural Affairs. The study addresses four main issues, to, 

"understand patterns ofmigr~tion of Hong Kong Chinese to and from Australia; 

examine the diffcre11t aspects of the 'astronaut' phenomena from the point of view of 

the Hong Kong Chinese migrants; assess the economic and political consequences of 

the phenomenon 011 Hong Kong and Australia and the region; and understand the 

social and cultural consequences of the phenomenon" (Pe-Pua et al, 1996, p. 2). 

The criteria for the Pc-Pua study were 

Astronaut families, refer[ing] to Hong Kong immigrant families 
where one or both parents have returned to Hong Kong, and 
'parachute' children to refer to children who are left behind in 
Australia, with or without parents staying with them. The pattern of 
return and time away of the main income earner may vary. Some 
have gone away permanently, some semi-permanently, and others 
spend more or less equal amounts of time in Australia and Hong 
Kong, (1996, p. 2). 

The research profiles sixty Astronaut families or households. The families 

gave information on their paHems of returning to Hong Kong, their general 

settlement experience, adjustment difficulties, finding places to live, experiences 

with the Australian education system, their social networks and their use of 

community services. For both non-business, and business migrants, their financial 
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circumstances and employment/business outcomes were researched, Also the effect 

on the family units of the 'astronaut' phenomenon was investigated. 

In Searching/or a Safe Haven: the migralion and sel/leme/11 of Hong Kang 

Chinese immigrants: i11 Toronto (199./), Lawrence Lam researched twenty-five Hong 

Kong Chinese immigrant families, in Toronto. A major part ofthe study is on 

family life, and the problems that are experienced through one or both parents 

becoming 'astronauts', A main feature of his research is the way in which the 

'astronaut' phenomenon disrupts children's lives. Similar to the Pe-Pua study, 

Lam's research showed most migrants were unsure of Hong Kong's future under 

Chine~ so,·ereignty, and that some of them could not engage with the lower rewards 

fo1 working i11 Canada compared with the high incomes received for working in 

Hong Kong. Other Hong Kong migrants, within Lam's study, who could not obtain 

similar er;,ploymenl opportunities in Toronto, were reluctant to take work ofn lower 

status to their qualifications and experience, and hence became 'astronauts'. Lam's 

rese~·1ch revealed that, 

the family life [of] .. three families in which both parents returned to 
Hong Kong (largely because they were unwilling to give up their well 
paid jobs in Hong Kong, and their search for comparable jobs in 
Toronto lrnd been futile), leaving their children in Toronto, has 
greatly been disrupted. Interviews with the children in these families 
indicated that they were extremely unhappy with the supposed 
temporary arrangement (Lam, 199./, p. 176). 

The question that Lam poses about 'astronaut' families is of the long-tenn 

effect of the parentfchildren separations. He states that, "families with the so called 

'astronauts' in the household, . arc particularly vulnerable [to family disruption]. 

Whether or not the erosion of the family as a unit will continue remains at best an 

educated guess" (J!J9./, p. 176), 

Rex and Jo~ephides also address the relationships between migrant ethnic 

cultures and host cultures. In Asian and Greek Cypriot As.mciatio11s and Jde11tity, 

(Rex & Josephides, 1987), they investigate the identity options presented to migrants 

through their conmictions with their own ethnic associations, and the dominant alien 

cultures in which tlicy nre domiciled. Also, the different identity options which may 

be presented to "second-generation migrants, or young people born or educated in 

the country of settlement" (I/ex, & Josephides, 1987, p. 11). However, in Hong 
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Ko11g Chinese in Hawaii: Co111m1111ily Building and Coping Srrategies, (Chabot, Oi, 

& So, 199./), the authors recount on how Hong Kong Chinese migrants in Honolulu 

have o;volvcd into a "distinctive community. retain[ing] a strong sense of ethnic 

identification ofbeing Hong Kong Chinese" (Chabot, Oi, & So, /99./, p. 274). The 

text centres on the determination of I-long Kong Chinese in Hawaii to retain their 

culture, and mnintain it by way ofao education stream, which sees second generation 

Hong Kong Chinese taught lhe Cantonese language. This gives the participants of 

the scheme, who are born in Hawaii, the ability to communicate locally in their 

ethnic language, and prepares the ground for a possible re- migration to Hong Kong. 

The historic .analysis of Chinese immigration, and later Hong Kong Chinese 

immigration allows my research to examine changes in livi11g conditions and living 

attitudes between the earlier migrations and the more recent ones. In Vo11ca11ver's 

Chi11alaw11: A Racial Discourse i11 Canada, 1875-1980, (Anderson, 199/), Anderson 

argues that, "from the late 188~s. the enclave of Chinese settlement at Vancouver's 

Pender Street was an important site through which white society's concepts about 

the Chinese were constimtcd and reproduced" (A11derso11, 1991, p. 4). Since that 

time the concept of Chinatowns lrns changed, where they are no longer the main 

residential areas for Hong Kong Chinese, but more ethnic business areU.'!, and tourist 

attractions. This text also provides a scmtiny into the formation of Vancouver's 

Chinatown, from a local point of view. 

Also historically, Sojoumers: The epic slory o/Chi11a 's ce11/11rie~·-o/d 

re/atio11ship with Ar,slra/ia, (Rolls, 1992), relates the narrative of Chinese 

sojourners' experiences in Australia. To keep the account in balance, and in focus, 

the author also includes the experiences of European immigrants to Australia. In this 

vein, Chinese Government officials, who the author met, said "that they expected the 

book to make the two peoples understandable to one another . . [and to] fit 

Chinese into world history as well as into Australian history" (Rolfs, /992, p. Ix). 

Hong Kong: Contemporary Considerations 

The Far East Ew11omic Review: gives contemporary economic and political 

views and opinions ofEa5t Asia, including Hong Kong. A recent article by David 

Lague "The word 011 everyone's lips" (August JO'" 2001), discussed the current state 

of Hong Kong's lingua franca, Cantonese. Lague states that, 
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legally for many years Chinese, the variety not specified, had equal 
status with English. Both were Hong Kong's official languages. But 
since the handover, almost everyone have lapsed back 
comfortably into their native Cantonese. ln the process, Hong Kong 
has created a mini linguistic revolution. For the first time, a regional 
Chinese tongue has become the high-prestige language of 
government, entertainment and the arts (Lague, 2001, p. 66). 

The article continues with excerpts from an interview with Professor Robert 

S. Bauer, Department of Chinese and Bilingual Studies, Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University, who discusses the future of the Cantonese language in light of China's 

recovery of Hong Kong as a part of its sovereign territory and its relationship to the 

Chinese language Puntonghua. Professor Bauer is cited as saying, 

that Puntonghua will become the language of the [Hong Kong] elite, 
[and] over time, Puntonghua is expected to become the language of 
instruction in most schools. This will mean that the local tradition of 
students learning to read standard Chinese characters with Cantonese 
pronunciation will be lost. (Lague, 2001, p.67). 

The journal Public Culture, Vo/.9 No. 3, Spring /997: contains essays dealing 

with Hong Kong culture and culturn: icons. The theme of the journal essa;•s is based 

on this special journal issue's collective title, "Hong Kong 1997: The Place and the 

Fommla". Carol Breckenridge in an editorial note raises the question "of what it is 

to write within the fragile transitional moment, when the island city of Hong Kong 

will move from being a colony of the British Empire into the orbit of the People's 

Republic of China" (Breckenridge, 1997, p. ,,). Breckenridge's question 

reverberates concern throughout the Hong Kong academic and journalistic 

communitie~ ns to if, and how, Hong Kong's literary freedoms will be curtailed 

under the new regime. As Wu Hung states, "the strong support and sympathy that 

the [Beijing] st,ident movement received from Hong Kong caused the Chinese 

government to view the territory as a source of subversion and a potential threat to 

political order in the People's Republic (Wu, /997, p. 350). Wu's summation of 

Beijinr,'s suspicion of Hong Kong's political motives must transmit warnings to the 

literary and journalistic section of Hong Kong society as to the sentiment of their 

future publications, especially in the light of"Deng Xiaoping's warning against 

Hong Kong becoming an anti-Communist base under the pretext of democracy" 

(Wu, 1997,p. 352). 
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I have also included articles from newspapers, to cover some of the more 

contemporary aspects of the Hong Kong society. In 111e A11~·tralia11 (J"' October 

2001) an article written by Glenda Korporaal addressed international money 

laundering and its relationship to international crime. Korporaal's article deals with 

the present day cooperation between the Australian and Hong Kong law enforcement 

authorities where she states that, "fortunately for Australia there is a high level of 

cooperation between law enforcement authorities in Australia and Hong Kong, and it 

has increased in recent years, notwithstanding the change in Hong Kong's 

sovereignty" (Korporaa/, 2001, p. 12). The significance of the article is that, 

according to Korporaal, Hong Kong is still seen by other countries as a separate 

entity from China, regardless of its return to China's jurisdiction. "Hong Kong, 

which chairs the Fh1ancial Actions Task force of about 30 countries cooperating in 

the fight against money laundering, also has sophisticated laws that allow th!l 

tracking and freezing of funds in drug trafficking" (2001, p. 12). 

Hong Kong's change from appointed governments, under most of its period 

ofco!onial rule, to a partial democracy has seen western style political tactics used to 

either further candidates cause, or to deride the opposition. In Hong Kong 

newspaper The South China M(Jming Post, No Kwni-yan reports on the refusal of 

th!l Kowloon Motor Bus Company to display a political advertisement questioning 

th!l competence of Tung Chee-hwa Hong Kong's Chief Administrator. No Kwai

yan states that, "Democrats Lee Wing-tat and Wong Bing-kuen asked KMB . • . if 

they could place an advertisement posing the question, 'Do you want Tung Chee

hwa to have another term?' [They] were told [that] their request had b~en turned 

down because the advertisement was too sensitive" (No, 2000, p. 2). The KMB' s 

refusal to allow the advertisement to be displayed on their bus!ls is couched in its 

desire to be seen as non-political. However, Lee and Wong's advertisement does 

reflect some of the Hong Kong public's view, as Hong Kong's Financial Secretary 

Donald Tsang Yam-kucn, is quoted in the So/Ith Chi11aMomi11g Posl's 'Political 

Desk', as "responding to critics, [that] he believes it is unfair to say Tung Chee-hwa 

has not done a single good thing in the past three years" (Political Desk, 2000, p. 6). 

The reports show that the Hong Kong administration still does not censure political 

criticism, even against its top executive, and under its new sovereign administration. 
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Literature on Methodology 

To augment the academic literature, and to gain tirst hand knowledge 

appropriate to the research questions, I considered it necessary lo gather information 

from Hong Kong Chinese people. ! first targeted Hong Kcng Chinese people who 

are now resident in the Perth area of Western Australia, and later targeted people 

who were migrants to Australia, but have returned to Hong Kong lo live and work. 

My initial plan was to collect data by the means of personal interview3, 

however, after making enquiries to my sources of respondents, I was told that the 

respondents would not engage in per~onal interviews, but they would fill in a 

questionnaire. Under these circumstances I felt that it was preferable to conduct a 

survey by distributing questionnaires, rather than being denied information by 

pursuing, in this case, an unproductive personal interview collection method. 

Shaughnessy and Zechmeistcr's Research Mer hods in Psychology 2'". Edition 

(1990), describes survey research as "a method designed to deal more directly with 

the nature of people's thoughts, opinion~. and feelings" (Sha11gh11essy & 

Zechmd.wer, 1990, p. 77), which seemed appropriate to my research. 

To facilitate my data collection, I consulted various texts l'.l ascertain the 

advantages and disadvantages of the survey technique through the distribution of 

questionnaires. All survey methods of data collection have their strong and weak 

points, for instance, according to Shaughnessy & Zechmeister," a typical return rate 

for a mail survey is around 30 percent" {1990, p. 90) which is low when compnred to 

"the commonly a~ccpted response rate [for the personal interview method of] , .. 80 

to 85 percent" (1990, p.92). Des Raj also comments on the generally low response 

rate of mail surveys where he states, "the initial response rate may be barely 40 

percent if you arc IL1cky" (llaj, 1972, p. 1 l?). He also argues that ignoring the non

retums, and basing one's results on the relumed data alone can raise problems, as 

"experience in data collection .. shows that the non-respondents often differ from the 

respondents in many respects. Their exclusion will introduce systematic errors in the 

results" (1972, p. 1 J7). 

Shaughnessy and Zcchmeister highlight interviewer bias as a pmsible 

disadvantage of the p~rsonal interview method, which is when the interviewer 

introduces "wording ... [or] ideas that may then become part of the respondent's 
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subsequent answer" (S'Jm11gJ11ws.1y & ZecJmwi.1/er, 1990, p. 92). This situation is 

also recognised by Raj who suggests that "a combination of methods may be the best 

solution in some situations .. [where] lhe questionnaire may be left with the 

respondent for self-enumeration .. to avoid the biases introduced by interviewers" 

(Raj, /972. p. 119). Shaughnessy and Zechmeister recognises that the self

administration of mail surveys avoid problems "when dealing whh highly personal 

or embarrassing topics, especially when the anonymity of respondents [needs to be] 

preserved" (ShaugJmessy & Zcchmcisla, 1990, p. 90). 

The nrnil survey, along with the telephone survey, are the specific subjects of 

Don A. Di\lman's texl, Mail mid Ti.!h1ilm11e Surveys: Uie Tara! Design Me/had, 

(1978). Dillman sels out to tnckle the problem of low response in the survey 

methods by hypothesising that, 

the problems of response quantity and quality are solved in part by a 
procedure called 'the total design method'. This is nothing more than 
the identification of each aspect of the survey process ... that might 
affect response quantity or quality and shaping them in away that 
would encourage good response, (1978, p.2). 

In focusing only on mail and telephone surveys, Dillman has produced a 

comprehensive study of the subject areas, which can probably be of great assistance 

"to the would-be user who needs a methodological 'recipe' that includes all the 

ingredients, and directions for combining them .. to conduct successful surveys" 

(1978, p. 5). 

Summary 

The literature discussed in this chap1er provides the base theoretical sources 

of literary information used in my research. This list is not exhaustive, other texts 

have been used, along with the information gathered from the distributed 

questionnaires to complete my research and provide outcomes to the research 

questions. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Mcntity and Hong Kong Chinese Culture 

lntroduclio11 

In this chapter I will address the issue of identity an<.! Hong Kong Chinese 

culture through an analysis ofrncc, culture, politics, television, place, and ethnic 

identity. I will argue that the Hong Kong Chinese i<.lentity has developed and 

become embedded into the Hong Kong Chinese chosen way of life, regardless of the 

alien pressures exerted by colonial rule, and the reinstatement of China's sovereignty 

whose political persuasion, and contemporary culture, are also foreign to the 

majority of Hong Kong residents. My argument wi!l also show, that in spite of the 

many different identities inherent within the Hong Kong population, the Hong Kong 

Chinese identity stands firm as a unique product set within a sea ofmulticuhuralism. 

I will also discuss the significance between the various groups that constitute 

Hong Kong society, together with their effects within the social context. Difference 

in identity occurs through the particular experiences of individuals that create the 

meanings and tenets on which an individual's life is formatted, and consequently, 

through which that person becomes known. As Castells argues, "identities are 

sources of meaning for the actors themselves, and by themselves, constructed 

through a process of individuation" (Castells, 1997, p. 7). It is this "individuation", 

and the differences created by it, that in many instances become the source of 

problems that are counter to the peaceful coexistence of ethnic 1iroups within some 

multi-identity socie1ies. As there is no perceptible trouble between Hong Kong's 

various ethnic identities, I assert that difference, with regards to ethnic identity, is a 

publ!cly acceptable criterion within the Hong Kong society. According to Barth: 

We are led to imagine each group developing its cultural and social 
form in rela1ive isolation, mainly in response to local ecologic factors, 
through a history of adaptation by invention and selective borrowing. 
This history has produced a world of separate peoples, each with its 
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own culture and each organised in a society, which can legitimately 
be isolated for descripti(.'n % an island to itself (Barlh, 198/, p.200). 

The public acceptance ofdi!Tercnt ethnic identities within Hong Kong is 

linked to the fact, that since cnlonialisation, 1he population of Hong Kong has been 

m&dc up ofa number ofdi!Tcrcnt ethnicities. These diverse ethnic identities, 

existing in close proximity, have necessitated tolerance and understanding as 

ptercquisitc conditions for s11rvivaL Also the ecological factors in Hong Kong, in 

the broadest sense, being common to all resident ethnic identities, have reduced the 

ethnic isolation factor, and the consequent ethnic unitary functions associated with 

ethnicall; quarantined communities. 

Ethnicity, and l.,y definition, identity, arc culturally sensitive, that is, when 

ethnic culture is altered, so is the corresponding identity of that culture. This means 

that as culture; come under the innuen,c of other cultures, cultural boundaries are 

breached, ,·nd cultural di!Tcrences are offered both ways. The acccprnnce of cultural 

differences requires a major populntion approval throughout the cultures' social 

s•rntum to become inhctcnt clements within the receiving culture. As McCrone 

srn1cs, "ifwe arc trying 10 define elhnic .. idcnti1y, then wha! matters is what 1hc 

bo11ndaries arc, especially self-dcscrip1ions of themselves l'i.,·-<i-vi.~ rnhers", 

(McCrom:, J'J98,p.2'J). 

Identity is a compkx issue, rather than the simplistic notion of stereotype 

labelling It is always open 10 change through the conslant evolutior of:-, ,1nologies 

and their attendant protocols tlial pervade poro11s cultural boundarie~. and change the 

ecological slatus quo of ethnic idcntilics. As Stuart Hall observes: 

Identity is not as trnnsparcnt or unprobkmatic as we think. Perhaps 
instead of thinking of identity as an already accomplished fact, with 
the new cultural practice.> they represent. we should think ofidentity 
as 'producth:m', which is never complete, always in process, and 
always constituted within, not oU!sidc, representation, (.'fall, /990, p. 
220) 

Hall's observntion that identity is never complete and always in a state of 

process. is typified by the Hong Kong Chinese idemity. From the first day of 

colonial rule to the present time, Hong Kong Chinese identity has been subject to a 

constant stream of 11roccssing through the cbanging values oipost-modem evolu\ion, 
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and the imposed rule of the British, Japanese, and the People's Republic ofChina. 

Many changes introduced into the Hong Kong Chinese society, through its 

association with these and other cultures, have been accepted, and internalised, to 

become a part of the culture, and so reformat the cultural identity. 

McCrone asserts that "national cultures and identities [are not] fixed and 

immutable. They arc ·mbject to processes of translation and change" (Mccrone, 

1998. p. 30). This sug!,;esls that the fundamental identity differences perceived 

between colonial masters and the colonised have become blurred through 

intercuhural associution, leading to culturnl transferences becoming internalised into 

the accepting cullures. As Said points out, "ch ere is no meaningful 'us' and 'them'. 

Gone .. arc the binary opposites dear to the nationalist and the imperialist 

enterprise" (Said, l 9!J.I, p. xx1•iii). Said's statement is only partially true, because 

identities cnn change due 10 the various particular pressures that are applied by local 

social and political age~cies. In circumstances where it is politically opportunistic to 

present the values of nationalism, the political rhetoric is aimed at telling nnliona!s 

the desirability c,fbcing exclusive on the basis of their nationality, to render 

themselves superior to 'non-national others'. In these cases identity assumes a 

priority position for engaging in the elevation of one nation over another. 

In Hong Kong's case, internal politics, until the cessation of colonial rule, 

were muted. Although there wns some political pressure exerted from the outside, 

mainly from the People's Republic of China, it appeared that most Hong Kong 

Chinese were apathetic with regards to politics. Under these circumstances it is 

reasonable to suggest that the Hong Kong Chinese developed their own identity 

through negotiation with the prevailing internal ecological, and economical 

conditions of Hong Kong. Mccrone states that, "while it is true that identities are 

constructed ~y panicipanls in the course of social and political action, they are not 

entirely of their own making. We work within cultural representations" (McCrone, 

/998, p,JQ)_ Tbc ,1uestion ofculturnl rcprcscn1alions, and the number of them for a 

particular culture to access, will, in my opinion, affect the degree of freedom 

available to participants, in being allowed to negotiate their own identity free from 

the restr'\ints ofan absolute national model. In the case of Hong Kong Chinese 

culture, the innucnccs of the British, and other various cultural representations, 

together with tl,c present different Chinese cultures, have reduced the nationalistic 
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pressure to create a pure identity based on racial superiority, and instead hns 

produced a population par1icipant driven identity based on achievement. 

There is no doubt lhat the differences in peoples' relationships with their 

particular en•;ironments have major implications in the creation of identity. Hong 

Kong's ec,momic acceleration from the 1970s onwards into the 1990s created a life 

of opulence for large par1s of the Hong Kong population, compared to their previous 

circumstances. New wealth creates new freedoms, where "individuals are free to 

construct !heir identities as they please" (McCnme, 1998, p.33). As Bauman states: 

It is the consumer attitude which makes my life into my individual 
affair; and it is the consumer activity which makes me into the 
individual. It seems in the end as if I were made up of the many 
things I buy and own: tell me what you buy, and in what shops you 
buy it, and I'll tell you who you are. It seems that with the help of 
carefully selected purchases, I can make myself anything I wish, 
anything I believe it is worth becoming. Just as dealing with my 
personal problems is my duty and my responsibility, so the shaping of 
my personal identity, my self-assertion, making myself into a 
concrete someone, is my task and mine alone (Ba11ma11, 1992, p.WJ). 

Bauman's statement displays a set of conditions in which individualism and 

freedom contribute to identity creation, a situation that can represent the latter part in 

the creation ofHong Kong Chinese identity. 

Although economic opulence lrns created freedoms for Hong Kong's 

population, other instances, such as colonial governmental restrictive practices have 

made stringent demands on peoples' personal freedoms. One of the restrictive 

prac\ices is the introduction ofidentily cnrds. 

In 1949 Mao Tse-tung's communists conquered mainland Chinn and 
set olfmassivc immigration to .. [Hong Kong], then a comparatively 
prosperous British colony. To sort newcomers from residents, Hong 
Kong introduced .. identity cards (Yu, 2002,p.8) 

The carrying of the identity cards by individuals was made compulsory, with 

fines imposed for non-compliance, which in some countries, like Australia, would be 

regarded as n loss of personal freedom. The arguments supporting the loss of 

personal freedom through the imposition of government identification schemes has 

been well documented. For instance, "in the mid-1980s Australians marched in the 
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streets full of fear and loathing about government plans to introduce an ID card" 

(Elliot/, 2001, p. 29). Yet, 

we know of no people without names, no languages or cultures in 
which some manner of distinctions between self and other, we and 
they, are not made . Self-knowledge - always a construction no 
mauer how much it feels like a discovery - is never all together 
separable from claims to be known in specific ways by others 
(Calho1111, 199-1,pp.9-JO). 

However, in Hong Kong, government-issued identity cards are mandatory for 

both adults nnd minors. The identification scheme was introduced under the 

authority of colonial rule, to which there was no public input like a referendum. As 

"Eric Wong, Hong Kong's Deputy Dircctoroflmmigration says, we've long had 

illegal immigration problems, and everyone got used to canying 1he identity card . 

. People just think it's a way of life" (fo, 2002, p.8). But, since the introduction of 

partial democracy into the Hong Kong Legislative Council, llo,ablini; an r.jjpo,~nity 

for public input, the mandatory identification procedure i, still operative, and no 

discemable public voice has been raised in opposition to its continuation. However, 

since the recent introduction of new identity cards, "smart cards with embedded 

computer chips containing names, pictures, birth-dates and a digital template of both 

thumbprints (2002, p.8), some civil libertarians have shown concern. "Civil 

libertarians such as lawmaker Sin Chung Kai. . . have reservations. No matter how 

secure a system is, there is always a risk il might get hacked into, he says" (2002, 

p.S). 

Identity nnd Rnce 

On 9 February 1985, the Toronto Globe and Mail, reporting on South 
Africa, stated that almost 800 people had had their racial classifica
tions changed in 1984 under apartheid policies. South Africa's home 
affairs minister, E.W. de Klcrk, said in Parliament: 18 coloureds 
became whites, 14 whites became coloureds, and 17 Indians became 
Malay. There were also 89 blacks who became coloured, and five col
oureds who became black, three bfacks who became Indian, one who 
became an Asian, and a Malay who became a Chinese. (Anderson, 
199/,p. 8) 

During the apartheid days of the Republic of South Africa, peoples' identities 

were manipulated to correspond to the country's racially based laws of exclusion, 
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and restrictions on the freedom of association. There was much condemnation, by 

many countries, of South Africa's racial separation policies, which was 

demonstrated through the implementation of trade restrictions, and team-based 

sporting prohibitions. However, ignoring the obvious wrongs of the South African 

system of that time, the practice of"dominant communit[ies] conferring identity" 

(1991, p.8) on different groups of people in respect to their ethnic backgrounds stil! 

occurs in other countries. 

For instance, Hong Kong Chinese people resident outside of Hong Kong are 

not generally identified as Hong Kong Chinese, but arc amalgamated with other 

people ofan ethnic Chinese background, and nonnally referred to as Chinese, 

Whether from Mabysia, Indonesia, Singapore, or Hong Kong, most countries use 

the combined identification of'Chinese community'. In Australia, it is not 

uncommon for government officials to refer to Chinese ethnics as 'the Asian 

community', thereby combining all non-occidentals to the same identification with 

no thought of cultural identity difference. In the community newspaper The 

Wmmeroo "})mes. an article asking the question: "Wbal is an Asian" (IYmmervo 

Times, 2001, p.8), illustrates how the label Asian is used with no reference to ethnic 

identity. Tim article state; that: 

Recent stabbing incidents outside Perth nightclubs have brought 
Asian youtl1s into some prominence. Not the least because of the 
stousli between the new Police Minister and the Police Commissioner 
over the new Government's right to refonn a squad to deal with Asian 
gangs. But some clarification of that word 'Asian' is required. 
Are these gangs made up of young Australians of Asian descent? 
Further, are these gangs mad9 up of different Asian ethnicities, or do 
they represent particular groups (2001. p.8)7 

The calling of all migrants, and their offspring, Asian, who originate from 

countries in East Asia, may be brought about by the small individual percentages of 

these people lo the countries' total populations. For instance, "in Australia, between 

the years \(M9 and 2000, the percentage of arriving migrants from Vietnam against 

the total population of Australia is 3 per cent, from the Philippines it is 1.8 per cent, 

and from Hu11g Kong, I ,9 per cent" (Morris & Cro.nrel/er, 2002, p.3). These 

individual ethnic groups, on a national basis, may not be thought ofas large enough 

population segme11,t~ to be identified as particular ethnic groups. 
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The governments of countries like Australia and Canada that have introduced 

the policy ofmuhiculturn!ism into their national governmental system have served to 

recognise difference between distinct ethnic groups resident within their particular 

countries, Within lhis regime the different groups are afforded the opportunity to 

create an identity appropriate to their ethnic background, which will be recognised as 

appropriate to their group, and accepted as an integral part ofa multiracial society. 

The results of the introduction ofthe multicultural system hnve not necessarily 

conformed to its theoretical expectations, in that the recognition of difference would 

bring understanding and racial tolerance, In fact, the outing of alien identities in 

Australia has also brought the outing of the whispered opposition, in the form of 

"Pauline Hanson [and the 'One Nation Party', whose platform deliberately targeted] 

our collective consciousness to widespread fears about Asian immigration" 

(Wanneroo Times, 2001, p.8). 

One of the areas identified by the One Nation Party as a part of its agenda, 

which is seen ns inappropriate to the Australian way of life is the Hong Kong 

Chinese 'astronaut' phenomenon. The One Nation Party spokespeople object to 

Hong Kong Chinese people who migrate to Australia, and then commute between 

Australia nnd Hong Kong to receive greater rewards, and avoid Australian taxation. 

According to Wong, "the pervasiveness oft he instrumental attitude adopted by Hong 

Kong migrants towmds issues of nationality and passports. , , is likely to provoke 

popul~r resentment in Australia of their apparent lack of commitment and loyalty to 

the host country" (Wong, /993, p.23). To a section of the Australian population, the 

identity of Hong Kong Chinese has become synonymous with unfairness, and of 

taking ndvantage of Australia's good offices in accepting Hong Kong Chinese 

people as migrants. "This is reflected in comments such as Sydney's Chatswood 

being renamed 'Chatswong"', (Pe-Pua, el al, 1996, p.67). And, appears to be a part 

oft he "low and persistent level of popular prejudice against Asians (Ip, /992, p. 76), 

which, although not directed specifically at Hong Kong Chinese, is reflected by 

ethnic association. 

Although the Australian Government, because of their objections to One 

Nation's alleged racist policies, denied that the One Nation Party had any influence 

on their political decisions, the Business Migration immigration category, which had 

been set-up with the comparatively wealthy Hong Kong Chinese in mind, was 
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changed. Prior to the 'One Nation' revelations, business migrants could gain entry 

to Australia if they were appropriately financed, and had an acceptable business plan 

for setting up a business in Australia. There was no mandatory obligation to go 

through with the plan, or go into any other business. A Business Migrant could land 

in Australia and commence the ascribed minimum two-year period to qualify as an 

applicant for Australian citizenship without ever setting up or going into business. 

Subsequently, the 'Business Migration' immigration category has been changed, in 

that, business migrants now have to complete the setting up ofa business, as per 

their accepted business plan, within the three-year time !imitation of their business 

category visa. Failure to do this within the duration of the visa may result in an 

extension to the visa not being guaranteed, and the possibility of deportment. Also 

during the period oft he business set-up, and acceptance by the Australian 

Immigration Department that the business conforms to the submitted migration 

application business plan, no application for Australian citizenship will be 

entertained. 

Most Hong Kong Chinese migrants coming to Australia as business migrants 

have chosen Australia's Eastern StatP.s as their place of domicile, due to the greater 

number ofbusiness opportunities ei,;!sting there. Consequently, the Hong Kong 

Chinese identity is more prominently displayed there than in Western Australia, In 

Sydney there is a 'Chinatown' district, in which the Hong Kong Chinese identity is 

displayed on business shop fronts and restaurants. In Perth, Western Australia, there 

is no 'Chinatown' district although there are some shops and restaurants that do 

display Hong Kong in their names. However, these are scattered throughout the city 

and its suburbs, therefore the Hong Kong Chinese identity is not easily recognisable 

as a supporting element ofan ethnic community within Western Australia. 

In my own efforts to obtain data from Hong Kong Chinese migrants to 

Western Australia, I found an apparent reluctance for Hong Kong Chinese persons to 

identify themselves as such. I inserted a request into the Wes/em A11s/ra/ia11 

newspaper 'Please Eelp' column for assistance in providing data for this thesis, and 

received no replies. I also had sixty information enclosures, together with 

questionnaires, inserted into copies ofa local Chinese newspaper, which were 

distributed to Hong Kong Chinese people resident in Perth Western Austral in, and 

only received six replies. My most successful efforts were in approaching the 
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members of two different Cbinese church congregations from which I received 

eighteen replies. In both of these cases it was comparatively easy to isolate the 

Chinese members oft he congregation who came from Hong Kong, because they 

attended the service that was conducted in the Cantonese language. From the data 

gathered, I found that there was not one particular area in which any number of the 

respondents resided. Their domiciles seemed well dispersed throughout the suburbs 

of Perth, with no discernablc pattern which would indicate, apart from the weekly 

sojourn to church, that there would be any regular mass coming together either for 

ethnic reasons, or to demonstrate unity in strengthening their claim to a Hong Kong 

Chinese identity within Western Australia. 

Hong Kong Chinese residents in Hong Kong have lrnd no basic problem of 

maintaining an identity of who they arc. Tb ere has never been any pressure by the 

British colonial government to change their identity status. Unlike South Africa, the 

Hong Kong colonial government did not operate a system ofco!our-coding the 

different ethnic groups, and prescribing different living conditions applicable to the 

particular colour-code to which a person was a member. In 1865 the British 

Government issued instructions to the Hong Kong Governor forbidding him "to 

assent to any ordinance whereby persons of African or Asian birth may be subjected 

to any disabilities or restrictions to which persons of European birth or descent are 

not also subjected" (Hong Kang /976, /977, p.195). It would be naive to think that 

there were no instances of racist behaviour by some members oft he 'white minority' 

towards the Hong Kong Chinese throughout the period ofco!onial rule, Ironically 

however, I am sure that any instances of racist behaviour were a confirmatinn of the 

Hong Kong Chinese identity, as these instances were no doubt ground~d in ensuring 

that the Hong Kong Chinese were made certain of knowing who they were. 

Identity and Pince 

Under colonial rule, the British administration left the Hong Kong Chinese to 

their own devices, provided that they stayed within the confines of the law. The 

Hong Kong Chinese made up the vast majority oft he population, and occupied the 

majority of the habitable land, The main areas of Hong Kong which the British 

occupied were the Central district on Hong Kong Island, which until the early 1980s, 

was the main business area, and the residential areas oft.he middle and upper levels 
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of Hong Kong Island, which were seen as the premier living areas. The middle and 

upper level5 of Hong Kong Island were favoured living accommodations, mainly 

because of the higher levels were cooler in the hot weather, and they commanded 

outstanding views. Central district was the antithesis of the Chinatowns of 

Vancouver, Sydney, and the other major non-Chinese cities engaging with this 

phenomenon. 

Until the late 1970s, Central district housed most of the Hong Kong 

headquarters of the major British and foreign companies and banks trading in Hong 

Kong. The Hong Kong Government Central Offices, the High Court, the two major 

English-speaking cinemas, the Hong Kong Club, and the Hong Kong Cricket Club 

were also located in the Central district. Central district was the cultural heart ofth!l 

British in Hong Kong, and the materialistic id!lntifier of who were the administrative 

rulers. The reason why the Central district of Hong Kong was the 'Britishtown' of 

Hong Kong, is, that it served the same purposes as the Chinatowns did situated in 

their alien environments. Anderson argues that, 

Chinatowns . [are] charact!lriscd by a concentration of Chinese 
people and economic activities in one or more city blocks which 
forms a unique component of the urban fabric. It is basically an 
idiosyncratic oriental community amidst an occidental urban 
environment. In short, there exists an important school of thought 
that sees Chinatown as a co!ony of the East in the West (Anderson, 
1991, p. 9). 

I will argue that the Central district ofHong Kong in the period of colonial 

rule until the late 1970s was "characterised by a concentration of[British] people 

and economic activities form[ing] a unique component oft he urban fabric" (199/, 

p.9). Paraphrasing Anderson's sentiment, I contend that the Central district ofHong 

Kong, during the aforesaid period, was the true British colony implanted into the 

Hong Kong Chinese environment of greater Hong Kong. In terms oft he physical 

control of Hong Kong by the Colonial administration, thf' Central district was about 

as much as it could honestly claim to exercise effective dominion. Apart from 

Central district, and a fow foreign oases like the Hong Kong Football Club, the 

Indian Recreation Club, Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club, and the Police Officers Club, 

Shek O Golf Club on Hong Kong Island. The Kowloon Bowling Green Club, th!l 

Kowloon Cricket Club, the Club de Recrio, the Philippine Club in Kowloon, and the 
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Royal Hong Kong Golf Club situated both on Hong Kong Island and in the New 

Territories, most of the rest of the Colony would be environmentally Chinese. 

Outside of the boundaries of'Britishtown' the rest of Hong Kong was a 

foreign country to the English-speaking colonial rulers of these areas. In the areas 

outside of Central district, the main spoken language was Cantonese, and the ways in 

which the majority of the people managed their lives was within the local Chinese 

culture. Most of the British people were not fluent Cantonese speakers, nor did they 

possess expert knowledge of the local Chinese culture. However, in general they 

were tolerated, in most cases treated reasonably courteously, and made led to believe 

that they were accepted as the colonial rulers. From the early 1970s, most British 

people living in Hong Kong realised that the maintenance of their position in Hong 

Kong was reliant, to a large degree, on the good offices of local Chinese people. 

From this period many of the fabled colonial behaviours in the relationships between 

the British and the local Chinese, such as ordering rather than requesting, were either 

softened, or were discontinued. 

One challenge to the dominion of the British over its Central district enclave 

was the presence therein of the Bank of Chinn. The Bank of China was viewed by 

the British as the Hong Kong headquarters of the Communist regime ruling China. 

It was correctly situated, as the British Government recognised China's Communist 

Party as the legitimate Government of China. However, the Bank of China was 

never really an identity threat to 'Britishtown' as it was surrounded by some of the 

bastions ofBritish colonial rule in Hong Kong. On its northern side was the Hong 

Kong Cricket Club, on its western side was Beaconsfield House which was home to 

the Officers, and the Non-Commissioned OJTicers Messes of the Hong Kong 

Regiment, and the Royal Hong Kong Police Officer's Mess. Above Beaconsfield 

House were the Central Offices of the Hong Kong Government. On the southern 

side of the Bank of China was situated the Hong Kong and Sbanghai Bank, and on 

the eastern side was Hong Kong's premier seat of British justice, The High Court, 

The mid and upper-levels of Hong Kong Island were originally identified as 

British residential enclaves, but these areas have developed into shared 

environments. Since the late 1970s, the Hong Kong Chinese have gained wealth, 

and the rich ones have become property owners in these areas. Also, foreign 

business people and foreign consular staff have taken up residence there, and with 
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the live-in Chinese servants, and later live-in Filipino maids, these areas can now be 

said to support cosmopolitan communities. 

The area in which Hong Kong Chinese could have a problem with identity, is 

within their ethnic group. After 1949, when Mao Tse-tung established communist 

rule over the whole of China, excluding Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan, many 

people fled from China and most ofthem ended up in Hong Kong. Where prior to 

1949 most Chinese in Hong Kong originated from the southern part of China, after 

that date, a large number of refugees came from the more northerly destinations, 

especially around the Shanghai area. Their arrival brought new identities into Hong 

Kong, and they established various associations applicable to these identities. 

Although the newcomers displayed their presence by setting up businesses 

and restaurants exhibiting their cultural identification, the overall Hong Kong 

identity remained relatively unchanged, due mainly to the use of Hong Kong's most 

common language, Cantonese. However, the different groups still jealously guard 

their own particular cultures, and as such maintain their individual group identities. 

For example the Chiu Chau people, who originated from the coastal regions within 

Guar.dong province, set up their own community associations. Within the Chiu 

Chau community in Hong Kong it was estimated that, "in 1981 there were 102 Chiu 

Chau ethnic organisations, .... [of which] the most influential .... [is] the Chiu 

Chau Chamber of Commerce, .. establish[ed] in 1921" {Choi, 2000, p.l). One of 

the areas where the Chiu Chau population is prominent is the godown (warehouse) 

area in Kwun Tong on the Kowloon peninsula. It is not uncommon, in Kwun Tong, 

to hear the Chiu Chau language spoken, and consequently, for Hong Kong Chinese 

to identify the location as a Chiu Chau area of Hong Kong. 

Rey Chow sees colonisation as the opportunity to impose Western language 

on the "Wests 'others', [in that] for non-Western peoples, the most obvious 

consequence, .•. is the continual privileging of Western models of language" 

(Chow, 1995, p.177). However, within Hong Kong where "the process of cultural 

translation, [and identity] is inevitably enmeshed in conditions of power" (1995, 

p.177}, the cultural power and ethnic identity, outside of the "Britishtown" areas, 

rests firmly in the hands of the Chinese ethnic majorities, who maintained their own 

native languages to establish their identities. 
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Places like the go down area ofKwun Tong have "become a local expression 

of difference to be respected and valued for its contribution to the uniquely [Hong 

Kong] ideal of unity through diversity" (A11derso11, 199/, p.212). The Hong Kong 

population's recognition and respect of ethnic difference allows minority identities 

to exist and flourish within the greater Hong Kong identity, so resisting the strictures 

of assimilation and homogenisation. This multicultural attitude is "a powerful 

symbol of ... [the Hong Kong people's dctermination]" (199/, p.212) to respect the 

rights of others, and to reinforce their own axiom for the freedom of choice, within 

the stratum ofidenliLy choice. 

Identity and Culture 

"The culturnl identity of the Chinese [is] not static. Yet we resist the 

temptation to over state its fluidity" (Chen, 2000, p.JU). Chen's statement is based 

on the premise that identity changes can occur because of variations to a person's 

living environment. Identities can change through physical alterations, social 

modifications, and mental transformations. But, Chen also warns that, because of 

the uniqueness oft he ethnic Chinese physical features, a complete metamorphosis is 

unlikely. As Chen points out, "the freedom ofindividual Chinese lo choose their 

cultural identity [is] significantly constrained by how others [see] them" (2000, 

p. 125). These statements also apply to Hong Kong Chinese. Physical differences 

serve, in most cases, to permanently alienate Hong Kong Chinese from being 

accepted as complete equals in European societies. However, in Hong Kong, the 

same physical attributes become similarities, which bind the different Chinese ethnic 

groups together to be representative, to the Hong Kong European society, as a 

singular Hong Kong Chinese identity. 

In the 1970s and 1980s, three major Hong Kong cultural phenomena 

occurred, two witl1ia the film industry, and one within the music industry, which 

consolidated the Hong Kong Chinese identity. All three phenomena were grounded 

in the extensive use of the Cantonese language as their major source of 

communication. The first phenomenon was the emergence of Broce Lee, who 

through his nmrtial-arts films for the Hong Kong Golden Harvest studio put Hong 

Kong on the international stage in filmmaking. 
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No other figure in Hong Kong cinema has done as much to bring East 
and West together in a common sharing of culture as Bruce Lee .. 
In him, Hon_g Kong cinema found its most forceful ambassador; an 
Asian role model espousing aspects of 1111 Eastern culture who found 
receptive minds in the West (Teo, 1997, p. J /0). 

Although Bruce Lee was •n American citizen, born in Seattle ofimmigro.nt 

parents, his association with the I-long Kong film industry, and his international 

popularising oftheK1111g Fu martial-art fighting style endeared him to the Hong 

Kong Chinese population as one of their own. During the period between 1971 and 

1973 Bnicc Lee and Hong Kong were synonymous, and his untimely death in 1973 

"spawned a legend" (1997, p. I JO) which has continued the association. To the Hong 

Kong Chinese, Lee's fighting style was unique in that he personally labelled the 'art' 

as "Jee/ Kime Do or The Arl of the Intercepting Fist" (1997, p.110). Lee's 

uniqueness in the industry was noticed by a working contemporary of that time, 

Andrn Morgan who is cited as saying that Lee, 

broughl a new style of acting to the [Hong Kong] Chinese film 
industry, which, prior to him, was slightly stylised and exaggerated. 
Bnicc had a unique combination - he was a martial artist and an actor 
equally, not a martial artist who decided to become an actor, or an 
actor who decided to make martial arts movies (Odham, Stokes & 
Hoover, 1999, p. 92). 

The Bruce Lee movies gave the Hong Kong Chinese culture a contemporary 

hero, which served as an identity icon for both the local Hong Kong Chinese, and the 

Hong Kong Chinese residing outside of Hong Kong. The Bnice Lee's film persona 

served to raise the perceived male status of Hong Kong Chinese within their then 

'politically' accepted patriarchal society, which conformed with the macho-heroes 

"in American film .•.. [ot] Steve McQuecn and Clint Eastwood" (1999, p. 92). 

In the late 1970s, the commencement of the second cultural phenomenon in 

Hong Kong cinema emerged, Jnckie Chan, who, similar to Bruce Lee was also a 

K1111gf11 exponent. Chan's early films in the late seventies were an attempt to keep 

alive the Bnice Lee legend and its consequent commercial interests by prolonging 

the life of this popular style of martial-arts film. However, Chan had other idea~ 

even though he 
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was firmly established as a new superstar in Hong Kong cinema . 
In 1979 he was freed from his contract and embarked on an 
independent career, free to direct his own pictures and develop his 
own screen personality (Teo, 1997, p./2-1). 

In developing his unique style of martial arts nnd action films, Chan became 

the antithesis to Bru<:e Lee. 

Whereas Bruce Lee kicked high, Jackie Chan kicks low. Lee broke 
through walls with a single punch; Chan hurts his hand when he 
strikes a wall. The former was serious; the latter is comic. Jackie 
Chan is, in effect, an anti-Bruce Lee, a conscious and calculated polEU" 
opposite (Odham, SJOkes and Hoover, 1999, p. l 15). 

Many of Chan's film characters touches another side oft he Hong Kong 

Chinese persona!it)', that ofhumour, but his films still portray the masculine trnits of 

martial-art action, and fighting for good against the almost overwhelming forces of 

evil. The wJys that Chan directs his films brings a sense of reality to the audiences, 

such as in Fearless H;•ena (/979) in which, "an impetuous youngster, , is having 

fun with traditional values" (1999, p. J 16), a situation which pervades many 

adolescents, mentally, if not in physically. He uses everyday objects as weapons, 

such as "chopsticks .and a bench" (/999, p. l 17), which is his "unique way of 

keeping the [kung fu] genre interesting and relevant to the audience" (1i!a, 1997, p. 

122). 

Jackie's good-natured self-effacing persona, and demystified kung fu 
films irritated some fans of the genre, but most Asian moviegoers 
respond~d enthusiastically to his ingratiating charisma. . . [where] 
Jackie n, ~r forgot the human factor, his own charismatic presence, 
front and centre, risking life and limb (Server, 1999, p.W). 

Chan's style of acting endeared him to the Hong Kong cinema going public, 

and, through video releases of his films, his popularity has extended to Hong Kong 

Chinese communities throughout the world. His films, "which contributed greatly to 

the re-appearance of Cantonese-dialect films in Hong Kong" (Odham, Stokes & 

Hoover, /999, p. 117) strengthened Hong Kong Chinese identity through the greater 

use of its major spoken language. And, similar to the Bruce Lee phenomenon, his 

cinematic and cultural affiliations with Hong Kong connected the "tradition of lamg 
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Ju as an instinctive but disciplined art to [Hong Kong's] cultural and national 

identity" (1<'o, /997, p. 122) 

The third phenomenon in the 1980s to r.onsolidate Hollg Kong Chinese 

identity was in the form oFpopular music. Hong Kong pop music developed through 

the use of the Cnntonesc language lyrics applied to locally wrinen and produced 

popular aongs In the mid to late 1970s, Western pop and Man~nrin Chinese songs 

dominated the popular musi~ market in Hong Kong, but "artists such as Samuel Hui, 

having r:.,, :!>cir teetl1 on English songs, began perfonning in the vr.rnaeular of Hong 

Kong Cantonese" (l'arker, 1995, p. 152). From that point on, the Hong Kong 

ChiPese interest in the ~long Kong Cantonese style of pop music, Canto-pop, 

consolidated. The voice of Sam Hui and bis contemporaries in the music industry, 

along with Can1onese language television programmes and films oFthat period, 

"helped solidify Hong Kong's emerging cultural identity" (/995, p. 152). As Abbas 

states, "the 11ew lfong Kong cinema had indeed gone over to Cantonese, as has pop 

music [when] Sam Hui introduced whnt has since been known as Canto-pop, 

where the lyrics arc in the local idiom rnlher :han in English or Mand&rin" (Abba.1: 

19911, Pf'· 111-31). 

The success of Sam Hui '"paved the way for the mcgastars oftbe 80s; Leslie 

Cheung (Cheung Kwok Wing} and Anita Mui (Mui Yin Fong)" (Parker. /')95, p. 

152). The buri:iconing success ofthe Canto-pop music in Hong Kong soon spread 10 

!long Kong Chinese communities elsewhere in the world. A survey carried out in 

1995 by David Parker, interviewing young Hong Kong Chinese people who have 

grown up in the United Kingdom showed that Canto-pop was popular amongst the 

r-ispondents. Parker stated that, 

the dislinctive pace. and tone and general emotions r.xpres;cd in Hong 
Kong music were noted by many of the young [Hong Kong] Chinese 
people l talked to. Some had collections of Hong Kong cassettes 
amounting 10 over one hundred. Hong K-:mg music was perceived as 
gentler and ,•10re mainstream than We;tcrn chart or dance music 
(Parka. J9'J5,p. /5J). 

,\s Canto-pop in 1hc United Kingdom is a Hong Kong Chinese cultural 

entcnainmcnt, its cthnica! success has not encroached into the local popular-music 

scene. and therefore has not stirred any anti-Hong Kong feelings. However, in areas 

ot Southern China adjacent •o 1 long Kong, where the Canloncse language is spoken, 
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the Mainland Chinese authorities have placed a ban on this well-liked musical 

entenainment 

A Shenzhen. municipal government official announced a ban on Hong 
Kong music in the Zones 300 odd karaoke bars and night clubs; 
where so called Canto-pop is said to have completely supplanted the 
outstanding songs from the mainland, which are of Chinese cultural 
charnctcristies (l'arka, /995, p. 151). 

The action by the Shenzhen Chinese authorities in banning Canto-pop, 

clearly shows an established unique Hong Kong Chinese identity overriding the 

perceived national Chines~ identity. However, when it is considered that most of 

Hong Kong's population originated from Southern China, from where they carried, 

and installed their native language into Hong Kong to become the premier spoken 

language, that the ingress of Canto-pop into Shenzhen was more like an identity 

restoration process rather than an identity invasion. The phenomenon of Canto-pop 

to Hong Kong is the musical parallel to the phenomenon of jazz music to America. 

Both clisciplinc, arc universally associated with their recognise~ countries of origin, 

and they arc also perceived, by interested panies, as imponant identity icons for 

those countries. 

Identity and Politics 

For the majority of the period of colonial rule, the Hong Kong Chinese 

identity appeared mostly apolitical. The executive bodies in Hong Kong, during this 

time were appointed, and so the lack of meaningful elections to choose the dccision

makers for running Hong Kong's civic administration could be seen as a major 

factor in producing a politically lethargic populace. Although it is fairly cen ,in, that 

to the disenfranchised Hong Kong public, the undemocratic selection system of 

Hong Kong's ruling elite had an effect with regards to the Hong Kong Chinese 

interest in local politics, this may not have been the complete answer. It is imponant 

to remember how the Chinese population of Hong Kong evolved. A pan from a few 

thousand indigenous people, and the people who were later born in Hong Kong, 

most of the population came as immigrants from the Chinese mainland. 

Tbe circumstances under which most of the Mainland Chinese people 

migrated to Hong Kong. which occurred of their own volition, was due to political 
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upheavals resulting in wars, and the consequent disturbance of their traditional life. 

Life in Hong Kong as compared to life in China was vastly different for most 

migrnnts. "Fast economic growth and political stability in Hong Kong since the 

1970s have made it possible for people to enjoy substantial measures of social, 

economic and cultural freedom" (Pe-Pua, /996, p.3). Under these circumstances it 

may be reasonable to suggest that the element of Hong Kong's Chinese population 

who migrated from the Chinese mainland, saw the colonial government system, 

which was devoid of political panies, as a stable form of government that would not 

be subject to the political turmoil from which they had fled their country of origin. 

Within these circumstances, it is perceivable to acknowledge the e~istence ofa 

group of people that value the stability ofa system without choice, over the 

possibility ofa system of.~hoice, which may bring chaos to their lives. 

To illustrate this theory I cite two of the major disturbances in Hong Kong 

where it was found tlrnt Mainland China did nol play a significant role that would 

signify their takeovor of Hong Kong. In the disturbances uf 1956, "the enquiry 

investigating the rioting placed m11ch weight on the role of the networks of organised 

crime" (l'alrikeeff. /989, p.-1/) as the general cause of the disturbances. And, in the 

196617 riots, Patrikce!Tstatcs that, 

although the China dimension added to [Hong Kong's political] 
uncenainty, in retrospect it is clear that, as in Macau a few months 
before, the central Chinese authorities were happy to distance 
themselves from the events (Patrikeefj, /989, p.-19) 

In weight of numbers, if the Chinese Government had instigated military 

ac1ion against the British colonial government, the regime could have easily been 

e~pelled from Hong Kong. However, it appears thnt the minority suppon given by 

the Hong Kong Chinese population to the perpetrators of the disturbances, 

demonstrated that the majority oft he Hong Kong Chinese were not in favour of 

these movements towards radical change. 

During the latter half of Hong Kor.g's colonial rule, some members of the 

Hong Kong Chinese population did signify support for political regimes. These 

occurrences were on the 1~ October, which is the national day ofthe People's 

Republic of China, (PRC) and the !011
' October, which is Taiwan's (ROC) national 

day. 
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Every year, on the national days of the two competing Chinese states, 
. the representative organs of the two sides organise celebration 

ceremonies, while [some ofj the people of Hong Kong show their 
allegiance to either the PRC or the POC by flying the respective 
national flags (Weng, 1997, p.61} 

Also, the PRC flags would appear on the \~ May when the communists 

celebrated Labour Day. On these three days most disciplined services like the 

police, and the fire services, and some public utilities like the Hong Kong Telephone 

Company, and the colony's !llectricily generating companies, in anticipation of civil 

disturbances, opernled on high alert with 24-hour emergency standby services. 

However, after the 1967 riots there were no significant or serious incidents of this 

nature. In March 1972 

a communique was signed by China and Britain • [where 
diplomatic representation was raised from chargli-d'-affaires to 
ambassadorial status and the document asserted the principles of 
mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity (Pa1rikeeff. 
/989, p.N) 

With a reduction in tension between the People's Republic of China and the 

British governments, by the end of the 1970s the high alert status for the disciplined 

services was downgrnded to a lower priority, and the public utilities ceased there 

special 24-hour emergency standby facilities. Similar to the mi:,;ture of different 

cultural identities in the Hong Kong society, the mixture of political identities were 

displayed as necessary, or in response to some annual ritual, but they were, in most 

cases, not allowed to interfere with the normal functioning of the macro Hong Kong 

f'i,inese society. 

Another part of the Hong Kong political identity was the Kuomintang 

enclave ofRennies Mill. Rennies Mill is a settlement situated near Junk Bay on the 

Saikung peninsula in Hong Kong's New Territories. When people fled China after 

the l 949 takeover by the communists, not all of the pro-nationalist escapees reached 

Taiwan, some ended up in Hong Kong, and set-up an almost self-contained 

settlement at Renni~s Mill. By 1950, "the British government recognised the PRC 

regime [as the diplomatic representative of China] (Weng,1997, p.60). The 

Kuomintang (KMT), the political arm of the Taiwanese government, was still active 

in Hong Kong during the early 1950s. 
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However, in 1955, the KMT elements in Hong Kong were blamed for 
the mid-air -explosion of an Indian carrier, Kashmir Pr/nce!IS, which 
ki!led many members of the Chinese delegation to the Bandung 
Conference. [Also], in 1956 ... an overly zealous mob attacked the 
pro-Beijing labour union, shops and schools. Reportedly [China's] 
Premier Zhou Enlai then laid down three conditions as the basis for 
mainland China-Hong Kong relations: first, Hong Kong must not be 
used as an international anti-PRC military base; second, no activities 
aimed at undermining the PRC authorities are to be permitted; and 
third, PRC personnel must be protected. These conditions have 
effectively ~uppressed lhe political activities of pro-Taiwan elements 
in Hong Kong ever since (Weng, 1997, p.61). 

The afler-e!fects ofZlmu's conditions saw the closure and withdrawal from 

Hong Kong oflhe Taiwan government's departmental store that operated branches 

on Hong Kong Island and in Kowloon. But, the Rennies Mill enclave remained, and 

its residents, who sa wished, were allowed, similar to other non-Hong Kong 

Chinese, permanent residence in Hong Kong. 

In 1982, and 1985, the Hong Kong Government moved towards a partial 

democratisation of their governing system, and with it a realistic opportunity for the 

population of Hong Kong to throw o!fthe mantle of appearing an apolitical society. 

The initial change cam,: in "a [first] pioneering step [of] .... District Board 

elections, [which] provided an acid test of the Hong Kong people's attitudes towards 

democracy and participation in democratic politics" (le1111g, 1997, p.18). The results 

of these experiments did not appear to be encouraging for an expansion of 

democratic rights within thi£ arena, as the "voter turnouts were low (37.9 per cent 

and 33.5 per cent ofthe 1982 and 1985 registered voters, respectively)" (1997, p.18). 

Also, there was evidence that the voters' choices were swayed by the "personal 

attributes [of the candid&tes] rather than their organisational affiliations or political 

platforms" (1997, p. /8). Lau and Kuan's research in 1985 found "that the voters 

were pragmatic, self-oriented, and instrumental ... and [paid] heed only to the kinds 

of material and concrete goods [the candidates] can be expected to deliver" (Lau & 

Kuan, 1985, p.36). Later research carried out by Lau in 1991 found that Hong Kong 

people had a low level of trust in their political leaders. His research also indicated 

that Hong Kong Chinese people trusted the then incumbent civil servants and the 

appointed members of the Legislative Council, more than the groups supporting pro-
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democracy movements. From these observations, it appears that the majority of the 

Hong Kong population still held an apolitical idemity. 

The move towards a fully elected government continued, however, the ways 

in which the legislators would be selected prevented a majority being elected by 

popular vote. Initially there would be three selection procedures of which one would 

become defunct after the year 2003. The mike-up of the legislative body will 

comprise of60 legislators made up as shown in the following table. 

Composition of the Hong Kong Lcgiilnture Towards 1997 nnd Beyond (1..eung, 
1997,p.176) 

1995-9 1999-2003 2003-7 

Selection from 
Functional Constituencies '" '" '" 
Selected by 
Direct Election '" " '" 
Indirect Election by an 
Election Committee 10 6 0 

Total Number of Scats 60 6" '° 

As can be seen from the table, the Legislature can never be a completely 

democratically elected assembly, and control of the Legislative Council will not in 

the foreseeable filture be in the hands of the popular V<..,¢ contingent, as, 

the ChiefEx:ecutivc .... will be elected by an Election Committee in 
which the socio-economic elites will predominate. This selection 
procedure, together with the requirement that the Chief Executive be 
appointed by the Chinese Government after the election, means that. 
.. the socio-economic elites and the pro-China faction can attain the 
territory's most important political positions withont submitting to a 
process of popular election (Leu11g, 1997, p.176). 

So the question is posed, what is new about the new electoral system over the 

old colonial system of appointing members to the Legislative Council? It appears 

that the decision-making power, in both instances, is held in the hHnds of the 

sovereign rulers of the territory, and not in the hands of the general populace. Under 

these circumstances. it is perhaps a little wonder that the population of Hong Kong 

show, from the voting figures, what is considered by Hong Kong political 
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commentators, as a minorit~ interest in engaging in Hong Kong's democratic 

process. 

Although Hong Kong now is a part of The People's Republic of China, 

separate identities are still maintained, both on official and personal levels. With 

regards to the official level, the Hong Kong Government do not recognise the right 

of Mainland Chinese to take up residence in Hong Kong, and have laws to enforce 

the repatriation of Chinese who have entered Hong Kong illegally from the 

Mainland. Some oft he repatriations result in the split of family units, where cases, 

which have been presented on humanitarian considerations, have been turned down. 

O'Donnell states thst, 

Ling Yeung-ming ... faces today deportation from Hong Kong and 
separation from her family .... She is one of 5114 people who were 
told .. by the territory's highest court that they had no right of abode 
in Hong Kong (O'Dumie/1, 2002, p./5) 

The Hong Kong Government defended its action by saying "that it had acted 

in accordance with the Jaw every step of the way and will continue to do so" 

(0 'Du1111el/, 2002, p.7). Hong Kong authorities see the Mainland Chinese as 

identically different, similar to any other race that is not indigenous to Hong Kong. 

l\lso "the court ruling has been largely popular with the Hong Kong public" (2002, 

p. 7), which illustrates that many of Hong Kong's population do not regard the 

Mainland Chinese as identically the same as themselves, even if there are ethnic 

similarities. 

Identity and Te:evision 

Television in Hong Kong is a popular medium for both information 

reception, and entertainment. In examining the innuence of television on Hong 

Kong Chinese identity, I have found that Hong Kong television has not been 

extensively used to create any particular form of Hong Kong identity, but, that at 

least one programme was seen by the Hong Kong Chinese as a perceived renection 

ofChinese identity. In the development ofa television service in Hong Kong, the 

Hong Kong Government did not engage in laying down stringent cultural guidelines 

concerning television content, apart from there being channels transmitted in the two 

major languages used in the colony, Cantonese and English. The lack of 
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governmental television social engineering allowed the viewing public to make up 

their own minds on how they, or others related to the viewed television content. 

In 1967 free-to-sir television was introduced to the Hong Kong media. The 

first broadcasting station to go on air was TVB, the Television Broadcasting 

Company. TVB broadcast 2 channels, TVB Jade, which is a Cantonese language 

Chinese channel, and the second, TVB Pearl, which is an English language channel. 

Prior to the introduction ofTVB's service, the Colony's t~levision requirements had 

been provided, since "December 1957, [by] Redifusion (Hong Kong) who pioneered 

a television relay service" (Hong Kong /970, 197 I, p. /80), which similar to TVS, 

transmitted a Chine~e and an English channel. The major difference between the 

two television companies was that Redifusion (Hong Kong) distributed their service 

through a hard-wired system, for which subscribers paid a monthly fee to receive the 

service, plus a fee to hire a television set. The hired television set was different to 

the normal television set in that it did not require, or have in place, the receiving 

circuitry needed for television sets which receive their transmissions through an 

aerial. Conversely, TVB broadcast their transmissions via the normal aerial system, 

so the television set required to access their service was the standard television set, 

which could be purchased from any normal television retailer. 

The different broadcasters attracted different clients to their service. In the 

main, Redifusion Televidon attracted the British expatriate community to their 

service. Most of this community did not regard Hong Kong as their permanent 

home, and did not want to go to the expenditure of buying a television set, which, 

when they returned to their country of origin, or wherever else they went, would 

probably not function in the new television environment. When TVB commenced 

broadcasting it attracted the Chinese segment of Hong Kong's population, because, 

as permanent Hong Kong residents, after the purchase ofa television set and an 

aerial there was no charge for receiving the programmes. In April 1973, Redifusion 

(Hong Kong)'s "exclusive franchise to operate [their hard-wired] service ended, •... 

and [the company] terminated its service on October 31, 1973" (Hong Kong /97./, 

1975, p. l./9). The company rt structured and "became a shareholder in a new 

company Rediffusion Television (RTV) [which was given] a franchise to operate a 

dual-channel wireless television service" (1975, p. /./9). RTV discontinued the 

cable-distributed television, and changed its operations to a free-to-air service similar 
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to TVBs operating protocol. However, by this time, the majority of Chinese viewers 

wore settled in their viewing habits and continued to mostly patronise the TVB Jade 

channel. 

TVB Jade has dominated the local television since its introduction, . 
. . secur[ing] more than 70 per cent and sometimes as much as 90 per 
cent of prime-time rating share. Similar to the experience of many 
countries, the new medium achieved quick penetration, [and] 
snatched a major audience share from other media, .. becom[ing] the 
predominant mass medium of Hong Kong (Ma, 1999, p.33). 

Also in the early 1970s the Hong Kong Government formed its own 

broadcasting company, Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK). The set-up included, 

a full radio broadcasting service with seven channels: but the 
television arm ... docs not have its own television channel. The 
government requires tho two commercial broadcasters to each set 
aside three prime-time hours and about ten fringe-time hcurs per 
week to carry RTHK programming (Ma, /999, p.38). 

Although RTHK was designed to be the mass-information supplier for 

informing Hong Kong's population of government policies, "it enjoys a high degree 

of editorial autonomy in its daily operations, [and] has evolved less as a government 

mouthpiece and more as public television" (/999, p.38). The government's soft 

attitude towards editorial censorship ofRTHK content was not an isolated e11se, in 

general, it extended throughout the whole media range within Hong Kong with 

"local journalists ... enjoy[ing] .... n high degree offreedom" (/999. p.3!J). 

According to Ma, 

the colonial government did not have any political, social, or 
culturnl identity to promote [for the Hong Kong Chinese]. There had 
been very little government involvement in the creation and 
distribution of a domestic cultural product. Up to the present time, it 
is still true that Hong Kong television has been given virtually no 
cultural imperatives (/9YY. p.-10). 

The Government's policy was perfect for the commercial aspects of the 

television industry, as it left the spectrum, apart from the few hours dedicated to the 

transmission ofRTHK programmes, up for sale to the advertisers. In accepting this 

non-interventionist policy, tho television medium responded by almost completely 
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refraining from political discourse, and providing programmes, which in most cases, 

were consistent with the preferences of majority of their viewers', 

In September 1975 a third independent television broadcaster Commercial 

Television (CTV) "opened [with] a single Chinese channel" (Hong Kong 1976, 

1977, p././6). This brought the number of Chinese television channels to three, and 

the number of English channels remaining at two. However, before the year 2000, 

free-to-air television had diminished to only two television companies, TVB, and 

ATV, both of which operate one Chinese and one English channel, with pay

television channels filling the rest of the television spectrum. Satellite television 

caters for five channels, and cable television operates twelve channels. 

Although Hong Kong Chinese are not, for the most part, politically 

motivated, they do become concerned when something, or someone, upsets their 

chosen way oflife. In 1979, TVB produced a serial programme ca!led The Good, 

the Bad, and the Ugly, and the Hong Kong Chinese reaction to this programme 

renected their perceived dissimilarities of their own identity to the identity of the 

Mainland Chinese. In the programme, a character was introduced called Ah Chian, 

who, was the estrnn_ged son of the Hong Kong resident Chin_g family. Ah Chian was 

introduced as an illegal immigrant from China, and his exploits in gaining entry to 

Hong Kong did not make for a happy reunion with his family. As the serial 

progressed, Ah Chian's anti-social behaviour ~aused reciprocation from the people 

he encountered, and alienated him from, not only his television family, but also from 

the majority of the television audience. Through the popularity of the programme, 

which "was ranked the second most popular drama serial oft he 1980s by the local 

audiences" (Ma, /999, p.63), Ah Chian became used as a Cantonese sobriquet for 

describing Mainland Chinese. The inferences associated with the Ah Chian label 

were all negative. As Ma states, 

the serial actually constructed a group name, replete with the cultural 
imagery of the group, and set in motion a stigmatising process that 
has persisted for years(/999, p.63). 

In order to understand how Ah Chian would be perceived in an English 

interpretation, I asked a Hong Kong born Chinese, who is also a nuent English 

language speaker, what would be the equivalent English terminology to the 

Cantonese Ah Chian. My interpreter said that it would be close to the English idiom 
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'country yokel', that is, unsophisticated in their contemporary residential 

environment, also, language peculiarities not common to their present environment, 

rough mannered, and socially unacceptable in a contemporary urban environment. 

In the light ofan interview conducted by Eric Kit-wai Mn, the interviewee, who was 

nicknamed Ah Chian, said that, "after 17 years the derogatory effect of the name had 

diminished" (Ma, /999, p.85). I asked my interpreter, that ifover the period of time, 

some thirty years, and in the light of Hong Kong's reversion to Chinese sovereignty, 

if the terminology Ah Chian had taken on a less aggressive meaning. The interpreter 

reasoned, that possibly in the way that Ah Chian is now expressed, the terminology 

cm1ld be understood as 'country cousin' This may come across as being less 

offensive to the recipient. However, the way in which Hong Kong Chinese people 

think when using the term 'country cousin', may, or may not be meant offensively. 

An article from the South China Morning Post titled "Cantonese-slur victim 

wins TV payout" (Bowman, 2000, p.I} gives reference to the tenn 'country cousin', 

and its inference in this case, as a derogatory personal label. 

A Hong Kong-based TV company is being forced to pay 
compensation after Cantonese-speaking staff at its London office 
treated a mainland colleague like a 'country cousin' and subjected her 
to months of slurs. Hong Kong workers at the British office of 
Phoenix Chinese, which broadcasts on Star TV in the SAR, also 
described menial jobs as having 'a Chinese smell'. Assistant 
programme manager Xu Qing was unfairly fired from Chinese News 
and Entertainment in July !as\ year after suffering 14 months of 
discrimination fiom colleagues, most of whom were from Hong Kong 

Her Cantonese speaking colleagues appeared to view 
themselves as being a cut above those from Mainland China. (2000, 
p.J). 

lt is elem from this incident that some Hong Kong Chinese still see a distinct 

barrier between thc,mselvcs and tile Chinese from the mainland, and are prepared to 

make that view known under certain circumstance;. It is also clear that in some 

instances television in Hong Kong has had an effect on the Hong Kong Chinese 

identity, but in this case, rather than weakening it from the invasion of west em 

culture television, it has been strengthened by way ofa local television production. 
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[dentity and Ethnil° Identity 

In Hong Kong, identity has always been an issue of paramount importancll, 

Residents of Hong Kong are required to carry a govemmeut issued identity card, and 

the police have the authority to scrutinise an individual's identity card at anytime, 

and anywhere. Failure to produce one's identity cmd can result in prosecution, with 

the attraction ofa substantial fine. There is a difference between cards issued io 

European and Chinese residents, in that, tlie Chinese residents' names are written in 

both English and Chinese characters, and translated into the Chinese Commercial 

Code (C.C.C.). Thci Chinese Commercial Code consists ofa four·digit number for 

each Chinese character, this enables for Chinese characters to be transmitted 

electrically, or electronically, for inst.nnce, as in t~legmms, or any other 

communication which cannot recognise Chinese characters in their transmission 

protocol. 

Although the carrying of identity cards appears to be an encumbrance, it can 

also be advvntageous. For trips to Macao, or across the bord:rto the Shenzhlln 

Special Economic Zone, a Hong Kong identity card can be used as a passport. 

Without a Hong Kong identity card, a visn to visit China must be obtained, which 

can take up lo three days to process, and will cost in the region of HK.Ii 160. Also, 

Hong Kong residents returning from overseas can access special channels at the 

Hong Kong Immigration con!rol points, and then only show their Hong Kong 

identity card to gain entry back into Hong Kong. 

Apart from government requirements, the need for people to identify 

themselves in Hong Kong arises in many other Hong Kong establishments. There 

are many sporting clubs in Hong Kong, all ofwhich require members to have an 

identity card with a photograph, and some also require the holder's si1,>nature to be 

present on the cord. The reason for these security features is that many of these 

clubs operate on a minimal cash transaction system, so a signing protocol has been 

introduced for purchasing all food and beverage, !he accoutrements necessary to 

pursue whotev.:r is the particular interest, and any hire fees for the services provide<l. 

The members' accounts, with copies ofall thc signed payment slips, are sent to 

members for payment on a monthly bASis. 
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ln the Hong Kong Golf Club, identity is a major part ofdedding the balance 

of the membc,ship. A part of the Club'~ constitution deals with maintaining an 

elhnic balance in the membership. The Club's membership categories are split into 

threu sections, the 'A' section is for members who were born in the United 

Kingdom, the 'B' section is for members w!m were born in Hong Kong, anj the 'C' 

section is for members born elsewhere. Although there are three sections, the 

maximum number ofmem\Jers allowed in each section is not equal, the biggest 

proportion being allotted to members born in Hong Kong. However, it does mean 

that wherever an applicant for membership is born, that the applicant can only fill a 

vacancy appropriate to the section appertaining to the applicant's birthplace. In 

these circumstances identity is important to the individual who may have to wait for 

a vacancy to occur in a particular section, while seeing other later applicants being 

accepted fo~ membershio because they are in a different membership category. 

Nati(>nality is used as identification for some of the other recreational clubs 

in Hong Km1g. For instance, the Chinese Recreation Club, the Philippine Club, the 

India Club, the Indian Recreation Club, and the American C!ub. Although the main 

aim of the clubs is to provide facil'.tics for residents of Hong Kong who are of the 

designated ethnicity. the clubs' memberships arc also open to other ethnic groups. 

This multicultural approach to club membership does open up the opportunity for 

social interaction between different ethnic groups without depriving particular ethnic 

groups their indeperidcnce to show patriotism to their countries of origin, The Hong 

Kong situation is counter to the Australian situation, where sporting clubs have been 

dissuaded from using ethnic descriptions to identify their clubs. 

Summnry 

Hong Kong and identity are inseparable, in that life in Hong Kong is a 

constant round of identifying oneself, being identified. seeking others identities, and 

changing identities. Identity in Hong Kong makes ~eople special. Most ethnic 

groups are proud to ho!d their particular identity, and proud to be seen holding that 

identity. There is no discernable trouble between ethnic groups in Hong Kong, even 

though there arc some groups that do not like other groups. Unlike parts ofEurope 

where identification prompts civil disturbance, such as at some soccer matches, 
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Hong Kong's different identities seem to accept each other as a part of the normal 

living condition of Hong Kong. 

Hong Kong's identity 5tmcture is an amalgamation of difference and 

combination. The difference comes in the recognition and acceptance, by all ethnic 

groups, of the right of the members of each individual ethnic group to pursue their 

own cultural customs, and establish their own cultural identity, within the greater 

Hang Kong population. When Hong Kong's identity is considered by outsiders, it is 

presented as a singular identity, albeit, ofa Chinese ethnic structure, but this 

presentation does not incur any significant protestation from the other individual 

ethnic identities making up the Hong Kong population. New groups of residents are 

recognised and catered for within the Hong Kong community. An example ofthis 

can be experienced on Shcung Shui railway station in Hong Kong's New Territories. 

On the station there is a machine for assisting blind people ta familiarise themselves 

with the layout, and the whereabouts oft he facilities offered on the railway station. 

The instructions for using the machine are embossed on the desktop facility of the 

machine, in the international language for the blind, Braille. Blind persons using the 

machine can access any of four di!Tcrent languages t<. listen to commentaries giving 

information about the railway station. The four languages supported are, Cantonese, 

English, Mandarin, and Tagalog, Tagalog being the Austronesian language of people 

from the Philippines. The Filipino people in Hong Kong became recognisable 

throughout t~e 1980s and 1990a, when many females entered Hong Kong as 

domestic employ~~s. Since that time, many of these people completed, what was 

then a statutory period of seven years contimmus residency, and qualified as 

permanent residents (Hong Kong Belongers). As the Filipino population has grown 

to many thousands, their identity has been rcrognised, and their presence catered for 

within the Hong Kong society. 

Recent political developments may put the unique Hong Kong identity under 

pressure for change. Anson Chan, the Government's Chief Secretary, tendered her 

resignation, which took effect in April 2001, eighteen months prior to the expiry of 

her term of service. Chan, who WJS also the Chief Secretary in the last colonial 

government adminh !ration, is the last remnant of the !ink between Hong Kong's 

successful past, and it~ conjectural future under Chinese role, which is based on 

promises ofno change. ln 1979 Sir Murray MacLehose, the then Governor of Hong 
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Kong was asked by Deng Xiaoping "China'~ paramount !cad er to convey a message 

to investors in the colony: [1hat] they were to continue inves1ing in Hong Kong's 

prospcri1y and not to worry about the fnturc" (/'mrik~~JJ. /911'}, p. /2/). 

Chan's resignation, and h~r replacemem by 1hc incumbent Financial 

Secretary Donald Tsang is seen as "1hc biggest political change in Hang Kong since 

1hc 1997 handover [which possibly will tilt] the balance of power further in 

Beijing's favour" (,fllg11.1·1, 20()/, p. /0). Tw'l of the comidcrations that giv~ rise to 

1his opinion perceive that the dcpartme of Chan will remove the l~st influential voice 

'·emphasi.1jing] Hong Kong's strcng1hs. and [so] cnsm[ing] their protection under 

the one Chi11a two systems credo" {'J'/Jo1111d/, 200/, p.11). 

The apparent ongoing inl11.cnce oft he Beijing administration being c~erted 

imo the Hong Kong way of life docs misc the issue of eventual cultural assimilation, 

and the loss ofll'lng Kong's unique identity However, this is not the first time that 

1hc Hong Kong Chinese have been subjec1cd 10 the rigours ofpowcrfol governing 

01·crseers, who arc also ofa ciiffcrent culmrc. Within the µcriod ofBriti~h colonial 

rule, "the colonial government . adopted an economic lw.,.wc-faire and social 

non-interventionist policy" (,\fa. N'J':J, p.2J, which no doubt took the pressure out of 

any r,ssimilativc demanrls But, why did the British adopt the "laiI.1·a-Jaire" auitude 

to its governing ofHong Kong, when it docs no~ appear that this style of govcrn.nem 

was used in it> other colonies~ !l may be that the British just did not care, or more 

likely found that non-inlcrvcntiM into certain aspects such ns culture, and the I-long 

Karg Chinese ways of doing things, resulted in the most peaceable and productive 

method ofachicvin!\ their own political and economic aims. Ncver1hcless, it would 

be unsafe 10 &;regard the possibility of some! long Kong Chinese input to safeguard 

their culture and identity. Perhaps this has been achieved by their obstinacy to 

adhere to the Cantonese language for most communications, so frustrating the 

subjugation oft he predominatiny component necessary lo force assimilation. 

In the fa test democratic process to be exercised in I long Kong, the clcclinn of 

members to Hong Ko11g's Legisla1ive Council, the >'lolitical attitude of HOl!f. 

Kong's voting population has shown an increase. ne September 2000 Legislative 

Council election showed a decrease ofalmos1 ten per ccnl in \'Oler partidpati1in 

against the srn1istics gathered in th,: 1998 election. '"Turnou1 slumped almost 10 

percentage poin1~ to 43.57 pc.- cent. do,.. n from l'J'J8, when 53 29 per cent of voters 
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braved heavy rain" (Re111er.1·, AN', 2000, p. 7) to cast their votes. Commcntntors 

gave various reasons for the voting apathy, from 1hc pre-election crisis where, 

demands grew for the resignation of Chief Executive Tung Chee
hwa's right-hand man Andrew Lo, , [who] has stubbornly refused 
to step down after an investigation found he lied about having 
pressured a prominent pollster to s10p publishing surveys critical of 
his boss (0'/)01111dl. 2000. p./J), 

to an observation which cited that "it was difficult to get excited about an 

election in which the winners will not be allowed to exercise any significant power"' 

(0 '[)mmdl, 2000. p.28). However, in a political climate where the 53.29 per cent 

voter turnout in 1998 was ~cscribcd as "post-colonial euphoria" (Ue111er.1, AF!', 

1000, p. 7), it appears to me, that under electoral circumstances devoid of major 

issues like the change ofa country's sovereignty, that the identity of Hong Kong's 

voling population is still tends towards being apolitical. 

As discussed previously in this chapter, the strength oft he Cantonese 

larguagc both within and without of Hong Kong has provided the cornerstone for the 

c.i!ablishrnent and continuance ofa u'!i~ue Hong Kong identity. It is lhis 

phenomenon which will be the bu!lress required ID fonify Hong Kong's unique 

identity against any pressurt'S to merge it into the identity of China . 

• 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Ethnicity and Hong Kong Chinese Culture 

Introduction 

Although ethnicity is discussed M length in relation to idcn1ity in the previous 

chapter, I wish 10 e:11plorc the concept fort he; in this clmpter because ethnicity is the 

core of understanding a contemporary Hong Kong Chinese culture. E1hnicity is 

often cited within cultural discourses as a signifier in the understanding of particular 

groups of people, and the structure of their civilisations through connections "with 

common origin and descent, from which common characteristics of members ofan 

ethnic group are a!legedly derived" (fiobshawm, /995, p.63). However, the 

relevance of the term ethnicity. and i1s level of importance ns n guide in the 

perception oft he r.ustoms and p~uliarilies ofa distinct group of people, is 

wntemporarily couched more in the way the terminology is applied rather than its 

actual meaning. According to Ania Loomba, "ethnicity [from ils origins] has 

dominantly been used to indicate biologically and culturally stHblc identities" 

(J.o,,mha, /9911, fl· /76). In the case of Hong Kong Chinese ethnicity, there Hre of 

course elements ofbiological and racial identities which emanate from Chinese 

ancestry, bm in the wider interpretation of ethnicity, locnl ecological clements in 

reference to the interaction of people and their environments come into play, which 

create perceived differences in the ethnicities of ancestrally related populations. 

Commentators like Stuart Hnll. look lo "decouple [ethnicity] from its imperial. racist 

or nationalistic deployment, and to Hpproprh!c it to designate identity as a 

c;,,nsiructed process rMher than n given essence" (l'J':18, p.176). 

Ethnicity is determined by the condition of belonging to a particular ethnic 

group. ocnnining not only to genetic nssoci111ion, but also lo particular social 

;;rou;iings ,...,i1hin a cultural and social system. The unusual and distinctive 

characteristic,• of ethnicity are found in rnci11!. lribnl or national groups, which can be 

seen through their physical attributes, language, religious practices, cuisine. 
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traditional customs, dress, and other variable traits that distinguish the behaviours of 

one particular group from another. In this chapter, I will address the relationship 

between ethnicity and difference, highlighting the importance of difference in the 

interpretation of the relationship between ethnicity and culture. I will also argue the 

necessity for the recognition of difference, and give reasons for its employment as an 

across-the,board application within a multic1.1ltural system of governing. A 

cornerstone in maintaining a 1.1niq1.1e ethnicity within a particular ethnic grouping, is 

the c1.1stody and use ofa unique lang1.1agc within that group. I will show how the 

Hong Kong Chinese unique language, Cantonese, is used, by Hong Kong Chmese 

people, both in Hong Kong and overseas, as a mainstay in supporting their ethnicity. 

Another important factor in the structure of ethnicity is nn ethnic grouping's 

system of beliefs. Jn many ethnic groupings there is either a dominant religion, or, a 

dominant political ideology, or sometimes both, that form the basic belicfsystem to 

which the grouping's edicts and ethics are secured. Hong Kong docs not strictly fall 

into these categories, as the system of government does not avidly follow any 

particular ideology, and Hong Kong's religious freedom puts no impediment on 

individuals in conforming to any particular belief system. However, many Hong 

Korg Chinese people do traditionally follow tbe practice of ancestral homage, and 

celebrate various festivals, which may be regarded as ethnically important. As such, 

in this chapter, ! examine the Hong Kong Chinese peoples' celebrations of some of 

their traditional festivals, both in Hong Kong and overseas, to ascertain if the 

celebrntory actions arc a major factor in maintaining Hong Kong Chinese ethnicity. 

The two other considerations addresse~ within this chapter both of which 

concern Hong Kong Chinese wl1o have migrated and live overseas. The practice of 

assimilatir.g immigrants in1o the local culture/ethnicity is the preferred procedure by 

some host nations, therefore the first issue is addressing, if, and how, Hong Kong 

Chinese maintain their Hong Kong Chinese ethnicity when dealing with the alien 

relationships encountered in their new places ofresidency. The qucition, relates to 

the residential circumstances of Hong Kong Chinese in their new country. In 

comparin•! migrant Hong Kong Chinese's living situations to those of another ethnic 

migrant group's living circumstances, I drJw on Hamid Naficy who shows that the 

residential conditions of Iranians in Los Angeles comprise various styles of enclave 

living. These could -probably be aligned with the 'Chinatown' manner ofliving 
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experienced by some Hong Kong Chinese immigrants living abroad. ln this vein, 1 

bring attention lo whether or not lhe more recent Hong Kong Chinese immigrants 

still carry with them an enclave mentality when overseas. 

Etlrnkity and Difference 

Ethnicity was once seen as a term used to replace the dircc1 use of words 

which were heavy in racial connotations and 

continues to be, in many places, a surprisingly resilient and 
powerfully reactiom1ry force, (b111] the 1ww forms of ethnicity are 
articulated, politically, in a different direction. By 'ethnicity' we 
mean the astonishing return to the political agenda of nit those points 
of attachment which give the individual some sense of 'place' and 
position in the world, whether these be in r~lation lo particular 
communities, locali1ies, territories, languages, religions or cultures 
(Hall, 1996,pp. 236·237). 

Hall's stance on the m11' formats of ethnicity means that the significance of 

ethnicity is no longer wholly bound by original historical events, but is fluid, and 

susceptible to changes occuning within its particular component pans, like 

community, locality. territory, language, and culture. This latter imcrpretation of 

ethnicity is tied firmly lo the setting-up and continuance of civilisations within 

particular commnnities, as its described differences are applicable to people who 

have migrated from their indigenous environments, and created residential 

communities within lheir new environments. The diaspora of Chinese people from 

firstly Mainland China to Hong Kong, and then, ns Hong Kong Chinese, from Hong 

Kong to many other countries in the world makes Hall's intcrprerntion of ethnicity 

an appropriate description for Hong Kong Chinese ctlmicity. 

The importance of ethnicity is what il creates through recognisable 

differences. In a positive vane, ethnicity creates employment, institutions, literature, 

academic discussion, commerce, and consumerism. Also, through ethnicity's 

opening-out of the creation of1he necessities ofrontemporary life, spaces appear in 

the fortress at1itnde nttached to ethnicity, allowing outsiders a look inside, creating a 

potential pmh to understanding and acceptance. On the negative side, lhe noticeable 

differences create resentment and tension, sometimes leading 10 turmoil, violence 

and racism. The negative aspects are based in historical beliefs, ~nd, in mo~t cases, 
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arc rote learned, and reject cogni1ivc analysis. This situation resists any strategy 

being formulated that will lead to a universal solution. 

As a product of noticeable differences, ellmicity is popularly applied lo 

minority and Asian groups, by western cultures, and maybe, also by some non

Caucasian groups, to western culwres. Ethnicity has always been associated with 

dilTerence surrounding dilTerent populations with their different ethnicities, and 

highlighting conflicting arguments around such issues as racism and traditionnl 

cultural values. Young's statement on culture can also be a statement pertaining to 

ethnicity, that it 

stages. the confliclllal structures genernted by its imbalam;cs of 
power [whicl1] are consistently articulated through points of tension 
and forms of difference lhat arc then superimposed upon each other: 
class, gender and rnce me circulated promiscuously and crossed with 
each other, transformed into mutually defining metaphors that m11tate 
within intric.ate webs of surreptitious cultural values that are then 
internalised by those whom they define. [Ethnicity] bas always 
carried these antagonistic forms of inner dissonance within iL . [!n] 
racial theory, [ethnicity]. ostensibly seeks to keep races forever apart, 
transmutes into expressions of the cla.1destine, furtive forms of what 
can be called colonial desire: a cover! but insistent obsession with 
transgressive, inter- racial sex, hybridity and miscegenation. (Young, 
1995, pp. xi-xii) 

Young's definition of dilTerence in culture/ethnicity carries within it a mantle 

of opposition, In contrast, Anthony Giddens argues that differences in 

culturesletlmicities are temporal, developing through the changing of traditions that 

evolve through time, which then flow through into community life renewing 

traditions, and changing the cultures and ethnicities of those communities. Giddens 

argues that, 

in traditional cultmcs/[ctlmicities], the past is honoured nnd symbols 
are valued because they contain and perpetuate the experience of 
generations. Tradition is a mode of integrating the reflexive 
monitoring of action with the time-space organisation of tin: 
community. It is a means of handling time and space, which insem 
any particular activity or experience within the continuity of pJSt, 
present, and future, these in turn being structured by recurrent social 
practices. Tradition is not wholly static, because it .'ias to be 
reinvented by each new generation as it takes over its cuhurnl [ethnic] 
inheritance from thos~ preceding it. Tradition does not so much resist 
change as pertain to a context in which there are fow separated 
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temporal and spatial markers in terms of which chnnge can have any 
meaningful form. (Giddens, 1990, p. 37) 

Beca11se the words ethnicity and ethnic are parlicular in their meanings, the 

usages of these words have developed a special sense, where they are now applied in 

reference lo objects or activities which arc unusual or distinctive because of their 

association with particular groups ofpcople. For instance, certain types of organised 

criminal activities, which nre not viewed as being indigenous to white Anglo·Celtic 

populations, such as triad, and mafiH associations nre referred to as being ethnically 

based, especially when occurring within coun:ries tbat have accepted immigrant 

populations from the various countries where these criminal activities lrnve 

purportedly had their origin. Shortly after the Au~trnlian Labor Party's vic1ory in the 

Western Australian Government elections, the newly installed government 

endeavoured to introduce ethnicity into the criminal detection process. A call was 

made for the formation ofa special group within the Western Australian Police 

Force to investigate Asian criminal activities. A group of this nature had previously 

existed within the Western Austrnlian Police Force, but had been disbanded, and the 

incumbent Police Commissioner said that he did not intend to reform the group. It 

would seem chm the Police Commissioner considers that the current investigation 

protocols existing within the Western Australian Police Force are sufficient to cover 

all aspects of criminal detection regardless of any clhnic association in committed 

felonies. 

It is evident, from instances of this nature, where special treatment is 

promulgated on the basis of racial specification, that ethnicity is considered to be a 

defining point in a person's character, and that the granting, and the taki11g of 

citizenship, docs not incur behavioural changes that assimilates some alien cultures 

into the dominant cultllrnl criminal behavioural patlern, In these circumstances, it 

shows multiculturalism operating in Australia, where difference is recognised and 

accepted, and that special conditions are suggeste~ to dc-11 with the situation at hand. 

However, unless there are similar special con<li1ions put into operation, and seen 10 

be in operation, to cater for the special criminal peculiari1ies ofa!l the other ethnic 

populations, then the suggestion for the formation of the special Asian criminal 

detection group can be regarded as racist. 
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lfstrntegies are evolved for the fornrntion of only particular racially based 

criminal detection groups, it suggests that all Australian citizens are not equal in the 

execution of the country's muhicullural policies, and therefore ethnicity must be a 

deciding factor in grnming citizenship. The options in following a separatis1 path 

towards Australian citizenship can either be a return to the 'White Australia Policy', 

or to offer different grarles ofcitizensbip, similar to the South African "Apartheid 

Policy" As Sneja Guncw states, 

the history of Aus1rnlia's diverse migrations is forgouen in an attempt 
to construe( a llegemonic and homogenised Anglo-Celtic centre 
instead of as an auempt to stress that everyone partici;:,ates in 
ethnicity. (G111wu•, 1997, pp.22-39) 

ln lhc Hong Kong Police Force, special detection groups such as the "Triad 

Bureau" were set up lo aid in the detection of particular criminal activities. 

However, because the general make-up of triad criminal groups, and the vast 

majority of Hong Kong's population arc of Chinese ethnicity, the application of this 

strategy within tile Hong Kong Police Force's criminal detection process is not seen 

to misc lhe possibilities ofrncinl vilification. 

It maybe, that the establishment ofa special Asian group to investigate Asian 

crime in Western Australia could have problems regarding the illlerprcta1ion of 

events. The many different ethnic Asian groups resident in Western Australia would 

constitute the 11eces~i1y to establish a group that contained members ol'all the 

different Asian groups represcr,ted within Western Australia. As Rey Chow asks, 

are native critics not [tile] relentless decipherers of signifieds and 
curious about oriental texts as well? This [state of transition] 
polarises West and East in lhe form of interpretation (subject), versus 
ethnicity (object), which can only result in the reduction of ethnicity 
to something that has no real active status in the produclion of 
interpretation. (C/1()\1', 1995,p. 86} 

However. it1 the case of many different ethnic Asian groups residing in the 

same geographical location, it i, possible tbm other Asians. omsidc of the specific 

group or individual under scrutiny, may make the interpretation or events. The result 

can still be "the reduction of ethnicity to something that has no real active status in 

the production or interpretation" (1995, p. 86), only in this case, it will not be a 

taxonomical dichotomy of West and East, but one of East{~) and East (y). 
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Hong Kong Chinese etlmicity is complex as the Chinese population or Hong 

Kong is made up of many ethnically diverse groups, wl1o have originated from 

different parts oFChina The individual groups are diverse in llrnl they speak their 

own languages, eat different ethnic foods, practice different customs and rituals, and 

arc diITerent culturally. These diITercm ethnicities originally came from China, so 

one could hypothesise that their circumstances arc lilt le diITerent from their origin, in 

that he fore entering Hong Kong, they were operating ethnic minorities within a 

dominant ethnic majority. 1-!owevcr, the circumstances in Hong Kong is that the 

ethnic dominant majority is ofa dlffcrcm ethnicity lo that of their original 

circumstances on the mainland, and through this, and the devalopment of Hong 

Kong into an internntional marketplace. hns changed their ethnic operational 

spectrum from the local lo the global. The necessity to be flu cm in the national 

operational vernacular, Cantonese, is without precedent. The consequent rapid 

movement of minority traditions, which hal'e lrnd "to be reinvcmed by each new 

genera<ion as it takes over its cuhurnl [ethr.ic] inheritnnce from those preceding it" 

(Gu/d~m, J~~IJ. JJ. 37), has outpaced the normal !Jeneration renewal timeframes. 

The new traditions of Hong Kong's dominant ethnicity have become the overall 

ethnic standards, superseding all minority ellmic smndards, in the creation of the one 

Hong Kong Chinese operational ethnicity. 

Ethnici!y nn1l La11g1rnge 

The policy of engaging only the members ofa particular ,'thnic group as the 

only interprc1ers ofevenls occurring within that particular group has advanlages and 

disadvantages 1t can be ~ssumcd that insider knowledge of the particular cuhurc 

under scrutiny should eradicate error, from a final determination ofa particular 

event pertaining to tl,e introduction ofalie11 factors from other cultures. Bui, 

conversely, the narrowing ora cul turn I ;pectrum to "an original (native) ~alue" 

(< '/ww. /995. p. M) can also introduce errors, especially when the e\•cms being 

interpreted take place inn multi-ethnic enl'ironmcnt. Events occurring in mulli

ethnic environments will nearly always contain elcmcms of etlmic-crossovcrs, as the 

actors in these e1·encs will have been, or arc. subject 10 more than one etlmic 

intluence, illld their -consequent living experiences will reflect this in some way. 
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Rey Chow describes this phenomenon in relating the situation to filmic and 

literary texts in India and China. She demonstrates, that in the case oflndia. the 

recognition oft he existence of other ethnic trappings firmly implantc~ within their 

own cultural structure animates their culture to being oppositional to West cm 

culture Whereas. China's self.serving approach in only identifying cultural 

clements which are ethnically Chinese, results in being ethnically inward looking 

and culturally non-expansive. Chow states that, 

the wish to return a CL1lture to an original (native) value is thus the 
wish to remove thm culture from the process in which it nppears 
"original" in the first place. In modern Chinese texts, filmic or 
litcrnry, this kind of predicament and paradox of the production-of 
national culture as original value repeatedly occur. Unlike, say, 
modern India, where the British left behind insurmountable poverty, a 
cumbersome bureaucracy and a language in which to function as a 
"nation", but where therefore the sentiment of opposition can remnin 
legitimately alive because there is historically n clearly identifinb!e 
foreign (external) coloniser, the Chinese continue to have "their own" 
system, "their own" language, nnd "their own" problems. Chinese 
intellectuals' obsession remain> "China" rnlher than the mere 
opposition to the West. Ti\e cultural production that results is 
therefore narcissistic lnd self-conscious. rather than purely 
oppositional. in strncture. ( l'J~5. p. M) 

Chow's refc,rencc to language shows it as a defining factor in the 

maintenance of group ethnicity. The introduction ofa foreign tongue into the 

indigenous discourse, to where it becomes a major clement in understanding the 

local culture, is tantamo1111t to the introduction ofa new language, and the formatio11 

ofa new ethnicity. With the acceptance of major alien linguistic changes into an 

indigenous language, comes a dilTerem interpretation of events, which results in 

different behaviours, and a clrnnge in e1hnic considerations. Her interpretation of the 

Chine,e linguistic practice shows it ns strongly rcsistam to foreign intervention, but 

that this strength develops an imrovert principle of action resulting in an ignorance 

of universal ethnic rn1d ct1ltural representation. 

Purity of language is a key facrnr in terms or maintaining one's indigenous 

ethnicity. ln this day ar,d age, the notion of keeping an indigenous language pure is 

without precedent, as the mass movement ofdi!Tercnt national subjects, to and from 

most populated are~s of the world, brings a need to undcrstnnd, and also, the high 

possibility of linguistic mixtures. However. exposure to languages other than one's 



own may not necessarily bring linguistic mi~ture resulting in cultural modifications 

leading to a change in ethnicity. For instnnce, in Hong Kong where many different 

Chinese diale~ts are spoken, 1hc accepted H.:mg Kong Chinese lingua frnnca, 

Cantonese. has been embedded a~ the national language. Even when Hong Kong 

was lll1dcr British colonial rule, it would not be possible to be a one-hundred-pcrcem 

limctioning member of the Hong Kong community without nl1ency in the Ca111011ese 

language. The Hong Kong Chinese entrenched the Cantonese language. and all of 

its trnppings in1o Hong Kong's cultural nnd operational inll-astructurc, and haw 

jealously guarded its status against all-comers. 

Many I-long Kong Chinese have learned English, and other foreign lu11guages 

1hrol1gh their exposure to natives of these countries, generally in the employment 

arena. but they have kept both the foreign language and its attendant cultural 

accessories separate from their adopted indigenous lnngt1age an~ its ethnic 

a~1rnrtena11ces. As Chnbol, notes, ''language [Cantonese] is ii very important reason 

for resident Hong Kong Chinese lo scpmalc thc1mclves from other residents" 

(Chabot, Oi, & So, 199./, p. 2i5) The partition is achieved by regarding n foreign 

la11g1mgc and ct1lturc a, sometlii11g to be !earned, and engaged with, while .:,pcrating 

within the confines oftlmt particular language/c1hnicity. There me situations when 

the mixture of two dilforenl cultures and languages nrc appropriate, nml in these 

cases the Hong Kong Chinese act similar lo interpreters, switching from one 

lnogungc/cthnicily 1,1 the other as necessary, but being carell1I not to mix the two 

There arc some very prnclical rc,1sons for this appwacl1, wlicrc some language in 

English can mean the direct oppo.1itc in Cantonese. For instance. the reference to a 

person being fat in the English language is a dcmgntory term dcnrning unl"nness, out 

ofsl1ape to the considered norm, where in the Cantonese language fat has reforcnccs 

to being wcll lCd. which alludes to a person being ntlluem and l11mncially able to 

am1rd the go\ld things or life. Most Hong Kong Chi11ese people who speak u foreign 

langllil!.\C, arc aware of1hcse, and other potential ethnic pit!lllls, and so they take 

great care lo avoid cmbarrassn1em by ensuring 1lm they can communicate in the 

appropriate language for the appmpria1c ethnic situation. 

Hong Kong Cliincsc people who lmve niigrnted to countries outside of their 

Cantonese language d\lmnin arc inevitnbly foccd with the .1ual-lnnt1trnge/cthnicity 

problem. Dnvid Parker, found I hat "the most impllrtant marker or tile specificity of 



diaspora Chinese idc111i1y is language, or more precisely the dialect orcamonc,c as 

spoken in I long Kollg. from where most Chinese in Britain originate" (l'arkl.'r. f'J95, 

I'· /././) Parker, li:mml 1hat 84 per cent of the ethnic llong Kong Chinese in his 

survey, or which some lrnd been born in the United Kingdom. had some knowledge 

ol'Camoncsc, n necessity il'they rcquirc<l 10 engage sncinlly in harmonious 

association with !heir ethnic peers. Knowledge oflbc Cnmonesc lnng11agc opens 1hc 

culturnl doors for ovcrscns Hong l<lmg Chinese. and allows them a social lifo tha1 is 

bu ill mo Lind a network of friends wlio arc aim ethnic Hong Kong Chinese. A 

respond em to a Chn\mt sml'cy administered in 1 !awaii said, "we like being witb each 

other because we speak the snmc langt1age" (('/mlwi. Oi, & So, l!J!N, p. 275) 

Speaking Cnnlonesc opens out the ethnic spcctrnm lo e~lend peer friend~bips by 

engagi1111 in tile spoken Cm11onese li111gu,1gc. which. 

give, l!hllll,\ Ko11gl Cl1incsc people [overseas] a very spccilic 
engagement with [llong Kung] Chinese ct11lurc; baml [on a) 
ct1lture of films, videos and 1mp music in Cmnoncsc These 
rcprc:,entutions or a (1is1i11c1i,·c !long Kong Chinese culture arc key 
clcmcnls in jcth11icJ lornmtions (/'or~·a. ,~~5. /1, 1./5) 

The Cantm\csc la11g1mgc is still a thriving language. In llnw,;ii. where a 

relatively small Hong Kllll!l Chinese community is resident, Ci!lllllllCSC is actively 

used mid rnugbt. The Chinese Communi1y ,\ction C'oali1ion, an or!Janisation or 

profc~si\11111ls and busi11ess people, wt,s fo1 mcd because ol'ihe pcrccil'cd l;1ck or 

scrl'iccs 1111hc Chinese people rcsi(ling in! 1;11,aii. M> it 

has ~1H1nwrc(I an a!ler-sclmnl k11rning centre whicli condt1cts cla . .ses 
i11 Cnntoncoc and a health nml social club for Chi11cse-~pe;1kin!l senior 
citizens i\ linme goul is lo i11i1iatc a youth program focused 011 
Chinese-speaking immignlllt children in !Jradcs 4 w 6 (( '/mhr,I, U1, & 
So, /'NI. fl· 2,\'0). 

Al~o. a chmch in I lawnii entering t(w a Ca111onese-spcnkin!l Cll!l!JICJ:lnlitm lms 

founded o Ca!\lonese lnn!lirngc school. The schuol 11as set up in 1986 throu!lh the 

oflkcs ofa Strnday school teuclm. The 5Chool is comparn1ivcly sma!! with a 

maximum of60 pupils, however, "the curric11lt1m has lmgcly been in~tiu11immliscd. 

land] the school m,w li:,lloll's a rc!lulnr !lrnde scl\t>ol scmes1er system" (('/111/w1. Oi, 

& ,\'r,, N!J./, pp. 2Sf!-JS!) h appears tli:11 many l lo11g Kong Chinese parents residing 

in l!l>!lolulu 
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want their children to grow up speaking Cantonese and to be aware or 
their personal link with I long Kong According to the principal of a 
Chinese language school in Honolulu, the p:.rents of recent Hong 
Kon!:l immigrants are very keen to send their children 10 learn 
Cam•,ncictl'JY./,p. 275). 

My research or Hong Kong Chinese people residing in Western Australia 

found that 1he l.'anloncse lm1guagc is widely used in their communication spectra, 

which ouppons the l"lndings of the Chabot el al in I lonolulu. All eighteen 

resp1111den1s in my research ;poke Cantonese iH thtir home environment~. with 

twelve acknowledging that they used only Cantonese as their intra-family 

communicmion. The other six relurns indicmed that both Cantonese and English 

were used in their home environments. !twas interesting to note that six out of:he 

twelve respondents who only spoke Cantonese at home, had children of school age 

attendi11g educational esrnblis)lmcnts in Wcs1crn Australia, where, apart from any 

for,,.;gn language instruction, tbc teaching medium is the Eni;lish language. Other 

places where the responde11ts use Cantonese as their c11mmunicmi11n mcdiL1m is in 

thdr workiug cnvirc>1Hne11ts, and socially, so it appears that within my research 

tnrgetcd popul,11ion. ! long Kong Chinese ethnicity is well supported through the 

respondents liberal use oftl1cir national language, Cantonese. 

The Canrnncse language is indigenous lo the sauthcastem area ol'China, 

adjacent t\l Hong Kong. and was transported to Hong Kong along with the original 

immigrants from tile 111ainlnnd. ln Hong Kong where Cantonese is the 

prcdrnninatcly spoken lnng1rnge, all oilier languages are tolerated only as foreign 

languages. GL1ldin states that, 

Uw,inm,111, (Guangzhou, Canton), the provincial capital, [of 
Gtrnngdong Prol'ince] i,; also seen as the ac111e of ctlmic Camoncse 
sophi,tication and cullUrc. The district in which it b located, Panyu, 
~peaks a dialect thm is alleged to be the o pL1rcst form ol' Uw,i11.i,:/iill'<I 
(Cantonese), it is this tong11e that is widely used am: understood in the 
'14 of Guangdong and the southern half of Guangxi Provi11cc that 
u1mprise the breadth or ethnic Cantonese sc1tlcn1ent (I.au {')6'):J). 
Knowledge of this Gw{mgfi1w:\, fortl1ermore, is ns essential for all 
groups in Hong Kong. Alone amm1gst nll Chinese plnccs, Hong Kong 
is the only area where Ai1111i1,i:w1i (Mandarin. or Putonghua) as the 
national language is not taught as a mancr of course, indeed, 
Gw6ngdimg yiihn will only countcmmcc Mandarin from foreigners -
all Chinese must sµenk to Gw6ngdimg ylihn in 'Chmcse,' and 10 
Hong Kong's Gw6ng•Jlmg yillm this definitely means Gw6ngfiiwli. 
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Speaking ri..1andarin or ( '/,iu .hiu Wil (C'lrno1.hou) or lo Haakgil 
(l-lakka) "ill usually not get you very for ii' you're speaking to a 
Cantone5e vendor. ((hi/din,/997,p. ]7) 

Throughout all of the intluences from other linguistic sources such as. British 

colonialism, the approxinrnlcly four years Japanese occupation ol'Hong Kong, and 

I long Ki,ng·~ new sovereign rnler. lhc Mandarin speaking People's Republic of 

China. the Hong Kong Chinese have adhered 10 their chosen form of oral 

commlmicmion. The Cantonese l1mgungc has been a major elem em in the forming, 

and relention, ofa uniql1e 1 long Kong Chinese ethnicity. The non-crcolisation oflhc 

C'amoncsc language has divened the claims of ethnic hybridisation, and has provided 

a strong base for nmi111aining Hong Kong C'binese ethnicity. 

Evans and Tmn ( /997) express the importanc•i oft!:~ Cantonese langua!JC lo 

Hong Kong ethnicity. Tiley in~is1 that all used language within the conmrnnication 

structme ofr. community is appropriate. including, wi1hin th~ Cantonese language. 

dui11 /ui11, or in lbe English vernacular, 'bad language' Most 'ollicial' Western 

governmental positions deem, 'ha,! language' to be linguislically incorrect, and nol 

!JCllernlly acccprnblc as a part or the desired language vocabl1lmy. However, ils use 

within most Western communities is widespread, and wi1hin lhc Western 

mainstream media. i1s use seems to be 011 1he increase. In Hong Kon!l, Evans mid 

T11m argue that. 

the 'oflicial' or proper mtiludc to duiu lui11 as somehow not pan of 
Hong Kong cultmc[cthnidly] in s11mc respects parnllels 1hc !JCncrnl 
attitl1dc to Canluncsc ,1s a langllU!JC i.e. that ii is some kind or inferior 
form or Chinese - 'real' Chinese being rcprescnled by Mandarin. 
Some pcoplc will even tcll lhc unsuspecting foreigner tlrnt Cantonese 
cannol be ,vriltcn, just as it is also SU!J!JCstcd that d11i11 h<iu cannol be 
wrincn llu1. of course, it can be and thousands and 1housnnds of 
roun!J lfon!J Kon!J males and females consume this vernarular 
through tbc medium of comics everyday. {h'm11.r & l,tm, {'1'17, p. l'J) 

The inte1c,1ing [Hlilll in El'ans aml Tam's arg11111cn1 is that they regard 

,egmcnts of language as being appropriate lo I\ parl o!'lile formation ura 

comnrnnity'; Cl1lturc, ,ind in i1, eilcnsion, lo the modern inlcrprerntion of ethnicity. 

This mises questions regarding 1hc e~pon or Hong Kong Cl1incse ethnicity through 

inunigrmion. Do modification~ or additions to the lai1glm!Je brought about by 

rcsiJencr in an alien cndromncn1 bring nbout etlrnicitv changes. so thereby crealing 



new elhnicitic.'.' There can be no doubt lha\ lfong Kong Chinese who mign,te and 

remain in ,\m1ralia \,ill be dill\,rcnt to I long Kong Chinese who migrn1c and live in 

Canada, or the U11itced Stales ol' :\nmica. And, il'therc arc differences between these 

diusporic !-long Kong Chinese, who reside in basically English speaking cmmtrics, 

which ha\'C lnng1mgc similarities to their previous residencies, how different will 

1-l<;lng Kong Chinc~c be who migrate to non-English speaking countries like The 

Nc1licrlands 

lt appears I bat Canto11csc language changes arc not only associ.ited with 

diaspmic 1-long Kong Chinese communities. According to Evans and Tam, there is a 

build·up ol" criticism emanating from 1hc supponers ofMamlarin as a national 

lang11age li:,r 1l1c "hole of China They cite lllc case of Xi Xi tile author of a novel 

about 1 long Kong'1itlcd ,\-~1· ( '1~r. which 

was sm111gly crilici,ed by 'lil~rnry policemen' (Xi Xi's word,) ror its 
libcr,11 usc of Can1onese vocabulary and sy11ta~. but she rejected these 
cri1icisms saying that to have writlcn othcrn·ise would have been lo 
mm the novel into ·,amconc else's city' or 'some otlier city' (/;"i-!111.1· 
& fom. 1997,p.19) 

Xi Xi's cited comments demonstrate lhe imponancc of language lo wllurnl 

and c1hnic cunsidern.tions. The infcrc11ce heing, tlrnt a change ol'languagc from its 

vernac11lar association witli n described place will r~nder it inappropriate as <Hl clhnic 

and cdlurnl crca1io11 from 1he m11hor's per,pcctive. In other words, lhc change ,ii' 

language will confuse the sense-making proce,,, embedded in all ethnicities, u~ed 

l'or mapping 1hc cnvirnnment tu produce a set or understandable lil'ing protocols for 

1hc resident conunutiity 

Uong Kong Ethnicity mnl Trnclitionnl Festivnls 

The I-long Kong Chinese maintain a separa1ion briwecn their own ethnicity 

,ind oilier residential parallel mnning ethnicities by their insistence in keeping the 

! long Kong Chinese lil'cslyle, ,1, well as the I-long Kong language, unique. Engaging 

in ethnic fonclions celebrating 1raditional festivals helps lo maintain lhc roots oflheir 

ethnici1y Most festivals arc marked by a Government sanctioned l'ublic l-lo\idiiy, lo 

which many of the population respond by taking pan in the Jctivitics that are 

appropriate 1u the restive o,casio11s For ins1ance. Chinese New Year, which i~ 
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cclebrnted by Chinese communities world-wide is also cclebrntcd by the vast 

majority of I-long Kong's Chinese population, and secs people wearing 11ew clotl1es 

for the cclcbrntion oi'thc beginning ofa new era. visiting family members to renew 

family ties for the comin!J yca1" eating particular foods that have traditional 

customary links to the notions of good health, and the gaining, or, continuance or 

opulence, and fongcvity. All personal first time meetings in llic New Year arc 

opened with the oral phrase K11111; H<'i Fm l 'ho,, which relates to tile Englisl. ureeling 

of Happy New Year, but translates more to a wish for extended life and opulence. 

Another important factor for the people who celc~rnle Chinese New Year is 

the discharging of debt prior to New Year's Day. It is considered unlucky 10 carry 

over personal debt from one year to the next, however this would not include <lcbt 

such as house mortgage, or otlier obligations cn1crcd into for a prescribed extende<l 

period. Bm, with short-term debt, or debts incurred by borrowing from relatives, 

friends, and acqtrnintanccs, the necessity to discharge these obligations arc 

considered as priorities. This trndition is el'cn recognised within the employmcm 

arena, where employees, apart from Gol'emmcm cmpluyccs, receive double salary, 

or a bonus payment for that payment period. Within this debt payment tradition, it is 

allege!! !hill, ira pcr,on foils lO repay a debt prior lo the commcnccmcm of the New 

Year, tbal the debt will be c,mcclled by the lender. The consequences of this action 

for tbcdcb1or is, a wss of face, which is a loss of respect by one's peers, ana of 

major imponancc to most Hong Kong Chinese. Also there is incurred a loss of 

credibility, to where the debtor will find it c~tremcly di!l1cult to borrow, or be 

hclicl'ed, when giving promises to conform to any li1ture obligation. 

Other impor1ant fc~livals me { 'hmK MillK and l 'l,11111: !'11111;, which arc 

cclcbra!ions appertaining to tile tradilion ofunces1rnl worship In Hong Kong, b\llh 

of1licsc fcstiv,1ls ubligc relative., 10 visit, and take part in ceremonies at ancestral 

gra\'csitcs. The ccrcn1011ies generally include the .,weeping and cleaning of1hc 

gravcsitcs, and the offcr,ng or fo()d and symbolic paper money to the dead ancestors 

as as;;istance in their life ail er death. Some oftbc more affiucnt Hong Kong people 

also olTcr paper models ol'modcrn day arteliicts sud1 as expensive cars, and other 

opulem trappings that arc designed for pursuing a comfortable modern life. Aller 

the oili:ring ceremony, the symbolic paper money, and paper models, ifolTcred, are 

generally burnt at the graveside. and then the rcli11ivcs consume the food, either at 
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1hc grnvcsitc, or, if the gravesitc is situated in a place inappropriate for the 

consumption ol' foo<l, taken elacwhcrc and consumed. 

Graeme Lang illumatcs how ancestral worship has moved with 1he times, 

taking on 1he inclusion oft he most modern paper accessories, to erntify the late 

relatives, with an upgrading of their afterlife existence to the contemporary life of 

their dcsccndems, Lang states that, 

the practice of burning piles of afler\ifc-mo11ey for use by nncestors 
evidently dales from the beginnings of circulation of bank notes in 
China in the twentieth ccmury. [However], while the gods still ride 
,1roLmd their territories in scdan-cliairs in old China, ancestors 
who lived in modern 1-!on[l Kong must be provided with 
conte111porary afterlife. Tims, olTerings burnt for their benefit by their 
affiuem ollSpring include paper models of air-conditioned houses 
colour T.Vs, cars, watches, computers, and even jet airplanes. Hong 
Kong life lrns thus modernised the Hong Kong afterlife. (J.a111,:. 1997, 
p. 1-1-1) 

Although the period of colonial rule has seen a population shifl from 

worshipping within traditional religions, to worshipping in lhc Western religions 

such as Catholicism and Proteslamism, the Hong Kong Chinese :;till enthusiastically 

pursue the tradition~ of tile indigenous religions. There are some advantages of 

ancestral worship over the Weslem religions, one of which is, that nncestral worship 

docs not demand a set weekly ro111ine regime ol'altending a specific place at a 

spcciticd time, for a cenain time. With ancestral worship the time clement is mainly 

more flexible for worshipping purposes. Apart from the prescribed Ching Ming nnd 

Cbt1ng Yung l'cstivals, the p~nicipants can decide their other worshipping protocols. 

Another advantage of ancestral worship, especially concerning the Ching Ming and 

Clrnng Yung festivals, is 1hat it is designed to reconvene fomily cohesion The 

actual site where the ceremony takes place, although it can be situated within a 

shared area such as il cemetery, is psychologically clandestine to that particular 

family as a fo:,1i1)' group, and as such maintains a position of great imponance within 

the family lore. 

Tk Ching )\-ling and Chung Yllll[l l'cstiv«ls arc recognised by Hong Kong 

Chinese as being important to their ethnicity. Many extraordinary measmes nre 

lilkcn to cater for the large numbers of people who take part in the festival rituals. 

Special traffic arrangements arc imposed on the ruulcs to the major cemeteries 10 



focililaw the maximisation of public transport access to these sites. Extra bus and 

trnin services arc nmdc available to provide for the increased volume of travellers to 

the mo~l populi1r destinations. Also. the police, ambulance, and fire services arc on a 

status ol' high alen in order to guickly cover any untoward happenings that may arise 

within 1hese large conglomerations of the population. 

Apart from in cemeteries, many other gravcsites are situated in the rural areas 

ofllong Kong. such as the New Tcrri1orics. Mostly the graves arc placed on 

hillsides or hummocks. raised from Ilic ambient levels of the local terrain. Similar to 

gravcsites in cemeteries. lhc rurnl ancestral grnvcsitcs are visited by desccndcnts, and 

the ceremonial rituals me performed on the Ching Ming and Chung Yung festivals. 

With the changing topographical elements of the land through developmental 

alterations. and possible land ownership changes, the primary siting of gravcsites 

may not now conform to their original case of accessibility for visiting relatives. An 

example of this can be seen at 1hc Hong Kong Golf Club situated near the 1own of 

Sheung Shui in New Territories, where several grnvesitcs are located on the land that 

the Hong Kong Golf Club now occupies. ln the normal course of events, non

members are actively discourag~d from accessing the golf course premises, 

especially the playing areas of the golf courses. However, on both the Ching Ming 

and Chung Yung lcstivals, no restrictions arc imposed on any person wishing to visit 

grnve•ites that are simatcd on tile golf courses. The members are reminded not lo 

endanger grnvesiw visitors, by making sure they arc not within their rnnge when 

llilting their golf balls. Also, playing members arc instructed to give the visitors the 

right of way when !hey arc accessing the golf courses lo alt end their grnvesites. 

The C/11111; ,Hing and ('h1mg Yrmg festivals are similar to the Chinese New 

Year celebrations, in that, they all reinforce Hong Kong Chinese ethnicity by 

promo1ing solidnrity in the exercising of traditional riles, claimed as special to Hong 

Kong Chinese families. However. other festivals like the Dragon Boat, and Mid

Autumn Festivals, also annually celebrated by Hong Kong Chinese, function as 

ethnicity tinning resources wilhin the wider community spectrum. The Dragon Boat 

Festival sees various venues throughout Hong Kong organise races for the traditional 

Chinese dragon boats. The boats are generally crewed by people from different 

employment, social, and sporting organisations who compete in a series of 

elimination races to decide the winners. All hough the races are competitive, the 
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main beneficial factor of the occasion is laking parl in the ritual, rather than the 

winning of the competition. Apart from the compelitors, the rnces attract large 

crowds of Hong Kong Chinese spectators, whose verbal support for their particular 

favourite Dragon Boat team, adds distinctive ethnic colour to the festive atmosphere, 

in the use of their specific national language, Cantonese. 

From a Western perspective, ancestral worship has a superstitious elemenl. 

In Western religions, the motivation element for adherence to the rules and religious 

protocols is the expectation of reward in the afterlife. The motivating element in 

Hong Kong Chinese ancestral worship is to be helped while on earth. Tim belief is 

that good attention paid to one's ancestors can result in good things happening in 

one's earthly life, whereas, neglect of ancestors' welfare will result in earthly 

problems for the miscreants. Lang illus1rntes the importance ofancestrnl worship to 

Hong Kong Chinese by including in-house "ancestral aim rs" (!.a11.1;, 1997, p. J.13) as 

welt as the ancestral gravcsites to the worshiping locations. Ile says that, 

the most common shrines in the territory arc ancestral altars. 
Although not as powerful as gods, they might help 111eir descendants 
in small ways if pleased and well-cared for, and may be a source of 
trouble if neglected. Offerings of tea and incense are made 10 sustain 
and please ancestors in thousands of households each day.' Periodic 
offerings of money, clothes, food, and durable goods are also 
required. In part, these offerings are intended lo prevent the deceased 
from sliding into poverty in lhe afterlife. But tile distress of the 
deceased might mean misforhme for descendants, and so these 
offerings arc part of the exchange between hl1mans ,ind spiri1s which 
occur at all nodes of sacred power (/997. p. J.13). 

My data collection broached the significance of celebrating Chines~ festivals 

by Hong Kong Chinese who have migrn1ed from Hong Kong to Western Australia. 

sot1ght information on which festivals they lmd celebrated while resident in Hong 

Kong, and whicl, festivals they celebrated aflcr migration, and taking up residency in 

their new environment. Tile festivals selected for research were: Chinese New Year; 

Ching Ming; Chung Yung: Dragon Boat; Mid-At1hmm: Yan Yat, and Winter 

Solstice. The Yan Yat festival celebrates, what in European terms is described as, 

'everybody's birthday'. In Chinese folklore, the counting ofn person's age begins at 

one, on a specified day within the year of the person's birth. However, the day is not 

necessarily the day of,. person's actual birth, but is the nominated festival day of 
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Yan Yat. Tim Wint or Solstice festival is celebrated similar 10 the Western 

Christnrns, but without religious connections. The Mid-Autumn fcstil'al is a 

celebration of the moon. The festival extends for three days, although only the first 

day is a Public Holiday, and consists of greeting the full moon on the first night, 

enjoyi~g the moon on the second night, and farewelling the moon on the third night. 

Most ofthe celebrators make their way to high ground sometime during the festival, 

generally on the e\'e oft he first night and stay unlil after midnight to greet the 

moon. They carry with them lanterns of various kinds, many of which me the 

traditional paper lanterns with a lighted candle mo11nted inside. There is also 

trnditionnl food eaten over the Mid-Autumn festival, which is the mooncake. The 

mooncake is eaten, along with some of the meals taken during the festive period. 

My resul1s showed, tlrnt out of the eighteen respondents who migrated to 

Western Australia, none oflhem celebrated either the Ching Ming, or the Chung 

Yung festivals. The reasons given were that their ancestors were not buried in 

Western Australia, so the ritual had little significance in their new place of abode. 

However, all oftlic respondents, apart from two, celebrated the Chinese New Year 

festival. The various celebrntions included (!inners with fomilics and friends, visiting 

relativca, and the giving and receiving of 'red packets'. The 'red packets' are red 

envelopes, which contain a monetary gift, /ai see. and amongst the Hong Kong 

Chinese, are distributed by family members to junior offspring, unmarried and junior 

siblings, and close relatives. 

With regards to the other polled festivals, i.e. Ynn Ym; Dragon Bo,1t; Mid

Autumn; and Winter Solstice; six respondents did not celebrate any oft he festivals 

since their migration. Of the other twelve respondents, nll celebrated the Mid

Autumn festival, five celebrated Yan Yat, four celebrntcd the Dragon Boat festival, 

and four celebrated Winter Solstice. The cclcbrntions centred on the practice of 

dining with family and friends. When the respondents lived in Hong Kong, prior to 

migration, all eighteen respondents celebrated the Mid-Autumn festival, fourteen 

cclebrntcd the Dragon Boat festival, eleven celebrated Winter Solstice, and seven 

celebrated Yan Yat. The respondents contacted in follow up investigations said that, 

their decrease in interest, a!ler migration, to engage in celebrating these festivals, 

was due to there being no Public Holidays in Western Australia on the festival days. 

However, in examining the results ofmy research, l am convinced that the majority 
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of respondents do, through their prnctices ofcelcbrn1ing the festivals, contribute to 

maintaining Hong Kong Chinese ethnicity within Western Australia. 

The Hong Kong Chinese use celebrating of festivals as protocols for 

renewing relationships with families and friends. The renewing of relationships 

strengthens (he ethnic bonds within the particular societies tlmt celebrate the 

festivals. Consequently the Festivals become regular markers for the timing of these 

practices, and the agents of ethnic solidarity. 

Hong l(ong Ethnicity and the 'Other' 

Recent histories have seen ethnicity formulated to the cultural constructions 

ofpmlicular groups of people, which has allowed for the recognition and discussion 

of difference to be moved away from the controversial arena of race. This 

movement has also re-configured ethnicity, from a static component adhered lo in 

the inheritance of birthright, lo a cbangcable element conceived from past, present 

and future culturnl choices. 

The mobile referents ofetlmicily are the future cultural choices, which may 

or may not be made, within a particular ethnic group. The fluidity introduced into 

ethnicity by way of implanting cullural variations changes the concept of ethnicity 

f;rm a condition of permanency, to a variant. The positive outcome ofa clmngeablc 

ethnicity is that ethnicity can be contemporary, in that, it can be modified to reflect 

cullurnl changes brought about by the introdL1Ction of new technologies, and the 

consequent adjustments imposed on the lives of populations affected by them. On 

the 11egative side, ethnicity can be used as a tool of social engineering. 

Governments, or large institutions may introduce cultural clrnnges to populations to 

modify their ethnic standing and/or beliefs to achieve a particular outcome. 

The original perception of ethnicity being firmly embedded into race did give 

way to a feeling of pride and a sense of belonging. These feelings resisted change, 

and nrnde populations less malleable in the hands of oppressors. However, it also 

extended historical hatred, and prolonged enmity, to where, for some cases, such as 

in the Middle East, Ulster, and the Baltic regions oft he world, it is difficult to 

perceive any chance ofa negotiated peaceful outcome. In the case oft he Middle 

East and the Ulster connicts, the original hostilities stemmed from a religious base 



exacerbated by territorial claims, neither ofwhieh has made any major visible 

progress towards being resolved. The proiagonists' strong ethnic beliefs display 

ethnicity in its most powerful a11d disappointing manifestation. For instance, the 

'Apprentice Boys March', where Protestant male youths march through known 

Catholic areas of major Ulster 1owns and cities playing fifes and drnms, celebrating 

tile past military viclory of the invading Prolestam armies over the indigenous 

Catholic population. And, the television covcrnge of events in the Middle Eastern 

disputed territories where both sides' supporters are shown engaging in the human 

atrocities of killing and injuring with no signs of remorse. 

!n Hong Kong, ethnicity, altho11gh seen as racial identifier, has no: ~domed 

the extremist mantle of violence and intimidation. Duriug lhe 1950s and 1960;; there 

was civil unrest in Houg Kong, but the degree of violence incurred was minor 

compared with the troubles in Ulster and tbc Middle East. Also the cause oflhe 

unrest, which was promoted by some as a protest against colonial rule, was not 

perceived as an ethnic problem but more ofn political problem. ln the main, Hong 

Kong Chinese have lived peaceably with oilier ethnic groups in Hong Kong, and 

most other places in the world, except for perhaps in Malaysia and Indonesia, where 

Chinese are subjected to ethnic restrictions, which are supported by those countries' 

respective governments Similar to lhe Middle East, and Ulster, both Malaysia and 

Indonesia have strong religious devotions, which are not an indigenous part oflhe 

mainstream Chinese ethnic culture. Also in Malaysia, and Indonesia, the division 

between the state and the main religion is ,1lmo;t non-existent because the 

ecclesiastical laws arc embodied within the legal system, and so become a legislated 

part of everyday lire for all. For people who are not congregational members of the 

main religion, difficulties can arise in comprehending the meaningfulness, and 

harshness of some of tile religious edicts, and their appropriateness to life outside of 

the church. To the congregational members, who are avid believers in their religion, 

and its application into everyday life, suspicions of non-conformity, or, 

circumvention of the religious edicts by non-members will instigate animosity 

towards, what they consider, are aliens within their community. 

In Singapor-e, where religions freedom is respected. and stale and religion are 

separate entities, Hong Kong Chinese people live without major ethnic problems. In 

trying 10 provide a softer lnnding for new immigrants. some local religious 
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establishments in Singapore provide church services in the Cantonese language. 

Chan Kwok Bun found that, 

an often neglected aspect of immigrants' associational life is their 
participation in the local religious institutions, Our informants 
reported a concentration of Hong Kong immigrants in three local 
churches o!Tering Cantonese Sunday worship services, namely the 
Grace Church, the Queens1own Baptist Church, and the Cantonese 
Methodist Kum Yan Church. An office worker at the Grncc Church 
reported thal Hong Kong immigrants accounted for one third of 
those attending the Cantonese services (Clum,199.f, p.3/.f). 

Through these religious congregations, Hong Kong Chinese ethnicity in 

Singapore is being supported. The Cantonese church services provide a meeti11g 

place for Hong Kung Chinese to extend their circle of acquaintances with people 

from the same ethnic background, and similar interests. Chan found, that in 1991 a 

social club was formed in Singapore, for Hong Kong immigrants working in tile 

restaurant business. The club. named "the Friends of Hong Kong. [held 

monthly] supper par1ies .. on a roiation basis. To be n member of the club, one 

must be in the reslmiram business as owner, manager or chef and be from Houg 

Kong" (}')9.f, p.JJ.I). Membership of this particular club is exclusive, in that it only 

allows the top echelon of the Hong Kong Chinese restaurant business in Singapore lo 

be members, but it is also represents an exclusive enclave of ethnicity in Houg Kong 

culiuary arts. Altho11gb membership oftlm "Friends of[·!ong Kong'' (199.f. p.3/.f) is 

exclusive, it docs no-I exclude others from its mon1bly functions, as "others may 

attend the clu!J's social function as guesls [and because] the club's functions were 

primarily social in 11aturc, the club provide[s] a vehicle for interaction and 

socialising" (199./, p.31./). 

Singapore Government has set up a facility 10 assist new migrants settlement. 

The facility is called the Social Integration Management Service (SIMS) and 

operates as ,m information centre on all aspects Qfthe Singaporean lifestyle. Apart 

from providing reactive measures to migrants' requests, (SIMS) also takes proactive 

measures by providing information to "community centres and residents' committees 

[whom] are notified of the arrival of newcomers by the agency so that they can help 

newcomers to find their way around the neighbourhood" (/99./, p.315). The (SIMS) 

facility can be viewed ns a diverse phenomenon, firstly as a genuine help to migrants 
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accessing u new and unfamiliar environment, or secondly as a 'Big-Brother' 

organisation imparting soft-leverngvo reduce self-reliance, and so mould the 

recipient migrnnts into srnte prodG'ced assimilated clones. However, according to 

Chan, the assimilation process is not completely successful as 

Hong Kong immigrnn1s regularly get together and rotate dinner 
parties in each other's homes, or go out for dinner or weekend brnnch 
in local Chinese restaurants witli Cantonese chefs from Hong Kong, 
just to, among other things. find an opponunity lo speak 'Hong Kong
stylc Cantonese' (199./, p. 313). 

An interesting point in Clrnn's findings is lhc reference by his sources to the 

"opportunity to speak 'Hong Kong-style Cantonese" (199./, p. 313). Tbis infers that 

Singaporeans and Hong Kong Chinese speak different versions of what is thought 10 

be the same language. The language anomalies must come about through the 

di!Tercnt environmental circumstances under which the Hong Kong Cantonesc

spcaking Chinese, and the Singaporean Cantonese-speaking Chinese are resident. 

Differenl environmental circumstances will produce different subje~t matters, 

different ways of expressing opinions on the rela!ive subjective matters, different 

intlections. and pronunciations in delivering the language, resulting in a language 

deviance which subscribes to an ethnicity difference between the two communities 

of Cantonese speakers. As Chan argues, 

Hong Kong Cantonese [in Singapore] arc collectively differenti,1tin!l 
themselves from Singaporeans and the various Chinese dialect 
groups, including the Cantonese Both Hong Kong and Singaporean 
Cantonese are quick to point om that they speak different brands of 
Cantonese, at a different rate, using very different linguistic 
repertoires, hence inadvemnlly selling fonh the process or group 
self-inclusion and ethnic boundary mnintenance (199.J, p. 313). 

h appears that Hong Kong Chinese refose lo let go of their ethnicity even 

when residing in alien environments, but they also do not let their ethnicity stand in 

tile way of dealing with other ethnic groups. In fact they make great efforts to 

communicate with other ethnic groups, learning languages that arc foreign to them, 

and be~oming acquainted with the cultural adjustments that are necessary to deliver 

the foreign language devoid of bad mannerisms or cultural insults. ln any cross

cthnic association there is always a strained relationship in pan, and the realisation 

of this perhaps is the key to being able to handle the situation. Chan's informants 
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realised that there is a temion between the need to maintain their own ethnicity, and 

the requircmenl by tlie Singaporean Government for them to m,~imilmc into the local 

way of life. Although tile respondents were not prepared to render their Hong Kong 

Chinese c1lmicity, they were prepared to mix and soci.;lisc with the local 

Singaporeans. As one respondent said, "I think it is better that we try to socialise 

with the Singaporeans. It is better this way than [only] running around with a group 

of I-long Kong people. This way, there arc more opportunities to understand cnch 

other" (199.f, p. 315). 

Chan's findings illustrate that the Hong Kong Chinese in Singapore 

recognise the difl'trences between themselves and tile Cantonese-speaking Chinese 

Singaporeans. In thm recognition, they appear lo formulate a sy~tcm of living, 

which incorporates treating the maintenance of their Hong Kong ethnicity, and 

filling themselves into the Singapore Ii restyle, as scparn1e issues. The complications 

of leading two separ:ite live8, which some other ethnic groups may find as an 

impossible living condition, is, for Hong Kong Chinese, a character resource which 

allows them to live successfully and peaceably in most alien environments, while 

still holding on firmly to 1beir own ethnicity. 

!long Kong Ethnicity nnd the Overs ens Enclave Mentality 

According to Hamid Naficy, the desire to live together as an ethnic group 

displays an cxilic mentality. Naficy. describes the enclave style living oflrnnians in 

Los Angeles. He argl1cs that Los Angeles is "a city of immigrants, which is spatially 

expressed" {N,?/19•, /993, p . .f) in the "citadel and the gheno, [inhabited by the] 

transnational elite [and the) underclas~ respectively", (/•i·frd111r111 and Wo(ff. 1982, 

p.2). i-laficy also states th,11, "a siege mentality lms been growing in Los Angeles, 

transforming the citadel inlo a fortress", (Na.ficy, 1993, p . .f). ln the case or Iranian 

exiles entering Los Angeles, Naficy reveals that most arrived with "money, 

education and transferable professional skills tbat allowed many of them to ... enter 

the U.S. economy not as an ethnic underclass but as a sort of transnational 

elite, ... [and consequently] that many Iranian imniigrnnts reside in fortre8s L.A. 

instead of ghetto L.A." (1993, pp.5-6). 

Due to the complex political/religio11s situation in Iran, tile circumstances for 

rewrning Jrnnian migrants may not be as trouble-free as for relurning Hong Kong 
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migrallls I lcnce, the perception about returning lo lhc homeland for the !long Kong 

migrnm, maybe somewhat different 10 tlrnl of the Iranian migrn!ll, as described by 

Na!ic;. :i.1a11y llo11g Kong migrants 11ndcnake to relllm lo I long Kong for 

employment p11rposcs atlcr migration to ~omc other co11ntry. Bernard I' Wong 

describes the 1110dm1 Hong Kong Chinese migram He says, 

socially, the Hong Kong Chinese in San Francisco do not consti:utc a 
homogenc11us group. Differcntiati11n is apparent in terms of ~\lcial 
classes. Some Hong Kong Chinese can be considered as belonging 10 
the upper echelons of American society. Many !long Kong 
immigrants are highly educated or have ,pccialised training. Aller 
gaining 1he resident or citizens status, prolcssionals or businessmen 
may travel back to Hong Kong or even China for high paid johs or to 
conduct bw,iness. The mind-sci ol'lllc Hon!J Kon!l immi!Jrant, is thus 
more co,mopolitun and international. Their social [and business] 
nclwork[>l extend beyond !he confines of the traditional c1hnic 
enclave (lf',mg, /99./. p.253). 

Wong's rcrerence to "the traditional ethnic enclave" (N9.f, p .. /53) alludes to 

the areas known as 'Chinatown>', which are situated within many mRjor cities of 

countries receiving the Chinese diaspora These Chinatowns, initially, were the 

places where the indigenous people of the host countries expected the Chinese 

migrants to reside. As Kay Anderson argues. 

'Chinatown· is in part a European creation. Like the idea or n Chinc,e 
race, 'Chim1lown' has pos,cssed a tradition of imagery that lrns 
lodged it firmly in the popt1lar consciousness 11f Europeans (and 
indeed of 1he Chinese thc1melvcs). )l.forcover, the premise of a 
uniquely Chinese race and place llus shaped and justiliecl practices 
that have inscribed it further in European society :ind space 
(A11<kr.w11, /99/,p. 9). 

In most cas~s, prior to the business migrn1ions oft he 1980s, Hong Kong 

Chinese migrants either lived in areas known as 'Cilinatowns', witl1in the cities and 

towns where they existed, or, in areas which were already popula1cJ by earlic)I.Hong 

Kong mi!Jrnnts. The desire lo Jive in ethnic enclaves was driven fin:lly by 1lle desire 

10 be among ones own while living in an alien environment, and secondly, economic 

considerations Most I long Kong Chinese migrants, prior to the 1980s lrnd limited 

finance, and so they chose to reside in areas where the inhabitants had fashioned an 

area of congested living conditions, similar 10 the cheaper style of 1-!11ng Kon!J 

accommodation. These crowded living conditions and limited personal space gave 
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the nc"' immigrants a lhling of comli1rt. by being in a recognised cn\'ironmcm with 

which they were alr<"ady familiar in their place or origin. 

~Jany J long Kong migrants from 1hc l<JSOs. and allcm·arJs. 11wc granted 

residency in irnmigrant accepting cou111rics, either 1hrough businc5s reliliCd 

migration schemes. or. thc1· held cuntempmary ,lills in whitc-collnr/1cchnnlogical 

employment. or. they \\'Cre profcssim,a!s such as lawyers, and accountants 11.fosl or 

these migrnms co1mrn1mlcd high sal;irics in !long Kong. compared with similar 

employment in many ol'thc hos1 cmrntrics, Md. a,; such. were financially well off 

co1nparcd wi1h a\'Crnge members of tile indigenous pop11h1tions The compnratil'ely 

bigh I long Kong salaries paid hJ the 1arge1cd immigrn111 intakes of the 1980s and 

onwards. ;illml'ed these fmure migrant, the opportunity t11 invest in h11ying their own 

rc,idcntial propeny in 1 long Ko11g ,\nd. iflhcy lrnd owned their propcnics since the 

middle. or the law ninctecn-se\'c!llics, wl:ich many bad. the inflationary movement 

of the prnpcny marlM in 1!011g Kong during that lime cnsllrcd 1hcm ora gOL1d prolit 

when ,cllin~1 Prior 10 migrating. ,omc h;1d sold their residential accommodations in 

! long Knng. and were in a posi1ion w bt1y imo the hml coumrics' real estate markets 

llpon their arrival 

The rcsidcniial propcny buying philosophy oft he migrarlls within their host 

co11mries di(l no1 appear to include the old wish of the earlier migrants, to live with 

oilier people of1hdr ethnic grouping in a closely-knit community In fact, il appears 

1hat many deliberately estnmgcd their residential accommodations from the 

'Chinatowns' ,\s Graham Johnson stmes. "the spatial definition oflhc [I long Kong] 

Chinese com1m111i1y lin Vancouver] became less clear. .On the llllC hand, 

Vancouver's 'Chinrnown' area linderwcnt a wmmcrcial revi\•al and, on tile other, 

tlie [I long Kong) Chinese population of Vancouver became increasingly 

residentially dbper~cd" (./<1/111.1m1. ,~~·.'.11. /25). 

The changing economical circum,tunccs oflhe I long Kong Chinese have 

shown changes ill their rc,idential living prcrcrcnces when emigrating to alien 

environments No longer do they icck, ru 111<1.1.1~. lo re.1ide in 'Chinalowns", or lo 

reside in large communities creating c1!111ic enclaves, but they seem to prefer living 

accommodation 1h,1t is appropriate to their economical situation. In my research or 

Hong Kllng Chinese rcsidems in Wc>lern 1\us1rnlia. I found tlrnt out of eighteen 

rcspondcllls. ,111 of1hcm li1·cd indi.idu;tlly in different suburbs or Penh. except for 
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1hrcc i11,1ancc,. 11h,:re two suhmhs bad 1wo respomknls living in them . .ind one 

rc,pond,•nt Iii ,·din another town o\'cr 100 kilometres from the metropolitan area of 

Pcr1h All ortlic suhurbs of Penh. and the town, in wliich the respondents reside 

haw housing which i, nbol'c the median price or property within the arc,1. which 

suggests. that 11,,• rc,pondcnt, arc ewnrnnically adequately situated. My rc,carch 

tindin!,[s appear ,imilar 101hc 11mling, ol"Grnbam Jolm,on in Vancollvcr. sugtiesling 

ihat. "the spminl definition ol"the [1 !,mg Kong] Chinese commllnity [is unclear]. 

[,md that) the I! long Kon!,[] Chinese popt,lation [in Wcs1ern Australia has 

become J increasing II' r~.,i,k111 ially dispersed'" (.111'111.,011, /')')~. p. 125). Bo1h sets or 

finding, su);!gcst, thal in circun1stance, where the li11ancial conditions of Hong Kong 

migrants arc cquital1le ll'ilh alfording (he purchase ofa wide choice of residential 

propcny. thm 1hcir preferred choices include not to live in close communities 

drnninnted by 1hcir own ethnic counterparts 

Summ:1ry 

The tliffere11cc, between clilnic grnups arc not pmdy ofa gc11etic nalurc. 

Cha11!,[es 10 the ethnic ,rnplcs lll" community >tn,cturcs, through population 

mmcmcm, lm1guage difference. education ,1n(I rc·cduca1ion brought about by 

tcd111olo);!ical ;u1d ~"':,al c1 ol111ion. dcc,.>11,m1c1 mid reconstruct the ctl1nicity of 

p:1r1ic11lar grn11ps to II here, in ;rn1ll' c,1se.s, only physical likeness is a binding factor. 

,\n eMmplc nl"thi, i, the rapid social aml rnllurnl drnngcs that have occurred in 

I lung K,,ng, which llill'e csmmged the I long Kong Chinese li"om the ethnicity of 

1licir mainland origi11 ,\ckb,,r i\hhas comment, on C!,incse ethnicity and culture, in 

rclatinn,hip to tile Hong Ko111;" lhincsc pl1pulalion I !c urgucs that "while 98 

percent oft he [I !ong Kong] population is ethnic Chinese, history (both colonial 

]1isto11· and hi,tory on the mainland) has seen to it that the I long Kong Chinese arc 

now culturnlly [cth11icallyl (llli(c dislincl from nminlanders" (,!hims. !~~//, p.2). 

In belongi11g 10 a ~ocial group within a culturnl and social system, special 

~rntus is i!Ccordcd ,m the basis ol" complex, oil en variable traits, inclllding religious, 

linguistic, anccstr,11 \lf physical characteristics This special status has two distinct 

per.,pcctiv~s, one from within any par11cular ethnic gro11p, and the other from the 

outside ofnny particular cth11ic group The view from within an ethnic group will be 

couched in the reasons lo its members, as lo why lhe grnup needs to exist, llourish. 
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and to remain exclusive to its members, resisting ingress from outsiders. The view 

from outside often envelopes suspicion, mistrust, wonderment, jealousy and anger al 

being barred from membership. Ethnici1y is a consequence of the organisational 

process of articulation, in which it must be viewed "" relational and interdependent. 

It can only achieve significance through interaction with others: thus as n product of 

representation, it constantly transforms and translates itself in an ongoing process of 

reco11s1mction. 

Hong Kong Chinese e1bnicity is a prime example of achieving significance 

through the process of aniculation in its interaction with other ethnicities. The I-long 

Kong Chinese have successliilly negotiated their way tllrough B1 itish colonial rnle, 

Japancie occupation, imerna1ional commercialism. wi1hol1t forfeiting their uniqt1e 

c1hnicity. By not allowing in"ading foreign languages lo supersede their own chosen 

national li,nguage. Cantonese, or 10 abandon their traditional doctrine., i11 the face of 

the encroachmcm of extrinsic religions. the Hong Kong Chinese have safeguarded 

the right to tread their own ethnic path. However, this docs not mean that Hong 

Kong Chinese people have wl,olly ignored foreign ethnicity. On the contrary, they 

learn particular foreign cultures. when required, including the appropria1e languages, 

and successfully operate within those foreign ellmicities. But. they emure thnt their 

own, and 1hc foreign ethnicities remain separate, by switching from one lo the other, 

as nccess,1ry. within the demanded operational field. This eclectic etlmical protocol 

is especially useful for Hong Kong Chine5c residing overseas. as it allows them to be 

fully c~erntional within the foreign environment, while retaining their own ethnicity 

The changing nature of ethnicity through material considerations can be 

ili•Jstrated by the changed circumstances of I-long Kong Chinese living overseas. 

The early Hong Kong Chinese overseas scltlers established communal living, and 

working areas, which became known as Chinatowns This enclave style of living 

was not unknown to Hong Kong Chinese m\rams. as it closely conformed to the 

congested living conditions experienced in Hong Kong. !\lost Westerners regarded 

this living >tyle as n cultural trait within the ethnic make-up or Chinese people as a 

whole, bl•t. according to Anderson, Chinatown is in part ll European creation. Like 

the idea or a Chinc5e race, Chinatown has posse.,scd a 1rnditio11 of imagery that has 

lodged it tirmly in the popul;1r c1msciousness of Europeans" (Amkr.1·011, /<)<)J, p. <J) 

Also. the tinancial consideration, or early Hong Kong overseas migrants living as a 
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communal unit, and sharing focilities, was the cheaper option to living in a 

predominately non-Chinese area. However, since the 1980s, the financial situation 

of Hong Kong Chinese migrnnts lrns become more opl1lcnt, with many of them being 

able to a!Tord to purchase residential property in llleir new place of abode This has 

led 10 a dispersion of!h~ Hong Kong Chinese popula1ions into living areas that arc 

appropriate to their lin1mcial status, as opposed to their earlier less aflluen! 

communal enclave style of living. 

!11 summary, Hong Kong Chinese ethnicity is durable. Us acceptance of 

change makes it a contemporary ethnicity that is sensitive to di!Tcrcnce, and so 

makes it 11ble to manage di!Tercnce beuer than many other ethnicities. The llexibility 

of Hong Kong Chinese etlmicity enables its ambassadors abroad, Hong Kong 

Chinese migrants, to opernte successfully within mosl olher alien ethnicities, 

~xcepting possibly Malaysia and Indonesia, without engaging in serious racial or 

religious conl'ronrntions The next te5t or Hong Kong Chinese cllmicity will come 

from within. in the shape of the possible imposition of tho Mainland Chinese 

eihnicity, as a part ofan ol'crnll 'Onc China Policy' ln tormsofl-!ong Kong being a 

place that is now under !he sovereignly of the People's Republic of China, the 

eventual swamping of the local Hong Kong Chinese cthnicitv by the dominant 

mainland ethnicity is a possibility. But for the many Hong Kong Chinese 

populations living overseas, who have already overcome intimidations to assimilate 

to local ctllnicities, the probability of them being influenced by China to abandon 

their ethnicity in favour of'One China' ethnicity, I regard, is unlikely. 
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CIIAPTER FIVE 

Hong Kong Chinese Culture nnd llybridity: Hybrid, Bieultural, 
Multicultural or an Expanded Culture? 

lntrodurtion 

In this clrnpter 1 investiga1e the relationship between Hong Kong Chinese 

culture and the concept of cult um I hybridily. 1 compare the findings of noted 

commentators on l1ybrid cultures, such as Hall and Bhabha, against the findings ol" 

my own research to decide whether Hong Kong Chinese culture may be regarded as 

hybrid, biculturnl, or multicultural. I will also suggest that Hong Kong Chinese 

culture is a phenomenon that lias expanded from its original form to its present state 

through the evolutionary process of additions and deletions similar to olher cultures. 

1 wilt argue that it is this evolutionary process that gives Hong Kong culture its 

characteristics that make it unique. In order to discuss Hong Kong Chinese culture 

in depth, and its relationship lo bybridity and other cultural disciplines, I have 

selected the following criteria as cornerstone elements in n1y research to present a 

brond notional structure from which lo draw my research delibcrntio11:.. The criteria 

arc: Hong Kong's immigrant diasporic popt1lation, colonial acquisition, the colonial 

issue, hybridity and the formation ofa distinctive population developing a Hong 

Kong culture, coltural development and multiculturalism, Hong Kong education, 

lcclmologies ofan eclectic culture, consumption and the idea of expanded culture. 

J-!is1orically. many o!'thc standard accounts dealing with hybrid cultures 

argue thal hybridily is the result of colonisation. "!11 Homi Bhabha's writing. the 

concept ofhybridity is initially used to expose the conflicts in colonial discourse" 

(/'apastcrxiadi.1·, /997, p. 277). The conflicts between introduced cultures ofthr. 

colonists and the resident cultures of1he colonised produce different forms of 

cultures ranging throu!Jh oppositional hybridity where resident cultures keep separate 

,omc pans of their original culture from the overrunning oft he pervasive colonial 

culture, to assimilative hybridity, where the resident cultures arc overwhelmed by lhe 
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introduction of the new cultures. According to McCrone, Stuart Hal! sccs 

assimilation as a less provocative process, where, "these cultures ofhybridity,' as 

Hall calls them, are more likely to try to assimilate without asserting the primacy 

ofone in particular" (McCrom, 2000, p.35). "Hall's tenn 'cultures ofhybridity' 

refers to the ways in which [cultures] arc subject to the play of history, political 

representation and difference" (McCnme, 2()00, p.139). 

It is argued that the oppressive, and suppressive regimes conducted by 

coh:mial rulers disconnected native popuh1tions from their cultures of origin, thereby 

pressuring these communities inlo conforming to foreign customs, without being 

granted the same legal rights of their rulers The forced isolation from much of their 

original culture, coupled wilh only a partial endowment of the coloniser's culture 

found colonised populations in a state ofhybridity. According 10 Papastcrgiadis, 

tho clash of cultures thal colonialism invariably provoked, rather than 
producing a neat bifurcation between coloniser and colo?Jised, 
encouraged the formation of new cultural hybrids (PapaMergiadis, 
1997, p.26-!). 

1 want to argue that this clash of cultures did nol happen in Hong Kong, and 

that something quite different occurred. 

Hong Kong Chinese culture is complex, perhaps for tho reason that their 

Chinese culture is seen by some as different to tile culture of their mainland origin. 

Ack bar Abbas comments on Chinese ethnicity and c11lture in relationship to tl1e 

Hong Kong' Chinese population. He argues that Hong Kong Chinese and Mainland 

Chinese are, through their different histories, "two peoples separated by a common 

ethnicity" (Abbas, 1998,p.2). 

Hong Kong: An Immigrant Diasporic Population 

A major difference between Hong Kong's colonisation and other 

colonisations was that Hong Kong was sparsely populated. 

When the British formally took charge of Hong Kong, the population 
was a little over 5000. If the Taoka boat people, who spent most of 
their lives afloat, were added to this figure, the total would have been 
about 7000 (Palrike~[f. 1989, p. 111). 
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In 1845 the first repo11 on Hong Kong's population was made by the British 

administration, which "gave the total as 23,800 of whom 595 were Europeans and 

362 Indians" (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Gol'l!mmelll l're.1·s, 1969, p.273). The 

ensuing population demographics of Hong Kong has seen the Chinese and other 

nationalities' numbers grow side by side, but with the Chinese population always 

mnintnining an overwhelming majority. 

Hong Kong's Chinese population by 1931 lrnd reached 270,478 persons, of 

which arnund one-tl1ird oft he total had been born in Hong Kong. The rest were 

mainly migrants coming from the adjacent provinces of the Chinese mainland. The 

migration from the mainland continued until 194 I when the Japanese occupied Hong 

Kong until the end of the World War ll in 1945. During the period between 1941 

and 1945 many Hong Kong residents fled the colony, resulting in a population 

decrease from nround 1,600,000 to around 650,000. Within six months oft he 

Japanese surrender in August 1945 the population numbers were back to over one 

million and they continued to increase with the innux of people neeing the fighting 

on the Chinese ~1foinland between the Guomindang and the communist armies. "The 

now of refugees continued after the establishment of the People's Republic of China 

in October 1949, and Hong Kong's population passed the 2 million mark in 1950" 

(SkeMm. 199./,p.22}. 

I-long Kong's open door population policy continued, when in 1975 the first 

batch of the Vietnamese asylum seekers arrived fleeing the war in their home 

country. Since the mid-1970s, "Hong Kong received more than 200,000 people from 

Vietnam. No Vietnamese asylum seeker has ever been turned away" (Hong Kong 

21)00, 2()()/, p. -122). Throughout a period of23 years Hong Kong served as a home 

to these refuge seekers until "the formal conclusion of the internationally agreed 

Comprehensive Plan of Action ... [when] the HK SAR ended the port oflirst 

asylum policy for Vietnamese with effect form January 9, l 998" (WO/, p . ./22). 

A further influx of foreign people to enter Hong Kong from the late 1970s 

onwards has been rilipino nationals. Most of these people initially came to Hong 

Kong ns domestic servants to fill the paucity left by the Hong Kong Chinese who 

were no tonger interested in entering this employment sector. Many of these 

Filipino domestic workers extended their working contracts in excess oftbe seven

year domicile requirement to become 'Hong Kong Belongers'. This entitled the 
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people who had completed the requirement, prior to July 1" 1997, to be given 'the 

right of abode' which meant that they could remain in Hong Kong as holders of 

foreign passports, but without any residential visa restrictions. As a result of this 

concession, many made Hong Kong their permanent home to where they were, at the 

end oft he year 2000, the largest non-Chinese elhnic group in Hong Kong, 

numbering "144 000. At the end of2000 tile Hong Kong's total population was 

estimated at 6.866 million, of which 95 per cent were deemed to be of predominately 

Chinese [ethnic] descent" (Hong Kong 2000, 2001, Ho11g Ko11g: The Fac/11, 9'" page 

imidejrolll c:iwer). 

The Colonisation or Hong Kong 

The increasing commercial penetration ofEuropean nations into China was 

resisted by China's non-co-operntion in refusing 10 sign omcial trade relnted 

agreements. China's allit11de to imernational trnde was one of disdain. 

[ltl saw no need for. [international] !ics, and felt it highly impertinent 
that other sovereigns shot1ld feel that they had the right to demand 
'the right to trade'. In the Chinese perspective, trade rights might be 
bestowed or tolerated, but they were not a subject for international 
uegotiatio11 {Segal, /993, p. 8-9). 

Consequently, the Chinese Government's rejection of"the 1790s Lord 

Macartney led . diplomatic mission ... seeking official trade relmions"(/993, p. 8) 

allowed the Chinese to continue with trade resuic1ions pl1tting (he British traders in 

Canton in an unfavourable position. Restrictions on European traders throt1gh, the 

imposition oft he "thirteen foreign factories" (Se)ial, /993, p. 9) policy, !he 

confinement of trading only between the months of"Octobcr to May" (/993, p. 9), 

and "the prohibit[ion] of women. [with]in the Canton factories" (/993, p. 9), 

pushed traders, to use as their base, the "tacitly tolerated" {Segal, 1993, p. !/), 

Chinese Mainland Portuguese enclave of Macao. The use of Macao as a base for 

British traders bernme less desirable, as "Portt1guese Macao was reluctant to become 

involved in the growing conflict" (Segal, 1993, p. 11) between China and Britain. 

"In 1838 a new imperial commissioner in Canton closed all foreign factories and 

seized over 20,000 chests ofopit1m. This was a blow to the British who had a long-
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standing grievance at being forbidden to trade wilh any Chinese port except Canton" 

(Fiddhou.,·e, 1971, pp. 197-/98). 

The British Government was prompted to seek a solution to this impasse. ln 

the absence of a commercial treaty regularising trnding conditions for British traders 

in thr. southern part of China, pressure was applied lo force the Chinese to cede the 

island of Hong Kong to the British. Britain possessed no legal case or mornl right to 

pursue this course ofaction, "her decision to ac1 was charactcrislic oft he frequently 

low mornl stand,ird~ of European dealings with other countries during the nineteenth 

century (Fie/dho11se, 1971, p. /98). 

The acquisition of Hong Kong by the British resulted from n series of 

hostilities between Chinn and Britain, followed by a succession of conventions and 

"unequal treaties (Si!gal, 1993, p. I 3), These "uneqtrnl treaties [were] one-sided 

docutllents granting foreigners unreciprocated rights in China ... by which foreign 

nationals were all but itllmune to Chinese law, while Chinese nationals did not have 

the same privileges {Palrik~ef, 1989, p.17). Negotiations between Captain Charles 

Elliot and Manchu commissioner Keshen produced lhe preliminaries of a treaty, the 

Convention ol'Chuenpi, by which Hong Kong Island was to be ceded. A navnl party 

formerly occupied the island on the 26 January 184 l, and a fow days later Elliot 

proclaimed it a British colony. 

Neither the Chinese nor the British accepted tile terms of the Chuenpi 

convention, and hostilities were renewed. Eventually, when the llritish troops were 

threatening to assault Nan king the war was brou,gbt to a close by the signing of the 

Treaty ofNanking, lmder which Hong Kong was ceded to the llritish Crown. In 

October 1843, through the supplementary Treaty oft be Bogue, Hong Kong was 

declared a free port. Tbis allowed Chinese free access to the island for purposes of 

trade. Further military engagements between 1856 and 1858, resulted in the signing 

of1he Treaty ofTientsin, which conclt1ded the war and gnve the British diplomatic 

representation in Peking. In 1859 the British occupied the Kowloon Peninsula, this 

action resulted in the signing of the Convention of Peking 1860 where lhe peninsula 

as far as Boundary Street, together with Stonecutters Island, were ceded to the 

British. The final accord was the Convention of Peking 1898, in which China leased 

for 99 years the Chinese Mainland north of Kowloon to the Sham Chun River 

(Shenzen River), together with 235 islands within the nearby geographical vicinity, 
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which became known as the New Territories. Although British hostile action formed 

a part of the intimidatory process used for acquiring Hong Kong and its adjacent 

territories, non'e of the wars or military hostilities took place within Hong Kong 

The British colonial acquisition of Hong Kong highlighted the problems in 

China that were causing the demise oft he Qing dynasty. China, under the Qing 

dynasty, stubbornly refused "to take Western advice and strengthen itselr' (Se1sal, 

1993, p.15) against possible foreign attack. The expansion of Japanese and Russian 

military forces on China's northern sea and land borders were ofa major com;crn to 

the British administration in Hong Kong, and the advent oft he Crimean War gave 

consternation lo the British that the Russians may use their Pacific fleet to attack 

Hong Kong. The British did not want any external disturbing influences upsetting 

their tenure of Hong Kong, as the colony was now operating as a major distribution 

point for their Chi11a trade. 

In the closing decades of the nineteenth century, Hong Kong had 
become the main pon for the lmgc-scalc exodus of Chinese migrants 
across the Pacific and to Europe As such, Hong Kong was the most 
vivid symbol ofthc failure ofthe Chinese empire and lhe link to the 
outside world (Se1sal, 1993, /!· 15). 

By !860, lhe population of Hong Kong had grown "lo jusl under 120,000" 

(Pa/rikceff, 1989. p./8) of which around 98 per cent were Chinese. This influx of 

Chinese from the mainland lo Hong Kong, and their overwhelming numerical 

superiority against the numbers of the British colonisers created a simation in which 

they were able to start evolving a Hong Kong Chinese culture, which was different 

from their previous Mainland Chinese cultures. These differences were not only 

significalll from the British point of view, but were also important from the point of 

view of the Chinese population in Hong Kong, who, in their new ecological, 

economical, and environmental situation, developed a new perception of how life 

should be lived, and consequently widened the gap between the cultures of Mainland 

Chin11 and their new social/culturnl circumstances in Hong Kong. 

At this time in the colonisation ofliong Kong, the population was miniscule 

compared with what it became througl1-:i~1 the latter part oft he colonial period, and 

the colonial powers did not engage in oppressive acculturation practices to create 

assimilated or hybrid societies. This did not mean that the Hong Kong Chinese 
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culture remained unaffected by the presence of the British influence. In fact, many 

Hon!l Kon!J Chinese learned to speak English, took up the use oft he many new 

technologies and artefacts that were introduced to the Colony during that period, 

enga!Jcd in non-indigenous pastimes like soccer, tennis and golf, ate foreign foods, 

and enga!Jed with non-Chinese education, and religions. This participation of the 

Hong Kong Chinese with the colonial culture was not a fulltime commitment, but a 

borrowing of useful clements to fulfil the desired aspirations for enriching their lives 

within the evolving modernities of Hong Kong's colonial and post-colonial periods, 

while still retaining their own culture. To say that the Hong Kong Chinese 

engagement with the colonial culture, and laler a broader Western culture makes 

their culture a hybrid culture, I will say is incorrect. 

The Colonial lm1e and llong Kong Culture 

During the 156 years of British colonisation of Hong Kong, the "Chinese 

society managed to prosper without excessive intervention from the colonial 

administration" (Pm·1iglio11,:, 1997, p.5). This is probably partly due to the original 

British strategy of, 

cstablish[ing] a stronghold on the coast of Southern China to protect 
British military, commercial, and politic.ii interests in the Far East 
with Jillie imcntion of trnnsforming [the] local social structure into a 
British community (1997, p.5). 

The British Government's original altitude of "little inrention of 

transforming [the] local social strnctme" (1997, p.5) of Hong Kong, continued 

throughout its tenure as colonial ruler. The Hong Kong Government were not 

concerned in general with what the Hong Kong Chinese population did, providing 

they stayed within the legal framework appertaining to the expectations of the 

British community. In fact, during the colonial years "the colonial government 

adopted an economic /aissez:fair,: and social non-imerventionist policy" (Ma, /999, 

p.23 ) in its administration of Hong Kong Chinese affairs. This policy was 

transmitted on through its local colonial administration, which "was known for 

practicing limited government, especially concerning matters in the Chinese society" 

(Pa.,·1iglio11e, 1997, p.5). Under these circumstances, lhcre is a cnse for the argument 

that the influence of British colonial rule on Hong Kong Chinese culture was 
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minimal, and lhat Hong Kong Chinese culture was allowed lo independently 

develop, within thl': confines of Hong Kong's geographical boundaries. 

The independence of Hong Kong Chinese culture was perceived by both the 

United Kingdom and China in thdr negotiations for the return of the sovereignly of 

Hong Kong from Britain lo China. Both parties to the eventual agreement 

recognised that the Hong Kong Chinese population was culturally different to both 

the British and Mainland Chinese cultures. The British negotiated the hand-over 

terms treating the Hong Kong's Chinese population as foreigners. In denying them, 

e11 masse, British passports, the British indicated their non-recognition of Hong 

Kong Chinese as being ethnically or culturally British. In formulating that Hong 

Kong should become a Special Administrntive Region when retur,1ed to China's 

sovereignty, China also indicated that they did not consider Hong Kong Chinese as 

ethnic and cultural equals. 

Hong Kong culture, it is alleged, is an amalgam of Chinese and Western 

cL1lturcs, rnising tin:.: q\Jcstions of whether Hong Kong Chinese culture lias been 

hybridised. An alternative to this is to see the Hong Kong people as the masters of 

two cultures, using each culture individua!ly as the prevailing circumstances require. 

Another possible account is to see Hong Kong's multiracial diversities creating other 

culturally defined possibilities, like, Hong Kong's evolution inlo a multiculturnl 

society. It is also possible that Hong Kong culture is dynamic, positively 

synthesising indigenous or alien cultural changes to form an "expansion ofits 

culture" (.Jameson, 1991, p . ./7-./8). Here I wish to trace the conditions of 

colonialism that were particular in shaping Hong Kong Chinese culture, by offering 

a new account connecting the process ofeulturnl formation to a sihiation influenced 

through the political ascendancy ofa foreign power. 

During the period of British colonial influence, the Hong Kong population 

experienced many changes, some of which were exerted internally, and others from 

outside agents. Briefly, the main changes exerted internally arose from the British 

Colonial Govcrnm-ent's implementation of social and economic policies nnd the 

introduction of new inventions nod discoveries, which evolved throughout that time 

frame The introduction of new mam1facluring and com1mmication technologies in 

the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries hnd a profound influence on the shaping of 

the Hong Kong ee..:momy. This is especially true when considered in relation to 
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external factors such as the Japanese occupation of the territory during World War 

U, and the changing political situations and wars on the Chinese Mainland. 

Since the time of the mass migration from China, Hong Kong's development 

has revolved around its financial success as a manufacturer oftcxtiles, electronic 

goods, a tourist al(mction, and later, as one of the main financial centres in Asia. 

The wave of Slrnnghainese immigrants arriving in the colony during 
the early years of Communist rule in China brought with them a 
considerable de!Jree of skill, panicularly in the manufacture of 
1cxtilcs, and were largely responsible for the first plateau of Hong 
Kong's modern industrial development (l'mrikeefj, /989, p. 5./). 

The economy grew steadily throughout the 1960s until the recession between 

1974 and 1975. from 1976 Hong Kong entered "a golden period for the economy 

.. [when] domestic ex pons . showed a 43 per cent growth over the previous year. 

[in which] the manufacturing sector was uniformly high, but textiles, plastics and 

electronics led the field" (l'alrik~.ff. 19119, p. 77). Although the migration from the 

mainland brought the human resources for the economic boom. it was the ruling 

colonial government that ,et the environment in which Hong Kong's burgeoning 

economy operated. As quoted by many commentators on Hong Kong society and 

culture, tile Ja.1·Ics-faire attitude taken by the colonial government towards the 

business sector's operations did provide the freedom for almost unrestricted 

measures and methods of doing business. According to Patrikceffa noted visiting 

professor, Milton Fieldman, nppenring in a television documentary, "stood on the 

Star Ferry com:ourse, marvelling in reverent tones al the results of [Hong Kong's] 

total freedom and a pure losses- faire economy" {Palrikeefj, 1989, p. 86). 

All of these commercial situations have bad some input inlo the formation of 

Hong Kong Chinese culture. In fact, 1lm reasons for the British ever being in Hong 

Kong were commercial, and it appears from the outcomes, tlmt it was oommercially

minded Chinese who crossed the border to take up residence in Hong Kong to 

pursue their commercial goals. Under these circumswnces. it is lillle wonder that 

Hong Kong has evolved the way that it is, with both of the predominate powers, the 

British political, mid the Hong Kong Chinese, numerical, having the same objectives. 

]{ could only have been a matter of time when the British colonial government was 

convinced that tbe Hong Kong Chinese would not be any major source oftrouble if 
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given a free hand to lead their lives to their own volition. In this event, the colonial 

government proceeded to insrnll a 'hands-oil' system of governing concerning much 

of the Hong Kong Chinese population's affairs, including business operations. 

llyhridity 1uul 1hc Fnrm:Uion of n Dis!inclivc Population 

Hybridity is a word llrn! is recognised as being associated with mixture and 

difference Cullurnl-hybridity is the sharing, or cr1issover of two or more cultures 

where the differences become a mixture, as Hnll states, "a Jove story to our mongrel 

sell'cs" (Hall. /992. p. 311). There is also a perception of coercion within hybridity, 

where Young talks of"hybridity [as] forcing incompatible entities to grow 

togclher .. (l'rm11};, /995, p. ~). Originally, hybridity "developed from biological and 

botanical origins. in Latin it meant the offspring ofa tame sow and a wild boar" 

(1995, p.(i). The 1erm hybrid was first used in the context of human fertility d11ring 

the nineteenth century. However, in order to avoid the presumption that different 

races within the human population were different species, hybrid was never directly 

used lo dc,cribc humans. although the ('011dse OifimJ !Jic1iom1ry Nimh lc'ditirm 

docs include in its list of definitions as an ,iffem1w: definition: "a person of mixed 

race or cultural orig;n" To avoid the offensive stigma of referring lo humans as 

hybrid the terminology of mixed, or, intermediate races. is generally substituted. 

In contempornr)' dialogue hybridity is embedded within cultural studies as a 

signiticant analytical tool, but the connections with its racial past are still evident, as 

Young argues 

Hybridity [still] shows the connections between the racial 
categories of the past and contemporary cuhural discourse: it may be 
used in different ways, given different inflections and apparently 
discreet references, hut it always reiterates and reinforces the 
dynamics of the same connicmal economy who,e tensions and 
divisions it re-enacts in its own antithetical structure. There is no 
single, or correct, concept of hybridity: it changes as it repeals, but 
also repeats as it changes. ll shows that we arc still locked into parts 
of the ideological network of a culture 11rnt we think and presumed 
that we have surpassed (1995, f!· 27). 

According to Papastcrgiadis, the most "recent writings [on hybridity occur] 

within post-colonial theory [which] routinely cite the work of Stuart !hll, and Homi 

Bhabha as authorising hybrid identities" (l'apnWrgimfi.1·. /997, p.273). He 
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obscrYes. thm m the base level oft he conceptual debate on hybridity. 1 !all, and 

\Jhabl,a agree that hybridity is an "amidotc to essentialist subjcctil'ity" ( /'J'J7. p. 2 7 3) 

1 fall regard, hybridity as a prndllCt frnm 1hc c.,pcricncc of cultural displacement. but 

thm this displacement can be a springboard for forming new cultures and identities 

Similarly, Bhabha, ,;ces coloni,ed coi'1Tnunitic~ as initially voiceless, but through 

time. el'olving into new hybridised voices, which use hybridity as a base from which 

to clmllcnge the history or colonialism. and its modern-day political and economic 

applications. 

l·!omi lllmblm recognises the rising inilucncc of once-excluded voices now 

challenging 1hc boundaries ofwlrnt he secs as a Eurocentric project. The 

congcniali1y between these voices in their contestation ofWcstcrn domination of 

global cultures, lllmblrn suggcs1s. olTcrs the basis for rethinking the process of 

change and 1lie subjects of modernity. 

f-or the demogrnpby oft he new inlcrnationalism is 1hc hi~tory ofpost
colonial miiarntion, the narratives of cultural and political Diaspora, 
the major social displacements of peasants and aboriginal 
communities, the poetics of exile and the grim prose of political and 
economic refugees (Wmh/111, l'Jn p.5). 

Papa,1ergiadis suggests that hybridity may be a condition that is common to 

all those wbo have sharp memories or deprivation, but, he also cites Blrnbha's 

thoughts 10 remind us that deprivation seems an insu!Ticicnt basis on which to 

consolidate new forms of collectivity that may overcome the cmbcddcdncss of prior 

antagonisms. Nevertheless. he also rccogni,cs that Blmblm's work focuses on tile 

psychic process ol'identilication. and the cultural practices of performance to 

highlight the hybridisation 1bat is intrinsic to all forms ,if radical transformation and 

traditional renewal But, according to ,\nia Loombn. 

in Blmbha's writings, evcry1hing mnsidc colonial cultllrc is treated 
with remarknblc fuzziness. Indeed it seems as if the hybridity ofboth 
coloniser and colonised can be underslood only by tracing the 
vicissitudes of colonial discourse, or the ml1tations in European 
culture. We cannot appreciate the specific nature of diverse 
hybriditics if we do not atlend 10 the nuances ,if each ,if the cultures 
that come together or clash during the colonial encounter" (hmmb,,, 
/ ')'JS, /IJl. ! 7'.J- J ,W)). 
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Loomlm's argument gives weight to interrogate the sta1us of Hong Kong 

Chmc.sc c11lmrc as being hybrid, as 1he general /a.1.1·es-fairc altitude of the British 

coloniser did not ,obs1,mtially attend the nuances of the imported Chinese culture 

hrougl11 by the influx ofmigrnms from the Chinese mninlm1d. As Postiglione states, 

!long Kong [throu!JhOut colonialisation] has remained a largely 
(liine,c ,ocicly cnjoyjing] a high degree of ,1utonomy, . [and has] 
nrnna!Jcd 10 pro~pcr without excessive intervention from the colonial 
administration (/'0.,111;/iu!Jc, 1997, p.5) 

The supposi1ion cmbrncin!l hybridisation in all fo1ms of change and cultural 

cl'ulution lca1·cs no rnl1urc 11nhybridised. All known cultures have evolved through 

time, changing their formals to fil contemporary adjustmems associated with new 

inventions, ideas, and belief~. The invention of new means of communication and 

transportation, s11ch 11s rndios, telephones, television sets, and motor-powered 

1rnnsportation sy,tems have changed the time and space co-ordinates ofhurnan 

existence. Harold Innis ar!Jucs the importance of communications in relation to time 

and space. "According to Innis, the way time and space arc accentuated through 

communication, is a crucial factor in tile rise of empires and their eventual collapse" 

(llt'ya. /WJJ. p. /00). He linked time-biased ;ocicties to substantial media s11ch as 

stone, clay, and pMchmcnt, where tradition and oral communication flourished. 

Space-biased societies, Innis saw, as contemporary socie1ies whose communications 

arc associmed with the less permanent elcctmnic media, and where the new media 

po,rnbility challenged the ponderous stmc oftbc old media, introducing radical 

cuhurJI and societal clrnnge to these communities. 

Determining which altered cullUre has become hybridised contains no hard 

and fast set of rules, cxcepl tlrn1 ii <loes oeem to be entwined with colonialism, or at 

least, some forms ofcolonialisni. In particular, llri1ish colonial acquisitions, such as 

India. arc sites wherein indigenous populations' cultures are ol\en determined as 

being hybridised. Withio the period of the British colonial occupation oflndia, 

Fieldhouse argues that, 

after 1818, India received some benefits of alien rule - internal peace, 
increased economic activity, bcucr communications, and the 
intcllcclu,11 stimulus of European literature and ideas, [which] 
had huge consequences. . Other states . snw that [Britain] had 
used Indian resources to occupy India and that it was possible to 
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govern so large a territory with very few expatriate 'sojourners' nt no 
cost to the rr,etropo!is. fhe occupation of India was to innuencc and 
stimulate the course of Euro::,ean imperialism during the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries (f'/e/,/hou.w, !97 I, pp. 172·73). 

The conquering, suppressing, and depriving of large indigenous populations 

of their cultural patrimony by colonising forces, arc criteria much visited by many 

postcolonial analysts. However, seeking lo establish platforms from which to 

advance their theories on cultural displacement and domination, there is a paucity of 

writings in suggesting the formation of hybrid cultures resulting from the latter·day 

conquered populations. 

!n more recent, histories in the aftermath of World War II, both Japan and 

Germany were conquered and occupied by foreign forces, and the victors imposed 

new cultural forms. Certainly, in the case offapan, many changes were made to the 

Japanese way orlifc !n which a period of massive economic power rivalled, and 

even surpassed the economic power of their conquerors, the Unilcrl States of 

Am~rica Said cite5 Japanesc·Amcrican intellectual Mi'IMO Miyoshi. . who says, 

"th~1. ,1s everyone knows. according to studies of'the enigma of Japanese power', 

Japnncse banks, corporations, and real-eatate conglomerates now far overshadow 

(indeed dwar!) their American counterparts" (Said. l<J9./, p. 399). 

Many Western, mainly American, activities and behaviours were also 

introduced into the Japanese culture, such as Western classical and popular music, 

Wcs1crn style clothing, and Western sports such as, golf, soccer. and baseball. 

Buruma states tlrnt. 

much has changed since the Japanese were first civilised and 
enlightened. Nowtlla1 Weskrn culture has reached cvei• 1he ~implesl 
Japanese hrn.ie through television, advertising and organised foreign 
holidays, the surface of Japanese life bas changed almost beyond 
recognition (/J11rn11111, /98~.p /6). 

Miyoshi considers the western influence has overridden certain aspects oflhe 

vernacular culture in that, 

Japan's contemporary verbal culture is aust~re, even impoverished, 
dominated by talk shows, comic books, relentless conferences and 
panel discussions, [giving rise to Japan's] impovcri:;hing retreat 
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and dependence on the Wes! in cultural discourse (Said, /')9.f, f'· 
./00). 

With all of the Western appendages and influences, where, 

on the surfocc things seem so utterly different and so violently 
paradoxical. Japan provokes a sudden urge in many foreigners to 
express their cullurnl shock in writing, ... [and] this often results in 
the half-informed comment that confirms [the Japanese] 
insular idea that foreigners could not possibly understand them 
{Huumw. IYM, f'· ix). 

The alien inlcrprclation of Japanese culture, in advancing the ethnic exotic, 

complclcly surpas~es any consideration to the presence oflhe alien mundane within 

the culture. This promotes the perception ofa unique, and unsullied culture. Hence, 

within these circumstances, Japanese culture does not appear as a major subject in 

the popular discourses on hybridisation. 

Culture, as an element of peoples' lives, is in itself a hybrid. The various 

components that go (o construct the total meaning of culture are by definition, a 

composite ofunassocia!cd coll5tituents only brought together as a whole by the word 

itself. together within a framework of understood interpretations. It is the 

interprerntions of the word hybridity that is important As ArifDirlik argues, 

[being] apparently transparent, hybridity is in actuality quite an 
elusive concept that does not illuminate but rather renders invisible 
the situalio11s to which it is applied, not by concealing them, but by 
blurring distinction among widely different situations (Dirflk. /!199, p. 
/011). 

The transparency in the interpretation ofhybridity, and according to Dirlik, 

the consequent blurring of distinctions between wideiy differing situations, enables 

hybridity to be translated al the will of any particular commentmor, for hisfhcr 

particular agenda. In keeping with Dirlik's theory suggesting the wide and varied 

use oft he WNd hybridity, it ,;ecms that tile value of the word as an authoritative 

descriptive cultural form can be questioned. It is conceivable that colonial rule, 

which involved tlic forceful acculturation of masses of indigenous people to form a 

creolised version of the local and the colonial invaders' culture, may altract the 

terminology of hybrid culture. However, for indigenous cultures tbat did not 

experience oppressive colonial regimes exerting deliberate policies to initiate 
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cultural change, the circumstances of their resultant cultural status may not be fairly 

described as being hybrid. 

Hall's non-essentialist approach to hybridity, introduces the perspective of, 

hybridity [being] seen as operating on two levels: [as reference] to the 
constant process of dilTcrentiation and exchange between the centre 
and the periphery and between dilTerent peripheries, as well as 
serving as the metaphor for the form of identity that is being produced 
from these conjunctions (l'apas/ergiad,s, 1997, p.27-1). 

In his theories ofhybridily, Hall tends to see change coming through an 

evolutionary process, which loosens the traditional attachments of colonialism, 

racism, minority experience, and original historical location. The articulation 

between centres and peripheries, and peripheries and peripheries opens up "lhe 

revelation of multiple others in the self. And, when language is frnmed by a broader 

politics ofnrticulalion - embedded, that is, within" (Half, l'J9/, p.5/), leading to "an 

infinite semiosis of meaning" (Hall, 199/, p . .J9), and "the space is open for the 

process ofreidentificMion and reterritorialisation of experiences previously deemed 

too marginal to be worthy ofrcprescn1ation" (l'apastergiadis, 1997. p.275). 

From this posi1ion, Hall sees the outcome as to where the 

margin challenges the centre via a three-pronged strateg;· first[ly], 
through an opposition lo the given order; second[ly]; via recovery of 
broken histories and the invention of appropriate narrative forms; 
third[ly], through the definition of a position and a language from 
which speech will continue (Hall, 1991, p.35). 

The "definition of position" (199/, p.35), Hall links with ethnicity, language, 

history, experience and culture. He says that, 

ethnicity becomes a positive concept for the recognition that we al! 
speak from a panicular place, out of a particular history, out of a 
particular experience, a panicular culture .. We are all, in a sense, 
ethnically located and our ethnic identities are crucial to our 
subjective sense of who we arc (Huff, 1988, p.5). 

Hall's close association of culture to place is significant for diasporic 

communities. It is reasonable lo expect that if their pince of domicile changes, that 

their culture will change, and if the new place of domicile is foreign, perhaps over 

time, also their identity and ethnicity will change. The question at this stage is, what 
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cultural label will be endowed upon the changed diasporic culture? Will it be an 

a.\1·imi!atirm oft he diasporic culture into the indigenous culture? A hybridisation of 

the diasporic culture through its association with the indigenous culture? Or, a 

re11ewed 1•ersio11 of the original pre-diasporic culture? In that, any influences 

brought to bear by the indigenous culture upon the diasporic cult um will be regarded 

as evolutionary additions, similar to thal which has occurred wilhin many other 

unique cultures. 

Hall's theories, and Bhabha's recent writings, loosens hybridity from its 

overwhelming association with colonial and post-colonial culturnl theories, thus 

"libcrat[ing] the subject from notions of fixity and purity in origin" (/'apastcr1;iadi.1, 

/997, p.257). And so, "by charting how hybridity is variously defined by Hall [and] 

Bhnbha. we can break with the naive assumption that hybridity is itself a stable 

concept in post-colonial theory" (1!197, p.27./). Under these circumstances, it is now 

doubtful ifhybridity can be used universally in association with culture and 

colonialism. To tesl this theory, I will compare the circumstances which have led to 

many indigenous cultures being labelled as hybrid in response to their past colonised 

status. and the circumstances which have prevailed in Hong Kong to affect Hong 

Kong Chinese culture. 

Lynn Pan describes Hong Kong as "a classic immigrnnl city, a recipient as 

well as a dispatcher of refugees and emigrants, a departure point and a destination" 

(Pan, 1990, p.363). Pan slates that Hong Kong's population has grown 

exponentially since it was colonised by the British in the mid-nineteenth century 

through incoming migration. "And it was not until 1981 that ii was established for 

the first time, that more than half of its people had been born in the colony" (1990, 

p.363). 

Tbc popula1ing of Hong Kong by the British and the Chinese were separate 

issues, done by each ethnic group for lheir own specific reasons. As such, "each 

community pursued [its] own way oflifo largely independent from the other" (Ho11g 

Kong: Report for the year 1966, 1967, p. 262). Over many years "the old traditional 

practice of European and Chinese communities llving apart co11tioued in lfong Kong 

and was accepted" (1967, p.262). Regardless oft he reasons that can be atlribuled to 

this practice, sucb as the economic differences between the Europeans and the 

Chinese, it did help to maintain a scparntion of the two cultures, as they both 
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independently developed into Hong Kong Chinese, and Hon1; !(,;:;1g European 

cultures. Even in the later years of colonial rule, when the distribution of wealth was 

widened by large employment establishmems moving towards the equalisation of 

salaries and benefits between their locally employed and expatriate stan; there was 

no large residential shifting of population which would constitute a conscious 

determination to mix outside of one's culture. 

Dc\·cloping a Hong Koug Culture 

The descriptive word applied to the Hong Kong Chinese culture should be 

eclectic, not bybrid. As an eclectic culture, the conditions of production are 

recognised as being voluntary, where the selection of cultural additions derive from 

various sources both external and internal to the host culture, and follow no 

particular school of philosophy. The format ofan eclectic culture allows the culture 

to add, amend, or delete segments of that particular culture as evolving 

circumstances prevail. mid as sucb keeps the culture contemporary. Hong Kong 

Chinese culture suits the term eclectic culture. Throughout Hong Kong's period of 

colonial rule, and since its return to Chinese sovereignty, the eclecticism of Hong 

Kong Chinese culture has been displayed through the offering of many new 

experiences, some ofwhicb have been accept(d, anJ some rejected. Many of these 

experiences have been artifactual such as the adop,ion of new tccbnologies, which 

hnve been accepted and implanted into the culture to facilitate its evolution into a 

contemporary society of universal standing. Others, like the politically motivated 

Tiananmen Square massacre carried out in 1989, by Hong Kong's future rulers, have 

been societally and culturally repelled. 

Enonnous public sympathy had been expressed in Hong Kong for tl,c 
political protests in April until their bloody ending on June J and 4 of 
1989. Hundreds of thousands of people had taken to the streets of 
Hong Kong in May. This signalled not merely support for many of 
the apparent aims of the political protesters in China but also 
reservations about policy altitudes expressed by the Chinese 
government during discussions about the transition to Chinese rule 
and implications for the political fate ~fter 1997 (Johnson, 1997, 
p.136). 
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The Tiananmen Square massacre posed a question for the Hong Kong 

people; do you wish to become a full political and cultural member of the People's 

Republic of China? Judging from the public response, the offer was rejected, as, 

the true politicisation of Hong Kong, whose people were said to be 
interested only in making money, may be dated to 21" May 1989 
when more than lrnlf a million citizens took to the streets to 
demonstrate their support for the student revolt on the mainland. 
At a stroke, it seemed, the people of Hong Kong had found their pride 
and their sense of community. China with its poverty and tyranny 
had not been a country worthy of their loyalty (Pa11, 1990, p. 359). 

It could be said m that time, with tile trauma ofwlrnt happened in Tiananmcn 

Square, that the Hong Kong people's demonstration on the 21" May 1989 was a 

knee-jerk reaction. However, some time after the event many people in Hong Kong 

showed they still abhorred the happenings in Tiananmen Square in 1989, when 

"100,000 people participated in a commemorative meeting on June 4 1990" 

(Johnson, 1997, p.136). 

There are also other offerings, like partial democratic government, introduced 

by Chris Palten, the last British Governor of Hong Kong. However, Leung's 

statistics show that "voter turnouts were low (37.9 per cent and JJ.5 per cent of the 

1982 and 1985 registered voters, respectively) (frung, 1997, p.18) indicating, by the 

reducing numbers of people who were willing io vote, that some offerings are not 

totally acceptable to the culture. Hong Kong Chinese culture is not a static entity, 

but a dynamic one, where changes arc accepted in order to facilitate the culture 

suiting contemporary political and social conditions. Also, the cultural attitude is not 

defensive, and so in accepting change, generally for the Hong Kong Chinese 

population, the results are advantageous. 

Culturnl Development and Multiculturalism 

Most Hong Kong Chinese originally trnnsportcd their own culture when they 

moved their domicile from tile Chinese mainlnnd to the British controlled colony of 

Hong Kong. The main change to the diasporic cullure that transpired was not a 

hybridisation within British/Western culture, but a change where individual local 

ethnic Chinese cultures of the various Chinese groups amalgamated into a singular, 

nationa!ly representative Hong Kong Chinese culture. Due to the fact that the largest 
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ethnic group in Hong Kong came from the adjacent province Guangdong, the 

common Hong Kong Chinese language became (Guangdong hua) or Cantonese. In 

the 1980s and 1990s, as Hong Kong's period of colonial rule was coming to an end 

and its sovereignty was to rcvcrl to China, the Hong Kong Chinese took it upon 

themselves to artistically internationalise their culture through a burgeoning ftlm 

industry, and their own unique version of popular music. During the 1980s and early 

1990s, the Hong Kong film induslry was only second to the Indian film industry in 

the number of films produced for public exhibition. Film stars like Bruce Lee, 

Jackie Chon, and Maggie Cheung became internationally recognised for their acting 

talents, and their representational links to Hong Kong Chinese culture. 

The Hong Kong Chinese music industry, similar to the Hong Kong mm 

industry, provided another showcase for Hong Kong Chinese culture. The 

introduction of Cantonese popular music, Canto-pop, which featured Canlonese 

musical compositions wilh Cantonese lyrics, performed by Hong Kong Chinese 

musicians and vocalists using Western vocal styles and orchestrations, contributed to 

an incrc.ising awareness ofa distinctive Hong Kong Chinese culture. Compact 

discs, and audiotapes of popular Ho11g Kong Chinese musicians and sini.ers were 

distributed worldwide to every country where sizeable populations of Hong Kong 

Chinese were resident. The inferred message being (ransmillcd via film and music 

during this period was mostly aimed :it China, as the coming new rnlers of the 

colony. It said, we me Hong Kong Chinese, we nre unique, we have our own way of 

life, we arc not British, nor arc we Mainland Chinese, look at our films and listen to 

our music, we have our own culture. 

The emergence of a nucleus of young talent (like Bruce Lee and 
Jackie Chan] helped to confirm Hong Kong's unique position 
amongst overseas [Hong Kong) Chinese communities, spawning and 
dominating modern [Hong Kong] Chinese popular culture outside of 
China. By the early 1980s, this popular culture had reached 
maturity, and the colonial image had been all but discarded. Hong 
Kong had its own thriving music, film and publishing industries, with 
indigenous film stars who could draw massive audiences (Polrikeeff. 
1989, p. 83). 

Another mea in which the Hong Koug Chinese have been universally 

recognised as being distincliw, is within !heir business dealings. Hong Kong's 

'captains of commerce' like Sir Y. K. Pao, Li Ka Shing, arc acknowledged world-
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wide for their business acumen, and their ability to compete successfully in their 

dealings at the international level. Both Li Ka-sbing, and the now deceased Sir Y. K. 

Pao, hold/held positions of wealth and influence in Hong Kong. "In 1987 For/1111e 

magazine estimated their personal wealth at US$2.5 billion and US$! billion 

respectively" (Patrikeeff. 1989, pp. 97-8). However, these busi1mss skills do not 

only belong to Hong Kong's business icons, there arn many small businesses in 

which Hong Kong Chinese entrepreneurial skills generate financial success. Some 

of1hese Hong Kong Chinese entrepreneurs have also exported their skills overseas. 

Hong Kong has been the largest source of business migrants to 
Canada since the middle of the 1980s, and these have located 
disproportionately in Vancouver .... This meant, at the end of the 
1980s and into the 1990s that Vancouver's manufacturing sector. 
was expanding, just as it was declining in . . Toronto and Montreal. 

The entrepreneurs involved in such activities were typically 
Chinese entrepreneurs from Hong Kong who had honed their skills in 
tbe dynamic conditions of cco;mmic growth in Hong Kong and 
southern China in the 1970s and 1980s (Jo/mson. 199{ p. 123). 

\ 

The entrepreneurial business skills oh-Jong Kong Chinese are a part of their 

culture. The people from the Chinese mainland who originally migrated to Hong 

Kong after it was colonised by the British, were most likely, tradesmen, or Im,~ 

possessed skills that could be used to earn money to provide for their subsistence. 

Apart from in the New Territories, Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon Peninsula 

did not afford forge tracts of land that were suitable for farming purposes. It is likely 

that most migrants possessed types of skills tlrnt were needed in the construction or 

the general infrastructure of the new colony. And, that these migrants were 

individuals who had to negotiate working opportunities in competition with others 

seeking similar work, for which to contract, or sub-contract their skills. Within these 

circ11mstances, it is reasonable to suggest that entrepreneurialism is a part of Hong 

Kong Chinese culture and not nn appendage imported from the British colonial 

culture. 

Other factors complicate the definition of Hong Kong Chinese culture a pan 

from the colonial innucnce. The Chinese population of Hong Kong is made up of 

many ethnically diverse groups, who have originated from diffcrem parts of China. 

The individ11al groups speak their own languages, eat different ethnic foods, practice 

different customs and rituals, and are different culturally. Lynn Pan states that, 
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"huge numbers had begun life outside the colony, in Kwangtung province chiefly, 

but also in Shanglrni, [Chiuchow] and other points of origin in the Chinese 

hinterland" (Am, 1990, p.363). Pan urgues, ·'because it [Hong Kong] flies a foreign 

flag it has always been the place to whicl1 Chinese have fled to escape troubles on 

the Chinese mainland, be they uprisings, w,1rs, changes of government or reversals 

of policy or ideology" (Pan, /990, p.363), 

Apart from the migrants from Mainland China, Pan talks about other Chinese 

which came from over~eas to Hong Kong. 

Hong Kong is also the place where f101sam and jetsam Chinese, many 
of them migrants twice or even three times over, fetch up in escapes 
from inhospitality elsewhere; the Vietnamese Chinese expelled from 
Saigon, the Indian Chinese made uneasy by India's border war with 
China, the Malaysian Chinese disaffected by their country's 
discriminatory policies, the tens of thousands of Indonesian Chinese 
who were repatriated in the 1960s and who, disenchanted with life in 
Mao's China, migrated a secm1d time to Hong Kong when they 
realised that there patriotic enthusiasm had been a terrible mistake. 
To the casual observer these may seem ~s indistinguishable part of 
Hong Kong.'s Chinese mass, but actu<1lly they are anything but 
unified, one group set apart from another by what each has absorbed 
of the culture ofils previous country of residence (/990, p.361). 

It appears from Pan's observations, that there can be no singular culturally 

centred Chinese population in Hong Kong, unless it is argued that all of these 

different ethnic groups have absorbed/assimilated into one Hong Kong Chinese 

culture. 

Hong Kong Chinese live successfully in an environment dominated by both 

Chinese and Western culturts, but this does not necessarily mean that their own 

culture has been hybridised. There is no evidence that the mass ofHong Kong 

Chinese people have ever chosen to "mimic .... English values" (l.uumba, 1998, 

p. 173) and set themselves apart from their own culture. Lynn Pan likens the Hong 

Kong Chinese to the 'treaty-port' Chinese of"pre-1949 Shanghai who 

succced[cd] in becoming truly bicultural'' (l'a11, 199G, p.373). According to Pan, the 

Hong Kong Chinese "arc different from the Anglicised subjects oft he British 

Empire, ... for one thing they are not creolised in their speech, and . their 

emotional pole remains China" (1990, p.373). But, she also states that Hong Kong 

Chinese "Chineseness, , , . is ~nlike anything you will find in China proper. It is s11i 
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ge11ens, fitting nc'cthcr overseas Chinese nor the ancestral Chinese mould" (1990, 

p.373). Pan's suggestion thnt Hong Kong Chinese arc "bi cultural"' (1990, p.373) is 

in reference to their ability to operate both within their own culture, ,md within the 

other dominant culture ·m Hong Kong, the British/European culture, witlmut 

demeaning, or diminishing their own culture. 

Similar to otber countries like Austrnlia and Canada that support multiple 

cultures and minority cultures in their population make-up, the Hong Kong cultural 

milieu can be described as muhiculturnl. However, there are some differences 

between multicultur,1lism in Australia and Canada, and multiculturalism in Hong 

Kong. The difference is, that both in Canada and Australia muhiculluralism is a 

system that has beer. introduced as a government policy, where in Hong Kong it lrns 

come about naturally and voluntarily. In Australia, 

the Australian government's sctllement policy of multiculturalism, 
which replaced that of assimilation, has operated from the 1970s. It 
has done so in a manner 1lrnt has been conducive to the retentior, of an 
ethnic identity, but not one ofa remivc structurally separatist kind . 
. . The spatial reflection of this lack of structural separatism is the 
absence of ghetto-type residential areas (f11g/is & Wu, 19'J./, p.2!2). 

Also in Hong Kong, aparl from some minor ethnic population ga1herings in 

the mid and upper levels of Hong Ko11g Island, I long Ko11g has been noticea~.;y 

devoid of segregated ethnic ghettos. 

[11 C'lnlda, prior lo the intrndmf1011 of multicul1uralism, the Asian 

popt1lation, including migrants from I-long Kong, were treated a:, non-cili~ens who 

were afforded very few civil rights, and consequently, suffered "humiliation and 

rejection" (Jo/11m//! & I ury. 199./. p.!17). The '1rnrOOuct'1on of multiculuralism, 

has seen Canadians of Chinese origin assume new positions within 
Canadian society. Their incorporation into the multicultural identity, 
which has been a major charnctcrinic of contemporary Canada 
contrasts with the exclusion and rejection of earlier periods of 
Chinese-Canadian history (l9'J./, p.87). 

Allhoi,gh through the multic11lturnlisn1 policy in Canada the circumstances of 

Hong Kong Chinese Canadians improved significantly, it appears that some form of 

representation is still necessary lo guard their claims for social justice. 

Representutive organisations comprise of, 
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social and political pressure groups which aim to allevia:e problems 
faced by Chinese Canadians by prom,:,ting racial and ethnic equality 
and muhicullurulism. Tho most importwt or these is the Chinese 
Canadian National Council, which is made up of native-born Chinese 
Canadian and Hong Kong immigrant professionals. It is popularly 
known in Chinese a~ the 'EquJI Rights Association'. It began in 
1970, following a successful mass protest ~gains! a racially 
discriminmary television show, ~nd lrns continued to work as a civil 
rights pr~ssurc group (Lary & Luk. /99,f, p.156). 

In Hong Kong. racial and wh1ra: differences between the separate ethnic 

groups of the Hon11- Kong Chine,e r,opulation does not translate into different sets of 

civil rig lits. Eowe,er, the different ethnic groups do each have their own cultural 

associations. which function to provide particular ethnic and cultural support 

applicable to the mcmbr.rs nfthat group. 

Teaching Lm1guage and llicnl!uralism 

Hong Kong's education system has always been bilingual. A< the population 

grew. the colonisin~ British, and the immigrant Chinese from the mainland, 

determined separately their particular educational structures, and chose their own 

educational languages. Although a bifurcated structure, Hong Kong's education 

facilities were never confined to racially selective practices, and attendance in one or 

the other educational streams was a matter of individual choice. "Public education 

began in 1847 with [Government] grants to the Chinese vernacular schools" (Hong 

Kong 2000, 2001. p . ./30). The colonial Government education funding was 

extended, when, "in 1873 the voluntary schools, mainly run by missionaries, were 

included in a grant scheme" (2001, p . ./30). Unlike in some other British colonirs, 

the Hong Kong Government never formulated a "dcliberntc colonial policy" 

(Loomba, 1998, p.173) to crea!C a Europeanised local population through a 

mandatory education protocol. The Government's education policy provides 

learning paths through two cultural streams. One group of schools, Anglo-Chinese 

grammar schools and technical schools, uses English as their principal instniction 

language, with Chinese being taught as a second language. The other group of 

schools, the Chinese middle schools and secondary modem schools, uses Cantonese 

as their principal language of instruction, and English is taught as a second language. 
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The Anglo-Chinese grammar schools, the technical schools, and the Chinese 

middle schools all support the education facilities required for the preparation of 

qualified students' entry to tertiary education establishments. The dual 

la11guagelcL1ltural separation in education has been maintained at tertiary level, where 

the second university to be opened in Hong Kong, The Chinese University of!fong 

Kong, operates using Chinese, as its principal instructional language. "In 1959 Mr. 

J. S. Fulton , came to Hong Kong lo advise the government on the creation ofa 

university which would cal er for the needs of Chinese-speaking students" (H,,11g 

Ko11g 1966, 1967, p.13). The nrnin medium used in The Chinese University of Hong 

Kong for oral instruction is Cantonese. however, "the department ofe~trn-murnl 

stt1dies at the university ofTers. a wide range of courses of which. the majority 

are conducted in Cantonese or Mandarin" (llrmg Km,g /97(;, 1977, p.58). Other 

Hong Kong universities use English as their main instructional language. 

Apart from Lhe Hong Kong peoples' use of the local education facilities, an 

increasing number oflhe population are financing their children lo overseas tertiary 

education. According to Shcridnn, "fully 20,000 Hong Kongers me now enrolled in 

one or another At1stralia11 cducalioiml institutions. while at least 200,000 Hong 

Kongers have completed a part oftheir education in Australia" (S/iahian, 2002, p . 

./). This situation has resulted in e~patriatc Hong Kong Chinese engaging with 

prolessional employment categories such ~s doctors, lawyers, and accountants, and 

attaining highly paid positions within contemporary technological environment>. 

In recent years. at the local level, Hong Kong's education bas come under 

some criticism According to Chong, "Hong Kong schools are producing students 

who nrc nuenl neither in English nor Chinese" (Choni.(, 2002, p. 7). This s1atement 

is supported where results oft he Hong Kong Certificate of Education examinations 

'"have shown tlrnt in all categoric~. English, Cantonese, and Mandarin, the failure 

rate has been between 30 nnd 40 per cent" (2001, p. 7), Many Hong Kong residents 

consider thm the situation has deteriorated since the reversion to Chinese sovereignly 

in I 997, but others refute this by saying "tile slide in Hong Kong's cdt1cation pre

dates the reversion of sovereignly" (2002, p. 7). Whatever the cause ofnny 

deterioration in Hong Kong's education system, the result may give the reason as to 

why an increasing number of Hong Kong stt1dcnts arc seeking their education 

overseas. 
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The chan!Jes in Hon!J Kong·, econnmic ,trncture where it is "shifl[ing] from 

a light-industry ccono111y to a ~nm,l,•dgc-ba,c(I economy" (!(If!]. p. 7), in which 

English is a majur opcra1ing l.lngua!Jc, i1 increa,ing 1be emphasis nn tbc impor1ancc 

of English as medium ol' imtructinn in Hrn,!J Kung This situation is a reversal of the 

1998 policy in t1sing '"the nmtller '""!JllC ({'ar,lrnle<e) .is a medium ufinstruclion" 

(2002, p. 7) his pos,iblc 1ha1 ,im,e 1he with(lra,,al ol'the Bri1ish i11 1997, 1)rn1 the 

use of the English and C'an1,H1c,e language, may h,11·c changed Prior lo 1he 

decolonisation ofl!ong Kong, ('ar11011ese l\ilS tile main cuhurnl opernling language 

for Hong Kong Chinese. and Engli,h 11a,; learnt. and used nu1inly for commercial 

reasons, with little or no poli1ical inp11t I !owc,·cr, since the decoloni,ation ofl long 

Kong, the I-long Kon,g Chinese now have to C'1nsi,ler 1heir relationship with China, 

which can engulf commercial, cullural, and politk,il issues. Under 1llese 

circumstances there may be an inclination for some to replace their flt1ency in 

English, with fluency in Mandarin, or others. to embark on a renaissance, similar to 

the 1980s Canto-pop days, of re-establishing Can1oncse as the Hong Kong Chinese 

cuhurnl and national language. Whctlicr English remains or Mandarin becomes the 

prime alternative language in Hong Kong, it appears through the efforts of the 

education system that in the foreseeable fo1ure Hong Kong Chinese will remain at 

least a dual language sociely. 

Technologies ofnn Eclectic Cnllure 

As Hong Kong grew commercially, and became a major e~portcr or 

garments, plastic producls, and later electronic products, il also became a major 

importer ofWestern goods and lechnologics for consumption within its own 

domestic market. Ra<lios, telephones, and televisions lrnve divested the need for 

physical face-to-face encounters in the process of immediate communication 

Joseph Meyrowitz states that, "the evolution of media has dccrc;1,ed the signilicance 

of physical presence in tlle experience of people and events", (Meyrowu:, /Yli5, 

p. l'ii). l!c argues tbat through electronic media, 

the components of 'pince' have been split apnrt ... Whcrevcr one is 
m,w .... onc nmy be in touch and tuned-i11 .... [whcrc] lhe changing 
rclatiomhip between phy,ical and social place has affcctcd .... our 
world [and] for the first time in modem history, ii is rcliltivcly 
placcleis (M<"ymwilz, IY85, p.J08}. 
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Modern powered lransponution systems have enabled the mass conveyance 

ofpeopk. whom, together with their resident ideas and beliefs, have implanted them 

in10 alien cultures, while also accepting alterations to their own culture through their 

e~posure and mi~ing with these same alien cultmcs. ln relationship to the evolving 

technologies in trnnsporiation Kern stated that 

the technology . in trnnsponation . made it possible for more 
people to travel more widely. As human consciousness 
expanded across space people could not help noticing that in different 
places there were different customs, even different ways of keeping 
time" (Kem. /9113,p. 3~) 

Hong Kong's exposure to the outside world in this way is an area that is cited 

as the means ofa culture becoming hybridised. Hoiman Chan in, Labyrinlh of 

Hyhridi.m1iv11: !"ho: ('11/111m/ l111~mmirJ//lllfaalio1, r!I Hong Kong (1997), argues that 

Hong Kon!J'S cult me has become hybridised due to the innuence of international 

cultures. He states that, "the cultural make-up of Hong Kong is widely regarded as 

the hybridised product of Chinese and Western legacies" (Chan, 1997, p. 177). 

However, Chan also concedes that "while the horizon of outside cultural influences 

did greatly expand ... [they] were internalised to become an integral part of culturnl 

Hong Koni;" (/9117, p.177). Hong Kong's internalisation of foreign technologies, 

commodities and artefacts is surely no different to the internalisation into the British 

culture of foreign inventions and discoveries like, the motorcar. electricity, and 

tobacco. 

Chan recognises that Hong Kong, through its movies, popular music, and 

Can1onese cuisine has exported its culture to other countries, including some with 

indigenous Western cultures. Blll, he suggests that this two-way cultural exchange is 

weighted heavily in favour of imported Western culture, resulting in the 

hybridisation of the Hong Kong culture. The problem with addressing cultural 

hybridity by arguing quantities is that the argument requires similar cases to 

subslantiatc one's findings. In my research I recognise that the Hong Kong Chinese 

beliefs, social behaviour patterns. arts, and institutions have certainly been affected 

by 1he global spread of Western beliefs, ideas and technologies. However. I argue 

thal the influence is no more than that experienced by many other eullurcs, such os, 

British, Am~rican, French, Japanese and German cultures, which are still deemed lo 



maintain their unassimilated or unhybrifacd cultures. All of these cul hires have 

been subject to imposed social and cultura: changes by occupational forces, similar 

lo the circumstances of colonisation 

Consumption 11nd the Idea of nn Expan~ed Culture 

r-rcdcric Jameson's and Ack bar Abbas's writings appear to reject the theories 

that culturnl mixing results in cultural assimilation or cultural hybridity, because they 

see ct1lture as being dynamic. Any changes lo cultures through additions, deletions, 

or any other modifications to the totality of socially transmitted behaviour patterns, 

arts, beliefs, institlllions, and all other products of human work and thought, within a 

community or population. they say, resulls in the expansion ofa culture. to create a 

new norm. 

Ackbar Ahbas argue; that Hong Kong culture, through its history, and social 

development, is a unique culture. 

his true tbat in a sense Hong Kong did have a history before 1841, 
when it was ceded lo the Briti,h; there are records of lrnmun 
setllement on the island going back 10 at least to the Sung Dynasty; 
but the history of Hong Kong, in terms that arc relevant to what it has 
become today, has effectively been a history of colonialism (Abbas, 
/99/1, p.2). 

Abbas's arguments relaie to the clmnge of cultural space through time. To 

highlight his thoughts lrn cites a part ofFrcdcrick Jameson's essay "on post

modcrnism. about the new status of ct11!urc in relation to social life today" (199/1, 

p.l}. 

Yet 10 ,irguc that culture is today no longer endowed with the relative 
ainonomy it once enjoyed as one level among others in earlier 
moments of capitalism, it is not necessary lo imply its disappearance 
or extinction. Quite ti\'! contrnr,•; we must go on to affirm that the 
dissolution of an aurnnomous sphere of culture is rather to be 
imagined in terms of an explosion: a prodigious expansion of culture 
through the social realm, to the point at which everything in our social 
life - from cco11omic value and stale power to practices and to tbe 
very slruclurc of psyche itself- can be said 10 have become "cultural'' 
in some original and ycl unthcorised sense (Jame.wm, /991. pp..17-
.JII). 
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Abbas reiterates Jameson's words in applying the same theory to Hong Kong 

culture, stating, 

in the case of Hong Kong, there has injccd been an expansion of 
culture throughout the social realm amounting lo an explosion. We 
are witnessing certainly not the disappearance of culture, but "some 
original yet untheorised form of culture {Ahhm; /998, p. 7). 

Hong Kong Chinese culture has always been a changing, and hence, an 

expanding culture. The original sclllers from China brought with them their culture 

of origin, but the social realm in Hong Kong was quite different to that of their China 

domicile, and so wltural change became necessary for managing their lives in their 

new abode. It was nol only lhe presence oft he colonial power which made life 

different in Hong Kong, but also the general environment enveloping the 

geographical surroundings, where, through comparntivcly poor soil, Hong Kong was 

not conducive to supporting the same quanlity of cultivated livelihood subsistence as 

the more fertile soil conditions in China. As the population grew, the necessity for 

the importation o(-f'ood from sources e~ternal to Hong Kong made everyone's quest, 

either directly, or indirectly, a mission to acquire linancial assets to purchase the 

necessi1ics oflife. 

Other cultural clumges were affected as Hong Kong's Chinese population 

found themselves, over the transpiring of time, becoming increasingly remote from 

their original culture. The political changes and the redistribution of power lrom 

warlord/feudal isola1ed cells, to an eventual national sea( of government based on lhe 

communist political ideology, effectively removed the Hong Kong Chinese 

population from most of the remaining social and cultural ties which they may have 

still had with their original homeland. Also. the British colonial adminislrntion's 

atlitude of having no policies directed towards changing the cultural status of the 

Chinese population, left the Hong Kong Chinese, in effect, as living between two 

cultures Under these circumstances, the Hong Kong Chinese founded their own 

culture, which they e~panded, in line wilh Hong Kong's evolution as a universally 

recognised oingular entity. 
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Summary 

My argument has been a simple one; in lhe case of Hong Kong Chinese 

culture, the traditional arguments about colonial rule as justification for a cult urn 

being labelled as hybrid is not supported by the evidence. The difference in the 

method oft he colonial acquisition of Hong Kong, through secession, rather than 

conquering the actual territory, nnd the relntively small number of indigenous people 

resident in Hong Kong Island at the time that were directly affected by tbe change of 

sovereignly, are substantial differences from other forms of colonisation. Also, the 

administration policy of"being lenient, [even] if discriminatory at times" 

(1'0.11iKlu1Je, eJ al, /997, p.5) has not forcibly alienated the Chinese community in 

Hong Kong from their chosen culture. 

Similarities existed in the goals of the Chinese and European populations of 

Hong Kong, which saw both cultmcs as, 

largely , societ[ies] of sojourners. Both Europeans and Chinese came 
to . [Hong Kong] to make fost and easy money for a better life in 
their respective countries of origin, and few members of either group 
regarded Hong Kong as their permanent home (Leung, 1997, p . ./9). 

These situations tended to reduce the emotional fervour, generated through 

issues of disputed land owncr:;hip and :sovercigmy, and conseq11ently reduced the 

immediate importance of cultural issues. 

In education, both Cantonese. and English media continue to be used as 

major instrnctional languages within Hong Kong's schools and universities, even 

after the transfer ofsovereigoty to China The individual selection ofa linguistic 

educational stream is one of personal preference, a freedom that docs not exist in 

many other countries. 

Lynn Pan's writings firstly present Hong Kong Chinese culture as a 

bicultural product, by aligning it to the treaty-port culture ofpre-1949 Shanghai, 

where Chinese people operated independently both within their own culture, and the 

resident Western culture. Lnter, Pan discusses the many different cultures that make 

up the Hong Kong population, and how they pursue their different linguistic, social, 

and culinary preferences, but are also an integral part oft he Hong Kong community. 
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This situation presents Hong Kong as a multicultural society similar to the way 

Australia is domestically and internationally presented. 

The labelling of Hong Kong Chinese culture as hybrid, supports a slrategy of 

"deconstnicting claims [of Hong Kong Chinese] to national cultural homogeneity" 

(Dir/ik, 1999, p.95). It also blurs the differences between Hong Kong Chinese 

culture and the British/European culture resident in Hong Kong, so undennining the 

challenge of Hong Kong Chinese culture to cultural dominion within Hong Kong. 

Frederick Jameson's and Akbar Abass's theories on cultural expansion disconnects 

the labelling process from culture theorising. They indicate that alterations to a 

culture do not change a culture's perceived status, but result in an expansion of that 

culture. Hong Kong is a place of changes, all of which have cultural influence. 

Jameson's and Abass's theories embrace change through time, and recognise all of 

the ingredients that make up culture. Their perception of culture is ofit being 

dynamic and able to accept change, which seems to be a good fit for Hong Kong's 

historical volatility, and for its changing future. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Are the Contemporary 'Astronauts' the Modern Day Hong Kong 
'Sojourners' ofOld? 

Introduction 

The "astronaut" issue is regarded by academics, the media, and some 

governments as a major modern addition to Hong Kong Chinese culture. It has been 

investigated and criticized by governments, and mythicizcd by the media and 

academia. It also deals with the portability of Hong Kong Chinese culture when 

taken to foreign countries and returned to Hong Kong. The importance of this 

modern Hong Kong Chinese cultmal phenomenon, and its relationship to how other 

cultures perceive it also requires discussion, as the action has attracted a modern 

cultural labelling process similar to that of labelling some cultures as hybrid. 

In this chapter I address the issue of Hong Kong Chinese who have, since the 

1980s onwards, migrated, and then returned lo Hon!J Kong for work, business 

purposes, and life-style clmices. By returning to Hong Kong, the re-migrants make a 

particular statement nbout Hong Kong and its culture. These people may complete 

their residential requirement to obtain citizenship in a new country before returning 

to Mong Kong, or, will leaven spouse in the new country to maintain residence 

there, while the partner will commute to Hong Kong, returning at regular intervals to 

eventually complete the residential requi1ement for citizenship. This convoluted set 

ofarrangemenls and allegiances epitomises the pragmatic attitudes towards life on 

the part of many Hong Kong people and is a si!Jnificant characteristic of Hong Kong 

culture. The people that partake in this migration/commuting exercise have been 

given n name by the Hong Kong Chinese, ta/ h1111gyr111 in Cantonese, or astronaut in 

English. The name is a pun, based on the migration similarities to astronauts who 

spend considerable time travelling between their home base to their satellite-working 

base, and return. The Hong Kong Chinese use of the Cantonese language is vibrant 

and impassioned, with a tendency to override the ornl norm with imaginative 
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constructions of adjectives, which cast aside syntactical standards. As Bolton and 

Hutton argue, 

Cantonese as a living, vibrant dialect, actually distinguishes itself 
from other varieties (particularly the standmd varieties of Chinese) 
througb its use of punning, double entendre, slang and racy word
play: an aspect of language oflen seen as naughty but nice (/10/1,m & 
Hu/loll, /'}'J7, /!, .?'J'J). 

Hong Kont1 Chinese have travelled overseas to work almost since the 

foundation of Hong Kong. They were referred to as sojourners a term with 

particular resonance in the Australian context. As Rolls states, "in the first three 

months of 1854, more than 2000 Chinese left Hong Kong for Melbourne" (Ro!ls, 

199.?, p. J f.f). ln this clrnpter I seek to find the link between the sojourner of old, 

and the modem dny astronaut. I will consider the historical, politicnl, financial and 

cultural implications of the term sojourner. I will go on to show that the expression 

astronaut (lai hung yan) as a sobriquet in the Cantonese language is a normal part of 

linguistic idiomatic descriptive terminology used by Hong Kong Chinese. The tcnn 

astronaut is ambiguous and it prompted an official Australian government report. 

The findings of the report have contributed to changes in Australia's immigration 

procedure, which leads me lo question the reasoning behind the commissioning of 

this report. This report singles out Hong Kong Chinese migrants in circumstances 

where it appears that there has been no investigation of this kind involving any of the 

other immigrant groups resident in Australia. 

The Chinese People as Sojourners 

The history of the Chinese people is interwoven with narrntivcs of 

geographical mobility, "literally millions of Chinese have left their homeland over 

the last century and a half' (Skeldo11, /99.f, p. 5). The Chinese diaspora probably 

began when trading opportunities were explored beyond China's sovereign territory. 

"Under orders from the Han Emperor Wu (141 B.C. to 87 B.C.) sail om handpicked 

from what are now the provinces ofGuangdong and Guangxi explored the southern 

seas in search of precious goods" (Jlol/s, 1992, p.3). However, for many years after 

this venture, the Chinese were content to slay within their domain and let trading 

nations come to them. Most traders came to China in search of silk, "it was silk that 
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attracted tbe world to China. It became the most valuable article oftrnde" (1992, 

p.3). 

Around 700 A.D. lhe Chinese people made another expedition outside of 

their territorial borders when "Cbinese colonisers from lhe poorer parts ofFujian 

province. . . sailed east and seltled the Pescadores Islands. Others moved past 

them to Formosa (Taiwan) [where] they drove the native population out and formed 

thriving seltlcments" (Rolls, 1992, p . ./). Mercbants from the mainland commenced 

trading with the new settlements, which helped :o encourage a renewed interest in 

searching for new markets outside of China. "By the middle of the thirteenth 

century southern China was producing sugar, iron, and silk far in excess of its own 

needs and those ofvisiting foreign shipping'' (1992, p./). The two-way trade with 

the settlers in the Pcscadore Islands and Formosa (Taiwan) continued, which led to 

encouraging shipyards to change from small craft manufocture to building large 

ocean-going junks. In 1403, during the Ming dynasty, Emperor Yong Le assumed 

power within China, and he dispatched "his chief eunuch, Zheng He, on .. voyages to 

countries in the South China Sea and into tile Indian Ocean" (Rolls, 1992, p.6), The 

first expedition was ofa massive prop onion for those times. ll consisted of, 

Sixty-two of the biggest ships built in China, 114 to 134 metres long, 
54 metres broad, displacing over 3000 tons [There was] 
variously estimated at between 27,000 and 37,000, soldiers and 
seamen. A detachment of cavalry took their horses aboard. Some of 
the crew took wives, concubines and children. They grew herbs and 
ginger in wooden bL1ckcts, sprouted beans in earthenware jars. Since 
they knew they would have to lay up at some ports to wait the change 
of monsoon, they were prepared for a lwo-year voyage (Ro/ls, 1992. 
p.7). 

There were six expeditions spread over nineteen years, which enabled the 

voyagers to visit most cmmlries in the South China Sea, in addition to, India, East 

Africa, and Madagascar. "The thousands of men who went on the voyages returned 

with tens of thousands of stories" (Rolls, 1992, p.8). The popularising oft he exploits 

of the voyagers, through the composing and rendering of folk songs and ballads, 

stimulated the interest oftrndcrs and potential migrants. The possibilities of 

commercial gains encouraged many Chinese to travel to the countries of South East 

Asia, and sm up trading posts. Some of the travellers made their journeys 

specifically on a temporary basis, with the intention of returning to their homeland 
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when they had achieved their preset goals. As Skeldon stated. "China produced 

communities of .. migrants who where only temporarily away from their homeland 

and who continually thought of returning to China" {S/wfdo11, /99./, /if!· 5-6). These 

temporary migrnms arc now referred to as sojourners. Others decided to 

permanently senlc in their adopted countries. The Chinese migrants who 8eltled in 

South East Asian countries were the vanguards oft he Chinese communities that are 

resident in these countries today. 

Not all oftl1e Chinese sojourns were acceptable to local populations. Efforts 

were made by some governments to limit their numbers and the conditions of stay. 

Countries like Australia, brought in legislation to limit the Asian population, and 

through that legislution changed the status of some Chinese immigrants, resulting in 

their repatriation to their homeland. One instance, in the 1880s, was the growing 

public resentment in the Australian eastern colonies against the continuation of 

Chinese immigration. 

Public meetings wern held, deputations waited on the authorities, and 
memorials and petitions were tabled in parliament. Increased union 
activity stimulated demonstrations ag.1inst coloured labour competing 
with Austrnlian workers. Fears of invasion by the 'yellow hordes' 
waiting to pounce on Australia became an all to familiar catchcry 
(Ryan, 1995, p. 5./). 

The situation was inflamed by mass unemployment caused by tho 1886-1888 

recession. "Politicians increasingly sought to attract votes, particularly in the 

working class areas around Melbourne and Sydney, by .. promoting anti-Chinese 

feelings" (1995, p. 5.f). 

The matter came to a head with the Afghan affair "in which the disembarking 

of Chinese [on board the vessel Afghan] who were entitled to land by existing statute 

was prevented" (1995, p. 5./). This caused diplomatic problems between Britain and 

China, because Britain's peace treaties with China "pledged the protection of 

overseas Chinese, a compact which also committed the British colonies" (/995, p. 

55). However, the desire of the eastern colonies of Australia to manage their own 

affairs negated "Britain's influence in this issue ..... [so] the Chinese immigrants 

aboard the Afghan, despite being sanctioned by law, were sent back lo Hong Kong" 

(!9!15, p. 55). 
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From this legislative change, it coulci be said that the residential definition of 

these immigrants changed from resident to sojourner. A practical application for this 

particular example is difficult to perceive. However, it does show that iflhe word 

sojourner can be interpreted to include circumstances of"extended periods of stay. 

[as] a prelude to eventual migration" (Reid, 1996, p.2) that the reverse situation 

can also be applied. 

Tu Wei Min!\ describes sojourners, huaqiao, as possessing a mentality of 

"perpetual rootlessness" (Tu, 1994, p. ix). In the case of settlers, huarcn, he argues 

that "ns emigrants they have severed their political ties with their mother country 

and, as immigrants, they have deliberately opted to setlle down in the new land'" (Ji1, 

199./, pp.ix-x). Tu argues that the change from the sojourner mentality to settled 

immigrant is a 

major transformation They may have to work against 
overwhelming obstacles to obtain citizenship [in their adopted 
countries), but, in an unprecedented way, a large number of Chinese 
from tile mnintand, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Southeast Asia hHvc 
made the transition ('li1, 199"!, p. x). 

Tu's observations, places the condition of sojourning as an unstable 

phenomenon. Living changes thro1.1gh the passage of time, and, no doubt, presents 

situations where it is prudent for sojourners to r~assess their relationship between 

their current resideniial slat us, and their legal status of being a non-citizen in their 

country of residence. 

There are of course situations where the terminology of sojourner is 

appropriate. For instance, similar to "Chinese indentured labour recruited by the 

colonialists of Western Australia" (Ryan. i995, p.18), in which individuals were 

employed on a single short-time contract. and at the termination of the contract, were 

required to return to their place of origin. The temporal element placed on lbe 

definition of sojourning is important, as to which the words temporary, or transient 

arc specific to its meaning. Wang Gungwu recognises the importance of time in the 

application of the word sojourner. He explains that, "the English word sojourner 

denotes someone visiting very briefly, definitely plnnning to return home after the 

visit" (Wang, 1996, p. l). But, he also points out that 
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sojourning, including extended periods of stay, lrns been practiced by 
individuflls and trading communities in a wide variety of historical 

contexts. When conditions were favourable, many such people made 
the decision not to return home. In that context, sojourning was a 
prelude to eventual migration (IV"11g, 1996, p.2). 

The inability lo specifically define the word sojourner in relation to the 

duration of a brief visit or temporary stay can be appropriate to the modes of 

transportation available al the lime of sojourning. For instance, before the era of 

powered flight, sea journeys between countries could take weeks, where today, 

airplane journeys for the same distances will be completed within hours. This 

situation possibly makes the word sojourner of greater relevance in contempornry 

times rather than in e,irlier times. The increased speed oflransportation can reduce 

the period of temporary stay, so reducing the feeling of isolation from the home 

country, and decreasing any sense ofbelongingness that may be felt towards tile 

place oftemporary domicile. 

Outside of the temporal considerations, the other specific criterion associated 

with sojourning is whether the sojourn is voluntary, forced, or coerced in anyway. 

Some of the sojourns from China to Hong Kong have been the result of perilous 

situations occurring, where populations have found their living conditions intolerable 

within their local environment. In these cases it is difficult to see the population 

movements as sojourns, as they arc more in keeping with a flight to a refuge offering 

personal safety. Pan gives examples of these occurrences arguing, "the Chinese 

have n~d to escape troubles on the Chinese mainland, be they uprisings, wars, 

changes of government or reversals of policy or ideology" (Pa11, 1991, p.JM). 

Events such as tile Tai Ping Rebellion (1850-1866), which "spread over South China 

creating unsettled conditions on the mainland, resulting in thousands seeking refuge 

in Hong Kong" (Hong Kong 1966, 1967, p. 261), and in 1937 when the Sino

Japanese war affected the southern part of China an "estimated . 100,000 refugr.cs 

entered Hong Kong" (Ho11g Kong 1966, 1967, p. 265). The duration ofeigbty-seven 

years between these two siieable migrations indicates that the Chinese people are 

willing to move from their place oforigin at anytime, when derogatory changes 

affect their lifestyle. Similarly, the migrations from Hong Ko11g during the 1980s 

and 1990s were made in anticipation of the Chinese, in 1997, reassuming the 

sovereignly of Hong Kong, and that Hong Kong Chinese lifestyle may again be 
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threatened. At the time of these migrations the eventual outcomes of these events 

would not be conceivable. In these circumstances voltmtmy repatriation would not 

have been a realistic consideration, and so, it is unlikely that these migrants can be 

referred lo as sojourners, even if any of them have returned to their homeland. 

A major example ofthis trend occurred during 1941 and 1945 with the mass 

movement of population outward from Hong Kong during the Japanese occupation 

oft he colony. "Large numbers of Chinese returned to villages in China" (Pa1rikeeff. 

1989, p. 33) when an estimated 1 million people exited from Hong Kong reducing 

the population "from 1,639,000 to 600,000 (1989. p. 33). In 1945, after the colony 

was restored to British rule many people re-entered Hong Kong, and by 1950, "Hong 

Kong's population passed the two million mark", (Skeldo11. 199.f, p.22). It maybe 

assumed that an unknown quantity oftbe population who entered Hong Kong after 

World War 11 were returnees from the 1941 to 1945 exodus. However, due to the 

uncertainty of Hong Kong's future slat us at the time of their departure, it is doubtful 

that their temporary absence from the colony can be regarded as a sojourn. 

Skeldon (1994) says that "lhe most commonly used word to describe 
the Chinese overseas [and Hong Kong migrants is] sojourners" 
(Skeldo11, 199-1, p. 5). He says that, "the emigration from China 
produced communities of sojourners, or migrants who were only 
temporarily away from their homeland and who continually thought 
of returning to China" (Skeldon, ed. /99.f, pp. 5-6). 

A.H. Smith said that, 

generally speaking, no Chinese will leave his home to seek his fortune 
at a distance unless he is in someway driven to do so No Chinese 
leaves his home not intending to return. His hope is always lo come 
back rich, to die and be buried where his uncestors are buried (Smilh, 
/965. /!· 30). 

The idea of non-permanent migration is c~plained historically by Mackie, who states 

that 

the sojoumin!l concept grew out of assumptions about the 
l'undamental impropriety of leaving the Middle Kingdom [of China], 
which showed itself also in repedted prohibitions . against private 
trade or emigration. . The policy embodied the notion that it was 
not only disloyal but unfilial for Chinese to settle overseas for long 
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periods, since it entailed a neglect of the obligations to attend the 
tombs of one's ancestors. (Mackie, 1996, pp. xb'-xv) 

Skeldon's reference to Chinese sojourners continually thinking of returning 

to China begs the question, does a person's datum of experience in thinking ofhome, 

when temporarily domiciled in an alien environment, qualify that person lo being 

labelled a sojourner? If this is so, then it can be said tlrnt a signilicant part of the 

Australian population may be referred to as sojourners, because, in Australia, 

Australian citizenship is not mandatory in gaining, or maintaining residence. Also 

unlimited migrnlion, and re-migration facili1ics are extended to resident non-citizens, 

providing their appropriate passport visr, conditions are in place. ln assisting the 

process of reminding Australian residents of their homeland, is the provision of the 

Government controlled Austrnlian Special Broadcasting Service. This service 

constantly remind~ the various different communities of their countries of origin and 

cultural heritages by transmitting ethnic radio and television broadcasts to the main 

populated areas. 

The SBS (Special Broadcasting Service} is a composite service transmitting 

sound and vision programs in many languages and dialects, including, educational, 

spons, drama, news, culinary, and cultural broadcasts. The question of migrants 

thinking about their country oforigin when domiciled in a host country like 

Aus1rnlia is much more likely in this day and age, with the advent of advanced 

global communication systems. The application ofreal-time audio and visual 

communications in immediate person-to-person telecommunication connections, and 

the live broadcast of television programmes, can psychologically diminish the 

physical distance ofa migrntory experience to where it becomes difficult for the 

migrant to envisage his relocation as a permanent condition. As Wang argues, 

following the communications and transport revolution that has made 
the world a more interlocked and interdependent place, sojourning 
has grown, along that broader phenomenon of migration, and become 
a global phenomenon (Wang, 1996, p. 2). 

Wang'~ argument makes it likely that the word sojourner takes on a universal 

application to other communities other than overseas Chinese and Hong Kong 

migrants. 
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Skeldon recognises the problematic or the term sojourner and its usage, in 

saying that 

recent scholarship has rniscd serim1s question marks over the 
importance of sojourner migration as n dis1inguishing feature or 
Chinese population movement: not over whether the Chinese arc 
sojourner> but over whether sojourning was a uniquely Chinese 
phenomenon (Skeldon, 199./, fl· 7). 

The argument is progressed by considering immigram groups of other 

nationalities. and lhc numbers of migrants within these groups who have returned to 

their homeland. According to Skeldon, the statistics avai lablc in "recent 'esearch 

[did 1mtjus1il}'] distinguish[ing] Chinese migration on the basis or a sojourner 

pattern or sojourner mentality. as thP.se qualities were intrinsic in the migration of 

most other peoples" (Skdr/011. /99./, p. 7). Skeldon points out that the analysis of the 

mies of European migrants returning ta their homeland, which could classify them as 

sojourners, was considerable. yet the term sojourner was never applied to them. 

Also the term of sojourner was never applied within the Australian immigration 

policy that allowed British nationals resident in the United Kingdom to migrate to 

Australia for Ten Pounds Sterling. The terms of this migration scheme required that 

migrants would have 10 stay in Australia for a minimum of two years otherwise they 

were liable for payment of the fllll rett1rn sea-pas;age fore. Many migrants stayed, 

but also some returned after they bad completed the two-year requirement, in order 

to qualify for the discount fare. 

Thus, it is easy to argue that European mi grams, and British 'ten-pound' 

migri1nts to Australia, never bein!l labellcd as sojourners, indicates their status in the 

receiving country, was that ol'seltlers. Australia was colonised by the British, and in 

the subsequent building of the population "preference was given to migrants with a 

common racial and cultural background" (Wa111;, 1996, p. //}. By contrast "if 

someone [ell Imme with every intention to return. that person was sojourning" (1996, 

p. I I). The Chinese were not regarded as settlers by the Australian authorities. This 

may have been because they were not of the same racial stock as the original 

colonists, in which case sojourner is essentially a racial term in 1hc At1stralian 

contc.~t. As Skeldon, (1994), Smith (1965), and Mackie, ( 1996) argue, this situation 

may be to do with tile beliers that Chinese were mainly economic migrants who 
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would return to their place or origin when rich enough, or that they wished to die and 

be buried in their place of origin However, it may also be because host countries 

accept the Chinese for shorHcrm economic reasons laking advantage of 

people with portable skills of high quality [which] is clearly 
difTcrent from the kinds of labour migration that characterised most of 
the nineteenth cenlllry, and the tightly controlled contract workers of 
the twentieth. Such people have to be described ns a special 
class of migrant or, given the ease of global communications today, a 
new type of sojourner (IV,mg, 1996, p. /./). 

In the early days Chine5e traders were accepted to expand the trade of some 

immigrant countries through their proven trading acumen. 

Jan Pieterson Coen the founder of Batavia and the Dutch empire of 
the East Indies, wanted to sec his colony peopled as much as possible 
by the Chinese, who had traded and lived along the coast for 
centuries, and who cm1ld always be relied upon to deliver (Pan, 1990, 
p. 3./). 

Coolie workers were accepted as a source of cheap labour "established on the 

ruins of the African slave trnde, [which] had been abolished throughout the British 

possessions" (Am, /990, p . ./5). 

In more recent times, since "the early 1970s, when the economy began to 

boom" (l'alrikeeff. /98'), p. 66), and Hong l<ong has become increasingly affiuent, 

the distribution of wealth amongst the local Chinese population has resulted in them 

being targeted by countries such as Australia and Canada with financially related 

immigration policies. These immigration policies oITer permanent residence to 

people who satisfy the finnncinl criteria required to settle in these countries. ln short, 

these migrants must be fully independent without employment, or they have the 

finance to establish a business, or a business partnership with an Australian 

permanent resident The timing of the olTerings of these migration categories was 

opportunistic in that it came against the signing oft he agreement on the transfer of 

the sovereignty of Hong Kong from Britain to China. Some Hong Kong Chinese 

residents saw this as a safety precaution, by enabling them to obtain a passport for 

anotber country of domicile, against the prospect of any deterioration of their 

lifestyle in Hong Kong under Chinese rule. 
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Wang Gt1ng\',u raises the issue of using the term sojourner to ~atisfy 

polilicallrnltural needs. Wang describes how people leaving Chinn, without 

permission were treated like "fi1gilives and rebels who wer~ wilful and disloyal" 

( 11'<111,!, /9%, f!· ./) According 10 ll'ang, retuming miscreants would be severely 

punished. ,imilar lo contemporary emigrants returning afler ~!aiming political refuge 

in another counuy Wang describes how 

it was agulnst this background thnl lhe concept of being only 
temporarily absent from Chinn became t1seful, if nol essenlial. When 
no one would voluntarily leave humc, everyone who did was deemed 
merely to be sojourning. This statllS w,1s permissible for ofl1cials sent 
a·.,.ay on impe1ial business and for people who left home lo make a 
living, especially merch,ml> and anisans who necdell 10 travel abroad 

lf these sojmimcrs stayed away longer than was considered 
normal, then the term /my11 w;,s used to reFcr lo them, (liu suggesting 
,1n unccrrnin period of drilling and wandering awa)' from home) 
(11'<1111;, 1~%.p . ./). 

Wani; gives a number of"relel'anl cu111n10n [Chinese] terms" (JV%, p. ~) 

used lo define various ideas in sojourning such as. "(y11, meaning to reside away 

I om hnme) (~·e. me.1ning guest) [11nd] U1. ~1can\ng ta lodge) . [all of which in 

combination with other appropriate words] .su!l!JeSt short periods of sojourning" 

(JV%,,,.~) But. in referring lo both the short-term and the longer-term Chinese 

usage of the w(-,rd soj,,urning, \Vi111g's text ulso highlights ho1v the dilforenl 

connolmions of sojoumcr gives ri,c lo the p1oblem ora precise dem~rcation for the 

usage oft he wr1rd in the Engli~h languugc. Wang's e~planation shows l: ", the 

Chincac word for s,1journer can be presented in different forms to c~pluin the 

varying circumstances olThincse bting away from their homeland. With the 

English langtmge u~c of sojourner, there appears lo be attcn,pts lo tiniversalise the 

concept by making 1be term a si11gular unit to cover all e1hnic Chinese, no matter the 

circum,ta11ces ol'thcir migration 

In .some rnignttory case.,. 1hc original circumst,mces sunounding permission 

for migration may clmnge which can alter 1he status of the migrnnls frum sojourners 

to immigr;11\\S Such a case is where the primary migrnlion is definitely ul'a 

mea;urcd shor1-time dunninn bul circumstances change to make it irrnpproprialc for 

the sojnl1rn?r 10 return 10 the homelm1d An incidence of this nalmc occurred when 

('hincsc .students smdying in ,\ustralia during the time of the Tiananmen Square 
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massacre were allowed to settle in Australia by a sympathetic government. It was 

thought, by the Austrnlian Govcrnmem, that it may not be safe for them lo return to 

China, so permission was granted, for those who required it, :o stay in Australia. 

The Chinese students situation differs from migrnms who go to another country on a 

trial basis. that is. as an investigatory prelude lo deciding whether or nol they wish to 

make their stay permanent. These people ~an not be classified as sojourners. In 

these situations, there is not a solid commitment to rciurn to the homeland. The 

absence ofa migrnnt's solid commitment to return to the homeland will contravene 

the temporal intention of sojourner's definition, tlrnt is, for the stay lo be a 

temporary. or a brie[visit. When sojourners make n decision not to return home, 

Wang secs these insianc~, as using as "a prelude lo eventual migration . [or] 

something that might be called experimental migration" (ll'm1.1;, 1996, p. 2). 

The various ways in which the word sojourner is adapted to fit different 

natirnml/polilical circumstances outside of its dictionary definition, make it unsafe as 

a descriptive term for serious research about the Chinese experience of migration. 

Consequently ! want to reserve the term 5trictly to include an intended temporary 

stay, or a brief visit by any group, not just Chinese. 

llong Kong Chinese as Astronauts 

Tile Hong Kong Chinese term •astronaut', Cantonese pronunciation. wi l11111g 

y1111, is a I-long Kong Chinese sobriquet. h relates to l-long Kong Chinese families 

wlm have migrated, "in which one or more members ofan immigrant family returns 

10 Hong Kong for work or busi11css purposes" {/'e Pua, /996, fl· x). The returning 

member/members of the family arc called, astronauts, beca11se oft he "~mount or 

time I hey have to spend in the air satisfying the residency requiremcr,ts of their new 

home and mecling the requirements of their businesses in Hong Kong" (Nossa!, 

/')!)7, fl· ,\W). !t is claimed that the main reason for Hong Kong Chinese becoming 

astronauts "was the dilliculty experienced in linding emp!oyment in Australia which 

was appropriate to their level of training and experience" (l'e 1'1111, 1996, fl· xi). 

Although tile Pe Pun study stales reasons such as "failure lo have ov~rseas 

qual:fieations recognised and problems ofgcui11g and keeping a satisfoctory job" 

(/')96, p. xi}, it is doubtful that Hong Kong Chinese, with their sophisticated 

knowledge and experience of living in a cosmopolirnn environm~nt would be 
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surprised by the differences in employment opportunities between Hong Km1g and 

At1stralia. Under these circumstances I would think that the majority of astronaut 

cases were a planned part of the migration process and thus representative of the 

eclectic nature of!-long Kong Chinese culture. 

Pc Pua's study informs us that, 

overnll, Ho11g Kong Astronaut families were relatively well prepared 
for the settlemenl process. The majority had been to Austrnlia 
previously and made infom1ed decisions about their choice of 
destination. They arrived at a particular location in Australia where 
they had friends or family, and began sctlling into a new way of life 
including house pmchasc, finding a school for the children and 
possibly employment (1996, p. xi). 

One of the significant issues of the Astronaut phenomenon is contained 

within the statistical percentages of Hong Kong migrants who have elected lo move 

back and for1h between Ho11g Kong and their chosen country ofmigrntion. The Pc 

Pua study also argues lhal the "return migration is the most difficult ofnll to 

quantify, but the Hong Kong Government estimated that 12 per cent of those who 

emigrated between 1982 and 1992 llave returned 10 Hong Kong" (1996, p. 5). Kee, 

nnd Skeldon, in considering the Australian situation, uses data from immigration 

stmisticsgathered between the 1'1 January 1986 and the 3011
' June 1991 to "show that 

39,511 people born in Hong Kong arrived in Austmlia" (Kee, & Skeldon, /99./, p. 

/89). They compare this figure with the 1991 Australian census records which show 

there were "32,804 Hong Kong born people in Australia who had arrived since the 

beginning of 1986" (199{ p. /89). Their study calculated the 'attrition figure' as 17 

per cent. In tbis calculation, where mor!ality is considered insignificant due to the 

migrants' relatively low age bracket, and taking into account the short-ternt analysis 

period, live years, the assumption is that they "can sal'ely conclude that the main 

cause ofthe reduction was return migration to Hong Kong" (/99.f, p. 189). 

There are or course possible discrepancies in the Kee and Skeldon 's method 

of calculating the rate of return migralion to Hong Kong, such as, the accuracy oft he 

original census data input from the polled respondents, and which ol'the absentees 

were lmlidaying, rather than rc-migrnting nt the time oft he census. It may have been 

better to have researched the records oflhe Australian, and !-long Kong Immigration 

Departments, to determine how many people lefi Australia with their terminating 
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destination as Hong Kong, and how many people arrived in Hong Kong from 

Australia with lhe view of taking up permanent residence. The entry and departure 

immigration documents also have reference to the traveller's purpose ofvisit, which 

can determine whether the visit is for business, vacation, orto take up residence. 

Whether the return migrations ofHong Kong Chinese from Australia to 

Hong Kong were 12 per cent or 17 percent, neither figure constitutes the dimensions 

ofa mass exodus. According to ?e Pua, "lhe astronaut phenomenon has been 

observed and studied both in the Canada and the U.S.A. but liltle work on it had 

been done in Australia" (/'e 1'11a. 1996, p. J}. It is understandable, thal with the 

attrition rate tbrough return migration being separately estimated as low as 12 and 17 

percent. thm lhe issue was probably considered as minor, and not worth the 

expenditure to research. Then why did the Australian Government, through their 

Bureau of Immigration ~ul!icultural and Population Research decide that Hong 

Kong Chinese warranted special treatment? It probably started with the Hong Kong 

Chinese themselves bringing the situation into clear view by following their cultural 

trait of applying sobriquets to unfamiliar situations. Kim Richard Nossa] gives 

examples of this "specialised language" (Nm:m/, 1997. p. 79) 11mt Hong Kong 

Chinese use in relation to Hong Kong's return of sovereignty to China. He argues 

that, 

some phrases in this lexicon maybe completely unintelligible to II 
non-Chinese outsider, their etymology knowable only to the 
cognoscenti: 'second stove', 'two ups two downs'. 'three-legged 
stool', 'astronauts', 'through train' Some are words or phrases that 
might be sL1pcrficially understandable but lmve a special (and often 
highly contested) coded meaning [to Hong Kong Chinese] (1997, p. 
79). 

Nossal, in explaining the secondary meanings ofth~se terms, illustrates this 

unique usage of the Cantonese lm1guage by the Hong Ko~g Chinese. 

The 'second stove' refers lo a rival authority to the British-appointed 
Hon!l Kong Government. Such a body, appointed in advance of 1997 
by the Central P~oplc's Government in Beijing, comprising both of 
Hon!l Kong people, and some from the People's Republic of China . 

. 'Two ups and two dow11s' refers 10 the procedure for approving the 
Basic Law for Hong Kong: there were two rounds of drafting, handed 
'down' twice by the Basic Law Drafting Commission for consullalion 
and discussion and then handed 'up' 10 tbe National Peoples Congress 
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Standing Committee. The 'three legged stool' refers to the idea of 
tripartite talks between the governments of China, Britain, and I-long 
Kong. Astronauts are Hong Kong people who have 
emigrated and main1ain a residence abroad but continue to work in 
Hong Kong. Tile 'through train' is the idea that it would be good for 
confidence in the territory if as much of Hong Kong's government as 
possible were to 'straddle' 1997 (Nr,/e /, /997, p. 98). 

As the change of sovereignty npproachcd, Hong Kong came under media and 

academic scrutiny. Many questions were posed as to what would happen when 

China took over, nnd llow would the Hong Kong Chinese react to the situation? 

Emigration quickly became an issue when many Hong Kong Chinese applied to 

various embassies and consulates for permission to migrnte. Countries like Austrnlia 

and Canada saw opportunities to attract the wealthy and the well educated, and 

responded to the situation by implementing various immigration programs to attract 

immigrants who had the money and the business acumen to set-up businesses within 

the host countries. Some of these business immigration programs required a 

minimum amount of capital to be lodged into the host country prior to the migrant's 

arrival in that count1y. In New Zealand, "business migrants would transfer. a 

business investment fund ofat least NZ$ 500,000. . for a minimum period of two 

years" (Ho.& Farmer. 199./, p. 2W). In the case of Australia, once migrants were in 

the country it did not malterwhether they proceeded with their suhmittcd business 

plans, or they simply lived off the invested earnings of their imported capital. Also, 

there were no restriction~ on the migrants to prevent them from leaving the country, 

so some Hong Kong Chinese completed the residence qualification of their visa by 

landing in the host country, and then returned to Hong Kong. Lam refers to "the 

husbands in twelve families aflcr spending about three months in Toronto and 

Montreal lrnd returned to Hong Kong and continued work there" (I.am, 199./, p. 

/6-1). Some others commenced to commute between Hong Kong and their host 

countries, and as su,ch were nicknamed astronauts by the Hong Kong Chinese. 

The Cantonese sobriquet astronauts became common usage in both Cllinese 

and English publications. Academia wrote extensively on this situation with noted 

commentators such as Pan (1990), Skeldon (1994), and Lam (1994), whom 

specialised in Asian studies, collectively explaining the phenomenon, and 

interviewing Hong Kong Chinese people who had experience of the situation. The 

media also commented on the situation, when, 
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in 1993, media stories about children being Jell alone in Australia 
drew altcntion lo the issue. This led to the Centre of Multicultural 
Studies at the University of Woolongong to propose research on this 
type of immigration as it applies to Australia" (Pe-Pua, 1996, p. l). 

It is evident, that the media publicity given to the astronaut phenomenon, 

made the Australian Government reconsider their 'passpo11 sale'. From 1901, 

Australia's population grew inline with a "White Australia policy, or Immigration 

Restriction Act, [whid1] remained in place for seventy-two years (Segal, 1993, p. 

l-16), the legacy of which, makes "the question of immigration into Australia. 

significant in domestic politics" {Segal, 1993. fl. 1-15). The revelation to the 

Australian Government of how Hong Kong Chinese were coming to Australia as 

business migrants and aft.er setting up home in Australia, taking their skills and their 

money back to Hong Kong, forced the Australian Government to reconsider the 

criteria ofbu~iness migration. The conditions ofbusiness migralion settlement have 

been changed !o where the migrants now have to proceed with the business plan that 

qualified them to be accepted as business migrants. Also, the proposed business 

must be a viable concern prior lo the expiry of the granted three-year business 

migration visa. 

The astronauts' journeys between Hong Kong and their chosen countries of 

migration may be lnbelled as sojourns, as their visits are brief in terms of actual 

duration compared lo the duration of permanent scltlemcnt. In considering the 

question of what criteria constitutes a sojourn, the issue of where the astronauts will 

eventually settle is ofno consequence to the argument. The oft cited "sojourner 

mentality" (Ill, 199.f, p. ix) which Tu argues as "delining [Chinese] existence in 

terms ofperpctunl rootlessness" (199.f, p. ix) and Chabot refers lo "modem college 

students and entrepreneurs from Hong Kong arrive with a sojourner mentality" 

(C/111/m/, Chan & So, 199.f, p. 283), could also be applied to Hong Kong Chinese 

astronauts. My view is that the term 'sojourner mentality' is inappropriate in 

describing Hong Kong Chinese migrants. I would argue that Hong Kong Chinese 

astronauts are nol motivated by some innate condition, which makes them traverse 

continents with a series of temporary stops, but are motivated by opportunism, which 

aligns these activities with the Hong Kong cultural condition of eclecticism. Tile 

oppol1unity to be an astronaut, or a sojourner, is not open to all, it is only open to the 

appropriately financed, and the appropriately skilled. It is a cosily business tony 
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regularly between Hong Kong and Australasia, or between Hong Kong and the 

N011h American cot11inent. 1t can only be afforded by personnel who have the 

necessary skills that are in demand, and who are rewarded for those skills with 

remunerations that are large enough to keep two lmmes in different countries 

functional, and provide finance for regular commuting between the two places. 

Similar to the Hong Kong Immigration Department statistics, the findings 

from my randomly distributed survey questionnaires did not show a large percentage 

ofmigrnnts returned to Hong Kong to reside. Out oftwenly-two respondents polled 

in Western Australia, only 3 indicated that they were at one time astronauts. All of 

these respondents cited that they could not find employment in Western Australians 

their reason for returning to Hong Kong Also, two of the three respondents gave 

supplementary reasons, that they missed their family members who were still 

resident in Hong Kong, and that Hong Kong employment gave higher salaries and 

consequently, a belier lifestyle was enjoyed. Two of the respondents stayed for over 

three yem, where the other person stayed for less than three years. Both oft he 

respondents who stayed in Hong Kong for over three years do not regard Western 

Australians thfir permanent home although they are at present domiciled !here. 

And, neither respondent are the owncPJ of their place ofdomicilo, which may be an 

indication of their intention lo return to Hong Kong at some future time to take up 

permanent residence. H is my opinion, that the incidence ofr.stronaut activities 

found within the results ofmy Western Austrnlian survey is not high. Also, that this 

level of return migration, within nny particular group of immigrants, would not be 

considered excessive in a place like Australia in which the vast majority oft he 

population are cithor migrants, or the desccndents of migrants. 

During a field trip to Hong Kong l interviewed three Hong Kong Chinese 

people who had migrated lo Australia, and returned to live and work in Hong Kong. 

All three completed a questionnaire, and answered follow-up questions by telephone. 

The three respondents each spent approximately three years residing in Australia, 

and all returned to Hong Kong because they could not find suitable employment in 

Australia. One person who was a Real Estate Agent in Hong Kong did not work in 

Australia because the Real Estate industry did not recognise his qualifications, and 

that to become employed he would have to gain other qualitications in Australia. 

The others, who were teachers, said that they did nol work while living in Australia, 
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and tlrnt they were unsure ifthey possessed acceptable qualifications for pursuing 

their chosen profossion there. All three respondents said il was much easier to go 

back to Hong Kong where their working life was assured, and the salaries were 

much better, 

With regards to Australia. they all said it was a nice place to live, but it was 

necessary to accumulate wealth before living there, and that is why they returned to 

Hong Kong. When asked if they would return to Australia to live, two said probably 

when and if they were rich enough, and the other person said that when her son was 

old enough to attend senior school, she would return to live there. I asked them if 

they go back lo Australia for a visit, to which all replied no, as all of their families 

were residing in Hong Kong. When asked if they returned to Hong Kong during 

their stay in Aurnalia, all replied no. Two respondents said there was no 

requirement because their families were in Australia with them, and one respondent 

said that her husband, who was a teacher and had remained in Hong Kong, came to 

visit her and her son during the school holidays. None ofthcse respondents were 

astronauts, they were all firstly settled migrants in Australia, and then after 

completing the visa requirements to establish residential status, and later become the 

recipients of Australia,1 nationality, they returned to Hong Kong. As my research 

sample is small. it is difficult to draw firm conclusions on the percentage of Hong 

Kong Chinese migrnnls to Australia who became astronauts. However, my sample 

shows that the respondents are in fact return migrnnls and not astronauts, a situation 

that could easily be misread if the conclusions are solely relying on the quantitative 

data collected 

Another aspect to be considered is that tile so called 'astronaut phenomenon' 

is nol peculiar to Hong Kong Chinese. Expatriate personnel who came from other 

countries to work in Hong Kong bul still maintained homes in their country oforigin 

could also be labelled as sojourners or astronauts, but are usually labelled 'expats', 

suggesting the loaded nature of these terms. The people who originally came to 

Hong Kong as Hong Kong Government employees, or employees of the transport 

and communication companies, a11d lhe larger European trading establishments were 

entitled to various periods of leave which could be taken outside of Hong Kong, with 

travelling costs paid. Prior to the era of air travel, the working periods were 

generally in the region three to fom years with vacation leave of around six to ten 
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months. In the terms of what has been previously accepted as sojourning, these 

expatriate employees could also be referred to as sojourners. In more modem times 

with the advantage of air travel, the lengths of the working periods were shortened, 

and the corresponding leave periods were reduced, By the beginning of the 1980s, 

most expatriate employees in Hong Kong were working for one year with an 

entitlement of six weeks home leave. In these cases, the expatriate employees who 

worked in Hong Kong and retmned to their countries of origin once or maybe twice 

per year, (some people split their leave entitlement), were the same as the Hong 

Kong Chinese astronauts. As Skeldon argues, "recent research [did not justify] 

distinguish[ing] Chinese migration on the basis ofa sojourner pattern or sojourner 

mentality ... as these qualities were intrinsic in the migration of most other peoples" 

(Skeldon, /99.f, p. 7). Similarly, I argue that the 'astronaut qualities' were also 

intrinsic in the expatriate employees conditions in Hong Kong, which docs not 

justify distinguishing the Hong Kong Chinese as being unique in international 

commuting. Also, in the circumstances of the Hong Kong expatriate employees 

tempomry,return-migrnnt conditions preceding the Hong Kong Chinese astronaut 

phenomenon, it could be argued that in an eclectic decision, Hong Kong Chinese 

inserted this social behaviour into their own culture, to be modified for their own 

use. 

Sunmrnlj' 

My investigation suggests a definite link between the early Hong Kong 

Chinese migrnms who were sojourners, and the contemporary Hong Kong Chinese 

astronauts. In fact the contemporary astronauts, who commute regularly between 

their new countries oftemporary residential domicile, and their temporary working 

domicile in Hong Kong, are true sojourner~. Their journeys are regular and well 

defined, with the temporal confines on the duration of their stops determining their 

status as brief visits or temporary stays, thereby satisfying the detinition ofa 

sojourner. The percentage of early Hong Kong Chinese migrants which could be 

classed as sojourners is difficult to estimate, as the expanded use of the term tends to 

include almost any Chinese person who left Hong Kong as some form of migrant. 

Also the accuracy of records is dubious. According to Skeldon, citing information 

from an unpublished paper by Elizabeth Sinn, 
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over six million Chinese left Hong Kong between 1868 and 1939. 
[whereas], the lmrbounnaster' reports showed that nbout eight million 
Chinese returned over the same period. It is highly unlikely that more 
labour returned to Hong Kong than lefi it in the first place" (Skddr,n, 
199.f,p. 2./J. 

However, it is possible that some of these eight million returnees may have 

migrated and returned more than once, if so, their sojourn wonld have some 

assimilation with the activities of the more recent astronaut. 

The real similarity of sojourner and astronaut is that they arc words used in 

academic description, which specify Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese people to 

particular situations. Yet on examination, the use of the terms is unsafe, because the 

variable nature of their application, and implications that the terms are racially 

loaded. Other ethnicities and races behave in a similar fashion to the Hong Kong 

Chinese in the pursuit of economic well being but do not suffer the same terms being 

applied to them .. Diana Giese cites Darwin businesswoman Pam Con Foo, who 

"emphasises against the notion that the Chinese came [to Australia] as sojourners" 

(Gie.l'e, 1995, p. 39). She said that, 

they proved their ability to withstand nll the hardships that were put in 
front of them . [and] achieved their goal of wanting to stay in 
Australia. They didn't wam to give up and go back, because going 
back they really had nothing (19!J5, p. 39). 

This strong 5latemc!ll repudiating the notion that Chinese migrants to 

Australia should be termed as sojourners presents the argument that the individual 

has an input into the choice of terminology tbat should be applied. Also, the 

numerical estimates of between twelve nnd seventeen percent lbr returning Hong 

Kong Chinese migrants between the mid 1980s and the early 1990s, does not 

constitute any major movement of population. In these circumstances, I consider 

that the concern given to this minor phenomenon by some host governments and 

academia is overstated. 

The labelling of migrants as sojourners, or, nstronauls, by academics, the 

media, and governments, communicates to the local population of the host country 

that pcrnmncnt settlement is not on the mind of the migrnnts, and so, will possibly 

impede the migrant's progress of acceptance by the local community. This sit11ation 

requires commentat<Jrs, be they academics, or media personnel, to ensure that the 
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descriptive terms they 11sc arc appropriate to, nnd for, 1he subjects they arc 

addressing. Terms SL1ch as sojourner or astronaut can cause the recipients to be 

viewed as separate and possibly unwanted additions to a host community, instigating 

racis1 prejudices within some of the local population. The outcomes of these events 

arc problematic not only for the migrants, but also for the host country's federal 

administration in trying to settle new immigrants into their socio/political/cultural 

system, 

It is my argument that Hong Kong Chinese, in their eclectic way, have built 

into their culture a tradition of sojourning, which they have updated to take 

advantage of modern communication and transport facilities. In choosing to 

commute between Hong Kong and some other country where they have legal 

residential and/or citizenship rights, they me exercising a facility that is afforded to 

other citizens whom reside in those countries. As such, when the Hong Kong 

Chinese astronaut phenomenon is considered alongside the many other similar 

situations tlrnt widely exist, in which citizens commute from their home country to 

other countries for work purposes, it begs the following questions. What special 

circumstances bave driven this debate? And, why is there a paucity of major 

references embracing research findings for comparing similar issues involving other 

nationalities, to ascertain the uniqueness or otherwise of the Hong Kong Chinese 

astronaut phenomenon? 

The debate on the Hong Kong Chinese 'astronaut' has damaged the 

reputation of the Hong Kong Chinese within the countries to which they have legally 

migrated. From my own observations, in Australla, there is a view which exists that 

Hong Kong Chinese have obtained their passport by being financially accepted as 

business migrants, and then ailer completing the minimum requirements, have 

returned to Hong Kong taking their finance with them. However, I have yet to he.ar 

a debate on the Aumalian nationals who work and live in Hong Kong, earning 

considerably more than they would in Austrnlia, and escaping the comparntively 

draconian Australian tax regime. 

The 'astronaut' phenomenon originated from the Hong Kong Chinese 

humorous trait of applying Cantonese language sobriquets to unusual occurrences, 

that is, calling the Hong Kong Chinese migrant/international commuters lai hu11g 

yan, The ensuing debate, in my opinion, has become overstated, with only negative 
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outcomes for the Hong Kong Chinese people. Under these circumstances, I consider 

that academic discussion on Hong Kong Chinese migrant-commuters, tai !mug y1m. 

should not be pursued unless it is debated within the context of comparisons or 

applications to 5imilar siluntions embracing other nationalities. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

!long Kong Ci 11e1na: Reflectio11s on Hong Kong Culture, ide11tity a11d 
Ethnicity 

Introduction 

This clmpter addresses liong Kong culture, identity, and ethnicity as seen 

through Hong Kong films. I firstly address the I-long Kong film industry and its 

relationship to Hong Kong Chinese culture, in particular the manner in which the 

concerns ofthe Hong Kong Chinese people are represented. Secondly I analyse 

three films with minor references to some other Hong Kong films to highlight Hong 

Kong's unique culture. These discussions will show how, through film, Hong Kong 

people lrnvc identified themselves both culturally and ethnically as a distinct 

civilisation within the gremer Chinese racial structure. Since the 1970s Hong Kong 

cinema lms grown from a local source of entertainment to an internationally 

recognised icon of cinematographic creativity. The mai1ial arts films in which Bruce 

Lee and Jackie Chan srnrred brought a unique form of action (o the cinema screen, 

which, in turn, spawned a new idiosyncratic desire throughout the rest of the world 

to engage in, through the voyeuristic capacity of cinema, and for some, to learn and 

become proficient, in tbis form of violence. Although Hollywood tried to emulate 

Hong Kong's cinematic martial arts phenomenon through actors like Claude Van 

Damme, they could not produce tile physical dexterity, or tile atrobatics of the Hong 

Kong actors. 

After his initial martial arts films made by the Shaw Brc:hers Studios in 

Hong Kong, Jackie Chan shifted to the Golden Harvest Studios and introduced a 

form of comedy into his film perfonnunces. Chan's form of entertainment look tile 

darkness out of the martial arts violence, and made it popular with a wider audience, 

including the female part of the !-long Kong Chinese population. 
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The burgeoning appeal of Hong Kong films extended outside of the local 

market to become an international cult genre. According to Odham, Stokes, and 

Hoover, 

Hong Kong filmmakers help set the style for a cinema that fits the 
globalisation age, full of action with high body counts and ;,iinimum 
dialogue, 1hus universally translatable .... Except for Japanese an/me 
and man~a. no other Asian popular culture form has generated as 
large a fandom r.,nong non-diasporic audiences as Hong Kong 
cinema, popular- :n at least, Japan, Mneau, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Singapore, and Tlrniland in Asia, as well as in Australia, Canada, 
England, and the lJniled Stales. Fan clubs (some specifically devoted 
to Jnckie Chan) on four continents, fanzines such as Ci1wraider, Fatal 
f'i.1io11s. Nw1~ Ko11~ Film Co1111c,·/io11, Asian Trash Cinema, and 1he 
Oriental Ci11e111a, Internet newsgroups and websites, retail and mail
order outlets, and a number of new books have sprouted in the 1990s 
to serve thi~ growing market (Odham ,Stokes, & Hom-er /999, p.ix). 

Although Hong Kong films originated !heir cul! status through the actions of 

kung fu exponents like Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan, and later Jet Li and Chow Yun 

!'at, other genres were not neglected as, 

other types of films have established the colony's cinema 
internationally- 'Tsui !-lark's wire-worked fantasies, Ann Hui's exile 
dramas, Stanley Kwan's limpid romances, and Wong Kar-wai's art 
films; everything from gangster films and martial arts, costumers, to 
lightweight comedies and meditative dramas (Od/Jam,S!oke.r,& 
Hom-er, /999, p.ix-x). 

The expanded range of genres showcased !-long Kong film-makers as being 

uble lo compete with the best in the world. from the 1970s into the 1990s Hong 

Koug cinema was rmt only an artistic success, but also a commercial success. 

[The] number of films released regularly surpassed nearly nil 
Western coL1ntries. In export it was second only to the Unite~ States, 
[and] it ruled the East Asian market . Distributed in the West, 
Hong Kong films became a cult phenomenon on an unprecedented 
scale . Although a typical production cost about as much as a 
German or french one, the industry enjoyed no subsidies of the sort 
that keep European cinema alive (Bord,.,e/1, 20UO, p. I). 

Locally the cinema industry was well supported by the Hong Kong Chinese 

public, which resulted in large numbers of films being made and exhibited. "Hong 

Kong movies were made simply because millions of people wanted to watch them" 
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( llw·dwd{, _'(If!/!, fl./) I! appc,1rcd th•t lhc slmlio owners, together with their 

pmduccrs and directors, moni1orcd ck,scly Hong Kong's cl'cr-changing cultural 

appclitc. in onkr In comcmpnrisc 1hcir produclions 10 what tbc llong Kong film

going public required al ,iny panicular 1i111e. "Hong Kong film i11d11stry offered 

something the audi cnccs ,I es ired. Y car in and year nut it pr\lducc(I dozens of il'esb. 

lively, and thrilling lllll\'ies Since lhc 1970., il lrns been urg,rnbly !he world's most 

energetic, imaginative popular cinema" (1/Jl!IJ. fl· I) 

rhe c~p~11.1iun ofcincnliltic genres in I long Kong lilnm1ilking, served 10 

address issues arnuml the social. political and cultural cllilnges, which I long Kong 

pco:ilc c~pcrienccd in the 1970s through 10 the mid 1990s This period coincided 

with a ~tcep rise in 1he I !ong Kong's interna1ional business dealings, and the 

cnnscquem rnpid gro"lh in the alllt1cncc or Hong Kong's economy, which allowed 

more money 10 be accessible for lilm production. and increased disposable income 

within the pt1blic arena creating a larger pool 11fpossible cinemagocrs 

1fong Kong [as) a place of comr1icrc~ [Im; become] to clay the 
•,,r,rlJ', li"cc,;( markel cco11omy. and most scrl'icc-oricntcd economy. 
"111, ,\sia"s higlics! per capita income in lern1s ofdmnes1ic buying 
power and the world's bighcsl yield of billionaires and 111illionaircs 
per capi1a (I.cl/I, /'J')'J, /J.X.). 

This oi:uation did not go 11nrcwgniscd by either the lilm industry or the 

cinema going public. and hence "'I !\mg Kong cinema [became] one of the succc,;s 

stories of tilm his1ory [where] around ,ix million people [enjoyed] one of the 

1110,1 rohm,1 lilm ind11stric.s in the world"' (/Jord11·<"II, J()(lf!, p. I). 

! long Kong tilrnnrnkcrs' creativeness has grown alongside I long Kong's 

burgconi111! ccono111y B)· Ilic c,1rly l'J70s, the ci11em~-gning public looked for some 

relief from 1hc c,m~lm1! lluw ofmarlial am movies. which bad coincided with lhc 

1,irhulcru p1,li1ic;il ;rnd \\Mforc ,ituatiom, within the Asia region I long Kung 

pcoplc.s" ri,inl! illllurncc imrodticcd dilfcrcnl iss11es intti lhJir evcrydi1y life. which 

wok prl"CC(lcnce m·cr the incidents occurring in adjacent cmm1ries The new 

upp<>nunilics nri,ing lo access more wcnllh brm1gla locr,I social conditiuns to tile 

minds of I !ong Kong Chinese people. il!\d C\lll~CGllCntly additions to the curricul,1 of 

the I lrn1g Kong lilmm,1kcrs Or.e ol"thc lir,110 rccog11isc tilis 1rcnd w,1s nctnr 

~ '.iclmcl I h,i, who r1long with his brothers Smn and Ricky made satiricill film., nn 



social iss11cs where they "employe(I gambling to parody Hong Kongcrs' obsession 

with ·geuing rich quick,' ridiculed the population's 'money mania' as mental ii Ines;, 

and mocked prolit-motil'atcd. ratings-driven television c~ecutives" (Odlwm. S1ok~.1·, 

& J-fo,,1'~r. /99'l, p.J3-2./). The Hui Brothers Company, which worked out oft he 

Golden Hm·est studios, initially made situmional comedies, but later their wor~ 

included physical comedy, which also became a main feature of Jackie Chan li!ms 

[The Hui brother's] ou1pu1 was hugdy s1.1ccessful in the East. 
particularly in Japan. (Michael] Hui played working-class Hong 
Kung clmractcrs. nnd introduced stereotypes familiar to Hong 
Kongcrs: liis sense of place, coupled wilh eve,·yman characterisation, 
helped lo establish new l!ong Kong comedy (Od/111111, Siok~. & 
!Im!\\'/', J')')'), p.202). 

The Hui brothers made lilms throughout Hong Koni. film industry's golden 

crn. Their lirst 1,as (iw11~.1· Gmnhl<'r.1· l'fuy, (f!J75) and their last, within that cm, was 

World ,!f fi·,·a.,w·<'. (l!J!J5). During 1hc 1970s the llui brothers' lilms were "typical 

c.x11mplcs of'mcssage lilms'. bringing the intima~y betwee11 tile low-life 

charnctcrs on cbc screen closer lo tile mainly working-class audience'" (fr". {9!17, 

p. /-1-1). Their con1ribu1ion in the creation ofa Hong Kong cultural identity is 

significanl. Samuel Hui was one 1ifthc first exponents of popular song to 11~~ 

Cantonese compositions and lyrics to acciva!e interest in the use of local lnngl•agc as 

a popular musical entertainment medium, whid1 later became known in the 1980s as 

Canto-pop. Michael I !ui, who in ti1e early l<J70s \\'as a television variety show host. 

and a situation-comedy actor. turned his talents 10 lilm directing. and Heling, 

resurrecting the intercsl of Hong Koni. Ii Im-goers in Cantonese language liln1. 

[Michael Hui's] spectacular [cinema1ic] progress had importan 
rnmilicalions for the development of Hang Kong cinema from the 
mid-se"entics onward~. I !ui w;1s viewed as the lirst truly 'local" star 
from his generation to l\lakc it in tile 70s, typif;·ing the rise of a 
generation which had grown up in Honi; Koni. in the 50s and 60s. 
Hui was also instrumental in reviving 1he use of Cantonese in I !ong 
Kong cinema al a point when Camoncsc movies were thought to be 
moribund and dramatically displacing the Mandarin cinema and 
heralding the rise ol"il new generation {fro. f')'Ji, p. l-1/J). 

In 1liis ch11ptcr I will be u~in~one of the llui brothers' later lilms, fin· /<i-0111 

/'axe ( /9~0), to discuss lltmg Kn11g cuhurnl issues 1hm arc satirically depicted in tile 

mm. Although the lilm is a comedy, it comes close lo ac1ual trne incidents, as in tbe 
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film, when triad members, intent on violence, invade the office of the magazine 

owner and ask, "which hand do you want cut off' (1iw J.iw11 i'ai:c, 199())_ This 

dialogue is in reference to an actual incident. which occurred in Hong Kong, when a 

journalist who lrnd wril1en text that was not liked by some triad members, was 

vi siled in his office by members of the triad gang, who completely severed his hand 

from his arm. The reality ofsitt1ations set-up in the Hui brothers' films were not lost 

on the Hong Kong movie-goers. which is probably one oft he reasons that most of 

their films were box-ofl1ce successes. 

Another film that I analyse in this chapter is Ch1111gki111; &pre.1·s {19!N). 

Directed by Wong Kar-wai, this film is described by most commentators as a 

romance. But, the film is also a Hong Kong chronicle of changing auitudes leading 

to cultural changes, a reprcsenrntion of Hong Kong's multicullurnl environment, and 

a ponrayal of etlrni-c crossovers and returns. The name oft he film in Chinese 

actually tra11slates as C/111111;ki111; Foti!.1/. This probably relates lo a metaphoric 

description of1hc site, Clmngking Mansion,, where some oft he major action of the 

J11m takes place. Clmngking 1'1an,;ions b a large building situated in Kowloon. The 

building houses residential apartments, collage factories, retail outlets, restaurants 

and take·away eating-places, and other dubious ind11stries like massage-parlours It 

is notorious 10 most Hong Kong residents as being a place thnt is not on their list of 

freql1ently visited locations. althm1gh it is sima1cd in the middle ofone oflhe busiest. 

and mos! tourisc-li"cquented areas of Hong Kong Tbe inside ofChungking 

Mansions is a mass or poorly il\uminJ:cd narrow corridors, which can give a feeling 

ol' claustropho~ic illtimidation lo the unsuspecting visitor. However, this same 

cm·irnmnrn! can be also recognised ;ts micro-organism representative of the non

lux11rim1~ side or I-long Kong lifo. It is this dcpictio11 of Hong Kong life that 

provides the springboard from which the main protagonists in lhe film drive their 

new ambitions and desires. 

The third major film analysed in this chap1cr is John Woo's 1"hc Ki/fer 

( /Y,W) This tilm ~tars C'how Yun-fat, n popular srnr in !-long Kong and 01•crseas 

whu hn,; li1111 crcdi1s to hi., 1rnnw in Hong Kong made films, nnd t\mcricnn 

Hollywood pmductions. Similar to Chow Yun-fot, director John Woo started in the 

!-long Ko11g rilm industry, but is now recognised, n11d makes lilms, in the American 

r,Jm industry. "f11e Ki/Irr (/YSY) isnn interesting lilm in that it frames l{ong Kong 
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in both Eastern and Western culturnl conte~ts. There is a heavy western emphasis on 

the characterisation of Chow Yun-fat as a better- dressed version oft he Clint 

Eastwood characters in the spagheui westerns, and the police inspector Danny Lee 

comes over as an incarnation of Clint Eastwood's 'lJiny Hany' The film was made 

in Hong Kong and much ofit is representative of the generic Hong Kong 

environment m that time, bm as Woo remarked, "only in the Western world did 

people appreciate what I did with this film" (liord,re/1, 200(), p. !06). 

Film nnd Hong Kong Chinese Culture 

The film industries in most countries portray segments of their perceived 

nationnl cultures within their film productions, and the Hong Kong film industry is 

no di!Tcrcnt in this respect. However, Hong Kong Chinese culture, as a uni~ue 

ingredient present in its national cinema. has only been noticeable since the 1970s 

following the resur_gence ofthe popularity of Cantonese dialogue films. "The first 

Ca1tonese-dialec! talking picture ... [made was] White Gold Dragon (1933)" 

(()11m1111. Stok~.\ & !!om-er, 1999, p.18). The film was actually made in Shanghai, as 

Mainland filmnrnkers realised that "there were proflls to be had in the markets of 

Cantonese-speakers throughout Southeast Asia and in U.S. Chi11atowns" (Odham, 

Stoke,\", & Hrmrnr. 1999, ppl8-19) As the popularity of the Cantonese-language 

films increased so did the volume ofHong Kong film p,oduction. It is estimated that 

around "four hundred films were made between 1933 and 1941. The majority of 

these movies were in Cantonese, the langunge oft he vast majority of the Colony's 

population" (/999, p.19). During 1hc four-year period prior to the occupation of 

Hong Kong by the Japanese, there was a large influx of Mainland Chinese into Hong 

Kong. These refugees were nrninly Mandarin speaking, nod so a Mandarin language 

iilm industry began production in I-long Kong. Apart from the normal menu of 

entertainment film-footage produced. the Hong Kong Mandarin motion picture 

industry produced anti-Japanese propaganda films for distribution on thL Chinese 

Mainland. In 1941 when the Japanese overran Hong Kong, nil film production was 

cease!.:. 

After the war, and the re-establishment oft he British colonial government, 

both the Cantonese and the Mandarin language cinema industries re-commenced 

production. The "Cnntoncse filmmakers thrived by returning to the popular martial 
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arts and opera genres of the 1930s, [while the Mandarin industry] offered 

moviegoers 11'<.'l(l'i {meaning literature and art) ranging from musicals and dramas to 

comedies and operas" (Odham, S!ok,:s, & Hoov<!I", 1999, p. W). By adhering to the 

genres of the 1930s, the Cantonese-language filmmakers spent little time or money 

on new developments within their industry, and so were able 10 concentrate on 

generating a large volume of productions 

Post-war Cantonese-dialect movies became known ns 'seven-day 
wonders' because tlmy were often completed in a week and (hen were 
scheduled for one-week run in theatres. Upwards of two hundred 
such films were released each year from the late 1940s through the 
mid-1960s. Opera films offer the best example from that era of Hong 
Kong film production on the cheap - liitle direction, minimal sets, 
and pre-recorded sound. Establishing patterns of work tlrnt continue 
to the present day, [established] stars appeared in multiple features 
during the years their careers were at a peak (1999. p. 20). 

The rivalry between the two different language film producers continued 

throught.lut the 1960s into th;,, early 1970s when the "production of Cantonese-dialect 

movies fell precipitously .. from 211 in 1961 to I in 1971" (1999, p.22). The 

superior Mandarin-language productions prevailed over the Cantonese-language 

films both for output and audience attraction, when by the time "the colony's 

economic 'take-off shif\ed into high gear, moviegoers rejected Cantonese cinenrn, 

which looked old aQd tired'' (1999, p.22). 

Hong Kong's increasing economic affluence through the 1970s and 1980s, 

and the crossover ofCamo-pop stars from music to take up careers as film actors 

gave the Cantonese-language film industry a big boost. The audiences returned to 

see the new stars who spoke and sang in their national language, perform in both old 

and new genre film~. By 1980, the Hong Kong Mandarin-language film industry 

hild ceased production. Under the circumstances in which the Hong Kong film 

industry operated up to the mid 1970s, it can be said that (here was little or no unique 

Hong Kong Chinese culture present in the film productions. The films prior to the 

mid- l 970s were martial arts and Cantonese opera productions that had tbeir origins 

on the Chinese mainland. The Bruce Lee films in the early 1970s were Hong Kong 

made films, and the start of the resurgence of Hung Kong cinema, but they cannot be 

claimed as representative ofl-Iong Kong Chinese culture of that time. In fact Bruce 

Lee was born in the United States, and prior to filming with the Golden Harvest 
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Studios he had developed a career in American television. His contribution to Hong 

Kong culture was to start the kung fu phenomenon, which, because he had filmed the 

movies in Hong Kong, resultcd in both the kung fu phenomenon, and he as a person, 

becoming attached lo Hong Kong as cultural icons. However, I submit that the kung 

fu phenomenon has become a real ingredient or Hong Kong Chinese culture since 

being performed by the likes of Jackie Chan. Chan has brought other elements, such 

as Hong Kong style comedy into his cinematic presentations, that as a complete 

packa[!e, can be representative ofa conlcmpornry form or Hong Kong Chinese 

culture. 

The Hui Brothers: Puttiug Hong Kong Chinese Culture on the Front Pnge 

One of the earlier 'crossover' popular singing stars to enter films was Sam 

Hui, who joined wi1h brothers Michael and Ricky to make the "hugely successful 

film comedies Games Gamblers l'luy (1974}, 'Ilic l'rh'ale Eyes (1976) and 71ic 

Co11/rm:/ ( 1978) [which) spearheaded the resurgence of Cantonese-language cinema" 

(Bord11·,:/l, 2000, p.32), Many of their films satirically highlighted the contemporary 

situation of the colony's social conditions, and the way that these conditions 

in!ihrntcd Hong Kong Chinese culture. !n '171e Primtc Eyes(! 976) Sam Hui sings a 

song during the opeuing credits of the film where the lyrics suggested the difficulties 

and hopelessness of making a good living in Hong Kong, which draws attention lo 

differences between the 'haves' and the 'have-nots' -·,e lyrics b.isically complain 

oFhow employees work very hard for little reward, with no chance of promotion, or 

financial increase, and that things never change, so the only way to increase their 

wealth is illegally, "we'll go rob a bank" (The l'ril'afr Eye.1·, 1976), all the employees 

arc asking is a just reward for their efforts. The Hui brother's filmed social 

messages became popular with the Hong Kong Chinese filmgoers "which started a 

wider shift in [cinematic] taste, as Hong Kongers began to stake out a distinctive 

popular culture" (Hordwdf, 2000, p.32). From this cultural shift emerged a new 

Hong Kong film industry which was "characterised by swift pace, Cantonese slang, 

and the absence of Confucian moralising" (2000, p.32). According to Po-king, "for 

the first time, the makers of cultural products for the local market were people with 

primary allegiance to Hong Kong itself' (C/wi, 1990b. p. 173). 
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111e Front Page ( 1990) is one of the later Hui brother !iln1s, but similar to 

their earlier social statement movies, Sam Hui sets !he contemporary social scene in 

musical lyrics, along with the visual scenes shown behind the rolling of the credits. 

The lyrics oi'his song addresses various issues against the uncertainty oft he 1997 

take-over of the sovereiynty of Hong Kong by China He sings 

Why worry? Worry drin:s you mad. 
Why worry about !99TI 
111crc are s1i11 202H days to go before lhc clmnge. 
Lifo gives vou ulcers and :inhrilis. 
No need tO seek hdp from heaven. 
Emigration is not so good. 
Stai· at llmnc and call a frie11d 
Mn)·bc gel high on brandy or knnmkc. 
Orp~tl' video game, al Mongkok. 
Buy n gossip maga,.1nc and look :11 the girls. 
Find out who lws had plastic surgery. 
Don"1 won)· about tomorrow. Be happy 1odsy. 
(/111i, The Front l'nge. /990). 

The nccompanying visuals shows scenes of Hong Kong's congested city 

landscape, crowded railway station platforms, crowded streets with people walking 

along conversing on mobile telephones, an aerial shot of the giant Buddha statue on 

Lantau Island, massive traffic jams, children in a school bus reading and laughing 

about the contents of adult magazines. The visual scenes portray Hong Kong as a 

pressure-pot where people me stretched to their physical and mental limits. Also the 

visuals show Hong Kong as a modern metrvpolis, with update transportation and 

communication services, and with the people being shown as affiucnt in their dress 

and in their possession of modern artefacts. 

At the end of the vi;uals it shows Miclrnel Hu~ the owner of the magazine 

:Jwh Weekly, buying d1111 s11111 from a street trader, who is using the front page of the 

current edition of "frulh Weekly magazine as wrnppir.g paper. This sets the scene 

showing that the magazine is not popular with the public. Many of the Hui brothers' 

films depict situations where people are struggling financially, and have to resort to 

dubious, and sometimes illegal tactics to alleviate their problems. In l11e From P"ge 

Sam Hui, a Kung tl1 expert, has been fired from his job. His demise comes through 

the manipulation of the system through bribery. in which a prospective student of the 

kung fu school in which he works is taken into the school because he bribes the 

school owner. The school owner instruct; Sam to make the stud~nt look better than 

what he is, whir,h he gladly docs. But when Sam also tries to con the student out of 
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his money by showing him some tricks, the school owner tires Sam. The segment 

shows tlmt money i~ a prime consideration in Hong Kong, and suggests that most 

favours can be bought, including places in education centres, albeit that the segment 

only refers to a kung fu school. The situation or Sam getting fired puts him in a bad 

position, in that it in order to accuse the employer, he would also have to admit lo his 

own wrong doing, which would make his story less believable. Although Sam looks 

to be the aggrieved party in his job loss, he is not wi1hout fault. In his next 

employment, with the 1h11h Weekly, he makes suggestions to improve the 

magazine's sales, which gets the magazine owner to change his conservative views 

to the more modern-day Hong Kong approach of the ends justifying the means. 

The skill that initially gets Sam a job with the fr111h Weekly is his kung fu 

ability, which he uses in combating triad members and saving Michael from having 

his hand cut-off as a consequence ofa derogatory review on a triad sponsored fllm. 

During the 1980s and 1990s, the triad societies saw the film industry as a 

moneymaking, and money-laundering asset. 

The involvement of organised crime [in] the territory's movie 
industry [painted] a chilling picture. Reported Triad activities range 
from face-oITs, intimidation, payoffs and extortion, to death threats, 
armed robbery, and contract killings" (Odham. Slok~.1·, & lfoowr, 
1999. p.3/). 

Actors were -pressured to appear in Triad-financed films, and the deaths of 

two film producers were suspected to involve their association with criminal 

elements. "Director Wong Jing had his teeth bashed in by known Triad members, 

supposedly for sayit1g the wrong thing publicly" (Odham, S/ok~.1·, & /111111'<!!", 1999. 

pp.3/-32). It is perhaps a sad thing to say, but the Triad society phenomenon is a 

recognised part of Hong Kong Chinese culture. It is known througho11t the world. 

and is as fomiliar in its association with Hong Kong Chinese as Cantonese food, and 

kung fi1. 

The film, in its early sequences. also addresses the importance of Hong Kong 

Chinese people being knowledgeable about 1heir contemporary culture. The film 

shows an advertising contributor who wants to withdraw her sponsorship from the 

magazine. She cites the magazine as being out of date, which results in a low sales 

volume, and hence a low exposure of her advertised product. Within her tirade 
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directed at Michael, she accuses him of being old-fashioned, and having no 

knowledge of Hong Kong's contemporary culture, and challenges him !O sing a 

current popular song. He finds it difficult to answer the challenge until his staIT, 

surreptitiously convey the words to him, and he just manages to belay the 

advertiser's suspicions. This incident shows the importance of being 'of the time' in 

the Hong Kong society, where being cut of step with current trends and customs can 

brand an individual as an outsider, or a non-belongcr. With the approach of 1997 

and Hong Kong's hnnd-over to China, the Hong Kong Chinese became more 

nationalistic, in wishing to identify themselves as being culturally and ethnically 

unique. In a 1988 poll, "over 80 percent ofrespondems.,. claimed that they felt 

themselves primarily neither British nor Chinese but Hong Kongers" (/Jord11·e/l, 

2000, p.32). 

Another aspect of Hong Kong Chinese culture is their inventiveness and 

confidence ofa positive outcome to encountered problems. In the film, Michael 

succumbs to the situation that there must be changes to the magazine to ensure it> 

survival, and through the suggestions of Sam and Ricky, the trio embark on a series 

of adventures to gather material that will appeal to the magazine-reading public. The 

enterprises they undertake are bizarre, such as creating an uninvited ghost in a film

shooting sequence, entering a beauty clinic to illegally obtain photographs of 

treatm~nt received by a female film star, conspiring lo misrepresent a family 

situation to obtain compromising photographs. and masquerading as a priest to elicit 

private information from San San, a female movie star. Although in a real-life 

situation some of these situations would be nearly impossible to attain, they do show. 

film-wise, the flexibility and certainty engrained into the Hong Kong Chinese 

culture, that trying new things will evell(ually result in success. 

In keeping with the film's theme oftl)'ing to auain success, many of the 

scenes within the film portray wealth and prosperity. The abundance of chnu1Teur

driven stre1ch limousines, expensive jewellery, designc,·-lnbel clothing, frames Hong 

Kong as a centre in which wealth is generated. And, the gill ofa bracelet, from San 

San to Sam, which she says he can raise at least one hundred thousand dollars 10 help 

his family is indicative that money in Hong Kong is considered to be tile solution 10 

most problems, even the problems regarding retarded oITspring, and senility brought 

about by old age. 
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Other aspects of Hong Chinese culture represented in 71ic Fro/II Page is 

playing mahjong, reference to fortune telling, and the ghost scene. Maltjong is 

extensively played in Hong Kong as a social pastime among friends There are also 

mahjong parlours where unattached people can go to play. Mahjong is played 

mostly for money although gambling, apart from betting on Hong Kong horse racing 

through the olTieial [1ong Kong Jockey Club outlets, is illegal. In tbc public 

mahjong parlours, the police make periodic visits to ensure that no money is visible, 

or any other signs that can be perceived as being related to gambling. 

Fortune telling is still a pnrt of cultural Hong Kong, and it is still actively 

pursued as n form of obtaining nn income. In 1992 the Hui brothers made The 

Magic fouc/! (1992) a film tbat portrays "a fortune teller who divines fortunes by 

stroking the fingers of clients" (Teu, /997, p, f.f.f). This film exposed the darker side 

of the Hong Kong fortune-telling business, where Michael Hui played a fortune

teller who resorts to fraudulent methods to elicit money from clients. 

The ghost sequence in The Fro/!/ Page is part ofa long tradition thm can be 

regarded as cultural, Ghosts have long been a pnrt of Chinese ritual, probably 

stemming from "Chinese thinking in matters of afterlife. , . [and] reincarnation 

(Teu. /997, p.219). Hong Kong cinema has embraced the ghost phenomenon for 

many years with "one of the earliest ghost story movies in Cantonese cinema. 

Gho.1·1 Woman of th~ Old Mansion [being] released in 1949" (fro, 1997, p.221). The 

trend has continued with notable productions such as, Dream Lr)l'~rs ( 1986), A 

Chinese Gho.,·J S/oly (1987). Jfiirilual Luve ( 1987) Clara Law's Rd11camalio11 of 

(Jo/den {,o/!ls ( 1989), and Ching Sui-lung's A 7iHra-Colla Warrior (1990). Tbe 

presence of ghosts permeates Hong Kong Chinese culture. In Hong Kong during tbe 

1960s and 1970s there was a cinema in Wanchai named the East Town Cinema. The 

cinema was not a favourite venue for Hong Kong Chinese, regardless ofwliat films 

were showing. The common anecdote of that time was tha•. n Chinese funeral 

parlour had previously occupid the site, and that some jJatrons oft he cinema had 

reported seeing ghosts in th~ women's toii~t. The t,uth of the allegations were never 

substantiated, but the cir,ema was later demolished and replaced by an olTiee block, 

wbich, prior to occu-pmion, wem through a geomantic ritual to excommunicate any 

unwanted spirits. Similarly, in recent times, 
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Hong Kong's leading English-language daily, the Somh China 
Morning Post, said that it had staged a Buddhist ritual to exorcise 
ghosts haunting its new offices, where stories have abounded of 
strange noises being heard coming from the women's toilets (The 
Aus1ralia11, 200!,p. !3). 

Although, apart from the belief in apparitions, The Fru!I/ !'age tends lo 

concentrate on the materialistic parts of Hong Kong Chinese culture. There are 

segments of the film that show Hong Kong Chinese people as being happy, and 

enjoying what they are doing. In the opening shots, children are seen 10 be smiling 

and laughing, and enjoying what they were doing. The scene at tho roller-skating 

rink showed people c1tjoying themselves, and even the depiction of the retarded child 

did not come over HS a sad individual. Hong Kong is a dynamic place, which is 

driven by the positive attitudes ofHong Kong Chinese people. These auitudes can 

only come from most people within the sociciy being lrnppy in their relative 

circumstances, probably with also perceiving that there arc real opportunities lo 

better their lives. 

/lie from Pag~ ends with the main protagonists becoming heroes by 

exposing the perpetrators ofan audacious robbery, the magazine is saved from 

bankruptcy, Sam gets the girl, San San the film star, and the staff of the magazine get 

a salary increase. The film is a demonstration of how money in Hong Kong can 

result in a degradation of ethics and good principles through selfishness. Hong Koni$ 

culture is regarded .as being predominantly money oriented, and by association 

probably individually s~lf-centred. However, no economy like Hong Kong's can 

survive unless money is circulated, and the Hong Kong Chinese people understand 

this situation. It is ~uch that Hong Kong Chinese people are generous, in that most 

pay their way without tl)'ing to relinquish their financial responsibilities, and they 

give freely to tile less fonunatc. To help the needy in Hong Kong there is a 

contribution trust set up called the Community Chest. Each yem there are many 

millions of dollars given to different charities for distribution to Hong Kong's needy. 

The majority oftbe donations are receive-cl from ordinary people, who voluntarily 

support this campaign. Similar to most oft he Hui brother's films, "/'he Fron/ Page in 

lampooning Hong Kong's avid relationship with money, paradoxically also draws 

attention to others circumstances, and shows how a person's conscience can change 

innate attitudes resulting in favourable outcomes. 
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Japanese au-diences also enjoyed the Hui brothers' films, and acknowledged 

them as satirical statements of Hong Kong's contemporary social and cultural 

circumstm1ces. Tho drnracter played by Michael Hui in the early films became 

known to the Japan-esc as Mr. Boo. The Hui films included l'rimle E)'es (1976), 

which was re-titled to Mr. Boo for the Japanese market. "The subsequent series of 

movies featuring Hui's character became knowa as Mr. JJoo movies; they included 

Games Gamh/ers Play, 1l1e Co111ra,·1, Sec11ri1y U11fi111iled, and Teppanyaki (1974, 

1978, 1981, and 1984)" (Odham, Slakes, & !JorJl!er. 1999, p.202). !1 is possible that 

the Hui brothers' mol'ics induced a culture transfer to the Japanese film industry, 

when from 1985 onwards, Japanese film director ltami Juzo released a series of 

films which were sntirical statements of contemporary Japanese culture. His films 

included Ososhiki, (The Funeral) ( !985), which dealt with a modem Japanese couple 

and their lack ofkn<Jwledge to organise and fulfil the traditional rites ofa family 

funeral; 1'amp"po, (1986), a cinenrntic appraisal oft he fast-food industry seen 

through the problems of making a fast-food noodle restaurant successful; Marn.m No 

0111m {A Taxing W<Jinan) {1987), the exploits ofa newly-promoted female Tax 

Inspector in bringing to book a professional tax cheat; and Mmbo no 01111a, {The 

Gentle Art of Japan< :;c Extortion), (1992). an expose of the Yakusa's (hpanese 

Gangsters) exlorti.Jn rnckets. The films were psuedo-comedies, but their message, 

similar to the Ht1i brothers' films, was clearly seen as an indictment of certain 

Japanese socict~t and cultural changes. 

Chunglling Ex,;rw~: Trans)lortation to Culturnl Change 

Hong Kong films constantly remind us of the eclectic nature of Hong Kong 

Chinese culture, which has long been an acceptor and a donor of the culturG-translilr 

phenomenon. In the film Chm1gki11g F:.tpre.1:1· (1994) time are instances of culture 

transfers, references lo the consumption of Western style food, the use of Western 

invented artefacts, Western popular music, the desire to visit Western countries, and 

scenes depicting lhe multicultural racial makeup of Hong Kong's population. 

However, anchoring these Western references, is the main language of the film, 

Cantonese, and the proliferation of Hong Kong Chinese icons and signage, which all 

give the positive indications that the Western cultural transfers arc a borrowing 

rather than u cRpituhtion of cultural identity. As Bordwell states, "cultures converge 
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historically, [and] wl1en they come into contact, ban-owing is inevitable" (Bordwell, 

2000, p.xi). In film, as in real life, it is predictable that cu!turnl overlapping will tnkc 

place, as there arc a number of indispensable necessities that are required by all 

cultures to ensure one's survival and wellbeing, 

[which], despite many claims to the contrary in our mulliculturnl 
milieu, there are more commonalities than differences in human 
cultures: universal physical, soci~l. and psychological predispositions 
and facial cx.pressions of many emotions will be quickly understood 
in a tilm, wh~.tever its country of origin. Many practices, such as 
acquiring shelter and caring for children, are similar in different 
societies (2000, p.ix). 

However, in ~pile of these commonalities, the ways that different cultures 

achieve their common goals may not be the same, and hence the opponi.mity for the 

depiction of the unusua! in film, generating the wonderment, which excites the 

imaginations ofcinemagoers. 

The opening scenes in Ch1111gki11g fxpress (1994) portray a situation that 

ordinary Hong Kong reside nm do not normally encounter. The inside ofChungking 

Mansions is crowded with multi-national beings working in cottage factories that 

would not pass lhe minimal safety regulations. The Chungking Mansions 

incumbents who are present within the area watch, with a minimum of interest, the 

chase ofa wanted felon by a plain-clothes policeman. Tbeir only visible concern is 

not to be bowled over by the fleeing felon, or the pursuing policeman. There is 110 

attempt by the people prcser,t in the area of the chase to either help the policeman, or 

the felon. Their attitudes are that the incident is ofno concern of theirs, and that they 

wish to have no involvement in what is going on. The scene is a perfect 

representation of the knowledgeable Chungking Mansions residents that 

involvement in such an incident will possibly result in retaliatory action against 

them. The success of Hong Kong people, in most circumstances, comes from tbeir 

ability to address their actions to the requirements of the environment in which they 

arc situated. As we sec, when the lady drug runner is having shoe; with false heels, 

cases with false compartments, and radios with hidden cavities manufactured, the 

environment within the Chung king Mansions is a mixture of legal and illegal 

enterprises. It is also noticeable that these illegal enterprises seem to be operating 

openly, with no apparent fear of disturbance by the police. The pictures give the 
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impression that Clumgking Mansions are like the former Walled City in Kowloon, a 

place thm the police did not frequent regularly, with a blind-eye turned to most 

illegal activities occurring in the area, unless il was a very serious crime. 

Ch1mgki11g £:rpre.1·s {1994) is a film made up of two separate stories, in which 

existing commonalities are modified to give dilfarent perspectives, and hence a 

wider appreciation of the film's plot. Both stories revolve around the love live> of 

policemen, but in the first story the policeman is a detective, and in the second story 

the policeman is a member oft he uniformed branch. The detective is a dynamic 

individual who is seen to lake pan in physical exercise to keep fit. 

[He] is less a creature of habit and more a denizen of the post-modern 
city. He is multilingual, speaking English, Japanese, Cantonese and 
Mandarin; he relics on his pager and is perpetually on the phone; he is 
always mobile, moving between Ccntrnl and Kowloon, chasing 
through crowds, jogging, or restless in a hotel room (Odham, Slakes, 
& Hoowr, 1999, ppl97-198). 

Hong Kong people Hre a mobile population in keeping with their 

contemporary culture. Tbe uniformed policem~ more staid individual, who 

apa11 from the exercise attributed to his employment r~cat, is not seen 

"'" as being energetic. The stories' locations arc also different, representing lhe old and 

the new. The fir,t story is sited "chieny in Tsimshutsui, in and around the decaying 

warren of Indian restaurants and guest houses known as Clmngking Mansions" 

(Bordll'dl, 2~:10. p. 282). Story two "takes place in the Lan Kwai Fong 

neighbourhood of Hong Kong Island" (WfJfJ, p. 26'2). Although the Lan Kwai Fong 

neighbourlmod is not new as a place, it is new as an entertainment concept. In recent 

years. the area bas become a home for small reslaurnnts and bars, where the major 

cu~tom was firstly generated from the European sector of Hong Kong's population, 

b11t is now cosmopolitan in its patronage. 

The main thing the two individuals have in common is that their respective 

long-term girlfriends have dumped them both. The effect of their female 

companionship loss is twofold, firstly, that they both neglect their home.Jives by 

refraining from hJusckccping duties, and secondly that neither of the parties can 

understand why ti:,,ir girlfriends have ceased to be interested in them. The former 

girlfriends' interests in their ex-lovers have ceased because the detective and the 

uniformed policeman exist in a cultural time warp. They have 1101 perceived the 
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111\l\'Cn\cnl in I long Kong Chinese cul1urc thJt bas injcctc<I independence and a sense 

nf adl'cnlurc in10 1hc li\'CS oft he! long Kong Chinese female population The 

dclective c11n>idcrs thm 1hc recounting of his s11ccessi'ul employment duties, like 

npprebemlin~ a 11ae1tcd folllll, is Ol1flicicn\ to sate the unseen May's needs I [is 

nni1udc when speaking of May i, I hat he rnnsidcrs her, in Canwncse language, as his 

lo!'"''· wil<: at ho1mi. and that her earthly concerns arc to tend llis needs The 

unil.ormed policcm;m's allitudc to his air-lm51es~·girlfricmt i., similar t\l the 

delcctin··, aitinidc w ~fa\', in 1h,11 he takes her fnr gmn1ed 1 le pre.,enls to her the 

s,,mc mllline cacli time ~he returns from her flying duties, staying in his home and 

engaging in eating ;md sc~ual activi1ic.1 t1111il the time she retllrns to work 

When both policemen realise that their ex-girlfriends will nol rNurn to them 

1hey rcluc1a111ly look dscll'hcre for fonrnlc compa11y Nei!hcr of them can 

cmnplctcly ,1ccep1 wlrn1 has happened, s,i thcir efforts of attracting s11bs1itutc re male 

companion.ship is ,crcnJipitous in the case nfthc dc1cc1ivc. and by the urging of 

second party in the case oft he m1ifonned policeman The detective 11nc, fnr a drink 

in a bar wlierc he sils nc~I 111 a lady cuslomcr, and a1te111p1s to engage her in 

cnn,wsatinn lib cfll1m arc barely s1,ccessli1I, and it is only his offer to rent a top 

rbss hotel room for them to sleep in liir the• night tliat .she cvcnn,i1lly decides to 

accompany him In the )ll\td mom tile 11·rnnan folb lo .sleep wit II all ol' her clothes 

on, as docs tile dctcctil'C In the mornic1g tile detccti1·c awake.,. and ilflcr clo:;,ning lhc 

wo,11.111\ shoe.\, lca1·c.s her slill asleep in the hotel rnncn. his cvidelll from the 

dc1cc1ivc's umucccssful ellim to repl,1re the lo,1 ~lay with the w11111an in the bar. 

th al apart tr(llh dc,1ni11g her shoe.,. he had no idea or how \o gain the favours nfa 

modem I long K\lng 11oman In the cu,e ,,t'thc trnilimncd policeman. s11ggestions 

were cnmle lo hi•n by the owner of the fast-food s1all, '/II<' ( 'h1111g!.1111,: fapn'""· which 

the policemaJ rcgulurly patronised, to seek tile fol'o11r.s nfthc female employee> 

I !owcver. he seemed rcluctnnl rn l~kc this course or ~cti()n, until ao employee called 

Fal'c c,1me i11101he pic1urc El'cn llicn he was rclucliu11 to engage her fricndsllip, and 

by the 1ime be made his move lo gel to know lwr i11timutdy, she departed 1rom Hong 

Kong b)· sc~uring !lie Jllb as an airline hostess 

The main message foa1ure of this lilm is abmu cuilural ci1angc, c,,-,ccially in 

tile rcl,,tion,hip, between I !ong Knng Chinese men and women. From the late 

1%0.\, lcgislalivc cl1anges prnl'idcd oppon1111ities for the emancipation o!'l Jong 
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Kong's fonalc pop.ilation firstly, nmndator)' education m sccondar)• cducntion 

lc,el was decreed for ,111 children Previom lo this law change. il wns mostly the 

male 1w1 of I !ong K1mg's population that were rndowed with ;ecomlary cdL1cation 

This meant that 111a11y l'cmnlc., lacked the rudi111cntary education to enter tile 

ll'orkforrc other than ns poorly pmd filctor)' employees. The employmcnl sectors ol' 

clerical and secretarial ll'ork, which in \l'c5W1\ countric~ arc prcdomi1m1cly ICnmle 

cmplovmcnt areas, were mos1ly filled by men Afler !he law change, the fcmnlc 

section of I long Kong's Chinese population qt1ickly made inroads into !lie workforce 

,1reas to "hich they 11wc previously barred through lnck ol'cducation opport1mitics 

Ano1her law clmngc saw the legal recognition of second wives (conc11bi11c.1) ceased, 

a pan from seccmd wi\'es whom were regislercd prior to the time ofthl' la11· change 

This law clrnngc wa~ also imponam, as it rniscd the es1cem offomalcs in l!ong 

Kong. and commenced to release them from 1he oncrotis status of being regarded as 

men's clrnuels Even so. l!ong Kong was s1ill a patriarchal place. with many 

facilities like recreation clt1bs. apan from spccilically women's' clubs, sucli as the 

Ldics Recreation Club, offering membership lo only the patriarch of families. 

Wi1·e; and children were allowed to •!$~ the club's facilities ,,, family members of 

the duh member Some clt1hs, which supported aclivities that were ap~licablc to 

fcmaics. did allow fo111alc membership, bu1 only in the case where the fc111ales' 

marital status \\'as tlcclarc·d lo be single. 

In the ensuing yci,r, the Hong Kong f;hinese fem;\le population lrnve 

acquit1ed themsch·e~ well ll'ilhir1 I long Kon!c['s working environmenl, wilb mmiy 

aspiring to managerial and executil'e p(lsi1ions t\ good example is Ms Anson Chan, 

who became I lo11g Kong Government\ Chief Secretary, only second in imponancc 

to Ille I long Kong Go1·crnor. The lilm ( '/11111i.:A·i11i.: fapr,•s.,· ( 1994) provides an 

example of bow patriarchal I long Kong·~ males can have dimcuhies i~ dealing with 

tMi, culwrnl change, which has seen a red11ctiun ol'thc indulgent power exercised 

males over females. The lilm shows tbe females to be in complete colltr<>I, ranging 

Ii-om 1hc lady drug nrnner. who controlled the mcn transponing tile drug>. kidnnprcd 

a child to extort infor111atkm from a man, shtll and killd the rnan who doublc

crossed her. aml e,1,ily handled the detective. who ,upplicd her with a luxt1ry ho1cl 

rom11 for a night's ~lecp. receiving nmhi11g i11 return. Also. when the detective 

telcpl:oncd t\lily 10 •ry l\l re-establish conrnct, she completely ignored bis cffons. In 
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the c,1,c nfthc uniformed policeman. his ,1irlws1css girlfriend walked out on him 

"i!h no fowrc conrnrl Faye. the girl he eventually endeavours to esrnblish 1 

relationship wi1h. cuter., his apanmcnt illegally wllcn he is out working. She alters 

things i11 llis residence. and C\'CTI i111mduccs new artefacts, but lie either docs 1101 

rmticc. or clmmc, rtlll lo notice the diffcre11ccs Eventually he catches her in his 

apartment. but takcs m, ac1ion ,\s a policeman. one would have tho11ght he may 

ha"e arres1ed her for illegally breaking into his home. but he rcliaincd from this 

action Sin~ilarly, 1 hc dctcc1ivc (lid nol show any suspicions against !he drug running 

lady, when her dcmcamrnr and rngueness to his questions. while trying to get to 

~rnm· her, should ha\'c raised doubt cnnccrnin!,l llcr lawll1] status llcth policemen 

w111promiscd their professional i111egri1y for these women, bu1 lo 110 avail. 

Near 1hc end of1hc lilm the uniformed policeman docs make a change where 

he lcal'es the police force, and lakes ownership of the ( '/u111)!ki11)! l·.:vm'.1·.1· fast food 

,1nll "Tile lilm rnndudes with Faye rcturnin!,l tO Midnight bpress in her night

a11cndant undlmn precisely one year folloll'ing her unexpected departure. In a visual 

rc\'ersal. we now lind Cop b63 behind 1he coumer wliile Faye assumes his former 

place" (Odlmm. S1ofr.s, & /·/om·er, /<}W, /I· IW). The change is now complete. Faye 

as the oflicial uniformed in-control protagonist. und ex-uniformed policeman the 

serl'alll behind die counter having to respond to Faye's de.sires and wishes She 

mciaplmrically oil'crs him an invitali()ll tn slart an inlimalc li-icndship. by presenting 

liim will! ,111 airline boarding-card She asks him "whe,-c do you want 10 !,le>'.' And 

[he] responds: [ it] doesn't nm!lcr. Whcrcl'cr ynu w,1111 to go" (0,//111111, S1ok~.1·, & 

//m11·er. /!JV~. I'· :Nill). So Faye gains his co111plctc submission \o her rcql1ircmems. 

The !llm c11ds, so we never 110 iflhc rcli1tionship is pursued. 

The lilm ~-11lid1ncs an identity for llon!,l Kong Chines,: women as being 

comrollers oflheir own dcotinies. h also demo:istratcs how Hong Kong Chinese 

w1m1en arc r~ady tu explore sitlmtions out,ide their own cuilure to give them an 

impcluo for scll~improvement. "[The 11niformcd polic,:man] i> introdl1ced [into the 

lilm] ordering chefs sulmls to luke home lo his stewardess girlfriend The night he 

clmngcs bis orde, marks the mom~nl thcir affair wanes, becau~c. ~c claims. she now 

realises that she has a choice" (/Jord1,·d/. 21!/J/J, p. 285). And. the detective is told by 

the liidy d111g-n111ncr, when he is 1m1t,11in!l over loosing May. "[tblt] knowing 

someone duesn't lllcan keeping them. l'cople c1u·.rge. A person may like pineapple 
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today, and something else tomorrow" (JIIIIO, p.2115). The fast-food employee Faye, 

consistently listened to the Mamnrns and Pappas recording ol'Cafijomia Dreaming, 

10 maintain her emotional focus. which was driving her ambition to travel outside of 

Hong Kong. 

"In all Wong Kar-wai films the theme of time is prominent, but the romance 

angle enables Clum_gking Express to explore different ways in which time may be 

lived" (liordwe/1, Jl/00, fl· 285). 

The split structure helps Wong to show how time shapes the 
vicissitudes of romance. Part one, with all of its expiration dates and 
ominous digital clocks, is ruled by a single deadline. By May 1, [lhe 
detective's] twenty-fifih birthday, he vows to reconcile himself to 
losing his girlfriend May. The same dny is the [Indy drug-runner's] 
deadline for consummating lhe drug operation. Afier the deal 
collapses, May 1 becomes her deadline for escaping Hong Kong. So 
the lirst star)' condenses it's action into a few days, from April 28 to 
1he morning ol'May I Part two stretches over several weeks before 
providin!l an epilo!lLle a year after [the uniformed policeman's] and 
Faye's aborted date (21/f!O, p.2116). 

Hong Kong has always had meaning as H particular place at a particular time. 

The cultt1rc is contcmpornry. constantly updating as conditions change. Colonial 

rnle. World War 11 with Japanese occupation, and large innuxes of refugees, have all 

been overcome by the Hong Kong Chinese, and at many times turned to their 

advantage. The soverei!lmy handover of Hong Kong to China is another change, 

which, according to Hong Kong's past history for nrnnaging change, is not 

something tlrnt shooild be treated with gloom and doom. It is not to say that China is 

not powerful and cannot make difficulties for I-long Kong's popt1lation, especially 

the Hong Kong Chinese, but it is .,:ou fair to the people of Hong Kong to recognise 

their ability to make others sec I hem as a valuable as.set, which for any sovereign 

n1ler is better to encourage rnlher than to suppress. ('/11mgki111,; Expr~.,·s (1994) 

makes evident that Hong Kong people, to various degrees, pursue life with 

cmhusiasm and drh1e to achieve their individual goals. Even in case, such as the 

1997 sovereignty handover where they have had lit!le or no input into the outcome. 

It is per\1aps ;:;& ,olntilily in Hong Kong's history that has moulded its culture, and 

which enables Wong Kar-wai to present his film in this kaleidoscopic format, where, 
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one slrnke, and the picture changes, but in changing, it also settles into an agreeable, 

and pleasing formal. 

The Killer 

John Woo·s film 11ie Kil for (1989), Cantonese title "Two Blood-Spattered 

Heroes" (Bordll'rll, 2000, p.101) is an ethnic mixture of Hong Kong actors, action, 

and demeanour, and Western characters, sentiments, and direction. Allhough the 

ethnic mixture, such icons as the Christian church. and speedboats, which are a part 

of the Hong Kcng land and seascapes, can be interpreted as being represent at iv:, of 

Hong Kong, the main characters, John the killer, and Li the pursuing detective arc 

definitely Western creations. John's charncter is a ruthless professional hired killer, 

who, while retaining his rnthlcssness, and continuing lo practice what he does best, 

killing, shows an odd redeeming feature oflrying to repair the damage he has 

inflicted on a female nightclub singer. Jahn comes over as a well-dressed Clint 

Eastwood character out of the J960170s 'spaghetti westerns'. Li, an insubordinate 

cop, wanting to be the judge, jury. and executioner o:'justice, i~ a rcincarrmtion of 

the 'Dirly Harry' character that Clint Eastwood played in a series oftilms following 

his 'spaghelli westerns' His armed confrontation with a felon on a crowded tram, 

resulting in a nervous passenger succumbing to a fatal heart attack, was, in his 

opinion a regrettable, but necessary action, which paralleled 'Dirly l-larry's' method 

of opernting. 

The film switches swiftly between Western and Hong Kong Chinese 

ethnicities. The action artefocls of automatic weapons, hnnd·grenades, fast cars, and 

speedboats are al! Western. But, the delivery of the violence, with over-the-top 

destruction, fantastic acrobatics, kung fu fighting, and great numbers of'extras' 

acting as continuous canon-fodder in the burgeoning mayhem, especially in the 

closing scenes oft he film. ,.;re one-hundred per cent Hong Kong ethnic cinema. 

Other quick ethnic switches are the scenes of the traditional Chinese drngon-boats 

racing, to hot pursuit i,, modern speedboats. And, the ending oft he bot pursuit, on 

what looks 10 be a trn,:quil beach on one of Hong Kong's Outlying Islands away 

from the urban Western environment, into the sudden rapid fire of automatic 

weapons and n San Francisco style, television/film car chase. 
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Apart from lhe fast chases and the violence, the rest of the film "is a 

romanticised and sad story" (Odham. Srokes, & Hm!l'er, /999, p.56). The story 

revolves firstly around an obligatory friendship between John the 'hitman' r,nd Jenny 

the nightclub singer he injmed, and starts "like a conventional love story between a 

man and a woman, but is later complicated by the extraordinary emotions or the 

killer, [John], and his affections for another man" (T~o. 1997, p. 177), the detective 

Li, who is out to arrest John. The friendship between John and Li develops by some 

form of mutual respect through both party's recognition of the other's 

professionalism. Also, because of John's obligation to Jenny in trying to get enough 

money lo have her sight restored, and his concern for n child who lms been 

accidentally caught in the crossfire in one of his armed confrontations, Li thinks that 

John is not so bad. This softness in John's character temporarily disconnects him 

from the Clint Eastwood 'spaghetti western' characterisation, and probably from the 

Hong Kong ethnic audience, who, as in their normal day-lo-day life lionise winners, 

not losers. According to Odlrnm, Stokes, and Hoover, 'l1ie Killer, [(1989)] although 

wccessful internatio1rnlly did nol do well in Hong Kong. In terms of the heroes that 

hnve drawn the Hong Kong population to the cirema, John did not have the 

dynamism, or panache for a Western hero like 'Mr. Kiss Kiss Bang Bang', the local 

Cantonese terminology for James Bond, or the energies and indomitable spirit of 

ethnic Hong Kong Chinese heroes like the Jackie Chan's films' clrnracters. 

Another clmrncter in the film who did show some sign of ethnic Hong Kong 

Chinese cullurnl tendency was Sydne;,, the ex-hitman, who as a friend of John, acted 

as a go-between for John and his clients. Sydney lrnd rel ired from being a hit man 

because he had injured bis trigger finger. "[Being] lefl with 110 employment 

compensation or in£uranc~ benefits, he has lo remake himself a, a hitnmn manager, 

the agent who finds John work" (Odham, Swkes, & H,w1w, 1999, p.53), This 

remaking ofonesel fis a Hong Kong Chinese cultural phenomenon. Since the 1960s, 

Hong Kong Chinese people have had to contend with major employment changes. 

The garment industry, which employed a large section of Hong Kong's Chinese 

population was seriously affected by an export quota system imposed by foreign 

countries to protect their own industries. Within a short time, the main 

manufacturing industries chhnged lrom garment making to electronic~ maoufocture, 

and watch assembly. The population also had to remake themselves by learning new 
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skills. In more recent years, the Hong Kong Chinese have had to go through the 

same process again, where nearly all Hong Kong's manufacturing industries have 

been moved to Special Economic Zones like Shenzhen, and Zhuhai on the Chinese 

nrninland. The industries 1lmt arc now Jefl in Hong Kong are service related 

industries, where similar to Sydney, the Hong Kong people have bad to remake 

themselves agnin to become employable in !heir uew employment environment. 

The Ki/lier (1989) is a film that encompasses the emotions oflwo polar 

ethnicities. The overstated filmic portrnyal of ethnic Hong Kong Chinese violence is 

diametrically matched bj the overstated ethnic Western style mushiness depicting 

John and Jenny's, Jolin and Sydney's, and John and Li's friendships. The cliched 

expressions like, "that's what friends are for" (Odham. S1ukes, & !louver, 1999, 

p.5./) when John forgives Sydney for betraying him, and the dialogue from the scene 

where Sydney wants to 'die like a man', not die like a dog, when he asks John, "am l 

a dog?. No, John replies you're a great man", (/99'), p. 5./) arc reminiscent of 

pre-World-War ll Hollywood 'B' grade movies. Detective Li's admiration for killer 

John, outside oft he unreality of cinema, is difficult lo contemplate. Li, alw a 

demonstrated cold-blooded killer, only on the side oft he law, refers (o John as being 

heroic, and rebtes that, "tbis man is nol a cold-blooded murderer'' (Odlwm, Stoke.1·, 

& Hrmwr, 1999, p.55), when it is exactly that allribute for which John's services arc 

sought and paid for. 

Teo comments on \Voo's pragmatic approach to film-making in saying that, 

"Woo docs not llinch from showing what is elemental or crude in his own society, . 

. [as Hong Kong], without the softening effccl of middle-class placidity, venality 

and vanity arc the norm'' ("fro, /')97, p. /112). This situation is also quite normal in 

most Western societies, where the installation ofa middle-class into the society has 

served as an insulating layer between Ilic rich and the poor. This insulating layer 

generally increases the distance between lhc 'well-behaved', and the perceived 

boorish behaviour of the society's socially unacceptable section of the popula1ion. 

Teo also remarks that "Woo's florid style or his tendency for excess cannot . be 

dismissed as mere indulgence, [as] Hong Kong's residents can be grotesquely rude, 

temperamental or c111dc; hence actors overact, an<l Woo makes his pictures 

accordingly" (Teo, 1997, p. /82). The suggestion by Teo that Hong Kong Chinese 

can be ethnically uncouth, which is then dcmons1rntcd by actors overacting is not 
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confined lo films of one ethnicity. In one ofWoo's later films, Face Off, ( 1997) its 

comparison for over-the-top action to lJie Killer, (1987) is described by Bordwell 

yet another Church scene, with the doves from 11ie Killer flapping 
through in slow motion and the villain laying a pistol at Jesus' feel. 
And how to top action you've already taken over the top? Bigger 
explosions, more hurricane gunfights, thousands of rounds of 
ammunition, a speedboat chase, ... and lots of two-fisted firing as 
your men leap and soar (Hurdll'cl/, 2000, p.113). 

Although Hong Kong audiences seem to hav~ a cinenrntic penchant for 

violence and over-lhe-top action, they have also shown, through their box-office 

aUendance, n liking for the Hui brothers satirical comedy films, so not too much can 

be rend into films being a true portrait of ethnic behaviour. Also, after the showing 

of A Beller To11:orrow (1986), "Hong Kong males. [took] to the streets in the 

dusters and shades fovcurcd by Mark [in the film]; and Alain Delon wrote Chow 

Yun-fat a personal note of thanks for boosting the sales of his signature sunglasses 

(Od/,m11, Swkc.1· & Hom'l!r, 1999. p. 56). In these circumstances, rather than A /Jelle!' 

Tomol'l'OW being a true window into Hong Kong Chinese etlmiG culture, it appeared 

to be more the commencement ofa new trend in men's fashion. 

ti1~ Killer ( 1989) is a film em!Jrncing two ethnicities. hut the representations 

ofeacb ~tlmicity are filmic fantasy, or at best a fringe image of reality. Woo's film 

is located in Hong Kong, bnt its excessive subtlety, and complex imagery do not, 

apart from language. ground the major clements of Hong Kong Chinese ethnic 

culture. Cultural clements such as, the best triumphing, the improved status of 

women within the Hong Kong society, and the intention of Hong Kong Chinese to 

enjoy their lives, is missing from this production. But, the film's inventiveness and 

imagination does produce a mythical chimera of ethnic Hong Kong Chinese, and 

ethnic Western cinema. 

Summnry 

During the past three decades the Hong Kong Chinese cinema has grown 

from a local entertainment medium to an international phenomenon. It has 

supported some clements of Hong Kong Chinese culture, but in the main, these, like 
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kung fu, and acroba1ic action, apart from in the performances of some actorn, and 

kung fu exponents, arc peripheral lo tile way in which most Hong Kong residents 

spend their lives. However, in C'h1111gki11g l~tf!N,\, (/'J':J.I) the story highlights the 

changing status of Hong Kong Chinese women, in which their emancipation from 

overbearing patriarclml control is recognised. This is a major change in the activities 

of Hong Kong Chinese culture, in that women, through equal education 

opportunities can now become an important pnrt oflhe family economic stlllcture. 

and demand equality on the bnsis of their enhanced status. 

There is nn apparent predominance 1owards criminal activities surrounding 

!-long Kong tilm production:;, some ol'whi~h 11ave been executed in real life, as well 

ns in cinenmtic storylincs. But, in tile reviewed films there arc two important points 

concerned with illegal activities, firstly in ('h1mgki111< 1::,~m:.1·.1· ( 1994) the scenes 

where the general public watch a policemnn chase a criminal but refrain from 

becoming involved. And, secondly in nw Ki/Irr ( 1989), where Jenny's involvement 

with tho 'hit man' John, traps her into becoming, unwillingly, an accessory 10 his way 

of life from which there is no escape. The non-involvement policy is underntood by 

Hong Kong Chinese as the best way to stny clear ofa siwation, in which only a 

minor engagement with can irreversibly change a person's life. mostly dclrimcntally. 

The Hui brothers' satirical comedies approach problems within Hong Kong 

society and culture in a more light-hearted way than ("/11111gki11g fapr,w.1· and "/J1e 

Killer, but the messages. for anyone in lhe aL1dience who is looking for messages, are 

clearly expressed. The advamage witl1 tbis type of film is that it gives the at1dicnce a 

choice between the serious1mss of any societal messaging imparted through the film, 

or the relief of comic cn!enainment ridiculing the perilous conditions tlrnt may await 

the audience on exiting the cinema In ''lw Killer and ("/umgki!Jg fapm1·s there is 

very little relief from the serious natures of these films. However, this is not lo say 

that films like "/lie Kil/a and ("hungking Erprcss should not be made, but to cater for 

I long Kong Chinese culture, in which optimism, success, and laughter arc essential 

clements, lilms which contain these cultural compon,:nts should always be n major 

part of the Hong Kong Chinese cinematic diet. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Conclusion: Hong Kong Chinese Culture: a unique cultural identity'l' 

In this thesis l have argued that Hong Kong culture is unique, possessing 

many distinctive characteristics that should not be confused with other Chinese 

ethnic cultures. ln making this claim 1 have also be~n insistent that the Hong Kong 

culture should not be viewed as a hybrid culture, but rather as biculturnl and eclectic. 

There is no doubt t!iat several Chinese cultures compete to dominate the Hong Kong 

cultural scene, but Europe and India have also influenced Hong Kong culture. 

Consequently, I have consistently referred to it as Hong Kong Chinese cult um in an 

attempt to maintain its specificity as well as highlight the eclecticism I detect. I have 

adopted this stance because I hold very serious reservations about the term hybrid 

being applied to culture. This is a position I share with several other cultural critics 

such as Robert Young (1980), wbo argues that hybridity can manifest itself in two 

polar productions, where one form is the making ofa mixed whole from two 

different parts, or secondly, that hybridity can 

reproduce lhe sites of their own cultural production whose discordant 
logic manifests itself in strucwral repetitions. as strucwrnl repetition 
(Y,,1111,;, /9')5, pp.26-27). 

Young's second position interprets hybridity as dynamic, where instead of 

the product being regarded as a mixture of two different sources, it is now seen as a 

new product. 1 sec !-long Kong Chinese culture as bieultural, or as an expanded 

culture, insofor as it eclectically draws inspiration from Chinese culture and Western 

culture, but manages to keep the two separate, and contained in different spheres. 

Where they do overlap is mainly within the same meas from which other cultures 

adopt foreign culturd elements, such as modern communication and transport 

systems and artifacts, wl1ich are gc11crnlly associated with technological evolution, 

and invention. 
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The introduction into Hong Kong of powered transportation and 

electrical/electronic media and communication systems has had major effects on 

Hong Kong Chinese culture. Apart from ch~nging the Hong Kong Chinese 

population's perception of time nnd space as well as cultural values within Hong 

Kong, these Western inventions provided the infrastructure for the Hong Kong 

Chinese to become a global diaspora, culturnlly linked to their place of origin. 

I have based my analysis of Hong Kong Chinese culture on n comparison of 

the analyses of noted commentators on the subject ofculturnl hybridity, and culture 

theory. Hybridity has been closely associated with colonialism. According to 

Papastergindis, the most "recent writings [on hybridity occur] within post-colonial 

theory [which] routinely cite the work of Stuart Hall, and Homi Bhabha as 

authorising hybrid identities" (Papaslergimli.1·, /997, p.273). These writings broadly 

assume that the conquering colonial powers have taken possession of indigenous 

cc•ltures and changed them, to a p-iint where the indigenous cultures have become a 

mixture of both ct1hmes. My research suggests that Hong Kong Chinese culture has 

suffered little from the British colonial period, as the Hong Kong Chinese people 

maintain a Chinese language, Cantonese, as their main operational language, and. in 

Hong Kong, contimrn !o actively celebrate their cullural festivals. There have of 

course been western cultural insertions into the Hong Kong Chinese culture, but this 

has come about more by an eclectic procedure, where the Hong Kong Chinese have 

chosen, rather than have been forced to accept some cultural changes imposed by the 

British. 

In this conclusion, I highlight three cultural factors, which in my opinion 

bave made major contributions to the establishment ofa unique Hong Kor.g Chinese 

culture, These factors arc language, ec!ucation, and lilm. Notwithstanding other 

important elements that have been discussed within my thesis, language, education 

and film have touched upon the lives oft he vast majority of Hong Kong's Chinese 

population, and have become symbols ofa distinct cultural identity. 

Most of the Hong Kong's Chinese population came from Guangdong 

province in the southern area oflhe Chinese mainland, adjacent to the New 

Territories area ofl-Iong Kong. The main language spoke:i. in this area is Cantonese 

consequently the main Chinese language spoken in Hong Kong is also Cantonese. 

Although there arc other people in Hong Kong who came from other parts of China 
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and spoke other Chinese languages, the Hong Kong Chinese lingua franca is the 

Cantonese fonguagc. Through much oft he time of colonial rule English was 

officially the first language in Hong Kong, and later Chinese, was added to give 

Hong Kong two official ndministrntivc lnng11ages. The Colonial Government, 

possibly for political considerntions in its relationship with the People's Republic of 

China. did not specify a particulnr dialect as Hong Kong's official Chinese language. 

However Cantonese as the first language of over ninety per cent oft he population 

~ecame \-long Kong's quasi-official Chinese language. 

Since 1997, China, whoie official national language is Putonghua, has 

become the sovereign ruler of Hong Kong. but Cantonese is still very much the first 

Chinese language in Hong Kong. Lague ~ays that, "about ninety per cent of locals 

claim ii as their mother tongue, and even more speak it as the language of their daily 

discourse" (Lague, WO!, p.66). In fact, ''Cantonese is enjoying its 'Golden Age' in 

Hong Kong" (Bauer, 2000, p.37) who points out 

Cantonese has achieved in Hong Kong a unique and very specinl 
status in comparison to a11y other Chinese dialects wherever they are 
spoken. Where else in China, or the world for that matter, can one 
witness Shakespeare's A mid-.1·11m111er Night',1· Dream performed in 
Cantonese; read a newspaper article, novel, or adult comic book 
written in Cantonese; attend a university lecture delivered in 
Cuntonese; listen to a play or international news program broadcast in 
Cantonese: or hear legislative councilors and the Chief Executive 
vigorously debate laws in Cantonese? (2000, p.37). 

Bauer refers to written Cantonese, which is a comparatively new concept. 

Previously, Cantonese was only a spoken language, ind all writing was in the 

Chinese script that was relevant to the spoken Chinese Mandarin language. 

However, since the late 1970s and early 1980s when Hong Kong people serious'y 

sought to reinvent their own Chinese identity by composing their own popular music 

with Cantonese lyrics, locally called Canto-pop, and commenced produ~ing, and 

acting in Cantonese dialogue films, they have also increasingly used script in popular 

readings that is appropriate to the tonal values of the oral Cantonese b.nguage. 

The una~sailable position of Cantonese as the prime spoken language in 

Hong Kong has done much for cementing a true Hong Kong Chinese cultural 

identity. The Hong Kong Chinese liberal use of sobriquets within their language as a 

descriptive tool makes Cantonese very much a language of the insider. The most 
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well known example is probably the term 'astronaut', a term describing Hong Kong 

Chinese who regulnrly commute by air between their abpted place of residence 

offshore, and Hong Kong. This practice is done 10 facilitate a residential presence in 

the offshore country, and at the same time, to take advantage of the superior workir,g 

conditions, such as the higher salaries, in Hong Kong. The Cantonese language, 1ai 

/11mg )WI, astronaut in English, refors to the amount of time they spend nying 

between their two destinations. There are many other incidents of sobriquets that are 

used in common corJVcrsation that an up-to-date na1ive Cantonese spe:iker will 

understand. Many of these sobriquets arc temporal, so when lhc describe:! situations 

become outdate!l, the sobriquets arc mostly discarded from the common discourse. 

There have been borrowings ofwords from the English langunge sucll as the 

Cantonese word pa-si is the word for tile English v,ord bus, lek-si, is the Cantonese 

word for the English word taxi. According to Baeur, 

Cantonese like to borrow English words through the process of 
phonetic transliteration .... Fej-/11111, pa-si, rek-si, si-tu, sa-1.·i, .mfa, 
are the Hor,g Kong Cantonese-speaking commu11ity's words for 
'film', 'bus', 'taxi', 'store', 'salad', and 'sofa' respectively. 
Furthermore, Cantonese speakers who do not speak English have no 
idea these are act11ally English loanwords, but think vf them as 
Cantonesc_words. These and scores of other words just like them are 
so !irmly entrenched in Cantonese, that thcr~ is little anyone can do to 
expunge them from the language {Bae11r, 2000, p.51). 

The borrowi11g ofwurds also happens within other languages whne the 

particular nations are considered to have unique cultures such as fa pan which has 

three ,cripts, Hiragana. where the symbols are used exclusively for writing native 

Japanese words, Katakana, in which the symbols are generally reserved for writing 

foreign words, and Kanji which are Chinese wriltcn characters. All foreign \Vords 

are written in Katakana, wllich, if required, can give a convenient way of monitoring 

the estent foreign words are used in the Japanese language,_ With regards to the 

Kanji script, whicll is the traditiJnal Chinese script, there me around two thousnnd 

characters presently commonly used m the written communication oft he Japanese 

language. The Japanese example promofes the idea that foreign vocabulary intrusion 

into languages docs not only occur in languages that have been subject to lengthy 

periods of colonial rule. 
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Although Hong Kong culture has been exposed to many diITerent cultures 

through the divergent migrant groups who have settled in Hong Kong, the language 

has never become creolised which could contribute to Hong Kong Chinese culture 

becoming either an assimilated, nor a hybrid culture. The Cantonese language of 

Hong Kong is the solid base on which Hong Kong Chinese culture has evolved, and 

its burgeoning use i11 contemporary developments within the popular entertainment 

mediums and reading materials is ensuring its continuance as a cultural cornerstone 

for mainstream 1-:longkongers in near and medium-future populatiom. 

Hong Kong education streams have always been bieultural. Prior to 1847 

there were Chinese vernacular schools in Hong Kong opcmting alongside English 

language schools. At this stage, and for many years onwanl, language was the main 

separating factor as to who attended which school. A~ r~ciai intermixing, mainly 

through bus'ness re,quirements, placed greater pressure,; on the Hong Kong Chinese 

to become prolicient in both wrilten and spoken English, many Hong Kong Chinese 

selecte<J schools in which the main teaching medium was English. 

In Hong Kong's Chinese schools, "primary schoDl has always been taught h1 

[the] mother tongue, . Cantonese" (Cho111;, 2002, p. 7). Up to 1998, English 

was introduced as a teaching medium at senior school entry level. Changes came 

after 

Hong Kong [Government] reviewed its policy [of] using English as a 
medium of instruction, and in 1996, . . the Government decided 
that the teaching in Form l to 3 in . secondary school should be 
conducted in the mother tongue (2002, p. 7). 

The changes were implemented in 1998, the year alter Hong Kong's 

lrnnsition back to Chinese sovereignty. However, the biculturnl ~ystem of Hong 

Kong's education system continued, when il was decided that, "112 elite schools 

could retain the use of English as medium of teaching, while 300 or so schools 

switched to full Chinese [Cantonese] instruction" (2002, p. 7). At tertiary level, the 

biculturnl education system is also maintained, with all universities using English as 

their main medium of instruction, except the Chinese University of Hong Kong 

where the main medium ofinstrnclion is Cantonese. 

The bicultt•ral educa(ion system in Hong Kong has been l,uilt into the Hong 

Kong Chinese psyche as an innate understanding of the two-pronged cultural system 
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operating within Hm,_g Kon_g. Early insm;ction in Cantonese has set 1hc notional 

structure for bt1ilding a durable Hong Kong ~hinesc culture based on 1hc usage ofa 

mother wnguc. Alsu. tile Cilension ofCmaoncse as the ins!niction medium af\cr 

primarJ school into the firsl three years of secondary education h11s guarded against 

any major inllucncc by the new sovereign ruler to replace Hong Kong'; mother 

tongue by China\ ~pl>kcn language ofPuionglrna. 

Although 1hc I long Kong Go"crnmcnt have taken steps 10 preserve 

Cantnncsc as their mother loll!JUC, Chong draws on Antony Lc11ng, Hong Kong's 

Fi11a11cinl Secrct:,ry ,1 ho stales '"we have mil given up on English. We won't because 

I long Kong is an in1crn,1tional centre and we nee~ very good English skills'" (( "/m11i:, 

lfJl!:?.11. 7). T,1 focilitatc the leaching ofEn_glish, and to improve the slandard of 

English in schools, "[I long Kling] Go,·crnment implemented lhc policy of 

employing native English-speaking teacllers (NETs). 1t created 700 positions filled 

by tc11chers fiom At1strnlia, Britain and Canada" (21102, p. 7) 

Up to this point. the biculmrnl education ~y~lem appears lo be nlive and well 

in ! long Kong, al1hough some tensions ba\'e appeared with more parents sending 

their teenage children abroad to ensure the> learn adequate English. The actions 

taken by the lloi1_g Kong Government to sectire both Camoncsc and English as 

1caching mediums within their education system bolh during. and in the post

colonial period. llas presented cdt1cmion ,1s an indispensable means for supporting 

I long Kong's unique Chinese culture, and the adrnnccmem ofbicuhuralism as an 

opcrntiomd syotem contained witl1in Hong Kong's cultural milieu. 

The tcmporJI discourse ~arintions s1.1ch as the use of contemporary sobriquets 

like w1 hmif.! .1w1 (astronaut) presents lhc Hong Kong version oft he Cantonese 

langtmge as a langua_ge of its time. Thi> language contemporariness fas well with 

other pans of Hong Kong Chinese culture, which arc continually updating to keep 

pace with cha11ging times One ol"thcse areas is I-long Kong Chinese cinema, which 

evolved from a Mandarin centred entertainment, to a totally Hong Kong Chineie 

product In the early days orl-!ong Kong cinema. M;indarin films were the preferred 

elm ice of the Hong Kong cinema!JOCI' due to their greater genre variety, and their 

superior direction and production techniques. The change came when the Cantonese 

filmmakers realised, through dcclinin_g audience interest in tile dated production 

formula of Hong Kong made films, that the I-long Kong Cbincse movie-going public 
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wanted to see movies that related 10 Hong Kong and its people, with the dialogue in 

their own contemporary version oftl,e Cantonese language, and with their own Hong 

Kong Chinese people as the slur actors. Actors such as Bruce Lee, and Jackie Cban 

in their different versions ofnmnial ans films became stars. Also the Mui brothers. 

who were already household names in the musical and television entertainment 

media, moved into 1hc film industry, and set the course for the Can1onese lilmmakcrs 

to dominate the loc:i.1 industry. 

The Hong Kong film industry was also recognised for its expenise in the 

international market. Apart from the Bn1cc Lee films introducing the rest of the 

world lo the k1111gfl1 martial art form. Hong Koug stars Jackie Chan and Chow Yt1n

fot have made films outside of Hong Kong for Amcricm1 producers. Also, 

Hollywood bas used Hong Kong directors to chorcogrnpl, martial arts fight scenes. 

Over the past lbw years, some of Hong Kong's best action directors 
have given Hollywood fight scenes a face-Ii!\. [in film-scenes] 
from The Matrix, Crouching Tiger Hidden Drngnn, and Charlie's 
Angels. Yuen Woo Ping, Corey Yu~n and Yuen Clleung Yan are 
legends in 1!m I-long Kong movie industry. and although their names 
me lrnrdly known among the American movie-viewing public, they 
have used lbcir high-llying fight marvelry lo change the look of 
movies such as "The Matrix" and "Charlie's Angels". The three are 
hot commodities in Hollywood (fle111ers, 20()/, p.-1). 

I-long Koni; lilms have kept pace with the changing sociernl und cultural 

environment. Jn particular the Hui brother, films satirically, bllt nevertheless. 

seriously, addrc,~c<l the dill'erQnt uspcm of the Hong Kong Chinese modern living 

strncmrc. Through comedy, they illu,trated the success and pitfalls associnted with 

contemporary lil'e in I-long Kong, a formula that was extremely popular with the 

Hong Kong cinema-going public. Other films like Cl11wgki111; /~111re.1·.1· ( 1994) 

<lepi~ted the changing circumstances in !long Kon& lil'e, and showed the necessity to 

keep update with the societal changes to accomplish one's perceived goals. The film 

also showed hl1I\' tile relationship between men and women has changed in the Hong 

Kong society. ln the two stories thnt made up the film, the women not only achieved 

equality wi1h the men, but also smpassed them by demonstrating that they had lives 

of their own and that they would independently pursue their desired ambitions 

regardk>s of the inevitable terminations ol'their current female/male relationships. 

Another intcrc,ting filmic portrayal of I-long Kong Chinese culture is seen in T/w 
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Kif,',•r (1989). This film is a mixture of Western and Hong Kong Chinese cultural 

icons and behaviours The interesting aspect of this cultural mixture is how easily, 

ami seamleasly, the changes occurred within the film. Similarly, the Hong Kong 

Chinese have adopted into their lives. and their cult mes, some Western icons and 

behaviours, such as modern media and communication artifacts like computers and 

mobile tdcphoncs, ,rnd the consumption of Western style religion, food, and 

pastimes like, sports and photography. These, along with other Western cultural 

icons and behaviours, 11avc now become internalised as a part oft he overall Hong 

Kong Chinese culture. 

This exploration of Hong Kong Chinese culture and its evolution through the 

various phases ofinlluences associated in its encounters with other cultures is not 

cxlrnustive. Unlike Bhabha and Hall, who give precedence to the paradigm of 

colonialism in their discussions of ct1ltt1ral hybridity, I have interrogated the 

condition of Hong Kong Chinese culture as my prime research goal, and within that 

goat analysed the elTect that colonisation, as a Cultural Studies hybrid determinant, 

bas innuenced I-long Kong Chinese culture. However, it is clear that another 

approach could be adopted, Nevertheless, I would argt1e, similar conclusions wot1ld 

be reached because of the 11rcdominance ofCbincse culture over all. 

Many 'ilybridity' cases cited in previous academic writings are seen to be the 

result of colonisation. Hong Kong Chinese c11lture, through British colonisation, is 

often described in hybrid terms, as an amalgam of Chinese and Western ct1ltmcs. 

My research has indicated, that rather than Hong Kong Chinese cultt1rc being a 

'hybridised' produc1, the Hong Kong peopie have become the masters of two, or 

more ct1lturcs, t1Sing them eclectically as the prevailing circumstances rcgt1ire. Also, 

my research has sbown that I long Kong's multiracial population and cultural 

divcrsilies have defined other cultt1ral possibilities like, Mong Kong's evolmion into 

a muhicuhural society, or, that I-long Kong culture is dynamic, positively 

synthesizing indigenot1s, and/or alien cultural differences, to form a 

co!llempornncous\y expanding culture. 

Colonial rnlc has atTected Hong Kong Chinese ct1lture, but not within the 

parameters of abandoning language and traditional ct1stoms. The Hong Kong 

Chinese have eclectically absorbed parts ofWestern culture into their own culture, 

and fmm this standpoin1 run parallel with many other nations whom arc deemed to 
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have unique cultures. As such, this situation refiltes !-long Kong Chinese culture's 

status as being a hybridized culture, and therefore, raises serious questions in the use 

of the term hybridity as a cultural paradigm. 

Bhabha's writings on colonialism tend to show the colonlised as powerless 

communities constantly oppressed and manipulated by the overwhelming authority 

of their colonisers. My research has shown that the !-long Kong Chinese, during 

their period of colonisation. have been dynamic in shaping their own culture. In a 

recent visit lo Vancouver I discussed my research and thesis with a Chinese person 

who was born and educated in Hong Kong, and afier a period as an employee of 

!-long Kong Government went into private business, Since migrating to Canada he 

has successfully set-up and run his own business. Afler a fairly lengthy discussion, 

he gave his opinion by saying, quote, "throughout our history we have been 

presented with many different situations, and we have mode the best of them" The 

Chinese have been successful in shaping their own culture in Hong Kong and 

overseas ns sojourners and sculers. In settling overseas, the Hong Kong Chinese 

have taken with them their own culture, which has been supported by a wide 

spectrum ofHong Kong Chinese media These media range from lilms, written 

publications, including daily newspapers, radio programmes, and dedicated 

television programmes. I have found that most of these media are accessed regularly 

by overseas Hong Kong Chinese, and, as well as providing information and 

entertainment sources, they are also u,ed as methods of keeping update with Hong 

Kong Chinese language, and establishing. and maintaining links with other Hong 

Kong Chinese, both in their local environment, and back in !-long Kong. 

·rile strength with which Hong Kong Chinese have presented their own 

identity and culture within foreign environments has won them universal respect for 

their cuisine, movies, and industriousness. This respect can only have been achieved 

through a strong self·beliefin their own unique cultt1ral identity, which has come 

about by being contemporary with changing conditions within their respective 

environments, and not letting cultural tradition stand in the way ofbeneficial 

progress. Also, in tlmir traditional cultural pursuits, they have adopted an open door 

policy, not restricting engagement to insiders only. This transparent presentation of 

their culture has been met with general approval by non·Hong Kong Chinese 
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communities, and as such, in most foreign environments, has avoided much of tho 

bad relationships and violence that has beleaguered ether cullural co-residencies. 

There arc obvious differences between the colonisation of Hong Kong, and 

other places. Apart from the Japanese occupation during World War H, and three 

different incidents of public disturbance, the vasl majority of the !56 years of 

colonial occupation was peaceful. The l<1i.1·.1u::faire attitude oft he British Colonial 

Government to tile Hong Kong's Chinese population's business and soda I is;ues did 

not constitute an agenda of interference or designed change. Also, Hong Kong's 

burgeoning affiucncc generated a growing confidence within the Hong Kong 

population that could probably not exist in the circumstances oft he oppression 

allegedly experienced by other colonised nations. Under these circumstances, one 

cannot support the view that because a population 11as been colonised, that its culture 

becomes hybridised. 
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APPENDIX All 

6 Nnrmbeen Pince 
KallarooWA6025 

Tel. No. 9)07 1~ 13 

Dear Mr.11'.·lrs /Miss/Ms 

f<'orm of Disclosure 

I mn currcnlly undcm1~i11g" Doctor or Philosophy Degree in Media S1udies, at Edi1h Couan 
Uni\'crsit}'· My rcsearcl1 ;, centred on Hong Kong Chinese cullnrc nnd ilS response to the innucnces 
or Wcs1cm cul Ill re introdncOO lhrongh British colonml mlc, ,rnd overseas 1mgrnlion. !n 1he 
mullicullurnl 11orld M li,c in. the need for cultural understanding is pnr.n11oun1 for promoting 
lsm110nious li,·ing, and ii is hoped llmt my research will contribute to this pllilosophy. 

A pan ofmy sltidics cmicems Hong Kong Chinese \\ho ha,·c migrnled 10 Western Austrnlia. nnd in 
order for my resc.irch 10 t,o deemed creditable. I need to gal11cr information from Hong Kong Chinese 
,csidcnis in Wcs1crn ,\usir.,lia, on the follo11 iug subje<! ar<:as; 
(i) comparmi,·edilferenccs migmnts hm·e found living in Western Auslrnlia lo li,·i11g in Hong 

Kong 
(ii) to 11hm degree llong Ko11g Chinese in Westcm Austrnlin I')' lo rclai111lleirllong Kong 

Chinr.,c c111t11rc 
(iii) "hnt steps migrnllls iake 10 nminl;,in lhcir Hong Kong Chinese culture 
(i,) ho\\ in gcucr.•1 Hong Kong Chinese persons foci abou1 migmling from Hong Kong 

11 is "ilhtn I his co111c.,1 ilmt I am rcqucsiiug your assislancc in complc1ing 1bc :111achOO qucstioumirc. 
TI,e full comple1io11 or 1hc questionnaire should around .111 minulcs. 

I c:m ;,ssure you 1hm 1l1c mformali~n 11 hicll I g;llhcr [roui your replies will be 1m11cd wi1h slriClcsl 
co11fi,lcntiulit}. It t1ill only be used in my rescnrc', study and, ifrequfrOO. for cs.1minmion b)' the 
Adjudkming Board of cny thesis. 

If i·ou htl\·c an)' qucs1io11s cocicemiug 11,is project plc;,se con1:ic1 me on \elcphone number 9Jll7 I~ I J. 
Should you lmve queries 1lml I n,11 unable 10 salisfy plc:,se ring my Su(>Crvisor. Assocrnlc Professor 
Brian Shocs,uilh ou telephone number 9.17Uti219. 

I thank )'OU in anlicipaliou for )'OUr kind :1ssis1:1ncc in tltis ma11cr. 

Yours since rel)' 

Ken Siaplcs 
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APPENDIX A/2 

CONSENT FORM 

.......................... lla\'c l>ccn informed al>ont nil aspws of lhc abo\'C research project and ml}' 
questions I hal'c asked lo:,vc bicn m,swcrcd to rny salisf;1c1io11. 
I ;,grcc 10 participate in 1his a,ctivity. realising I nmy wi1hdrow at any time. 
I :1grcc 1ha1 1hc research d;1la !l]llhcrcd for I his Sindy ma.,· be published prnl'idcd I am not idcntir.nblc. 

Partic11,1111: ------
o,11c: 

hwcs1igmor: ------
D;,tc: 
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APPENDIX Bil 

Que,t!onn:olrc on Hong Kong Chinese Cullurc 

for n Ph. D. Re.1enrch Project 

by Kenneth C. S1aples 

Respondent's Demits 

(Please ./ Box for Approprin1c An.1wer) 

(la) Sex: M O F D 

(lb) Age: Und~r20 D Un<ler30 D Undcr•IO D Under SOD Over50 D 

(le) Marital Status: Married D Single D 

(Id) Educ.1tioaat Level: Primnry D Sccondal)' D College D University O 

(le) Academic Q1mlifications: 

"" 
(lg) 

(lh) 

{Ii) 

{lj) 

School Lcavinll Certificate O 
G.C.E O 
Degree O 
Post-Graduat-c O 

Year ,r 1nigra1ion 
Monlh 

Yc.u or rct11rn 
Month 

" 

" Hong 

Contacl Telephone Number: (Hong KonJl)_ 

Email address: 

Contact Name: (First name will be sufficient) 

Australia: 19 0 

Kong: 19 0 

0 

0 
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APPENDIX Bf2 

PART II 

Ure while living in Australia 

( ./ llnx for Answer Where Applicable) 

(2n) 

(lb) 

Place of residence in A11stralia: Town/City: ____ . SuburblStatc ____ _ 

Type ofrcsidcnlial accommodation: House D Apartment D 

(2t) Status of residential accommodation: Owned D Mortgaged D Rented O 

(2d) Employment of respondent ------------------

(le) Respondent employment condition: Sclf-cmplo}·cd O Employer O Contract O 

(2f) Employment ofrcspondcnl's partner---------------

(2g) Purtnds employment condition: Self-<:mploycd D Employer D Co1mact D 

(2h) Employmcntofanychildrcn -----------------

(2i) Childrc11'scmploycr --------------------

(2j) Numbcrofchildrc11mschool: ------------------

(21<) School: Government O Private D 

Names of Schools: 

(21) Family monthly income level: 

Under AUD$2,000 0 Under AUD$ 3,000 D Under AUD$ 4,000 D 

Under AUD$ 5,000 0 Above AUD$ 6,000 0 
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(2m) Media: nmdi11g: Newspapers O Books O Magazines O 

Examples of rcndiug mMcriol: Ncwspapcr/nmgazinc names/types, _______ _ 

(2n) Media viewing and lis!cniug: Tclc,·ision Q (sportO educational O cntcrrninmcnl 

0) Videos O Computer Cl Films Cl Rndiu O 
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APPENDIX B/3 

Examples ohicwing and listening ma1crial: (programme names, video/film types) 

(2o) Leisure interests. Sports Cl Educa!ion Cl Other activities Cl 

Examples of Leisure Interests _________________ _ 

(2p) Chinese Fcstiv.ils Cclcbrawd 

(i) Chinese New Ycnr: CJ How celebrated: 

(ii) YanYat: Cl How celebrated: 

(iii) Ching Mins: D How cdebmlcd: 

(iv) Dmgo11 Boot Fcsti,·al: CJ How celebrated: -------------

(\') Mid-Autumn Fcsti,·al: D How celebrated: -------------

(vi) Chung Yung: 0 How celebrated: 

(vii) Winter Solstice: Cl How celebrated: 

(2q) Langtrngcs Spoken: 

(i) Canto11csc: 0 Where Spoken: Home O Work CJ Social Cl 
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(ii) English: 0 Where Spoken: Home D Wmk O Social O 

(iii) 01hcr L~ngu.,ws: (Plc~sc Specify) __________ ------

Where Spoken: Home O Work O Social O 
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APPENDIX B/4 

(2u) Did you think of Australia as: 

i. Yourpcrmanenthomc: Yes O No O 

ii. A temporary residence while you were awaiting to return to Hong Kong: Yes D No 

0 

iii. A place of exile from which you ha1'e returned to Hong Kong: Yes O No O 

If your m,~wer to Quc.l'tion (21t) (ii) or (111) 1.1· Yes, please giw some reosomfor your 

mmrer., 

Reasons: 

(2v) While residing in Australia, did you take any steps to maintain your Hong Kong 

Cliinescculturc: Yes O No O 

lfJv11ro11s1,w to Quc.lti0/1 (lv) I., Yc.1'. l'fras,• givt' examples. 

Examples: 
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APPENDIX B/5 

PART Ill. 

J. Life in Hong Kong fof!er your return from Australin) 

(Plense ./ !lox Where Applicable for Appropri11!e Answer) 

(Jn) Arca or reside nee in Ho11g Kong: ----------------

(Jb) Type or residential nccommodntion: 

(Jc) S1alus of residential accommodnlion: 

House O 

Owned O 

Apnrtmcnt O Room Cl 

Mortgaged O Rented O 

(Jd) Emµloymcntofrespondcnl ------------------

(Je) Rcspondcll1 employment condition: Sdf-cmploycd O Employer O Contrncl 

0 

{3F) Employment of respondent's partner _______________ _ 

(Jg) Partner's employment condition: Sclf-cmplo;·cd O Employc1·0 Contract 

0 

(Jh) Employment of any children ------------------

(Ji) Children's employer ____________________ _ 

(Jj) Number or children al school: _________________ _ 

(3k) Which schoolis: Government O private O 

School Nnmcs: 

(31) Family monthly income level: 

Under HK$ 25,000 0 Under l [K$ 35,000 0 Under HK$ 50,000 0 Abm·c 

HK$50,000 D 
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APPENDIX B/6 

(3m) Medin: reading: Ncll'spapcrs D Books D Maga,ines D 

faamplcs ofrcnJ1ng malcrial: (1mmcs of Nc"spapcrs, Magazines etc} 

(3n) Media \'icwin:g and lislcning: Tclc\'ision D (spon D cx!ucalional D 

cnlcrtainmcm 0) Videos D Computer D Films D Radio 

0 

Examples of viewing aud listening material (progrnmmclfllmfridco nanwsltypcs etc.) 

(Jo) Leisure intcrcsls: Sports D Educalirn, 0 Other acli\'itics O 

Examples of leisure interests: ___________ --------

(Jp) Chinese Fcsli,·als Celcbrnlcd 

(i) Chinese New Year: 0 

Holl' cclcbmlcd: 
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APPENDIX B/7 

(oi) Yan Vat: 0 

I low celcbr:11cd. 

iii) Clung Ming· 0 

l lo" cclcb1a1cd 

(i1·) Drni;on Bo.11 F~s1i1al. 0 

Hm, celcbm1cd: 

(\') Mid-Aulllmn Fcstnal: 0 

Ho" cclcbrntcd 

(,·i) Chung Y11ng· 0 

1-1011· celcbra1cd: 

(\'ii) Winter Solstice. 0 

How cclcbrntcd: 

(3q) Languai;cs Spoken: 

(i) Cae11011csc: 0 Where Spokcri: 

(ll) English· 0 Wilcrc Spoken: 

(iii) Oihcr Languages: (l'lc:isc Specif;) 

Where Spoken. 

Home O Work O 

Home O Work O 

llomc Cl Wo,J.. D 

Social 0 

Social O 

~ocia! D 
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(Jr) I la1c ;-ou returned to llo1,g Kong for the purposes of employment'! Yes Cl No 

0 

!(1/1,· (111.\1\W /(I (Jr)/,\" l'ES. pfr<1,·e HIIH"'C ''""''/Wm (J.,) 

(3,) For \\hat cmploy,urnl rcason/s ha,e you returned to J-1011g Kong'! 

Could not gel cmploymmt m ,\uslralia Cl 

n. Could !IOI find suitable cmploymmt in Australia Cl 

111. Could not tind .idequalc salaried cmplo;mcnl in Australia O 

iv. ~lore money and a heller lifestyle being employed in Hong Kony Cl 

Please state any other rcasm,s: ----------------------

(31) How long do you intend to stay in l!ong Kong'' 

U11dcr I ;,·,,r Cl 

Indefinitely O 

Under 2 years O Under J years O 01·cr 3 years O 

(3u) Do )'OU ~onsider that your life i11 l long Kony is better than your life in Australia? If 

so, please slate 

rcaso11s: ____________________________ _ 
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APPE..NDIX 8/9 

{Jv) Do you consider chat any 11art of;-our lifo in Hong Kong is not ns good ns life in 

Amlmlia'! lfso please scatc your reasons'! ___________ . ____ _ 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Que,1ion, /\bnut lion~ Kon~ Chlnc,c Culture 

(4n) Prior t~ July l<J97, Hong Koni; supported two mnin cultures: 

Hong Koni, Chinese culture, and West cm culture. 

In your opinion, did you think of Hong Kong Chinese cultu,c a.s: 

A culture on ics own O 

ii ,\ mi~turc ofchc two culiurcs O 

iii Nc,cr ga\'C tb~ problem UI')' serious considcmtion O 

(4b) Do ~·ou, \\hilc living in Hong Kong: 

Li\'C t\ithout major cultural llloblcms in this dual-cultural society O 

1i Ex1>cric11cc di!Ticultics due co chc presence of\Vc,tcm culture O 

If )"OUr :uost1cr is qucslion (ii) please gil'c c,mnpks ----------· 
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APPENDIX B/10 

(4c) While residing in Hong Kong, do the presence of Western cnlturc in Ho11g Kong 

influence: 

Wmk: 

ii Career s!ntus: 

iii Wealth: 

YcsCINoD 

Yes O No O 

YcsONoO 

Good Cl 

Good D 

Good D 

Bad O 

Bad Cl 

Bad Cl 

Please give examples: -------------------------

(4d) Did Western culture in Hong Kong influence you in ymlf decision to: 

i. Migmlc from Hong Kong Yes D No Cl 

ii Reside in a country with a dominant Western culture Yes D No D 

iii Choose Austr.ilia as '.l'Our destination Yes O No O 

l(tl,e mw,w 1., YES 10 any 'l"''Mim1111 (.Id) pl emf g1v,• ,•.mmpfrs 

E~amplcs: ------------------------------

(4c) Durmg the past t110 decades mam· people m Hong Kong increased their wealth, and 

employment status to become property owncrn, and to acquire positions in their 

professions al managerial level. Do you think that this it1crcasc in wealth and 

employment slatus has: 

Changed Hong Kong Chinese culture: Yes CJ No O 

ii Become an intcgrnl part of Hong Kon!' Chinese Culture: Yes O No O 
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iii Hns mndc no difference to Hong Kong Chinese Culture: Yes O No O 

l(yo1< amwcr lo Quc,·tians (i) or (ii) "We Ye.,, plm,e give e;,;amples. 

Examples: --------------------------

{~0 Do you still maintain contact with people in Australia'/ Yes O No O 

(i) Irso me they? Relations O Friends O or Both O 

(ii) How do you keep co11tact'! Letter O Telephone O Fax O Email 

0 

(4g) Regardless orwhcre you live outside or Hong Kong, do i·ou think that you will 

al\\'ll)'S rem in yo11r Ho11g Kong Chinese c11l111rc, sepnrntc from any other culture that 

may be 1m:sclll in your pince of residence. Yes O No O 
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APPENDIX B/12 

1l1is is Ilic end oflhc Questionnaire. ! would like to lhnnk you for your kind cooperation, nnd 

for laking the lime lo complete the sets of questions. Your it1put will be most valuable in the 

complclion of my research, and ultimately for the completion of my Doctor of Philosoph}' 

Degree. 

[ would be gm!efi1l if you would supply me with a contact telephone number and your first 

name, (Sec scclion 1 of the Questionnaire) in case I need lo clarify any of the information 

)'OU ha\'C gil'CII. 

Thank you once asain, 

My kindest regards 

Ken Srnplcs 

Ph.D. Studenl 

Edith Cowan University, Perth, Western Aus!mlin. 
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